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Abstract: This work is prompted by the massive use of Information and Communication 

Technologies, the need for alignment with the business, the concern for integrated management 

and the need to protect natural resources and the environment. This article aims to present a 

framework, multidimensional and multidisciplinary, from the perspective of sustainability, in 

the treatment of Green IT, involving environmental issues and social responsibility, 

Governance of Information Technologies and Financial Management, in the context of Public 

Administration, more specifically in local administration. The methodology used is based on 

the literature review, in the field of thematic, and on a case study in development in local 

government, in order to analyze the feasibility and suitability with the validation of the 

framework. The main results obtained in the case study focus on the use of technology allied 

to Green IT, with theoretical reflexes for environmental quality and with possible cost 

reduction. 

 

Keywords: Green IT, Information and Communication Technologies, Sustainability. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

ublic administration, and particularly local administration (LA), is encumbered with a 

set of rules that make it particularly difficult to implement changes. On the other hand, 

the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) to support current 

activities is provoking a high rate of change in the business processes of an organization. 

Aligned with this, one should note that ecological considerations are a matter of social 

responsibility that has been gaining visibility in recent years. Green information technology 

(Green IT) is naturally associated with these themes (Chugh, Wibowo, & Grandhi, 2016), and 

can be the vehicle for achieving environmental sustainability. 

 

Our concern is the governance of ICT in a local public administration scenario. In fact, there is 

a social responsibility that cannot be forsaken in the decisions and actions taken by enterprises 

and it is more so when local public administration is concerned. Having drawn a proposal of 

good practices that assure the governance of ICT while maintaining the alignment with green 

IT (Landum, Moura, & Reis, 2020), we then sought to reconcile the green information 

technology and green information systems perspectives. Having reviewed the state of the art 

of management practices (Landum, Reis, & Moura, 2020) in what concerns the optimization 

the governance of ICT a need was felt for a general model to evaluate alternative measures and 

quantify their suitability. 
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In the perspective of the author (Landum, 2018), the implementation and optimization of ICT 

management practices, in Local Administration (LA), should consider the 

reduction/optimization of costs, ubiquity, in the search for greater productivity, guaranteeing 

safety standards. 

 

Considering a change, or a new process to be implemented, one can separately evaluate how 

that change will impact an ecological dimension. The literature is mostly unanimous 

considering that the ecological impact can be equated in terms of carbon footprint, reduction 

of the number of products for recycling and sustainable use of resources including energy. The 

evaluation on a social dimension translates to how a service is perceived by its end users. In 

our present case, one must consider the employees of the ICT department but also the citizens 

of the municipality. In what concerns the financial impact of a measure again it is twofold as 

one can distinguish direct and indirect costs and how they translate to the global welfare of the 

community. A preliminary model for a quantitative evaluation of the alignment with Green IT 

of a process or operating change is presented. Following this introduction, in the second section 

the impact of Green IT on LA is described, and in the third section, some final remarks and 

perspectives of future work are presented. 

 

IMPACT OF GREEN IT ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT  

 

The section presents the theme of Green IT, and the way it has gained status taking into account 

the global movement that has developed, emerging with its environmental concerns, the 

problem of climate change, sustainability and the promotion of social and environmental 

responsibility, linked to technology. Currently the “Green technology plays a fundamental role 

in achieving the global sustainable development goals. However, the lack of a widely accepted 

classification system for green technology often hinders the development and adoption of green 

technology” (Guo, et al., 2020). The European Union (EU), in December 2019, launched the 

European Ecological Agreement, which states that “Climate change and environmental 

degradation are an existential threat to Europe and the world. To overcome these challenges, 

Europe needs a new growth strategy that transforms the Union into a modern, resource-efficient 

and competitive economy where there are no net emissions of greenhouse gases by 2050; 

economic growth is decoupled from resource use and no person and no place are left behind. 

The European Green Deal is our roadmap for making the EU's economy sustainable. This will 

happen by turning climate and environmental challenges into opportunities across all policy 

areas and making the transition just and inclusive for all” (Commission, 2019). 

 

The EU has defined as a strategy the launch of the green agreement and the aim is that by 2050 

there will be no greenhouse gas emissions, currently “it is by no means certain our society has 

the capacity to endure – at least in such a way that the nine billion people expected on Earth by 

2050 will all be able to achieve a basic quality of life. The planet’s ecosystems are deteriorating, 

and the climate is changing. We are consuming so much, and so quickly, that we are already 

living far beyond the earth’s capacity to support us” (ERM Group Company, 2020). The author 

(Sulaiman, Naqshbandi, & Dezdar, 2015) mentions that “This is a big challenge, and not just 

for business and economics. It is a call for massive social, political, technological, cultural and 

behavioral transition. We will need governments to set incentives, targets and rules for a level 

playing field, civil society actors to hold us to account and to experiment with new ways of 

delivering social impact”. 

 

In the face of this challenge, it is necessary and evident that (Cai, Chen, & Bose, 2013) the 

adoption of practices and tools that allow the general management, being an increasing 
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occurrence in local public organizations. These organizations are shifting the paradigm from 

management to sustainability, and LA is developing its projects faster than other levels of the 

public sector, notably PA, regarding integrating environmental and sustainability aspects into 

operations and strategies. One of the ways to promote the implementation of such practices is 

"aware-ness of sustainable ICT practices can help organizations to adopt various strategies in 

developing effective sustainability work practices and educating their employees" (Chugh, 

Wibowo, & Grandhi, 2016). Aware of the situation, the municipality understudy, strategically 

embarked on the renovation of its aged computer park, adopting disruptive technologies, 

environmentally friendly and simultaneously self-sustaining. It should be highlighted that one 

of the objectives of environmental sustainability is to solve the current needs, without 

compromising the needs of future generations and this will only be possible if existing natural 

resources are not currently exhausted. 

 

For the authors (Chugh, Wibowo, & Grandhi, 2016) environmental sustainability can be 

achieved through the adoption of correct practices in the design, manufacture, use and disposal 

of ICT. Green ICT, influenced by user practices or the use of appropriate technology to make 

the environment sustainable, should help reduce the environmental footprint of agencies, so 

(Moreno & Reis, 2012) they consider that the use of Information Systems (IS) as a means of 

supporting and improving the organization's activities is indisputable. IS are a key contribution 

to efficient resource management to achieve an organization's objectives. It should be 

highlighted that the future of ICT will increasingly be based on the vector of sustainability, 

therefore (Meneses, 2019) the numerous emerging technologies that characterize industry 4.0, 

namely artificial intelligence, internet of things (IoT), nano-technology, quantum computing, 

drones, 3D printing, blockchain, among others, will have uses increasingly focused on 

sustainability (i.e. on people, the environment and governance processes). 

 

The Green IT approach is often combined with sustainability, knowing that the “Sustainable 

development is a widely debated issue around the world and there has been increasing pressure 

on firms to adopt practices that are more environmentally friendly. Among the most crucial 

practices are Green Information Technology (IT) practices, as most firms use some form of IT 

to perform their daily transactions” (Sulaiman, Naqshbandi, & Dezdar, 2015), i.e. supports 

your systems in IT solutions. The concept of Green IT is not equal to IT for Green, but it 

complements the two definitions “Green IT is the practice of designing, manufacturing, using 

and disposing of computer, servers and associated subsystems efficiently and effectively with 

minimal or no impact on the environment, with a strong focus on improving energy efficiency 

and equipment utilization through steps such as designing energy efficient chips, virtualization, 

reducing data center energy consumption, using renewable energy to power data centers, and 

reducing electronic waste” (Cai, Chen, & Bose, 2013), in the perspective of its authors. The 

concept of IT for Green is based on the  “use of information systems to enhance sustainability 

across the economy, with a focus on IT as a solution” (Cai, Chen, & Bose, 2013).  

 

In short, "local governments are faced with the need to be part of the change from the 

perspective of sustainability and integrate good practices to improve their own performance" 

(Cai, Chen, & Bose, 2013). 

 

EVALUATING GREEN IT 
 

Organizations, more specifically LA, feel the need to find models of good ICT practices, which 

can simultaneously be sustainable, contribution to environmental improvement and align with 

Green IT, so a schematic plan of a developed Framework is presented, where in this article 
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only a few vectors will be addressed. We consider that evaluating the alignment with Green IT 

should include business objectives as well as productivity, reliability, service availability, 

optimization of management times, information security, cost reduction, environmental 

impact, and customer satisfaction.  

 

Thus, we equate the alignment with Green IT (1)  

 

GreenIT Alignment = 0.3 IT + 0.2 Fin + 0.3 Env + 0.2 Soc (1) 

 

considering the contribution of four dimensions, namely IT, financial (Fin), environmental 

(Env) and social (Soc).  

 

It is thus necessary to distribute the contributing valences by the corresponding dimensions and 

to translate each of the valences to indicators. In each dimension, the relevant indicators are 

evaluated. The positive (+) or negative (-) value of the indicator will convey if it furthers or 

hinders the green alignment, respectively, and is presented in the direction column. The relative 

relevance of an indicator is conveyed by a weight (in %). 

 

IT valences: Hardware, software, information systems, security, governance. 

 

Financial valences: Direct and/or indirect costs of IT. 

 

Environmental valences: Environmental impact including CO2 emissions, use of natural 

resources, contribution to global warming, recycling. 

 

Social valences: satisfaction of the citizen, speed of response, number of trips, time on the 

move, image of the municipality. 

 

The IT dimension (IT) aggregates the indicators that convey the operational goals, namely, to 

optimize reliability, service availability, optimization of management times, information 

security and productivity (Table 1). The financial dimension (Fin) aggregates the indicators 

that relate to cost, either capital expenditure (CapEx) or operating expenditure (OPEX) (Table 

2). The indicators included in the environmental dimension are presented in Table 3. The 

indicators considered in the social dimension convey social satisfaction with the services 

provided and the perceived image of the municipality (Table 4).  

 

Table 1. IT indicators 

Indicators Direction Weight factor 

reliability + 10% 

management times - 5% 

service availability + 10% 

productivity + 15% 

quality management + 5% 

number of malfunctions - 10% 

information security + 20% 

ubiquity of access + 10% 

reduction of file space on digital support + 5% 

number of printing equipment’s - 5% 

stock of consumables - 5% 
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Table 2. Financial indicators 

Indicators Direction Weight factor 

cost of infrastructure - 25% 

equipment lifetime + 20% 

training + 10% 

energy costs - 20% 

number of printing equipment’s - 15% 

consumable costs - 10% 

 

Table 3. Environmental indicators 

Indicators Direction Weight factor 

energy consumption - 20% 

CO2 emissions - 20% 

preservation of natural resources + 10% 

suitability for recycling + 5% 

global warming - 5% 

paper file space - 10% 

paper use - 5% 

deforestation - 15% 

number of printing equipment - 5% 

stock of consumables - 5% 

 

Table 4. Social indicators 

Indicators Direction Weight factor 

satisfaction of the citizen + 10% 

image of the municipality + 10% 

well-being of employees - 10% 

time in the circulation of information - 15% 

speed in the response to the citizen + 10% 

number of trips to the service - 10% 

loss of time on travel - 10% 

travel costs to citizens - 15% 

service times - 10% 

 

Finally, the evaluation of a new process or the global activity will be qualitatively resumed as 

presented in  

Table 5. 

 

Table 5. Green IT Alignment 

Nominal score Qualitative score 

<= 20 % Very little aligned 

>20% ^ <= 45% Little lined up 

>45% ^ <= 75%  Aligned 

>75% ^ <= 90% Very aligned 

>90% ^100% Strongly aligned 
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This model can be used to support strategic decisions and informed choice on changes such as 

substituting CRT monitors with LCDs, substituting desktop computers by thin clients or 

making services available online can be facilitated. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The main conclusions focus on the presentation of indicators underlying the various 

dimensions towards the optimization of ICT management practices in LA to contribute to 

Green IT. The multidimensional and multidisciplinary Framework has implicitly the possibility 

of assigning weights allowing for the specificity of each LA thus contributing, in a sense of 

flexibility and suitability, to promote sustainability and contribute to Green IT. 

 

About the impact of Green IT on LA, the paper presents several contributes in this area, 

particularly with regard to the quantification of the measures adopted, considering that the 

approximations to Green IT can be evaluated by the dimensions IT, Financial, Environmental 

and Social. It is also considered that it is added value that the dimensions under study are 

comprehensive to include several valences. 

 

As perspectives of future work, it is intended to reflect on the scope of the dimensions under 

study as well as to analyze the indicators and relative relevance thus contributing to the creation 

of a quantitative model, applicable by PA and LA, to support the decision-making process 

while aligning with Green IT. 
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Abstract: The primary goal of every developer is to develop the highest quality web 

application. The quality of the application is not only a subjective assessment of the developer, 

but objective and representative criteria for measuring performance must be defined. Google 

provides a model called Web Vitals with a subset of core Web Vitals that are important for 

quantifying user experience on the web. Some of the metrics are LCP (Largest Contentful 

Paint, refers to loading), FID (First Input Delay, refers to interactivity) and CLS (Cumulative 

Layout Shift, refers to visual stability). This paper will present modern technologies and tools 

for measuring the performance of websites and analyze them on a real example of a web 

application. The analysis will include the use and measurement of the most important 

parameters: Lighthouse, PageSpeed Insights, Chrome DevTools, Search Console, web.dev's 

measure tool, the Web Vitals Chrome extension and Chrome UX Report API. 
 

Keywords: Web sites, Measuring, Performance, Web Vitals  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

ntensive development of the IT industry is a consequence of a large number of consumers 

of IT services. Such a drastic growth of IT services is primarily based on the improvement 

of network infrastructure, lower prices of hardware and Internet services. The large number 

of users who use an increasing number of services has led to the need to improve the entire 

network infrastructure and enable quality and fast transmission of signals and services 

(Velinov, 2020). This infrastructure is changing the way the Internet is used and now 

companies are primarily using websites as a way to present their services and products, and 

users to find them. A new concept of digital marketing is being created (Star, 2019) that suits 

new consumers and new ways of doing business. A large number of websites leads to the need 

for users to opt for some of the offered ones. The user's decision is based on their user 

experience and the experience that the site leaves them. 

 

The information found on websites should be easily searchable, clear and accessible on 

different types of devices (Rosenfeld, 2015). Thus, the quality of content search has become 

extremely important (Drutsa, 2019) because it finds the user what he wants to get in return. 

The quality of the search is affected by the quality of the website and a large number of 
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Information and Communication Technologies, Zdravka Celara 16, Serbia 
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6  Academy of Technical and Art Applied Studies Belgrade - Department School of Applied Studies for 

Information and Communication Technologies, Zdravka Celara 16, Serbia 
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techniques and activities are needed for the website to be SEO optimized, and thus have a better 

position in web search engines (Patil, 2020). In addition to the technical parameters that 

indicate the quality of the website, one of the key roles is the impression of the user after his 

arrival on the site. The quality of the user experience is key to the long-term success of any 

website. The quality of the user experience is based on performance that can be classified and 

analyzed in a number of ways. A large number of authors have contributed to the development 

of various tools and techniques for measuring user experience (Castaneda, 2007) and this 

process is constantly evolving. 

 

For this reason, Google has created a model for providing development guidelines to 

developers in the process of designing and building web applications, which are extremely 

important for providing an adequate user experience on the web. This model is called Web 

Vitals (www.web.dev/vitals). The indicators defined in this way are an empirical measure of 

the actual user experience that Google analyzes and which are based on the key needs of users: 

page loading speed, application interactivity, stability, content experience, etc. 

 

In this paper, a set of specific factors called Core Web Vitals will be presented, which represent 

a general picture of the experience of web pages from the user's perspective, as well as 

techniques and tools for measuring them. The selected factors will be explained and 

implemented in a real web application in order to indicate the way in which it is possible to 

achieve optimal performance of a website. 

 

The work is organized through four chapters: After the Introduction, a selected set of Core Web 

Vitals factors will be presented. The chapter results will show the quality of their 

implementation on a real website and at the end will give a conclusion and further guidelines 

in the work. 

 

CORE VEB VITALS 

 

As already mentioned, Core Web Vitals are a subset of Web Vitals that are used to measure 

specific aspects of the user experience when visiting a website. These parameters can be 

measured and displayed in a large number of Google tools. In this paper, some of them that the 

authors consider the most important and which in their practice give the most important results 

of the user experience will be performed. 

 

LCP (Largest Contentful Paint)) is the largest content color related to reading (loading) and 

measurement time when the most effective content of the page is probably displayed. The 

satisfaction of the range in which the largest page contents should be displayed is from 0 to 2.5 

seconds from the first start of loading the pages. 

 

FID (First Input Delay) represents time needed for web page to respond to user action. It 

means, when page is loading, and user tries to communicate with page through some action 

(e.g. button click), browser starts to count time needed to handle user request, and that time is 

called FID. If possible, that time should be less than 100 milliseconds. 

 

CLS (Cumulative Layout Shift) is a cumulative layout shift that represents quantity of shift 

related to elements in a viewport of a web page. If we want, the user not to experience a bad 

experience in terms of content stability, the CLS should be less than 0.1. 
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L (Lighthouse) is a tool built in Chrome DevTools that serves for detection of problems that 

web developers are facing when it’s about Core Web Vitals, Progressive Web Apps, Best 

Practices, Accessibility and Search Engine Optimization in development environment. It 

provides possibility to generate report based on these categories to get a deeper explanation of 

every problem, with tips on how to improve every metric. Report can be generated for both 

mobile and desktop results. In order for the measurements to be credible, it is necessary to open 

the Lighthouse in Incognito mode. 

 

LCI (Lighthouse CI) allows measurements on pull requests before merge and deployment are 

done.  

 

SC (Search Console) is a platform that provides traffic data from Google and helps developers 

to detect pages on their website that needs to be improved, based on that data. When SC 

generates report for every page, then PSI (Page Speed Insights) can be used to show 

opportunities to improve poor performance pages. 

 

PSI (PageSpeed Insights) tool allows developers to enter page URL in order to get results of 

Core Web Vitals metrics. It is based on real traffic data and perspective of users that are visiting 

page, and also on lab data because Lighthouse is incorporated in generating report, so report 

looks similarly, with opportunities for optimization and steps that were passed through 

generating report. Performance result is expressed in percentiles. Best performance result is 

between 90-100 percentiles. PSI is good when there is a need to share results of metrics with 

someone, and also when only performance results are needed.  

 

CUXR (Chrome UX report uses Core Web Vitals data of real users on your or competitors’ 

website. So, main purpose is to help developers to realize how users are experiencing pages by 

tracking metrics of loading, interactivity and stability. That tracking is called RUM (Real User 

Monitoring). Developers enter URL and get raw API results from previous 28 days. If they 

have a pretty basic knowledge of SQL, they can query that results based on different parameters 

on Google BigQuery database. Difference between CUXR and PSI and Lighthouse is that 

CUXR does not provide list of issues that you can fix. With CUXR, if there is a need for data 

visualization, using CUXR Dashboard it’s very easy to represent results visually with charts. 

Dashboard is provided by Data Studio and it connects result data on BigQuery, eliminating 

needs to create charts manually.  

 

CDT (Chrome DevTools) are tools that mostly every developer uses in development process. 

In Performance panel, now layout shift can be identified in an Experience section. By selecting 

Layout Shift there are further information about shifts detected, and if there is a need to see 

which element caused shift, get mouse over “Moved from” and “Moved to” fields. Also, on 

the bottom of the Performance panel, there is an information about TBT (Total Blocking Time) 

which is related to FID. 

 

WDMT (web.dev Measure Tool) is also a tool that uses Lighthouse to generate report about 

Core Web Vitals. The procedure is the same, provide URL of your page, and get metrics and 

tips that tell you about fixing issues. 

 

WVCE (Web Vitals Chrome Extension) is available in Chrome Web store. It can be added 

to Chrome and used for measuring vitals on website including LCP, FID and CLS. When it’s 

installed, user need to navigate to URL that wants to measure, and after that, badge icon 
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provided by extension will update to red or green, depending on metric result. Clicking the 

icon, user can see further details about every metric. 

 

WVJSL (Web Vitals JavaScript Library) is a way of measuring Web Vitals using JavaScript 

API. Library is imported into project with three functions for getting LCP, FID and CLS. To 

that functions, developer can pass custom function to send results to database or to do whatever 

he wants. This way of measuring matches with all above mentioned tools. 

 

I0 (Image Optimization) The main problem with poor performance is always related to the 

images that are used and which are the most difficult type of resource. Image optimization 

started by reducing the weight of the images. JPEG 2000 progressive and WebP format are 

used for that. With them, incredible savings in image weight is achieved. You should be careful 

with the WebP format because it is not supported in all browsers, so use the JPEG format just 

in case. Images that are important for uploading are uploaded to the CDN. It is recommended 

that all images be on the CDN as well but in this example the other images are hosted locally. 

Depending on the device, media queries for images of different sizes are used. Lazy loading 

images technique is used to defer images outside the viewport. Using lazy sizes, the off-screen 

image storage is accomplished. It is also possible to defer images loaded via CSS using lazy 

sizes bgset. 

 

FM (File minification) CSS and JS were minified. Gulp is used to minify these files. It is also 

possible to do this via online tools or WebPack using e.g. css-mini-extract-plugin for css 

minification. Unused CSS is removed using the purgecss tool. It is necessary to give the path 

to the desired CSS file as a parameter, and the output is cleared CSS from parts that are not 

used. The important thing is if you use Bootstrap to clean the file from classes that you do not 

use. Unused JS and CSS can be found in Google Chrome DevTools, the Sources tab in the 

Coverage tab. You can start recording and interact with the whole page, and finally see which 

parts of the code are not used, and delete those parts. 

 

GC (Gzip compression) Compression was performed on the server. In addition to gzip, you 

can also use Brotli. 

 

TPR (Third-party resources) For the resources, attributes rel = "preconnect", rel = "preload" 

or rel = "dns-prefetch" are added. 

 

RBR (Resources that block rendering) CSS resources that block rendering are removed. 

 

CRP (Critical render path) A critical render path needs to be done. Critical CSS is detected 

using a tool called PentHouse. It is best to put critical CSS in the style tag in the head section, 

to get improved FCP improved. 

 

C (Caching) Asset caching has been done, which does not change often on the server. 

 

DSBR (Delay scripts that block rendering) 

Resources that block rendering can be deferred as needed to avoid blocking the main thread. 

It is also necessary to add async if we want the script to be downloaded asynchronously. 
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RESULTS` 

 

Use case 1 - Example of measuring performances in Lighthouse. When we want to use 

Lighthouse, we should go to webpage that we want to test, in Incognito mode, and with Right 

Click go to Inspect Elements. Now, we should navigate to the Lighthouse Tab in DevTools 

menu on the top. 

Figure 1. Measuring performances in Lighthouse 

 
 

When we got to the Lighthouse, we can choose categories that we want to measure. For our 

case, we will select Performance category, then click to Generate Report. After that, we are 

getting results of measuring as it is displayed on the Figure 1. 

 

Use case 2 - Search Console is used to identify pages that need to be more optimized for users. 

Also, we can see much more information about our website, e.g. performance, mobile usability, 

sitemaps, coverage, removals... This is shown on Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Measuring performances in Search Console 
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Search Console Core Web Vitals section use CUXR to get data about user experience on our 

page. 

 

Use case 3 – Another example of performance measuring is with PageSpeed Insights. Unlike 

Lighthouse, here we have real data based on our user experiences. Only thing that we have to 

do is to provide URL of your webpage and to type it in input field. Then click Analyze and see 

metrics that Google collects from our users, with opportunities how to more optimize our 

performance and information about passed audits as shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. Measuring performances with Page Speed Insights 

 
 

Use case 4 – If we want to measure Web Vitals on Google web.dev site we can simply go to 

their website web.dev/measure and type URL that we want to inspect. Displayed result on 

Figure 4 are similar to Lighthouse and PageSpeedInsights. 

 

Figure 4. Measuring performances with web.dev site 
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Use case 5 – This is example of Chrome DevTools Performance Panel where we can detect 

Layout Shift and Total Blocking Time on our page, Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Measuring performances od Layout Shift and Total blocking Time 

 
 

If we go to DevTools, then go to Performance Tab we should click Record. After that, refresh 

our page and stop recording. We will see Layout Shift if exist and in Summary tab we can get 

more information about shift Location. Total Blocking Time is displayed in footer of 

Performance Tab. 

 

All these examples show a part of the possibility of advanced application of measuring the user 

experience of web applications, and in addition to the above, many others can improve the 

quality of the final evaluation of the website. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presents a set of factors that are an integral part of Core Web Vitals. These factors 

represent an empirical indicator of user experience when evaluating websites and are available 

in a number of Google tools. As there are a large number of factors that affect the overall user 

experience, this paper singles out only some that the authors considered to be the most 

important and given explanations, methods of use and results of their application in a test 

example of the website.  

 

In general, the results that can be measured are primarily the quality of work of web developers 

who participated in the creation of the website. These indicators are highly correlated with the 

attention that developers analyze in the user experience. A large number of applications do not 

have enviable results and these tools can contribute a lot to paying more attention to these 

parameters when they can be easily measured and analyzed. 

 

Further work will be focused on the implementation of additional factors and improving the 

user experience of web applications. 
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Abstract: Web applications are the most common type of application in modern society since 

they can be accessed by a large number of users at any time from any device. The only condition 

for their use is an Internet connection. Most applications run using the HTTP protocol and 

client-server architecture. This architecture is based on the use of API (Application 

programming interface), most often REST architecture (Representational State Transfer). If 

there are several different functionalities on the website that fill their content with data from 

the web server, for most of them a special HTTP request must be generated with one of the 

existing methods (GET, POST, PUT, DELETE). This way of communication can be a big 

problem if the connection to the Internet is weak, there are a lot of HTTP requests because you 

have to wait for each request to be executed and for the web server to return the data. 

In this paper, one implementation of GraphQL is presented. GraphQL is an open-source data 

query and manipulation language for APIs. GraphQL enables faster application development 

and has less server code. The key advantage is the number of HTTP requests because all the 

desired data of the page is obtained with one request. This paper will show a comparative 

analysis on the example of a real website in the case of using the REST architecture and 

GraphQL in the case of different qualities of Internet connections, code complexity and the 

number of required requests. 

. 

Keywords: Web page, GraphQL, REST, Performance. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

eb applications are popular solutions today, because they can be accessed at any time, 

from anywhere, from computers or mobile devices, and they can be accessed as well 

as Internet pages using a Web browser (Kalmanek, 2010.). Web applications work on 

the principle of client-server communication. The client communicates with the server using 

the HTTP protocol (Fielding, 1998.), and in most cases using REST (Neumann, 2018.) for 

Uniform Resource Identifier (URI). The evolution of Web applications and programming 

languages has led to the evolution of communication between client and server (Kalmanek, 

2010.). Certainly, the API enables this communication, but not necessarily using the REST 

architectural style (Neumann, 2018.). The paper will describe GraphQL (Freeman, 2019.) as a 

query language for APIs that allows clients to request what they need and nothing more than 

that data. GraphQL is not tied to a specific database or storage mechanism, but supports 

existing code and data.  
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Web applications can be implemented in one of two basic ways: server-side rendering and 

client server architecture. This is independent of which programming language is used, which 

technology or code writing architecture. Recently, the client-server architecture is becoming 

increasingly popular, which is further supported by the great popularity of front-end 

frameworks for programming client-side programming languages. 

 

HTTP request/response (Fielding, 1998.) plays a key role in such communication. The user 

experience is based on the design of the application, the content and the speed of the 

application. The speed of the application is mostly based on the number of HTTP requests and 

the amount of content that is exchanged through them. For this reason, from the point of view 

of the speed of application and user experience (Neumann, 2018.), the number of HTTP 

requests needs to be minimized as much as possible. On the other hand, SEO techniques and 

web application quality assessment by the web search engine also expect a reduced number of 

HTTP requests. 

 

The required reduction leads to the need to either change the way the code is written and the 

individual HTTP requests to the group. This is possible to some extent because the logic by 

which the related data is conditionally retrieved requires sequentiality in the work. 

 

Therefore, reducing the number of HTTP requests is only possible (Neumann, 2018.). The 

possible solution is therefore not sought in technologies for reducing requests, but in changing 

the way of organization and data structure that is returned from the server side to the client part 

of the web application. GraphQL is therefore one of the candidates that can change this 

(Freeman, 2019.). 

 

The possibilities of GraphQL will be analyzed in this paper using comparative analysis in 

relation to the classic REST way of communication of the client part of the web application 

with the server (Brito, 2020.). This will be observed in relation to different Internet speeds, the 

volume of data in the database in terms of the number of records in the tables and the number 

of generated HTTP requests and the time required to implement these requests on the client 

part of the application. 

 

This paper is organized through four chapters: After the Introduction where the basic ideas and 

goals are given, the second chapter gives the key features of GraphQL that are basic for its 

implementation and represent some of the key features that provide developers the ability to 

implement them better than classical REST form of communication. The third chapter 

describes the methodology of the observed empirical results, which compares the use of 

GraphQL and the classical REST form of communication with the server in different operating 

conditions. Finally, a conclusion and further guidance in the investigation. 

 

GRAPHQL 

 

GraphQL is a query language for APIs (Application programming interfaces) and "server 

runtime" for executing these queries with existing data (Freeman, 2019.). 

 

The way applications are created has been evaluated in the last twenty years, the biggest change 

being perhaps the "single page" applications running in the Browser, unlike the earlier multi-

page applications running on the server. And for client-server communication, the REST 

(REpresentational State Transfer) architectural style is still mostly used. REST uses the HTTP 

(HyperText Transfer Protocol) transmission protocol and the Uniform Resource Locator 
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(URL) addressing mechanism. It communicates with resources using HTTP methods (GET, 

POST, PUT, DELETE) to send, retrieve, delete and update. 

 

Using the REST architectural style to display data in different blocks of a single page 

application, it would be necessary to send multiple HTTP requests (Brito, 2020.). The 

following image shows an example of how many requests would be forwarded to the server to 

display all the data on the Gmail homepage. Each block (marked in green) would be populated 

with data that would be obtained as a single response for each HTTP request. 

 

This way of communication can be a problem if the connection to the Internet is bad, because 

you have to wait for each request to be executed and for the server to return the data. The 

difference between REST architectural style and GraphQL is precisely in the number of 

requests (Brito, 2020.), GraphQL would get all this data by sending one request. 

 

Another advantage is that GraphQL only retrieves the required data. It enables faster 

application development, has less server code because GraphQL is a layer between the client 

and the server that does not allow "bad" requests to reach the server side.  

 

GraphQL is not tied to any specific database (Brito, 2019.), it doesn't even have to work with 

a database. 

 

The GraphQL service is created by defining the types and fields of those types, as well as 

creating functions for each field and each type (https://graphql.org/learn/). When the GraphQL 

service starts, it can receive queries that it validates and executes. The received query is first 

checked to ensure that it refers only to defined types and fields, and then a function is run to 

get the result.  

 

In addition to these feature keys, GraphQL has several very important features that give it a 

very significant competitive advantage, some of which are (Freeman, 2019.): 

 GraphQL addresses the server looking for the values of the explicitly specified object 

fields. Unlike SQL where asterisk (*) can be used to select all columns of a table, 

GraphQL does not have this option, but only those fields whose values are needed are 

listed. 

 The way they communicate (client-server) is not explicitly specified. The SSH, FTP, 

Web Socket, or HTTP method can be used as the most common mode for the transport 

mechanism. 

 Each query can have an operation type (query or mutation) and an operation name. If 

they are not specified, then the type of operation will be query, which means that data 

is required from the server. Operation names are optional, but make the code more 

readable and easier to debug. 

 The server response always corresponds to the request format which is a characteristic 

of GraphQL. The values required do not have to be simple data types (scalar data types 

- String, Integer, Float, Boolean or ID), but the value can be an object or a string 

(complex data types). 

 When sending a query, arguments can also be passed. For example, if there is a need to 

display data for a specific person, then the ID of that person by whom his record is 

unique can also be forwarded by query. 

 GraphQL allows you to send a set of arguments when sending a query, that is, each 

field nested inside the object can have its own arguments. 

https://graphql.org/learn/
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 In a system such as REST, only one set of arguments can be passed - query parameters 

and the URL segment in the request. In GraphQL, each field and nested object can get 

its own set of arguments, making GraphQL a complete replacement for creating 

multiple data retrieval APIs. Arguments can even be passed to scalar fields to 

implement data transformations once on the server, instead of on each client separately. 

 Because the result fields match the field name in the query, but do not include 

arguments, the same field with different arguments cannot be requested directly. That's 

why aliases are needed - they allow you to rename a field result to anything. 

 Fragments are reusable units, that is, a list of fields of a certain type. When there is a 

need to search for the same group of data in a query, then fragments are created. If 

fragments were not used in the query, there would be code repetitions. The snippet 

concept is often used to break complex application data requirements into smaller parts, 

especially when many UI components have to be combined with different fragments 

into one initial data set. 

 Union is a complex data type. It is used in situations where the server is expected to 

return results of different types for the search term. It can be compared to if else flow 

control. It is most often used in searches. 

 Working with arguments and their values in most web applications means that these 

values are dynamic, not "hardcoded". 

 It would not be good to pass dynamic arguments directly to a query array, because then 

the client-side code would have to dynamically manipulate the query array during 

execution and serialize it into a GraphQL-specific format. Instead, GraphQL has a first-

class way to factory-process dynamic values and pass them as a separate dictionary to 

variables.  

 

Directives: Directives allow us to dynamically change the structure and form of queries using 

variables. The directive can be added to a field or fragment and can affect the execution of the 

query in any way the server wants. The core GraphQL specification includes exactly two 

directives that must be supported by any GraphQL server implementation that complies with 

the specifications: 

@include (if: Boolean) The field is included in the result only if the argument is true. 

@skip (if: Boolean) The field is skipped if the argument is true. 

 

Directives can be useful for getting out of situations where otherwise string manipulation would 

have to be done to add and remove fields in the query. Server implementations can also add 

experimental features by defining completely new directives. 

 

Mutations: One important thing is addressed to mutations. Mutations are a type of operation 

that is used when it is necessary to change the data on the server, or when writing, modifying 

or deleting data. 

 

The difference between queries and mutations is that the functions called by the query are 

executed in parallel, while the fields called in the mutation are called one after the other. 

Although changes to the server can be made by sending a query, it is better to use mutations 

because it is by convention. 

 

Errors: Using REST architectural style the result of the request is either 100% success or 100% 

failure. In GraphQL, queries are executed partially, that is, part of the queries will be executed 

successfully regardless of the need for a field that cannot receive a response from the server. 

In the answer, in addition to the requested data, the property of errors for the requested field 
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whose data cannot be returned is also obtained. The reason for this is that REST uses multiple 

requests, while GraphQL uses one. 

 

Checking whether the request was successfully executed using the REST architectural style 

was done by checking the status code, and if the code would start with the number 2, then the 

request was successfully implemented. Using GraphQL the status code will start with the 

number 2, but it may happen that part of the query is not successfully implemented. Errors are 

processed by checking to see if there is an error property in the response. 

 

This type of error occurs when the search box server is disabled. If the field name is changed 

to start with a capital letter P, the answer will be different because something that does not exist 

is required. 

 

Scheme: GraphQL services can be written in any language. Because it cannot rely on a specific 

programming language syntax, such as JavaScript, GraphQL uses a schema language. The 

language of the GraphQL schema is similar to the query language. If the types that will be used 

in the application are not known, by setting a query for the __schema field, which is always 

available in the basic query type, a list of defined types is obtained. 

 

Some of important things are also addressed to the queries. We can view each field in the 

GraphQL query as a function or method of the previous type that returns the next type. In fact, 

GraphQL does just that. Each field on each type has a function called a resolver provided by 

the GraphQL server programmer. When the field is executed, the corresponding resolver is 

called to produce the next value. At the top level of each GraphQL server is a type that 

represents all possible entry points in the GraphQL API, often called the Root or Query type. 

As each field is resolved, the resulting value is placed in the key / value folder with the field 

name (or alias) as the key, and the resolved value as the value. This continues from the bottom 

query field all the way to the original query root type field. 

 

Resolve:  "Resolve" functions are like small routers. They determine how the types and fields 

in the schema are connected on the server side. GraphQL "resolve" functions can contain 

arbitrary code, which means that the GraphQL server can communicate with any type of server 

code, even with another GraphQL server. For example, the Person type can be stored in an 

SQL database, while the City type can be stored in MongoDB, or it can even be serviced by a 

micro service. 

 

Perhaps the biggest feature of GraphQL is that it hides all server complexity from the client. 

No matter how many server pages the application uses, all the client will see is one GraphQL 

endpoint with a simple self-documenting API for the application. 

 

RESULTS 

 

An example of two web-oriented applications is shown to show the difference when using 

REST architectural style and GraphQL. 

 

Both data storage applications use the PostgreSQL version 11.4 database. The graphical 

interface pgAdmin version 4.24 was used for data manipulation. 

 

A web application that uses GraphQL as a query language, i.e. a way of communicating 

between the client and server side, uses the Node.js version 10.15.3 executable as support for 
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the server part of the code, while GraphiQL, the reference implementation of GraphQL IDE, 

is used to test servers and queries. 

 

REST architectural style is applied in a web application that uses AJAX requests for client-

server communication, i.e. requests are created in the client part of the application in JavaScript 

programming language, while PHP is used as the server programming language. 

 

Both applications should display all the data from the database on the application's home page, 

with different client-server communication technologies having a different number of requests 

to the server. 

 

Using GraphQL, no matter how many records there are in the database, the number of requests 

will always be one, while using the REST architectural style, the number of requests differs 

depending on how many records there are within the tables. This happens because one 

collection of data, which was received in response to an HTTP request, i.e. its element has its 

own data collection for which it is necessary to send a new HTTP request to the server. 

 

Results of comparison of REST and GraphQL in the execution speed of requests at different 

flow rates in examples with 10 and 100 records per table in the database. In the example with 

10 records per table, using REST architectural style the number of requests is 12, while in the 

example with 100 records, the number of requests is 102. Using GraphQL in both examples 

the number of requests is 1. 

 

Table 1. Execution time of requests for different flow rates with 10 records per table 

Flow rate REST GraphQL 

36.59 Mbps 802ms 174ms 

10 Mbps 988ms 139ms 

128 Kbps 1.61s 907ms 

 

Table 2. Execution time of requests for different flow rates with 100 records per table 

Flow rate REST GraphQL 

36.59 Mbps 6.48s 122ms 

10 Mbps 6.63s 210ms 

128 Kbps 11.25s 7.93s 

 
Figure 1. Execution speed of requests at different 

flow rates with 10 records per table in the database 

Figure 2. Execution speed of requests at different 

flow rates with 100 records per table in the database 

  

 

Results of comparison of REST and GraphQL in the execution speed of requests at different 

flow rates in examples with 500 and 1000 records per table in the database. In the example 

with 500 records per table, using REST architectural style the number of requests is 502, while 
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in the example with 1000 records, the number of requests is 1002. Using GraphQL in both 

examples the number of requests is 1. 

 
Figure 3. Execution speed of requests at different 

 flow rates with 500 records per table in the database 

Figure 4. Execution speed of requests at different 

flow rates with 1000 records per table in the database 

  

 

Table 3. Execution time of requests for different flow rates with 500 records per table 

Flow rate REST GraphQL 

36.59 Mbps 33.98s 211ms 

10 Mbps 35.32s 777ms 

128 Kbps 55.96s 42.66s 

 

Table 4. Execution time of requests for different flow rates with 1000 records per table 

Flow rate REST GraphQL 

36.59 Mbps 1.1min 352ms 

10 Mbps 1.2min 1.37s 

128 Kbps 1.8min 1.4min 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper presents the possibilities of GraphQL and the possibilities of reducing the number 

of HTTP requests if it is used and compared with REST technology. The real conditions of 

different faster Internet connections, different number of records in the database and all this 

from the angle of the total time required to show the user the desired content in the website are 

analyzed. It has been shown that the use of GraphQL achieves a large reduction in the total 

time and number of HTTP requests, which is very important for the user experience and the 

quality of the web application. Further work will focus on analysis with a larger number of 

tables and records in the database and implementation with different front-end frameworks. 
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Abstract: Web application security vulnerabilities can lead to various attacks on users, some 

of which can have major consequences. It is important to point out the weaknesses that allow 

abuse, because often increased risk awareness is the first step in protecting web applications. 

Some of the most critical security risks that organizations face today have been analyzed and 

uncovered using OWASP Top 10. This paper presents concrete examples of attacks and abuse 

of web applications. Through the implementation and analysis of attacks on web applications, 

weaknesses that need to be eliminated in order to protect against potential new attacks are 

identified. Especially, suggestions to help protect web applications from each type of attack 

listed and described are provided. 

 

Keywords: Web Security, Web Attack, Weaknesses Of The Web Application. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

owadays, with many jobs being done online to prevent the spread of Covid-19 virus 

infection, the importance of web application security has increased even further. 

Normally, a successful business requires some kind of interaction – with other users 

or with back-end databases, which could be susceptible to attacks. As stated by Alzahrani, 

Alqazzaz, Zhu, Fu and Almashfi (2017) “threats may compromise web applications‘ security 

by breaching an enormous amount of information, which could lead to severe economic losses 

or cause damages” (p. 237). In addition to reliable transmission systems and secure 

communication, another matter of great importance is application-level web security, which, 

according to Scott, Sharp (2002) “refers to vulnerabilities inherent in the code of a web-

application itself (irrespective of the technologies in which it is implemented or the security of 

the web-server / back-end database on which it is built)” (p. 396). The communication chain 

that connects end users is as secure as its weakest link. Therefore, it is important to identify 

any vulnerabilities that may lead to abuse during a multimedia session and to provide secure 

and reliable communication with appropriate security services and mechanisms. Connecting to 

a global, public network requires a global approach to using web applications safely, as is noted 

by Andrian, Fauzi (2019) "application security must be applied to all infrastructure that 

supports web applications, including the web application itself." (p. 68). The greater the 

number of significant transactions performed over the Internet, the more motivated hackers are 

to carry out an attack. According to Rafique, Humayun, Gul, Abbas, Javed (2015) “hackers in 

recent years are increasingly targeting web applications, since most networks are closely 
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monitored through Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) and firewalls” (p. 29). Web application 

developers have a very difficult task to create a quality web application that will be protected 

from malicious attacks, especially if we keep in mind that an army of hackers is working to 

detect the weaknesses of web applications and that they are very motivated because it often 

allows them significant financial gain. This is also indicated by Shahriar (2018) “Despite the 

awareness of web application developers about safe programming practices, there are still 

many aspects in web applications that can be exploited by an attacker” (p. 1). Additional 

problem is that there are many inexperienced developers who are not aware of the potential 

consequences of security vulnerabilities in a web application. 

 

USING OWASP TOP 10 

 

The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is a nonprofit community of software 

developers, engineers, and freelancers that provides resources and tools for web application 

security. Every few years, OWASP publishes a report of the top 10 security risks to web 

applications. The top 10 risks were first published in 2003 and since then the report has been 

constantly updated and published every 3-4 years. Current version is from 2017. and can be 

seen on the OWASP site. Many standards, books and tools list OWASP Top 10 as one of the 

best resources in the field of web application security, which also notify Rafique, Humayun, 

Gul, Abbas, Javed (2015) “OWASP Top 10 is aimed at analyzing the security of a system by 

identifying the vulnerabilities of web applications.” (p. 37). 

 

Information technologies are evolving very fast and we are all witnessing constant changes. 

The development of web applications is also very intensive and one might think that the list of 

the biggest risks is changing in the same way, but that is not the case. Most of the problems in 

the “OWASP Top Ten 2017” are the same, or very similar, as in the first list. The web has 

advanced significantly, but the security of web applications has lagged far behind that progress. 

As security risks recur, in order to better understand the security of web applications, certain 

attack methods are explained in detail.  

 

Listed are some of the OWASP Top Ten (2017) web application security risks  

1. A1-Injection: Most web applications use basic systems or functions such as database 

or e-mail functionality. An application often uses user input to execute a command. If 

the application does not calculate the user input correctly, malicious code can be 

inserted, which would lead to the execution of unauthorized commands.  

2. A2-Broken Authentication: In many cases, web applications contain functionality for 

user authentication and session management. These functions could be incorrectly 

implemented which allows attackers to access confidential information. In web 

applications, ‘logged in’ users are often identified using a session. The application sees 

if the user is logged in using that session, but it also sees malicious code.  

3. A3-Sensitive Data Exposure: Leaks of confidential information can have major 

consequences. An example when not enough security measures are taken is sending a 

login form containing the username and password to the server via http. Some of the 

confidential information, in addition to the codes, are credit card details, email 

addresses and private data.  

4. A8-Insecure Deserialization: The vulnerability applies to applications that use user-

defined input as a serialized object without input validation. It can lead to remote code 

execution or to perform attack, including replay attacks, injection attacks, and privilege 

escalation attacks.  
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5. A9-Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities: Using CMS such as WordPress, 

Joomla! and Drupal often contain vulnerabilities that are known to the general public. 

Today, there are automatic scanners that use databases to scan a special platform.  

6. A10-Insufficient Logging & Monitoring: Detecting an attack on a website is only 

possible if there is enough logging and monitoring of the system. Recording should be 

by levels of communication with the network, operating system and application. 

 

EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE ATTACKS 

 

According to the law, one cannot attack without the permission of the owner, and certain 

sanctions follow for such an act. Unfortunately, the legal system and supporting institutions 

are often unable to monitor the development of cybercrime successfully enough, so the 

perpetrators in many cases remain undetected or unpunished. This makes space for attacks by 

people who do not plan to commit a crime for personal gain but for various motives, who 

sometimes try to find and attack vulnerable systems and applications just for fun and cause 

great damage. Attackers intensively explore areas of vulnerability and attacks are increasingly 

targeted at web applications. Ethical hackers use their knowledge and skills to analyze and 

increase security. In order to better protect the system from future attacks, ethical hackers must 

think like real attackers and act like malicious users. Although ethical hackers may abuse their 

knowledge at some point, it is easy to distinguish ethical from malicious hackers; according to 

Engebretson (2010) „differences can be boiled down to three key points: authorization, 

motivation, and intent” (p. 3). 

 

The following are examples of possible attacks that could seriously compromise the 

confidentiality, integrity, and availability of data and devices: 

 

1. Example of an attack using social engineering and Cross-site scripting: 

Step 1: The attacker sends a special URL to his victim, the text of the message sent 

by the attacker can be for example: "Can you tell me exactly what THIS means", 

where THIS is a link to the attacker's website. 

Step 2: The victim clicks to open the given URL. 

Step 3: JavaScript sends a cookie to the attacker's web server. 

Step 4: The attacker saved the cookie to a text file. 

Step 5: The victim returns to the original site unaware that she has just given a 

session cookie to the attacker. 

Step 6: The attacker can log in to the site via a session cookie 

2. Example of an attack using SQL injection: An attacker searches an application to find 

fields for user input. He checks whether this input is used for an SQL query, trying to 

provoke an error message by, for example, adding single quotes, which corrupts the 

SQL query. If an error occurs, the attacker knows it is vulnerable to SQL injection. 

Some of the attempts to obtain useful information are: 

a. 1' union select user(), database() – a 

b. 1' union select table_schema, table_name from 

information_schema.tables where table_schema = '******' -- a 

3. Example of an attack bypassing login and security barriers: 

a. Sometimes it is enough for the attacker to, browsing a web application and 

navigating through the pages, discover access to one of the pages on which 

users normally need to be logged in to abuse it. 

b. Also, if by browsing through the cookies the attacker finds a cookie of type 

login = false, which in many cases is a way for the application to differentiate 
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between logged in and unregistered users, it is enough for the attacker to 

change the cookie value to login = true, or in some cases login = (username ) 

to access the application as a logged in user. 

4. Example of an attack using insecurities in a CMS: A large number of CMS-s being used 

have a similar appearance and are very recognizable. Also, the name of the CMS used 

is written somewhere in the page. By viewing the application code, it is possible to 

determine exactly which one it is, if it is not directly indicated. An attacker can use 

some of the well-known CMS scanners – wpscan (Wordpress) and joomscan (Joomla) 

to find vulnerabilities in the version used by the user. This vulnerability can later be 

exploited to attack the system. 

  

METHODS OF DEFENSE 

 

It is important to point out the weaknesses that allow abuse, because often increased risk 

awareness is the first step in safeguarding web applications. According to Parimi and Babu 

(2020) “Companies will be responsible for the personal data in future” (p. 924). 

 

There are published lists of activities, like the one on the OWASP site, that can prevent attacks 

or at least reduce the possibility of abuse. According to Rafique, Humayun, Gul, Abbas, Javed 

(2015) “OWASP is major source to construct and validate web security processes and 

standards” (p. 28). The following section lists some of the ways to defend against malicious 

attacks that are not too demanding for users and that have proven to be very useful in securing 

web applications. 

 

1. A1-Injection 

a. Use verified server validations of user entries. 

b. Use output characters for all dynamic arrays. 

c. Use LIMIT and other SQL control commands to reduce the number of results 

obtained, thus making the outflow of information as small as possible in case of 

a security breach. 

2. A2-Broken Authentication 

a. Implement multifactor authentication. 

b. Do not place an application with basic credentials. 

c. Make sure that weak passwords are not being used. 

d. Align passwords with standards for creating passwords. 

e. Use the same error messages for all errors. 

f. Limit the number of incorrect password attempts. 

a. Use the server to generate a session ID 

3. A3-Sensitive Data Exposure 

a. Classify data and arrange them by sensitivity, and store and dispose of those 

with the highest sensitivity carefully. 

b. Do not store sensitive data locally with the user. 

c. Encrypt all sensitive data. 

d. Use the latest strong encryption algorithms. 

e. Encrypt all data in transit, not only sensitive data. 

f. Disable caching for response that contain sensitive data. 

g. Verify independently the effectiveness of the server and system configuration. 

4. A8-Insecure Deserialization 

a. Implement integrity checks such as digital signature. 

b. Enforcing strict type constraints during deserialization before object creation. 
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c. Isolate code that deserializes. 

d. Log deserialization exceptions and failures. 

5. A9-Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities 

a. Remove unused library and file. 

b. Continuously inventory the versions of both client-side and server-side 

components and their dependencies using tools. 

c. Only obtain components from official sources over secure links. 

d. Monitor for libraries and components that are unmaintained or do not create 

security patches for older versions. 

6. A10-Insufficient Logging & Monitoring  

a. Ensure all login, access control failures, and server-side input validation failures 

can be logged with sufficient user context to identify suspicious or malicious 

accounts. 

b. Ensure that logs are generated in a format that can be easily consumed by a 

centralized log management solution. 

c. Ensure transactions have an audit trail with integrity controls. 

d. Establish effective monitoring and alerting such that suspicious activities are 

detected. 

e. Establish or adopt an incident response and recovery plan. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

 

Web applications are being more and more used, so there is a growing awareness of the 

importance of their security. More users will begin to see the need for a good security policy. 

A comprehensive analysis of potential risks is important for a good security mechanism. It 

would be useful to analyze other different types of attacks, such as brute force attacks or attacks 

using an insecure file upload. In future research, the impact of attacks on the rest of the risks 

from the OWASP Top Ten list should be paid attention to, as well as which of them are easier 

and which are more difficult to abuse. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Through carrying out and analyzing attacks on web applications, it can be noticed that some 

weaknesses are easier to abuse than others, as well as that attacks can be more or less harmful 

to the application and its users, which is why it is necessary to develop an appropriate security 

policy. Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities is a flaw that can be exploited relatively 

easily, and depending on the type of weakness detected, the damage can be either minor or 

major. Some of the vulnerabilities that an attacker can most easily take advantage of our 

injection and corrupt authentication. By finding an opening for injection, an attacker can easily 

add some of the well-known codes, after which he would easily attack the application server 

itself. In contrast, the most difficult flaw for an attacker to abuse is insecure deserialization. It 

is often difficult to detect and exploit such a flaw, but it is the most harmful to the application 

and can have major consequences. Also, injection, corrupt authentication and detection of 

sensitive data are security vulnerabilities that lead to the greatest damage to a web application. 

These can lead to system crashes, the attacker getting admin rights, sensitive data, such as credit 

card data and personal data, being released to the public, and the like. The flaw from the list 

which causes the least damage per attack is insufficient monitoring, but with this flaw the future 

defense of the system is much more difficult, as is the elimination of the current attack. 
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Abstract: This society has faced many sorts of global challenges, especially the world of 

business and technological innovation, there's no greater aroused general argument nowadays 

than digital transformation (DT). Among production-oriented Corporates which many of them 

have begun to integrate digital technology into most areas of their business. How to well fulfill 

Corporate Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) while expanding existing businesses in 

the dramatic growth in DT environment has become a major challenge for all Corporates. 

Through a review of previous studying works and based on existing gaps the author evaluated 

whether there could be the feasibility of a blockchain-based technology being integrated as a 

solution to Corporate GRC-Management together with the theory of entire personnel's GRC 

responsibility system which would be parts of an agenda for the future research on this field 

and also contribute to Corporates in an overall strategic height level to embrace the coming 

of DT.  

 

Keywords: Digital transformation, Corporate GRC-Management, Software, Blockchain 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

urrently, many Corporates desire to fully promote DT from top to bottom to develop a 

new business model to meet global changing and market requirements, however even 

now the existence of the assortment of GRC software products, how much actual value 

do they have for Corporate GRC-Management? 

 

PricewaterhouseCoopers mentioned firstly the term “GRC” in 2004, then its diffusion was 

confirmed in the report which they stated, “The acronym “GRC” (governance, risk and 

compliance) has rapidly penetrated the business community over the last years. ” (Racz et al., 

2010, p. 106). Herein in our paper we referred to the integrated approaches for Corporate GRC-

Management and develop our work thanks to the study contributed by Racz and his research 

team, according to them (2010), “The final definition is as follows: ‘ GRC is an integrated,  

holistic approach to organization-wide governance, risk and compliance ensuring that an 

organization acts ethically correct and in accordance with its risk appetite, internal policies and 

external regulations through the alignment of strategy, processes, technology and people, 

thereby improving efficiency and effectiveness. ’ ” (p. 112-113). This work was carried out in 

order to propose an innovative solution that supports Corporates fulfill the GRC-Management 

so as to maximize the safety of organizational operations with an integrated real-time concept 

through implement GRC in every process in all the internal organization to ensure all 

operations be carried out ethically, correctly, efficiently and effectively.  
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1. Objectives and research questions 

 

Although the studies of Nicolas Racz, Edgar Weippl, Andreas Seufert focused on analyzing 

“comparison with existing GRC software”, but they still stated that, “The products' technology 

architectures mainly differ in their degree of integration, which is a key topic in future 

developments. Due to the lack of congruence, industry perspectives and existing state-of-the-

art GRC software should only very cautiously be applied in research.” (Racz, N., Weippl, E., 

& Seufert, A. (2011, January, pp. 1-10). This also confirmed that there is still no empirical 

research and hypotheses related to perspectives of application of the blockchain technology 

into Corporate GRC-Management. To fill this gap, specifically, we should take into account 

the following questions: 

 What is blockchain technology actually good for? 

 Why could blockchain technology be a solution for Corporate GRC-Management? 

 How could a blockchain-based solution for Corporate GRC-Management well work? 

 

2. Methodology 

 

Three steps involved in conducting this study include Literature Review, Evaluation and 

Construction. The method we use in the study is qualitative, that is “Deductive Argumentation-

Negative Requirements”. First of all, let us set up a proposition: If the hypothesis “A is 

positive” holds, such that it makes the B come into existence. Similarly, if we let the hypothesis 

“A is negative” holds, hence it does not to make the existence of B. Namely,  

 

        𝐼𝑓 𝐴+, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝐵; 𝑖𝑓 𝐴−, 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝐵                                              (1)            

 

In detail, the premise assumption is that if the existing GRC software is perfect (if A+), then 

Corporates will no longer face any GRC-Management problems (then B). Based on this, 

similarly, we use the substitution method with negative hypothesis what means that we can 

substitute the negative hypothesis into the question. If no conclusion can be obtained, this 

negative hypothesis assumed must be necessary; if the conclusion can still be drawn, this 

negative hypothesis supposed is not necessary. That is to say, if we can prove the existing GRC 

software used by Corporates is not perfect (that is if A-), then for Corporates there are still 

GRC-Management problems to face (then not B). Therefore, we need to seek a better solution. 

 

3. What is blockchain technology actually good for? 

 

What is blockchain? Primavera De Filippi in his research stated, “A blockchain is a 

decentralized ledger (or state machine) that relies on cryptographic algorithms and economic 

incentives in order to ensure the integrity and legitimacy of every transaction (or state change). 

A copy of the blockchain is shared amongst all nodes connected to the network…” (Primavera 

De Filippi, 2016, p. 6). Nowadays, blockchain technology application exploration has extended 

to various fields after the application of pioneer Bitcoin: 

 In the Internet of Things and Logistics field: This field is considered to be a promising 

application direction of blockchain (DHL Trend Research and Accenture, 2008). 

 In the financial field: Such as Visa B2B Connect (Ye Chun Qing, 2016), Citibank’s 

testing cryptocurrency dubbed “CitiCoin" (Biggs, J., 2015) has brought a revolutionary 

change. 
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 In the insurance market: A typical application case is LenderBot13, a registered and 

customized micro-insurance product launched in 2016 by blockchain technology startup 

Stratumn, Deloitte and next-generation insurance platform LemonWay. 

 In the Public services field (Akins et al., 2013): Blockchain is closely related to people's 

production and life in the fields of public management, energy, transportation, etc. 

 

4. Why could blockchain technology be a solution for Corporate GRC-Management? 

 

If blockchain technology has played an important role in promoting these fields, then we have 

reason to believe that it would also probably be significantly influential in the existing GRC 

software. Here we will verify the proposition of A- in the Expression (1) (see Section 2), that 

is, the imperfection of existing GRC software.  

 

a. First of all, in practice, Corporates usually mix these three terms for using still without clear 

boundaries. Since there is still no “Authoritative Definition” by a World class Authority as 

OECD, there still exist different arguments about it among the scientific community on GRC, 

so, the basis of conceptual theory is inconsistent, brings more difficulty to subsequent 

development of GRC software. While the first peer-reviewed academic paper on the topic was 

published in 2007 by OCEG14 founder Scott L.Mitchell in the International Journal of 

Disclosure and Governance. This groundbreaking paper influenced an entire industry of 

software and services. According to Nicolas Racz, Edgar Weippl and Andreas Seufert (2010), 

“However to this day the concept behind the acronym has neither been adequately researched, 

nor is there a common understanding among professionals.” (p. 106). And let us see, in the 

light of the extensive literature and available on the current scenario of GRC studied by 

Nicolas Racz, Edgar Weippl and Andreas Seufert (2010), “One in three of the analyzed 

publications offers a GRC definition (21%). Two thirds of these definitions explain what is 

understood by GRC as an integrated concept (67%). The remaining third disregards that the 

total might be more than the sum of its parts and confines itself to defining the three terms of 

governance, risk management and compliance separately. (12%)” (p. 110). 

 

b. Secondly, even under the premise of acknowledging the concept of integrated GRC, there 

are still problems in terms of development technology perspective. Because no releases of both 

an official concept and statistics on existing GRC software as indications by authoritative 

Organization (e.g. OECD). According to our preliminary statistics on the Internet, there exist 

no less than one hundred kinds various types of GRC software on the market, and each product 

is also very different, hence this requires a mainstream GRC software product with distinctive 

features to assist Corporates to fulfill GRC-Management. 

 

c. Finally, GRC software has inherent defects as software that cannot be perfect. They stated, 

“46% of the organizations in our survey have deployed GRC software that covers multiple 

governance, risk and compliance aspects. Only 29% state that all GRC activities are 

consolidated in a single software platform, however.” (Racz, N., Panitz, J., Amberg, M., 

Weippl, E., & Seufert, A., 2010, p. 4). Even GRC software has been used into many 

organizations, we also worry about the difference from each other and their defects which are 

                                                           
13  LenderBot is a proof-of-concept micro-insurance platform that uses the bitcoin blockchain for insuring all 

sorts of things.  
14  Founded in 2002, OCEG is headquartered in Phoenix, AZ. It's a non-profit think tank that is dedicated to 

achieving a world where every organization and every person strives to achieve objectives, address 

uncertainty and act with integrity. This approach to business, and to life, is what they call Principled 

Performance. 
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the inherent components of software products. According to Humphrey15 (1999), “One of the 

things that really bothers me is the common software practice of referring to software defects 

by the term “bugs.” In my view, they should be called “defects.” ” (p. 1).  Anyhow, according 

to all the above discussion we have proved that the premise assumption is negative what is that 

if the existing GRC software is not perfect (that is if A-), consequently Corporates should still 

take into account the GRC-Management problems (then not B). 

 

5. How could a blockchain-based solution for Corporate GRC-Management well 

work? 

 

a. We precisely based on its characteristics that are Decentralization, Persistency, Anonymity 

and Auditability to proceed our study (Zheng, Z. et al., 2018, p. 357): 

i. Decentralization. In conventional centralized transaction systems, the central trusted 

agency (e.g., the central bank) validated each transaction which generates the cost and 

the performance bottlenecks at the central servers (Zheng, Z. et al., 2018, p. 357).  This 

is one of the highlights of our proposing to apply blockchain technology to solve GRC-

Management which is particularly important in Corporate GRC-Management. It needs to 

be deployed and promoted by the highest decision-maker of the Corporate to make it a 

consensus for the development of the Corporate. Corporate GRC-Management which 

have been given the crucial functions into processes of every department within an 

organization is a shared responsibility of the entire Corporate, not simply performed only 

by the GRC-Management Department itself but all departments of the Corporate (will be 

elaborated further in following Point b). 

ii. Persistency. “Since each of the transactions spreading across the network needs to be 

confirmed and recorded in blocks distributed in the whole network, it is nearly impossible 

to tamper. Additionally, each broadcasted block would be validated by other nodes and 

transactions would be checked. So any falsification could be detected easily.” Stated by 

them (Zheng, Z. et al., 2018, p. 357). The case of Enron scandal became a typical case of 

Corporate Governance Failure. In the study of Borgia was stated “It is important because 

good or bad results are very much dependent on the way governance systems operate. It 

is topical because recent scandals have proved that today’s ostensibly ‘state-of-the-art ’

mode of governance is indeed inadequate. ” (Borgia, F., 2005, p. 6). 

iii. Anonymity. With a generated address each user can interact with the blockchain 

network. Further, many addresses could be generated by user in order to avoid expose 

the identity...So a certain amount of privacy on the transactions included in the blockchain 

is preserved thanks to this mechanism (Zheng, Z. et al., 2018, p. 357). Moreover, 

according to Racz, N., Panitz, J., Amberg, M., Weippl, E., & Seufert, A. (2010), 

“Number, complexity and importance of GRC requirements steadily increase, resulting 

in companies undertaking various efforts to better face risks and to ensure the adherence 

to laws, regulatory standards and voluntarily imposed obligations (Menzies2006).” (p. 1), 

wherefore the security technology as digital signatures, identity authentication could be 

used for department supervision by its personnel (as Orphan blocks) so that the Corporate 

privacy could be well protected. 

iv. Auditability. Since on the blockchain each of the transactions is validated and a 

timestamp is given. So the previous records through accessing any node in the distributed 

network can be easily verified and traced by users. The traceability and the transparency 

of the data stored in the blockchain is highly improved (Zheng, Z. et al., 2018, p. 357). It 

                                                           
15  Watts S. Humphrey (July 4, 1927 – October 28, 2010) was an American pioneer in software engineering, 

who was called the "father of software quality." 
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establishes an open and healthy operating environment in which all departments work 

together in the method of sustainable development and transparency so as to optimize 

business benefits to the greatest extent.  

 

b. In addition, herein we will elaborate a theory on how to further optimize Corporate GRC-

Management. In 2018, a research report released by Accenture showed that despite the industry 

differences, in the digital transformation, leading companies in each industry stand out. Among 

them, the production-oriented enterprises in the automotive and parts and consumer electronics 

industries have the highest proportion of "digital transformation leaders”. In the rapidly 

changing digital market environment, how to improve Corporate GRC-Management for 

existing businesses has become a great challenge. 

i. As one component of GRC, the main risks confronted by Corporates, as we all know, can 

be divided into two categories: external risks and internal risks. External risks mainly 

include Political risks, Legal risks, Social and Cultural risks, Technological risks, Natural 

environmental risks, Market risks, Industrial risks, etc. Internal risks mainly include: 

Strategic risks, Management risks, Operational risks, technical risk, Financial risks, etc. 

To facilitate the following elaboration, here we will collectively call the various risks 

faced by the enterprise the Corporate Total Risk (abbreviated as “CTR"). Concerning 

production-oriented Corporates, generally, the organisational structure is mainly 

composed of Decision-making Organisation (Board), Procurement, Supply, Production, 

Logistics, Warehouse, Sales, Marketing, IT, Media, Accounting&Finance, 

Administration, HR, Auditing, Law, R & D, GRC and others with different functions. If 

the risk is distributed to various departments of an organisation, then let us see an example 

of Corporate's organisational structure shown on the right of Fig.1 below. Since we 

believe that the consistency of the structure between the blockchain and the Corporates 

is precisely same, and the comparison is as shown on Fig.1. As blocks are storage units 

one by one, which records all communication information of each block node within a 

certain period, just as both the communication and the cooperation between various 

departments of the Corporate. 

 

Figure 1. Blockchain and Risk of organizational structure of production-oriented Corporate 
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ii. Furthermore, we consider single department of a Corporate as every single chain. More 

vividly as shown on the left of above Fig.1 the Genesis block (the topmost one) to the 

current block is as Board of Corporates, the Main chain (start from 1 block below the 

topmost block, plus other 6 blocks running through the whole chain) is as the Heads of 

departments, and Orphan blocks (1 block branched on the left, and two pairs branched 

from the main chain located on its both outsides of the main chain) are as other Personnel. 

That is, if the probability of defects in one block or several blocks of Main chain is more 

higher, the security of the entire blockchain will be greatly reduced; just like a Corporate 

as shown on the above Fig.1, if the probability of the unfulfilled GRC (which is Corporate 

Total Risk (abbreviated as “CTR") in one or more departments is higher, then the higher 

the probability of unfulfilling Corporate Total GRC (abbreviated as “CTGRC”). 

Therefore, we believe that the core task for Corporate GRC-Management also the future 

research direction is to maximize the GRC of each department of the Corporate through 

blockchain technology. So to discover the form of the relationship between CTGRC and 

GRC of single department of the Corporate we can write it as:  

 

𝐶𝑇𝐺𝑅𝐶 =  ∑ 𝐺𝑅𝐶𝑖 = 𝐺𝑅𝐶1 + 𝐺𝑅𝐶2 + 𝐺𝑅𝐶3 +  … …𝑛
𝑖=𝑚 + 𝐺𝑅𝐶𝑛                  (2) 

 

Where i indicates the number of departments of the Corporate and m ≥ 1, and CTGRC is a 

constant16. Generally, if the relationship between two variables x and y can be expressed in the 

form of y = k / x (k is a constant, k ≠ 0), then y is called the inverse proportional function of x. 

And as there exists the negative correlation between GTGRC and CTR, assume they are two 

variables and substitute them respectively into Y and X, then the relationship of them can be 

expressed in the form as: 

 

𝐶𝑇𝐺𝑅𝐶 = 𝑘/𝐶𝑇𝑅                                                         (3) 

 

Where k is a constant, k ≠ 0, and CTR is a constant17. Consequently, we obtain the relationship 

between CTR and CTGRC which can be written as: 

 

lim
𝑖=∞

(𝐶𝑇𝐺𝑅𝐶) =  lim
𝑖=∞

(
𝑘

𝐶𝑇𝑅
) = 𝑘 ∗ lim

𝑖→∞
(

1

𝐶𝑇𝑅
) = 0 ≈ 𝑀𝑖𝑛[𝐶𝑇𝑅] = 𝑀𝑎𝑥[𝐶𝑇𝐺𝑅𝐶]      (4) 

 

Obviously, substitute the Expression (3) into the Expression (4), when i the number of 

departments of the Corporate gets closer to infinity, namely, the responsibility of Corporate 

GRC is distributed into every department till each operation, then CTGRC gets closer to 

infinity, thus, the limit of the reciprocal of CTGRC converges to zero, then realize the 

minimization of CTR, namely, the maximization of CTGRC is fulfilled. 

 

6. Results 

 

Through a series of arguments above (Sections 3 to 5), we have demonstrated that the existing 

GRC software is not perfect, so Corporates still need to solve the GRC-Management problems. 

Therefore, Corporates should also take GRC-Management strategies into account to adapt to 

the new digital reality with new technologies to optimize Corporate GRC-management. 

According to the Expressions (2) and (4) we should consider the fact that is only by combining 

                                                           
16  CTGRC can be quantified by KPI and other performance evaluation indicators, so here we can regard it as 

a constant in a certain sense. 
17  CTR can be quantified by the Risk Quantification model and other methods to measure risk, so here we 

can regard it as a constant in a certain sense. 
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every department’s GRC from every dimensions the Corporate should be able to in the true 

sense realize Corporate GRC-Management through an all-round cooperation. We stated a 

possible solution for existing GRC-Management based on both blockchain technical 

characteristics and the theory of entire personnel's GRC responsibility system.  

 

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS  

 

There are still many practical aspects to continue to study: 

• Subject to current laws. The supporting of laws and regulations, standards, supervision 

and management system should be strengthened, and especially we need to unify the 

understanding of integrated Corporate GRC-Management concept. 

• At the technical level. Although it has the characteristics of greatly improving security, the 

application of Corporate GRC-Management still has the problem of embedding various 

processes in the GRC software to be solved, especially we need the prudence in the process 

of test. We also need to take into account in consideration of Whether these new 

technologies could own other potential technical advantages. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Overall, we hope that this study work to promote the official release of an integrated GRC 

definition from the authority level (e.g.OECD) as it has a magnificent meaning on the 

development of Corporate GRC-Management GRC; and to further elaborate our proposed 

framework in order to develop a solution based on blockchain technology and the theory of 

entire personnel's GRC responsibility system, especially when DT has emerged as one of the 

most important considerations in Corporate's Strategy-Making. 
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Abstract: In recent years, graph databases have become far more important. They have been 

proven to be an excellent choice for storing and managing large amounts of interconnected 

data. Since graph databases (GDB) rely on a graph data model based on graph theory, this 

study examines whether currently available graph database management systems support the 

principles of graph theory, and, if so, to what extent. We also show how these systems differ in 

terms of implementation and languages, and we also discuss which graph database 

management systems are used today and why.  

 

Keywords: Neo4j, MS SQL Server, Oracle, Cypher. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

he importance of relational databases has been evident for many years. Transactional 

systems, CRM systems, ERP systems, and so on rely on relational databases. Last year, 

we witnessed the 50th year of relational databases. With a solid mathematical 

foundation and a background in set theory and logic, relational databases are not estimated to 

vanish, although some authors like to think so. However, in recent years, we have seen large 

amounts of data arriving from different sources. There are many V’s describing the nature of 

data, and the term “Big Data” has been introduced and used extensively. The first V that one 

should consider is data volume. Although relational databases can store large amounts of data, 

PetaBytes (PB) or ExaBytes (EB) can cause problems for relational databases. It takes time to 

write and read the data from the database. The second V stands for variety since data are 

heterogeneous in nature. The third V denotes velocity, which means that data are being 

produced quickly, and they have to be processed rapidly. Sometimes there is not enough time 

to store the data and then later process the data; the data have to be processed immediately.  

 

In order to deal with Big Data and its challenges, two solutions have been identified: NoSQL 

databases (including document-oriented, column-oriented, key value and graph databases) or 

distributed file systems, like the Hadoop framework. Graph databases belong to NoSQL 

databases, and they rely on a graph data model. In graph databases, data can be stored within 

the nodes and can have relationships that do connect the nodes. Many examples can be found 

and modelled using graph databases (computer networks, social network analysis, traffic, etc.). 

In this study, we present the different types of graphs that are known in graph theory, and we 

show how these graphs can be implemented in Neo4j. Then we show how MS SQL Server and 
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Oracle deal with the graph data model. Furthermore, we also discuss some major trends in 

GDBMS’s global market. 

 

The rest of this study is organized as follows: first we say a few words about graph databases, 

graph database management systems, and graphs in general. Then we show different types of 

implementations, including Neo4j, MS SQL Server, and Oracle. Then we discuss some open 

issues and the potential for future research directions. We also demonstrate a few 

improvements that we implemented in Neo4j. In the end, the conclusion is presented. 

 

THE GRAPH DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (GDBMS) PERSPECTIVE 

 

As far as we know in graph databases, we use the terms nodes and relationships (edges or loops 

in graph theory) that connect the nodes. The number of nodes and relationships can be vast. 

Since nodes are directly connected through their relationships, graph databases are extremely 

suitable for problem domains that contain large amounts of interconnected data. In order to 

create and use graph databases, we have to use a specific graph database management system. 

There are many purely graph database management systems available, including OrientDB, 

Neo4j, ArangoDB, etc. In this study, we use Neo4j since it is the most popular, and therefore, 

has had the widest impact, with support for many functional characteristics. However, the 

importance of having purely graph database management systems (GDBMS) has decreased 

over time. If we looked at the page https://db-engines.com/en/ranking, a few years ago, Neo4j 

was on a few occasions placed in the top 10 of systems. However, now it is ranked below that 

at 22nd place, and other graph database management systems are ranked even lower. Arango 

and OrientDB are at 59th and 71st place, respectively.  

 

Table 1. Top 10 database systems (https://db-engines.com/en/ranking) 

System Primarily Other supported models 

Oracle Relational Document Store, Graph DBMS, RDF store 

MySQL Relational Document Store 

MS SQL Server Relational Document Store, Graph DBMS  

PostgreSQL Relational Document Store 

MongoDB Document Search engine 

IBM DB2 Relational Document Store, RDF store 

Elasticsearch Search engine Document Store 

Redis Key-value 
Document Store, Graph DBMS, Search engine, 

Time series DBMS 

SQLite Relational  

Cassandra Wide column  

 

One major change is that all major DBMSs have turned multi-model. In Table 1, we see that 

many systems support the document model, and that three systems that are in the top 10 support 

the graph data model: Oracle, MS SQL Server, and Redis. Indeed, the only purely relational 

database management system in the top 10 is SQLite. It is lightweight and popular due to its 

size and the possibilities it affords that are extremely useful for smart phones, for example. 

Some other companies like Mozilla use SQLite for storing cache files, etc.  

 

Since major DB vendors support the graph data model, it is important to keep in mind that in 

SQL Server, one can use SQL statements and constraints that most users are familiar with, and 

one can also use the graph database, as we demonstrate later on. Namely, in order to use Neo4j, 

one needs to learn Cypher or Gremlin, and there are some challenges regarding how to move 
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data to and from the graph database. So, this could be the reason why GDBMS are not that 

popular anymore. There were some attempts to build a single language or interface that would 

make it possible to use graph databases using already known query languages. For more 

information, look at (He & Singh, 2008) and (Holzschuher & Peinl, 2013). Many studies have 

been written to show how graph databases outperform relational databases, or to measure 

which graph database management system is better, such as (Chen et al., 2020) etc. If you are 

interested in graph databases in general, a good reference is (Robinson et al., 2013). A nice 

review of relational and graph databases is (Gupta et al., 2020) and (Maleković et al., 2016). 

 

NEO4J 

 

A good book on graphs and graph theory is (Wilson, 1996) And the definitions that are 

presented in the chapter below come from this book. We have also done some significant work 

in the field of graph theory, for example (Kudelić, 2016). 

 

Generally speaking, in other studies, people usually talk about nodes and edges. However, there 

are other concepts presented in graph theory, and in this chapter, we show how they could be 

implemented in GDBMS Neo4j. “A simple graph G is a structure that consists of a non-empty 

finite set V(G) of elements called vertices, and a finite set E(G) of distinct unordered pairs of 

distinct elements of V(G) called edges” (Wilson, 1996). In this study we assume that simple 

graphs do not contain loops (i.e., an edge that joins a vertex to itself) and that there is at most 

one edge that connects a given pair of vertices (Wilson, 1996). If we allowed loops and multiple 

edges, then we would talk about graphs or multigraphs depending on the situation. 

 

NULL GRAPH 

 

A null graph’s edge set is an empty set. Because of the fact that edges are not present, we can 

only see a vertex or more vertices that have no connections between them (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Null graph 

 

 
 

We could have a graph database that contains nodes that have no relationships, but the 

importance of graph databases lies in relationships that connect the nodes and that do at the 

same time contain additional information. The following statement creates three “Person” 

nodes in an empty database and we check the database content (Figure 2): 
CREATE (john:Person { firstname: "John", lastname: "Smith" }), 

(mary:Person { firstname: "Mary", lastname: "Smith"}), 

(jack:Person { firstname: "Jack", lastname: "Smith"}) 

MATCH (n:Person) RETURN n LIMIT 25 

 

Figure 2. Creating nodes in Neo4j – null graph 
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We can see that null graphs can be implemented in Neo4j since we have three nodes that are 

not connected (Figure 2), but such graphs provide little information. As we said earlier, the 

connections between the nodes provide valuable information and this is where the strength of 

graph databases lies. 

 

COMPLETE GRAPH 

 

In order to explain complete graphs, several definitions are important (Wilson, 1996): “We say 

that two vertices v and w of a graph G are adjacent if there is an edge vw joining them, and the 

vertices v and w are then incident with such an edge. Similarly, two distinct edges e and f are 

adjacent if they have a vertex in common… A graph is connected if it cannot be expressed as 

the union of two graphs, and disconnected otherwise.” In order to see whether complete graphs 

can be implemented, we should first recall the notion of adjacency. We should also take note 

that a complete graph has n(n-1)/2 edges. Basically, when an edge connects two vertices, they 

are adjacent. In a simple complete, graph this has to be true for “each pair of distinct vertices” 

(Wilson, 1996). Such graphs are denoted by Kn; K4 is presented in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. K4 

 

 
 

In the next example, we try to implement the complete graph in Neo4j. We would like to add 

one new person and to make a few relationships between the nodes.  
MATCH (john:Person {firstname:"John"}), (mary:Person{firstname:"Mary"}), 

(jack:Person {firstname:"Jack"})  

CREATE (adam:Person { firstname: "Adam", lastname: "Smith"}), 

(john)–[:KNOWS {since:2011}]->(mary), (john)–[:KNOWS {since:2012}]->(jack), 

(john)–[:KNOWS {since:2014}]->(adam), (mary)–[:KNOWS {since:2012}]->(jack), 

(mary)–[:KNOWS {since:2013}]->(adam), (jack)–[:KNOWS {since:2011}]->(adam) 

 

When we look at the database state, we see that the nodes are connected and the relationships 

are directed, i.e. they have arrows (Figure 4): 

 

Figure 4. Complete graph 

 

 

 

This leads us to the concept of directed graphs. Informally, directed graphs (digraphs) contain 

vertices and arcs. However, it is not irrelevant which vertex comes first within an arc. In fact, 

arrows are used to indicate the ordering of vertices in the arc. Therefore, we are dealing with 

an ordered pair of vertices. This is supported in graph databases since the direction of a 

relationship can be specified when the relationship is created.  
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 “The degree of a vertex v of G is the number of edges incident with v… A graph in which 

each vertex has the same degree is a regular graph” (Wilson, 1996). We can see that “complete 

graph Kn is regular of degree n-1” (Wilson, 1996). If we neglected the fact that relationships 

are directed, the graph above would be regular as well. 

 

CYCLE GRAPHS 

 

“A connected graph that is regular of degree 2 is a cycle graph. We denote the cycle graph on 

n vertices by Cn” (Wilson, 1996) (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. Cycle graph                                              Figure 6. Path graph 

 

                                                                               
 

If we remove one edge, we get a path graph (Figure 6). Social network analysis shows that if a 

and b are friends and b and c are friends, there exists a finite chance that a and c will be friends 

in the future. In social network analysis, some path graphs that include several persons are most 

likely to turn into connected graphs. Due to space limitations the example is omitted.  

 

COMPLEMENT OF A SINGLE GRAPH 

 

“If G is a simple graph with vertex set V(G), its complement Ḡ is the simple graph with vertex 

set V(G) in which two vertices are adjacent if and only if they are not adjacent in G” (Wilson, 

1996). What are the implications for graph databases? If we had one instance of a database, it 

would be interesting to see which nodes are not connected. That way, we would be able to 

know who does not have friends, we would be able to know who does not ship products to 

certain countries, etc. The query below would simply find people, in the database created 

above, that are NOT connected (observe NOT ((a)-[:KNOWS]-(b))): 
MATCH (a:Person), (b:Person)  

WHERE a<>b AND NOT ((a)-[:KNOWS]-(b))  

RETURN a, b; 

 

GRAPH DATABASES IN MS SQL SERVER 2019 

 

In the previous section, we used Neo4j to implement the concepts of graph theory. Here, we 

use MS SQL Server 2019. In MS SQL Server 2019, users can create one graph per database. 

A graph consists of an edge and node tables. According to https://docs.microsoft.com/en-

us/sql/relational-databases/graphs/sql-graph-architecture?view=sql-server-ver15: “A node 

table is a collection of similar type of nodes. For example, a Person node table holds all the 

Person nodes belonging to a graph. Similarly, an edge table is a collection of similar type of 

edges. For example, a Friends edge table holds all the edges that connect a Person to another 

Person. Since nodes and edges are stored in tables, most of the operations supported on regular 

tables are supported on node or edge tables.” 

 

Let us look at one example and let us create one small graph using MS SQL Server 2019. We 

have several employees and we “manage” links that denote which employee is responsible for 

a certain another employee. First, we create the employee node table using SQL (observe the 
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“AS NODE” at the end of the CREATE statement) and then we create the “manages” table 

(observe “AS EDGE” at the end of the statement): 
CREATE TABLE Employee (ID INTEGER PRIMARY KEY, Name VARCHAR(100), DEPT 

VARCHAR(100)) AS NODE; 

CREATE TABLE manages (SINCE date) AS EDGE; 

 

Now, let’s add a few employees: 
INSERT INTO Employee VALUES (1, 'John', 'IT') 

INSERT INTO Employee VALUES (2, 'Mark', 'IT') 

INSERT INTO Employee VALUES (3, 'Jack', 'Finances') 

 

Now let’s specify one row for the “manages” table. Basically, we have to specify three values 

including $from_id, $to_id, and SINCE (we use subqueries to return the node id value for 

$from_id and $to_id columns): 
INSERT INTO manages VALUES ((SELECT $node_id FROM Employee WHERE ID = 3),  

       (SELECT $node_id FROM Employee WHERE ID = 1),'2020/01/01') 

 

How do we find all of the employees who are managed by Jack? 
SELECT e2.Name 

FROM Employee e1, manages, Employee e2 

WHERE MATCH (e1-(manages)-> e2) AND e1.name = 'Jack' 

 

Here, we see that the SELECT statement is used to retrieve rows from the table. The main 

difference can be seen in the WHERE clause; the “MATCH (e1-(manages)-> e2)” part looks 

more like Cypher, than SQL. 

 

GRAPH DATABASES IN ORACLE 

 

In this section, we give a brief overview of Oracle’s features and graph data model support. 

According to https://blogs.oracle.com/oraclespatial/graph-database-and-analytics-for-

everyone, Oracle supports Property Graph database, PGX in-memory graph engine, PGQL 

graph query language, 50+ Graph algorithms, Support for graph visualization, SPARQL graph 

query language, Java APIs via open source Apache Jena, W3C standards support for semantic 

data, ontologies and inferencing, and RDF Graph views of relational tables. Due to space 

limitations we show one PGQL (property graph query language) example borrowed from 

https://pgql-lang.org/: 
SELECT owner.name AS account_holder, SUM(t.amount) AS 

total_transacted_with_Nikita 

FROM MATCH (p:Person) -[:ownerOf]-> (account1:Account) 

     , MATCH (account1) -[t:transaction]- (account2)  

     , MATCH (account2:Account) <-[:ownerOf]- (owner:Person|Company) 

WHERE p.name = 'Nikita' 

GROUP BY owner 

 

We see that the query looks like an SQL SELECT statement, almost like those found in SQL 

Server. However, in the FROM clause, we specify the nodes and the edges as well as their 

“connections.” WHERE and GROUP BY clauses look like traditional SQL clauses. 

 

 

 

https://blogs.oracle.com/oraclespatial/graph-database-and-analytics-for-everyone
https://blogs.oracle.com/oraclespatial/graph-database-and-analytics-for-everyone
https://www.oracle.com/database/technologies/spatialandgraph/property-graph-features.html
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DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

As is now obvious based on the discussion above, graph databases are interesting and 

important, but they do have some issues that are specific and one has to be aware of. In our 

previous research, we investigated some aspects of graph databases, like integrity constraint 

implementations (Rabuzin et al., 2016a) and (Rabuzin et al., 2016b). We have also 

implemented a visual interface (Gremlin By Example) that should make it easier for users to 

pose queries against the graph database (Rabuzin, Maleković, & Šestak, 2016). This interface 

is used to enable end users to pose queries against the Neo4j database in a manner similar to 

the way Query By Example is used to pose queries visually against MS Access. At this time, 

we are implementing a few other types of constraints given that many things that are supported 

in relational databases are still not supported for graph databases. One could also extend the 

research and include other GDBMSs and other query languages as well. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Graph databases are increasingly important. In this study, we had three goals: first we tried to 

investigate the importance of some of the other concepts that exist in graph theory, beyond 

those of edges and nodes. We tried to implement the presented concepts in Neo4j. Then we 

also investigated the graph database management systems that are popular and we used them 

to implement some examples. Finally, we also demonstrated how query languages look like in 

three different database systems. For that purpose, we have presented different types of graphs, 

including null graphs, directed graphs, cycle graphs, complete graphs, etc. We also investigated 

how these concepts could be implemented in Neo4j and described the repercussions of doing 

so. Then we showed how the graph data model is implemented in MS SQL Server 2019. The 

good thing is that one can use existing SQL-like statements to implement the graph database, 

but we do not have as many advanced features supported as are found in Neo4j. Oracle, on the 

other hand, supports more features than MS SQL Server and has more algorithms, but uses 

another query language (PGQL). Regarding the trends, we can see that existing purely graph 

database management systems have lost their popularity and many relational DBMS systems 

have turned multi-model. Finally, we can say that it will be interesting to see what the future 

will bring us. 
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Abstract:  A long-term problem of the Slovak economy is significant regional disparities 

caused by insufficient use of existing local resources. Inefficient and unsystematic use of 

existing resources at the local level causes a decrease in the competitiveness of these regions, 

which is also reflected in the overall performance of the economy. In our article, after the 

initial definition of basic terminology, we will focus on the evaluation of regional disparities 

and the current development of regional differences in the conditions of the Slovak Republic. 

We will evaluate the impact of SMEs on regional development in the Slovak Republic. 

However, we will focus primarily on their positive benefits to reducing regional disparities in 

the conditions of the Slovak Republic. We will pay particular attention to SMEs operating in 

the field of tourism in individual regions, how they contribute or in the future can solve the 

problem of reducing regional disparities. 

 

Keywords: regional disparities, regional development, small and medium enterprises, 

tourism. 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

ignificant differences in the socio-economic level of regions, in their competitiveness, 

the level of infrastructure is still a current problem in most countries of the European 

Union, including Slovakia. Differences in the development of individual regions in 

Slovakia have been evident since 1989. Disparities are generally understood as inequalities, 

differences, heterogeneities or differences. In the case of regional development, we understand 

disparity as different levels of social and economic development, which create inequalities 

between the individual units being compared. Matlovič, R., Klamár, R, Matlovičová, K. (2008, 

p.5) understand regional disparities as "differences in the degree of socio-economic 

development of regions which are the result of its unevenness." Gajdoš, P. (2008, p.102) states 

that "regional disparities are the product of the action of several factors, depending on the 

quality and development availability of potentials, but also the different positions from which 

individual regions entered the transformation process." Within the regional economy, there are 

various institutions and partnerships. Their mission and activities create conditions leading to 

the development of the region, the formation of its structure and the use of capacities. One of 

the ways to improve the economic performance of regions is to support the development of 

business activities and create a unique environment to unite companies of a similar nature. 
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(Habánik et al, 2016, p.146). In the regions, it is important to use mainly local development 

potential. Small and medium-sized enterprises play an important role in regional development 

and are an integral part of any advanced market economy, given their contribution to the 

flexibility of the market mechanism, the potential of the competitive environment and 

innovative activities. The role of small and medium-sized enterprises in regional development 

is significantly influenced by the level and stability of the overall business environment. In this 

paper, we focus on small and medium-sized enterprises operating in the field of tourism in 

individual regions and their benefit to reducing regional disparities. In the analysis of regional 

disparities, we had to solve several methodological problems. Firstly, it was the selection of 

suitable territorial units - regions, secondly it was the selection of suitable indicators and the 

selection of appropriate statistical tools that allow comparison. In our research, we used the 

regions of the Slovak Republic (NUTS III level) and the division at the NUTS II level as 

suitable territorial units. When deciding on the selection of suitable indicators, we were limited 

by the limitations in the availability of suitable data. Many data are not systematically 

monitored and therefore a relevant analysis would not be possible. In the analysis of regional 

disparities, we included the following indicators: registered unemployment rate, regional gross 

domestic product per capita, motorway network in the regions, at-risk-of-poverty rate in the 

regions, number of facilities and beds in the regions. We monitored most of the indicators for 

the period 2010-2019. In some cases, we had to limit ourselves to the period 2010-2018. In the 

literature we can meet with the application of several statistical tools and indicators to measure 

disparities. The coefficient of variation is a relative measure of the dispersion derived from the 

standard deviation (ratio of standard deviation to mean). It is a more suitable tool for 

comparative analyzes, because it does not depend on the measured values of input indicators. 

Using the coefficient of variation, we can assess the size of regional differences in terms of 

selected parameters, but we can also compare these differences. 
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Where: 

kV  is the coefficient of variation 

n   is the number of observed units, 

ix  is the value of the indicator x for the i-th region, 

x  is the average rate of the indicator in the whole higher order. 

 

The Gini concentration coefficient was created as a tool for measuring pension inequality. It 

ranges from 0 (absolute equality) to 1 (absolute inequality). It can be calculated in several ways. 

This is twice the area between the ideal and real Lorenz curve. 
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GINI  is the Gini concentration coefficient 
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Development of regional disparities in the Slovak Republic based on selected socio-

economic indicators 

 

The first of the indicators used in the analysis of regional disparities was the unemployment 

rate analyzed at the regional NUTS III level. This indicator is a suitable indicator for analyzing 

socio-economic development in individual regions. It is calculated as the ratio of the available 

registered number of unemployed to the number of economically active population, where the 

number of economically active population in the region is mainly affected by the deteriorating 

demographic situation in some regions of the Slovak Republic (aging of population, migration 

of the population for work to more developed regions or abroad). Based on the values given in 

table 1, we can state decreasing differences in the indicator of the registered unemployment 

rate between the regions of Slovakia in the analyzed period, which can confirm that the 

development of the economy in the period positively affected the unemployment rate in the 

regions. The Prešov region has the long-term highest unemployment rate, followed by the 

Košice region and the Banská Bystrica region. 

 

Table 1. Registered unemployment rate in % 
Registered unemployment rate (in%) 

region / year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

region of Bratislava 4,63 5,41 5,72 6,17 6,13 5,34 4,51 3,05 2,62 2,83 

region of Trnava 8,17 8,88 9,43 9,16 8,03 6,71 4,41 2,6 2,31 2.63 

region of Trenčín 9,51 9,95 10,89 10,74 9,56 7,71 5,85 3,53 2,93 3,2 

region of Nitra 11,76 13,27 14,08 12,52 11,21 9,71 6,96 4,05 3,12 2,93 

region of Žilina 10,86 11,91 12,79 12,51 10,91 8,86 6,92 4,7 4,04 3,96 

region of Banská 

Bystrica 
18,86 19,83 20,81 18,26 17,22 14,94 12,8 8,67 7,03 6,69 

region of Prešov 17,75 18,95 20,66 19,35 17,45 15,5 13,91 9,68 8,61 8,19 

region of Košice 16,78 18,76 19,58 17,23 15,92 14,39 12,76 9,94 8,17 7,57 

coefficient of variation 0,3847 0,3732 0,3697 0,3295 0,401 0,3596 0,4363 0,5033 0,5081 0,459 

GINI coefficient 0,24732 0,23918 0,23041 0,212034 0,20145 0,2138 0,26994 0,31093 0,312975 0,280676 

Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic (2020), own calculations and processing 

 

Regional gross domestic product per capita is a basic measure of a region's performance, so it 

is part of our analysis of regional disparities. From the data given in table 2 it is clear that in 

the whole monitored period there was an increase in regional gross product per capita in 

individual regions of the Slovak Republic as well as that the Bratislava Region has long been 

the most efficient region in Slovakia. The value of the indicator in absolute terms increased by 

EUR 7,740.22 in the Bratislava region in the observed period. The least efficient region has 

long been the Prešov region, followed by the Bansko Bystrický and Košice regions. Based on 

the development of the value of the coefficient of variation between all regions of the Slovak 

Republic at the NUTS III level, we cannot unequivocally state that differences in the amount 

of gross domestic product per capita between the regions of Slovakia in the analyzed period 

significantly decreasing. The indicator reached the lowest level in 2018. The development of 

the value of the GINI coefficient copies the development of the value of the coefficient of 

variation, so it is balanced in the long run. The indicator of the regional development index 

calculated by the EU also shows significant differences in the development of individual 

regions of the Slovak Republic at the NUTS II level, see table no.3. 

 

The Regional Development Index points out that the Bratislava region has long been the most 

developed region in the Slovak Republic. Other regions of Slovakia achieve a medium level of 

regional development, but in the long run the lowest level is in the East Slovakia region (NUTS 

III level: Košice region and Prešov region) and is followed by the Central Slovakia region 

(NUTS III level: Banská Bystrica region and Žilina region). 
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Table 2. Regional gross domestic product per capita in EUR 
Regional gross domestic product per capita in EUR 

  2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Region of Bratislava 31095,78 32793,71 32 862,47 34 543,62 34 460,69 36 157,86 36 657,33 37 514,49 38 836,00 

Region of Trnava 13863,69 14940,46 15 187,10 15 073,50 15 777,52 15 667,62 16 191,49 16 702,29 17 917,48 

Region of Trenčín 10912,38 11706,48 12 003,48 11 699,84 12 015,03 12 553,47 12 411,41 12 511,77 13 741,78 

Region of Nitra 10052,03 11134,63 12 189,44 11 804,78 12 028,61 12 200,01 12 571,72 13 293,20 13 768,71 

Region of Žilina 11 095,77 11769,53 11 713,70 11 717,77 12 274,51 12 890,59 12 912,09 13 305,64 14 078,55 

Region of Banská 

Bystrica 
9196,38 9 586,50 9 666,44 9 847,08 9 911,78 10 578,30 10 753,07 11 292,08 12 064,18 

Region of Prešov 7057,73 7 360,17 8 076,19 8 016,83 8 360,36 8 807,11 9 036,14 9 308,20 10 388,55 

Region of Košice 9969,20 10 190,90 10 649,70 10 731,89 11 112,08 11 890,90 11 729,72 12 896,46 13 352,95 

coefficient of variation 0,550492 0,547922 0,5249397 0,558649 0,538649 0,541243 0,5430694 0,530826 0,5113511 

GINI coefficient 0,270987 0,274163 0,26196 0,270835 0,265569 0,260588 0,260462 0,256005 0,2455731 

Source: Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic (2020), own calculations and processing 

 

Table 3. European Regional competitiveness index 
region/year 2013 2016 2019 Stage of development 

Bratislava Region 0,378 0,276 0,43 high 

Western Slovakia -0,562 -0,579 -0,38 medium 

Central Slovakia -0,749 -0,69 -0,53 medium 

Eastern Slovakia -0,871 -0,846 -0,72 medium 

Source: https://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/en/ 

 

By analyzing regional disparities, we find that there is a deepening of regional differences in 

the conditions of the Slovak Republic, which causes the formation of an imaginary dividing 

line of the southwest and northeast direction. What does it mean? This means the division of 

the territory of the Slovak Republic into regions with different attractiveness, with 

differentiated development dynamics, performance and thus also competitiveness. Persistent 

differences in the dynamics of regional development cause social and economic polarization 

of regions. They form marginal regions called regions of poverty, which lag significantly 

behind both socially and economically (table no. 4). The following table shows the percentage 

of the population at risk of poverty. Based on the development of the value of the coefficients 

of variation and the GINI coefficient, we can state that it increases the inequality between the 

regions of East and West Slovakia in terms of at-risk-of-population poverty, which is a 

consequence of increasing regional differences between these territories. As a result, the 

number of least developed regions in the Slovak Republic has increased to 20 districts (NUTS 

IV level region). These districts are concentrated in the Prešov region where there are at most 

9 districts, in the Košice region there are 6 districts and in Banská Bystrica there are 5 districts. 

Up to one fifth of the Slovak population lives in the least developed regions of the Slovak 

Republic. 

 

Table 4. At risk of poverty rate by NUTS 2 regions percentage of total population 
At-risk-of-poverty rate by NUTS 2 regions percentage of total population  

region/year 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Bratislava Region 5,1 7,2 6,3 8 7,8 7,3 5,4 4,6 4,3 

Western Slovakia 10,3 11,4 11,9 11,5 10,4 10,1 10,7 10 8,6 

Central Slovakia 13,1 13,1 14,1 13,3 15,3 14,9 14,7 14 15,2 

Eastern Slovakia 15,8 16,9 16,7 15,8 14,9 14,5 16,3 16,8 17,1 

coefficient of variation 0,3576 0,3257 0,3129 0,2338 0,2596 0,2703 0,3574 0,404 0,4537 

GINI coefficient 0,2626 0,2112 0,2272 0,1728 0,186 0,1937 0,2597 0,2981 0,3319 

Source: https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/statistics-a-z/abc, own calculations and processing 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/data/statistics-a-z/abc
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The reasons for the emergence of regional disparities in the conditions of the Slovak Republic 

can be summarized in the following points: 

• low competitiveness of material production and services, 

• differentiated educational structure, 

• spatially differentiated concentration of foreign investments and capital as factors of 

region development, 

• imbalances in regional labor markets, 

• Insufficient quality and availability of public infrastructure, 

• differentiated intensity of the absorption capacity of the business environment. 

Factors of possible development of regions and reduction of regional disparities: 

• efficient use of labor, 

• better use and development of the region's production potential, 

• increasing the innovation capacity of regions, 

• increasing support for SMEs in the regions, especially in the field of tourism, 

• improving the accessibility of regions by building infrastructure, 

• improving the availability of public services. 

 

Table 5. Number of SMEs doing business in tourism by size category (as at 30 June 2020) 
size category number of active SMEs share of active SMEs 

micro-enterprises 24 514 96,46 % 

small businesses 828     3,26 % 

medium-sized enterprises 64      0,25 % 

large companies 7      0,03 % 

total 25 413 100 ,00% 

Source: The position of SMEs in tourism with regard to current developments in the 

industry, SBA, Bratislava, 2020, p. 17 

 

The solution to regional disparities is the effective support and development of business 

activities in the field of tourism. Tourism activities are linked to the place of its origin, i.e. the 

region. Therefore, we can consider them as a driving force for the economic development of 

the region. Tourism is a dynamically developing service sector, which is often considered to 

be the only tool for the development of lagging regions while preserving the quality of the 

region's environment and protecting native cultures. Tourism in the Slovak Republic is 

significantly dominated by small and medium-sized enterprises headed by micro-enterprises 

(Table 5), because thanks to their flexibility they can flexibly satisfy specific and individual 

requirements on the demand side. Small and medium-sized enterprises, micro-enterprises 

create jobs in the regions, contribute to the growth of the region's performance, also have an 

impact on the growth of revenues to local budgets, etc. 

 

Table 6. Headquarters of SMEs doing business in tourism 

Source: The position of SMEs in tourism with regard to current developments in the 

industry, SBA, Bratislava, 2020, p. 19 

 
Number of active SMEs as of 

30.6.2020 

Share of active SMEs 

as of 30.6.2020 

Region of Bratislava 5 959 23,5% 

Region of Trnava 2 787 11,0% 

Region of Trenčín 2 294 9,0% 

Region of Nitra 2 932 11,5% 

Region of Žilina 2 972 11,7% 

Region of Banská Bystrica 2 714 10,7% 

Region of Prešov 3 185 12,5% 

Region of Košice 2 563 10,1% 
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Regional development in the context of the given facts can therefore be perceived as a "by-

product" of tourism and vice versa. The development of tourism in the region brings investors 

who build or improve the local infrastructure, facilities of the region and provide tourists and 

locals with more opportunities and a better quality of life. However, it can work the other way 

around. Because tourism depends on local infrastructure. The quality of infrastructure is an 

essential determinant of the flow of tourists to the region and thus contributes to the overall 

development of the region and the reduction of regional disparities. Of course, tourism also 

brings with its negative effects Table 7. 

 

Table 7: The impact of tourism on the development of the region 
Positive effects Negative effects 

 Stops rural depopulation 

 Creates jobs 

 Brings revenue 

 Finances infrastructure construction 

 Improves living conditions 

 Supports agriculture and improves care for 

the landscape 

 Strengthens the feeling of belonging to the 

region 

 It leads to a unilaterally oriented and 

sensitive structure of the economy 

 If it develops in an uncoordinated manner, it 

negatively affects its effectiveness 

 Occupies land by building facilities 

 It burdens nature and the landscape 

 Affects the original culture 

 Brings social tensions and increases 

inequalities 

Source: Gregorová, B. Neradný M, Klaučo M., Masný M., Balková N. 2015. Cestovný ruch 

a regionálny rozvoj. UMB Banská Bystrica. p. 81 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

As stated by Grenčíková, A. et al (2019, p. 75): “the area of tourism is influenced by the 

unpredictability of climatic conditions and customer behavior, and then accommodation and 

catering services must be provided by support activities, which include e.g. opportunities for 

sports, hiking, wellness, the possibility of visiting historical monuments and other attractions. 

Animation services are also used and it is becoming more and more popular, for example. 

gastronomic tourism, or agrotourism as an escape from the hustle and bustle of the big city, 

active rest from the stressful factors of today's hectic times." And these facts create a large 

space for the development of a wide range of business activities of SMEs and the possibility 

of starting economic activities in lagging regions of the Slovak Republic. So, in conclusion, we 

can say that the right combination of economic policy instruments and effective regional policy 

will be able to gradually erase regional disparities in the longer term and contribute to economic 

growth, job creation and the efficient use of regional resources. 
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Abstract: Kotler's 2002 definition of place marketing is as follows: "Place marketing means 

designing a site to meet the needs of its target markets. The development of places means the 

development for a place of a systematic long-term marketing strategy, directed towards the 

identification and development of the natural and potential attributes of an area”. 

The elaboration of a marketing mix for the tourist destination is the main tool for marketing 

planning and for adopting the most appropriate strategies. Given that each tourist destination 

has its specificity, the marketing mix must contain its own elements, adapted to the objectives 

set. 

In this paper we chose to exemplify a way to apply and combine the components of the following 

marketing mix: product, price, distribution, promotion, staff, partnerships, packaging, 

security, process management for the tourist destination Brasov Area. 

 

Keywords: Place Marketing, Marketing Mix, Tourism, Destination 

 

 

1. BRASOV AREA- A TOURIST DESTINATION 

 

 tourist destination is defined according to the following variables: the attractions and 

the environment within the destination, the facilities and services available at the 

destination, the accessibility of the destination, the image and the brand of the 

destination. 

 

1.1. Defining the Tourist Destination Brasov Area 
 

Brasov Area is located in a special natural setting. In the southern part it is delimited by the 

Făgăraş, Bucegi, Piatra Mare, Piatra Craiului and Postăvaru Mountains, in the Eastern part 

there is the Braşov depression, and in the Western part it is bordered by the Olt river valley. 

Due to the geographical potential, mainly mountainous, tourists coming to the area can practice 

sports and recreational activities in all seasons. 

 

Being located in the center of the country, in the famous Transylvania region, Brasov Area is 

one of the most visited tourist destinations in Romania. The multitude of ethnic groups (Saxons, 

Hungarians) that marked the development of this area and their influence on architecture, local 

culture is an attraction for tourists. 

 

In Brasov Area, tourists can discover one of the most beautiful cities in Romania - the city of 

Brasov which is a medieval city with a multitude of attractions: cultural tourist attractions 

(Dramatic Theater Sica Alexandrescu, Brasov Opera, Gheorghe Dima Philharmonic, Reduta 

Cultural Center, Library County, French Alliance, First Romanian School, etc.), historical and 

religious tourist attractions (Catherine Gate, Weavers' Bastion, White Tower and Black Tower, 
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Graft Bastion, Black Church, St. Bartholomew's Church, St. Nicholas Church, etc.), natural 

tourist attractions (Tâmpa Nature Reserve), museums (History Museum, Museum of Art and 

Ethnography, Museum of Urban Civilization, etc.) as well as various events (musical, 

theatrical, cinematographic, etc.). 

 

Most of the tourists who come to Brasov Area aim to visit the surroundings of Brasov, very 

rich in historical, religious, cultural and natural objectives: Poiana Brasov and Predeal resorts 

are the most famous winter resorts in Romania, during the summer being sought for mountain 

tourism, cycling, conference tourism; the villages in the Bran-Moeciu area are real 

Transylvanian mountain villages where tourists can know the local traditions and customs, to 

mention the presence of the famous Bran castle - Dracula's castle; the town of Râşnov with the 

peasant fortress; the city of Făgăraş with its fortified fortress; the churches and fortified 

fortresses in the villages around the city of Brasov; Piatra Craiului National Park Nature 

Reserve. It should be mentioned that besides the worldwide known Dracula's Castle from Bram 

Stocker's book which became a brand in itself, we can also say about Bran that it is an important 

representative of the word "brand" by joining the words Bran-Destination, this as an 

interpretation modern after its Norwegian origin. 

 

Figure 1. Map of Barsa land- Brasov area 

 
Source:.https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/11/Map_of_Burzenland%2C_19

59.jpg 

 

Figure 2. Image of Bran Castle 

 
Source: https://www.twoscotsabroad.com/bucharest-to-transylvania-bran-castle/ 

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/11/Map_of_Burzenland%2C_1959.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/11/Map_of_Burzenland%2C_1959.jpg
https://www.twoscotsabroad.com/bucharest-to-transylvania-bran-castle/
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Figure 3. Image of Rasnov Citadel 

  
Source: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R%C3%A2%C8%99nov_Citadel#/media/File:R%C3%A2%C5

%9Fnov_Citadel_(Rosenauer_Burg)_01.jpg 

 

The accommodation possibility is diverse and adapted to all requirements and budgets: from 

hostels and tourist cabins to hotels and pensions. Tourist services in the Brasov area are 

developed and diversified as a whole, but there is room for improvement. Meal services are 

generally diversified and of good quality. There is an untapped opportunity to attract the 

Western European public interested in organic and home-cooked food with Romanian 

specifics. This is expected from the accommodation units in the rural area, but most of them 

opt for the more convenient option, namely the purchase of food from the supermarket. 

 

Even though there is a wide range of local handicrafts, there are not many shops that specialize 

in selling them. Recently, there have been several shops dealing with the sale and rental of 

items for outdoor recreation (mountain bikes, tents, etc.). 

 

Travel agencies are an important element for the development of a tourist destination such as 

Brasov Area. There are about 80 travel agencies in the area but only a few are focused on 

incoming tourism activity. Along with them, several associations work to promote the area as 

a tourist destination and to develop a sustainable tourism (Association for the Promotion and 

Development of Tourism - fulfills the role of destination management organization, County 

Sustainable Development Agency and Metropolitan Association for Sustainable 

Development). 

 

Transport services are satisfactory, even good compared to other areas of the country. The 

railway transport service between Bucharest-Predeal-Brasov is quite good. Lately, most of the 

roads in the area have been rehabilitated. However, there are still roads that are almost non-

functional, mostly in rural areas, they need to be identified and rehabilitated. The inauguration 

of an airport in the Brasov area would be a future investment that would ensure the development 

of tourism. 

 

Tourist information services have been improved recently. There is a tourist information 

network at the level of Brasov Area, comprising 7 centers: Brasov, Predeal, Rasnov, Fagaras, 

Prejmer, Bran, Zarnesti. The mission of the tourist information offices is to inform the tourists 

about the attractions in the area and to promote them by offering informative materials. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R%C3%A2%C8%99nov_Citadel#/media/File:R%C3%A2%C5%9Fnov_Citadel_(Rosenauer_Burg)_01.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R%C3%A2%C8%99nov_Citadel#/media/File:R%C3%A2%C5%9Fnov_Citadel_(Rosenauer_Burg)_01.jpg
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In Brasov Area, there are several possibilities for schooling in the field of tourism. Transilvania 

University of Brasov offers those interested the opportunity to study in Economics of 

Commerce, Tourism and Services. Other schools specializing in tourism are the School of 

Hotel Management, the Brasov School of Tourism. There are also post-secondary training 

programs for tourism available in Bran and Brasov. 

 

The access of tourists in the Brasov area is facilitated by the acceptable road and railway 

infrastructure, compared to other areas of the country, which connects with the country's 

capital, but also with Western Europe. Transport infrastructure is the biggest problem of 

Romanian tourism. Investments in a highway that crosses Romania are very necessary and 

urgent. The construction of an airport would create the possibility of connections between the 

Brașov Area and the main western cities. 

 

The tourist destination was promoted under the brand "Be.Live It". This brand aims to promote 

the cultural diversity and dynamics of a modern, new area and was presented at the World's 

Leading Travel Trade Show in Berlin where it took 2nd place. This brand was designed by the 

Association for the Promotion and Development of Tourism (APDT) in partnership with the 

Brasov County Council, the Agency for Sustainable Development of Brasov County (ADDJB) 

and the advertising agency Firestarter, to represent the tourist destination area. Brasov at the 

Berlin Tourism Fair and to promote a favorable image of it internationally. The problem was 

that not enough money was invested to promote it both nationally and internationally. Even if 

the idea was good, it did not ensure its visibility at all and without promotion it did not have 

any significant results. 

 

1.2. Types of tourism practiced in the Brasov area 

 

The tourist offer of the Brașov area provides conditions for practicing many forms of tourism: 

 Mountain hiking tourism is favored by the existence of mountain massifs, large areas 

covered with forests, the existence of marked trails, mountain huts and accommodation 

bases in neighboring towns. 

 Cultural-historical and religious tourism is favored by the existence of numerous 

historical, religious and architectural monuments throughout the area. 

 Sport tourism such as mountaineering, downhill skiing, cross-country skiing, horseback 

riding, mountain biking, hang gliding and gliding, hunting and sport fishing in hilly and 

mountainous areas, "image hunting" safari of some species such as wolf, bear and lynx, 

in Brasov living 30% of Europe's large carnivorous population. 

 Thematic scientific tourism by sections of biodiversity, speleology, geology, 

paleontology. It can be practiced in the nature reserves of the Brasov area. 

 Rural tourism or agrotourism is practiced especially in the area of Bran villages (Fundata, 

Moeciu, Bran) and in Poiana Mărului, areas that constitute an area with a special natural, 

historical and tourist potential, as well as in the Săcele-Tărlungeni area. 

 Ecotourism is the closest tourism to nature, offered as a tourist product in: Zărneşti area, 

area in which this type of tourism is developed in the most advanced stage in Romania, 

favored both by the exceptional natural environment (Piatra Craiului National Park) and 

by the activity of organizing and promoting this type of tourism by the Administration 

Piatra Craiului National Park; Vama Buzăului area, gateway to the Ciucaş Massif, where 

the Ecology and Ecotourism Educational Center currently operates; Buneşti-Viscri area, 

an incipient area in the practice of ecotourism but with a special potential for a further 

development in this direction; the Făgăraş area, favored by the natural environment, in 
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which an incipient ecotourism tourism is practiced, but without a coherent and unitary 

strategy in this respect. 

 Business and conference tourism, from the perspective of which the Brasov area enjoys 

a growing interest. 

 
2. THE SYSTEMIC APPROACH OF THE MARKETING MIX OF THE TOURIST 

DESTINATION BRAȘOV AREA 

 

After having an overview of Brasov area as a tourist destination, let us have a look of the 

components of the marketing mix from a systemic perspective. 

 

The tourist destination Brasov area is a system because it is a set of elements with certain 

common features that form an organized whole. The policies and strategies of the marketing 

mix can be approached from an overall perspective or from that of its component elements.  

 

The tourist destination Brasov area can be divided into component sub-destinations due to the 

fact that the area is a destination in itself, but also the elements that make it up can be considered 

independent destinations. In this paper it was considered the division of the area according to 

the most representative attractions as follows: 

• the city of Brasov - is the sub-destination considered the most representative for the 

area according to the results of quantitative research; 

• the fortified churches, the fortresses from Făgăraş, Râşnov, Rupea, Bran castle - were 

grouped due to the form of tourism they represent, namely the cultural-historical 

tourism; 

• Poiana Brasov and Predeal resorts; 

• Piatra Craiului National Park (it is the best known in the category of unique natural 

attractions). 

 

It is desired to determine the existing connections between the system represented by the 

Brasov area and its component elements. 

 

The city of Brasov - is the sub-destination considered the most representative of the area by 

both tour operators and tourists. It has been included in various tours of Romania, Transylvania 

or has been considered an independent destination. As a product policy, it is proposed to design 

"city-break in Brasov" tourism products, with multiple accommodation possibilities for all 

budgets, lasting 2 nights / 3 days because it is a sufficient time to discover the city. This product 

must include the possibility of contracting sports and leisure activities. It is recommended to 

approach the strategy of stimulating the current market and attracting new tourist markets. 

 

In the case of Brasov, the strategy of low prices should be approached in order to attract as 

many tourists as possible and to be able to compete with other similar destinations. The city of 

Brasov is facing the phenomenon of seasonality, so it should be considered the strategy of 

adjusting tariffs accordingly. 

 

For the distribution and promotion of this type of product, intensive distribution and promotion 

by all means proposed at the area level is recommended. 

 

We propose a tourist package of the "city-break" type developed over 3 days, the theme 

"Discover the city of Brasov", with free program and suggested activities: city tour with tourist 

guide / tourist bus / segway with companion, walk on Tâmpa, circuit of cultural-historical 
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objectives, various sports activities, entrance to the Aquatic Paradise. As accommodation and 

dining options, different units will be proposed on classification levels. Tourists will be 

transported by bus to the destination, only on request. 

 

It is recommended to conclude strategic partnerships between the city of Brașov and cities in 

other areas of the country (for example Constanța, Iași, Oradea, Arad) and abroad for mutual 

promotion. 

 

In order to ensure the security of tourists, the strategy of deterring crimes and delinquency can 

be applied by harshering those who commit crimes against tourists, increasing security 

(presence of law enforcement in as many locations as possible) and informing about dangerous 

areas in Brasov Area. It is also recommended to apply the strategy of neutralizing the negative 

aspects by informing tourists about the security level of the destination Brasov area, by advising 

tourists to fight against local crime (for example do not leave unsupervised luggage or pay 

attention to the exchange commission). 

 

Churches and fortresses in the Brasov area 

 

This tourist product is a circuit type and has usually been included in larger circuits (for 

example, "discovering the areas of Transylvania" or "tour of the fortified cities and churches 

of Transylvania"). Churches and fortresses in the Brasov area, as well as those in the rest of 

Transylvania, are attractions of great interest, especially for foreign tourists. These are very 

well preserved, unique monuments, some of them being in the UNESCO patrimony. It is 

proposed to keep this tourist product of integrated circuit type but with a clear delimitation of 

the patrimony of each county because each area included in the circuit is identified with its 

patrimony. Due to the positioning of these attractions especially in rural areas, this product 

encompasses two forms of tourism: cultural and rural. As the product will not be changed, it is 

recommended to adopt the current market stimulus strategy. 

 

Regarding the tariff of this type of tourist product, it must be established in accordance with 

the other counties that make up the circuit. In this approach, the rates should be the same for 

both Romanian and foreign tourists. It is proposed to develop an access card to such objectives 

with a pre-established, preferential, reduced rate for groups. The low price strategy approach 

is the most appropriate. There are two examples of such churches: 

1) The Prejmer fortified church ( German:  Kirchenburg von Tartlau) is a Lutheran 

fortified church in Prejmer (Tartlau), Brașov in the Transylvania region of Romania and 

the ethnographic area of the Burzenland.  

The church was founded by the Germanic Teutonic, and then was eventually taken over 

by the Transylvanian Saxon community. Initially Roman, it became Lutheran following 

the Reformation. Together with the surrounding village, the church forms part of the 

villages with fortified churches in Transylvania UNESCO World Site. 

 

2) Harman Fortified Church is one of the 25 UNESCO WorldHeritage Sites in 

Romania Located in the heart of Harman (Honigburg in German, meaning Honey Castle) 

village, this fortified church dates back to the 13th century when Saxons built the original 

structure. Strong walls and bulwarks surrounded the church and on its sides, massive 

towers were added 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/German_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romania
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Teutonic_Knights
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Catholic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/UNESCO_World_Heritage_Site
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Source 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prejmer#/media/

File:Prejmer_200609.jpg:  

Source: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C4%

83rman#/media/File:RO_BV_Harman 

 

Even if this type of product could attract a large number of tourists interested in cultural 

tourism, the discovery of unique monuments, it is not exploited at its real value due to the lack 

of efficient distribution and promotion. Although this type of product appears in the offer of 

some Romanian and foreign tour operators, their area should be increased. It is proposed to 

adopt an intensive distribution strategy, which involves the use of a large number of 

intermediaries. 

 

The following promotion strategies are recommended for this type of product: 

• Documentary information strategy and pedagogical strategy, both meant to provide 

information that would arouse curiosity; 

• Creating events (such as the Medieval Festival Tournament of the Citadels); 

• Organizing info-trips for the representatives of the tour operators and travel agencies 

in order to know directly the tourist product; 

• Participation in specialized tourism fairs. 

 

It is proposed to design a tourist package with the theme "Tour of fortified cities and churches 

in Transylvania "which includes visiting them, visiting Transylvanian villages in their vicinity, 

providing accommodation and dining in rural areas, entertainment program every evening to 

discover traditions and local customs. The transport will be done by bus; tourists will be 

accompanied by specialized guides throughout the tour. The duration will depend on the 

number of areas included in the circuit. 

 

The design of a tourist package of the type mentioned above involves the consideration of 

partnerships in the cultural-historical field between the Brasov area and other areas in 

Transylvania in order to design a unitary product and establish common policies and strategies. 

 

It is recommended that the policies and strategies of security, personnel and process 

management be the same as those proposed for the city of Brasov. 

Figure.4. Map of Prejmer fortified church 

(UNESCO World Heritage Site) 

Figure 5. Image of Harman Fortified 

Church (UNESCO World Heritage Site 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C4%83rman#/media/File:RO_BV_Harman_fortified_church_1.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H%C4%83rman#/media/File:RO_BV_Harman_fortified_church_1.jpg
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Predeal and Poiana Brasov resorts rank 3rd in the preferences of tourists visiting the Brasov 

area. These tourist destinations are especially sought after for winter sports (alpine skiing, 

cross-country skiing, snowboarding, tobogganing, skating, learning sports with the help of 

specialized instructors). These two tourist resorts are the most famous in Romania and benefit 

from a highly developed infrastructure, brought to European standards during the organization 

of the European Youth Olympic Festival in 2013. The tourist product for the winter season 

should be in the form of "a week in the mountains" which includes, in addition to basic services, 

a common access card to the ski slopes, daytime entertainment program (e.g. competitions, 

raffles) and evening (e.g. concerts, traditional evenings). The tourist product Predeal and 

Poiana Braşov face the phenomenon of seasonality, like any resort dedicated to winter sports. 

In order to diminish this phenomenon, tourist products destined for the summer season should 

also be elaborated. The tourist product destined for the summer season should also be in shape 

for a week in the mountains but with the possibility of practicing summer sports (hiking, 

cycling, etc.). The strategy that should be considered is to penetrate the internal and external 

market with the previously proposed products. 

 

A global tariff (all inclusive) should be set for these products. The strategy of low tariffs is 

recommended for good quality, at least in the short term, in order to face the competition 

represented by countries such as Austria or Bulgaria. Given that demand is particularly 

pronounced in winter, the differentiated tariff strategy for the rest of the year should be 

considered. 

 

It is proposed to adopt the intensive distribution strategy, through a large number of 

intermediaries: electronic, tour operators and travel agencies, tourist information centers, in 

tourism fairs, etc. 

 

Regarding the promotion of these products, it is recommended: 

• designing a portal intended exclusively for these two resorts, with the possibility of 

making reservations in real time, with the presentation of all events, possibilities for 

spending time, etc.; 

• production of well-documented, attractive promotional materials to be distributed 

free of charge to tourists, information centers and travel agencies; 

• organizing info-trip excursions for the representatives of the tour operators and travel 

agencies in order to test these tourist products; 

• organizing internationally renowned competitions; 

• participation in tourism fairs. 

 

It is proposed to conclude partnerships with other areas of the country (especially the coastal 

area and Bucharest) as well as abroad in order to promote the offers. Partnerships with major 

European tour operators are also considered strategic in order to include these products in their 

offers. 

 

It is proposed to develop a tourist package with the theme "A week in the mountains", lasting 

7 days, including accommodation and meals of various categories, access card to the ski slope 

(winter), rental of sports equipment for winter or for the summer as the case may be, animation 

program. Tourists will be transported by bus to the destination. Inside the resort, a mini-bus 

will be made available to tourists who will have regular trips to ensure the transport of tourists 

from the accommodation to the slopes, during the winter. 
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For the security of tourists, they will be informed about the security level of certain places in 

these resorts and by their advice and counseling in order to avoid various frauds (e.g. use of 

ATMs exclusively in closed spaces, not leaving unattended luggage, use of safes in rooms hotel 

for storing valuable etc.). 

 

The staff working in tourism in these resorts is helpful and kind, so the quality of the process 

of providing tourist services is generally considered satisfactory by tourists. Most organizations 

active in tourism are up to date with technological developments and benefit from state-of-the-

art facilities: card readers, online booking systems, etc. Most tourism organizations apply the 

policy of generating and maintaining customer relations by setting up databases with them and 

by giving due importance to feedback on the quality of service delivery. 

   

Piatra Craiului National Park is unique in the Romanian Carpathians due to the imposing 

relief of the limestone ridge 25 km long and due to the rare species of flora and fauna. At 

present there are very few travel agencies or organizations that offer tourist products, stays, or 

simple trips to protected areas, because they involve a high degree of specialization from the 

organizers and companions. The tourist offers in the Piatra Craiului National Park area are 

addressed especially to young people (pupils, students) and include: guided excursions, tourism 

programs based on cycling and horseback riding, wildlife watching in freedom, climbing. 

Access to Piatra Craiului National Park offers a unique opportunity to create a combination of 

themed tourism products (cave exploration, medicinal plants, protection of mountain and 

ecological areas, observation and study of wildlife, as well as a whole series of recreational 

excursions, ecotourism or educational excursions), to be sold directly to tour operators and 

domestic and foreign travel agencies. The most appropriate product strategy is to penetrate the 

market with such thematic products. 

 

As this nature reserve is a new destination launching on the market, it would be appropriate to 

adopt the low price strategy primarily because it addresses a category of middle and low income 

consumers. 

 

The selective distribution strategy is the most appropriate because it involves distributing the 

product only to tour operators and travel agencies specializing in ecotourism, rural tourism, 

sports tourism, etc. and in web-sites and tourism fairs with this theme. 

The following promotion strategies are recommended for the types of tourism products listed 

above: 

 Documentary information strategy, meant to inform tourists about this area and to arouse 

their curiosity; 

 Elaboration of promotional materials such as leaflets, tourist guides, CDs, etc. to be 

distributed to travel agencies, information centers, possibly stores with sports equipment 

in the country and abroad; 

 Distribution of tourist products within web-sites that promote ecotourism, thematic, rural, 

sports tourism as well as the presentation of products at tourism fairs with the same theme; 

 Organizing events for tourists on the occasion of the European Day of National Parks 

(May 24), within the Piatra Craiului National Park; 

 Carrying out exchanges of experience with institutions and organizations from countries 

with advanced practices in ecotourism, such as Germany and Great Britain, especially 

because tourists from these areas are interested in Romania in general and Transylvania 

in particular. 
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The partnership policy involves concluding them with organizations in the same field at 

national and European level, on the promotion of tourism products. A series of thematic tourist 

packages are proposed, targeting market segments such as: cave exploration, wildlife watching 

in the wild, educational excursions. Such packages require the accompaniment of tourists by 

specialized guides, depending on the topics considered. Accommodation for tourists will be 

made at tourist chalets in the Piatra Craiului mountains, a place where meals will be served. 

The duration of these packages will be 2 days and can be extended upon request. The transport 

of tourists will be done by bus to the starting point of the mountain route. Regarding the 

personnel policy, for such tourist products it is necessary the presence of a personnel with a 

high degree of specialization. That is why it is very important to adopt the right employee 

recruitment strategy based on experience in the field and a skill test. The staff development 

strategy must also be adopted in order to be up to date with the requirements of tourists. 

Regarding the Piatra Craiului National Park, it is recommended to implement the strategy of 

investments in security equipment and technologies because some activities present a high 

degree of risk (e.g. exploring caves or observing animals in the wild) and involve the use of 

special equipment. In terms of process management, as in the case of the other three sub-

destinations, it is recommended to conduct market research in order to determine trends in 

consumer behavior and expectations of tourists. 

 

Area-level policies and strategies as a system are determined by sub-destination policies and 

strategies as components of the system. Sub-destinations must adopt policies and strategies in 

line with those at the area level, there must be harmonization between them. For example, in 

terms of product policy, the products of the components taken in part make up the product 

offered at the area level. Pricing strategies at the area level as well as at the level of sub-

destinations are in line, namely the adoption of low prices. Area-level partnership policies also 

target component sub-destinations. Sub-destination packages interrelate with the regional 

package. The distribution and promotion policies and strategies at the destination level in the 

Brasov area are made up of those proposed within the sub-destinations. So are security, 

personnel and process management. Considering these aspects, a model of systemic approach 

of the tourist destination Braşov area is proposed, which consists of sub-destinations. The 

graphical representation of this model is shown in Fig. nr.6. 

 

Figure 6. Relation of policies and strategies at the level of the tourist destination Brasov area 

and its component elements (sub-destinations) 
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3. The Cluster Strategy Approach 

 

The notion of tourism cluster refers to a geographical concentration of companies and 

institutions interconnected through tourism activities. It includes providers, services, 

governments, institutions, universities and competitors. The main objective of a tourism cluster 

is to bring together companies that usually operate on their own, to build a successful tourism 

product in a given region. 

 

A cluster structure in tourism should include accommodation, catering services - which is its 

static element, and transport services, travel agencies and tour operators, car rental services - 

which are mobile elements. 

 

The tourism cluster includes, in addition to accommodation, meals, entertainment and various 

attractions, tour operators and travel agencies, guides, car rental and tourist transport services, 

other services and activities such as organizations and support services, transport infrastructure, 

education and training, consulting and other business services. It is necessary the participation 

of all actors active in tourism, not just tourism service providers to design a cluster type 

structure. The government should encourage and fund programs to attract private investors, 

invest in infrastructure and promote tourism. 

 

Within tourist destinations these cluster structures appear by themselves but must be supported 

and developed to reach their maximum potential. Their development should be supported by 

strategic planning, the support of the authorities, investment in infrastructure and joint 

marketing efforts. The interdependence that appears at the level of a destination between 

attractions, services, transport, information, promotion, induces the need for collaboration and 

it is obvious that if the actors at the destination level work together they have nothing to gain. 

 

The satisfaction of the tourist depends not only on the attractions at the destination but also on 

the quality and efficiency of the services offered by hotels, restaurants, shops, transport. 

Therefore, in a global market where competition is very tight between tourist destinations, and 

in the context where new destinations always appear and the consumer changes his behavior, 

it is recommended to approach a cluster structure to become and remain competitive in the 

market. High-level cooperation successfully creates added value for both the tourist destination 

and the individual entrepreneur. 

 

The first tourism cluster established in Romania "Carpathian Tourism Cluster Romania" is a 

network of professional and development organizations, with as members decision makers at 

regional and national level, experts in the tourism industry in Romania and was launched on 

November 1, 2010. Its mission is to promote sustainable tourism and create added value for 

the tourism industry in the Carpathian Mountains region. It was established at the initiative of 

the Association for the Promotion and Development of Tourism in Brasov County together 

with Monteoru Renaissance - Association for Sustainable Regional Development in Tourism 

(Buzau County). The marketing action plan for the Carpathian Mountains tourist region will 

be developed in accordance with the national brand and tourism strategy: “Romania - Explore 

the Carpathian Garden”. 

 

The considered objectives are the innovation and diversification of the tourist products and of 

the services associated to them, in order to increase the interest of the external and internal 

markets for the Carpathian Mountains, as a tourist destination. Also, the most important 

activities are increasing competitiveness by optimizing the value chain in the local tourism 
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industry and improving the quality of tourism services, in order to reach European standards. 

The cluster projects have an inter-regional character, focusing for the beginning, on the 

Carpathian and sub-Carpathian tourist regions in the center of the Carpathian Arc, including 

the counties of Brasov, Buzau, Sibiu, Covasna, Arges and Prahova. They will contribute to the 

development of local and regional partnerships, to the development of resources and 

capabilities of organizations in order to meet the general objectives of the cluster.  

 

However, not all tourist destinations form cluster systems; only when they reach a high level 

of development can they form such integrated systems. Even if there are many partnerships in 

the Brașov area, there is no common integrated approach to target all tourism actors and to 

develop in the sense of harmonizing personal benefits with those in the area and to identify 

common beneficial development directions.  

 

The following model presented in Figure 7, illustrates a cluster approach at the level of a tourist 

destination that is proposed for adoption by the Brasov area. 

 

Figure 7. The model of a tourism cluster at regional level 

 
 

Source: adapted from Sölvell Ö., Clusters - Balancing Evolutionary and Constructive Forces, 

2nd ed., DanagardsGrafiska, Ödeshög, January 2009, pp. 16. 
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THE MARKETING MIX - A BASIC TOOL IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE TOURIST 

DESTINATION 

The competitiveness of the cluster approach proposed above depends on: 

• human resources, natural and anthropic resources, development of tourist infrastructure, 

accessibility and security; 

• current conditions of demand: level of education, preferences and motivations; 

• the structure of the private environment and competition. 

 

The competitive strategies that should be adopted inside and outside the cluster are based on 

the cooperation of all actors at the destination level in the Brasov area in order to innovate and 

differentiate the tourist experience offered. 

 

Local authorities play a very important role in improving the competitiveness of the cluster by 

creating and maintaining tourism infrastructure, providing financial support to tourism 

investment projects, ensuring destination security, preserving the natural, historical and 

cultural heritage within the cluster. 

 

The role of the University and tourism training schools within the cluster is to encourage the 

design of innovative and differentiation strategies for the cluster destination and to educate and 

prepare human resources. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

 

The marketing mix proposed as an example for Brasov Area is an aspect that can be discussed 

for further analysis regarding the variables proposed and also the strategies. The marketing mix 

specific strategies proposed in this article for Brasov Area, together with the systemic and the 

cluster approach can be proposed as a good practice example for other similar tourist 

destinations within a marketing plan. The conclusions resulted can be used in the comparison. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Tourism is a dynamic phenomenon, which is constantly changing. The tourist market is 

constantly changing due to the existing and constantly growing competition. Tourist 

destinations, the basic pillars of tourism, face many challenges in order to enter and stay in this 

market. Therefore, the marketing activity within the tourist destinations is of major importance 

in order for them to be maintained at a competitive level. Marketing approaches in tourist 

destinations have become indisputable tools for their success. 

 

In recent years, the tourism market has been severely affected by major economic changes 

which have also led to changes in consumer behavior. In this context, the orientation of tourists 

towards certain destinations to the detriment of others underlined the need for the current 

approach of policies and marketing strategies applicable to tourist destinations at a conceptual 

level. 
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Abstract: The aim of this paper26 is to discuss and emphasize the importance of acquiring and 

developing intercultural communicative competence (hereinafter ICC) for tourist professionals 

in the context of strategic advantages of Montenegro as a tourist destination. Montenegro, as 

a multicultural, multiethnic and multi-confessional country with a very rich and ancient 

cultural heritage and preserved natural resources, strives for European integration and 

achieving international competitiveness in the field of tourism through the development of its 

strategic advantages. In order to achieve progress in tourism industry, it is necessary to apply 

an interdisciplinary approach, which includes a symbiosis of elements of culture and tradition 

with the need and demands of modern tourists who want to communicate with the domicile 

population, or at least with their hosts, as well as to feel comfortable and welcome at the 

destination they have chosen for their holiday. Therefore, communicative and affective 

segments must be added to this interdisciplinary approach which inevitably includes the 

acquisition of new skills in intercultural communication at the international level. Such 

communication enables the development of ICC through the inclusion of both linguistic and 

cultural elements of education in tourism and applying the intercultural approach in foreign 

language teaching. Furthermore, developing intercultural aspects in tourism should be seen 

as one of core advantages of smaller and still insufficiently affirmed tourist regions, such as 

Montenegro, especially in these disruptive circumstances of crisis caused by Covid -19 virus. 

 

Keywords: Intercultural Communication, Globalization, Intercultural Approach in Foreign 

Language Teaching, Intercultural Speaker, Intercultural Awareness and Sensitivity, Long-life 

Learning 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

ur contemporary reality is characterized by globalization and interculturality. 

Migrations of the population and the permeation of their cultures and languages are 

becoming more and more emphasized, which has imposed the need to focus on the 

intercultural aspect, both in the school and work environment of people. Tourism, as a branch 

of economy that includes a large number of people, both tourists and tourist workers and 

residents of the receptive tourist area, is in direct connection with globalization processes 

characterized by intercultural contacts and human relations conditioned by their different 

national, linguistic, cultural, religious and identity differences. Therefore, it is extremely 

important that all the afore mentioned actors establish appropriate intercultural communication 
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that will lead to mutual respect and appreciation of cultural differences, tolerance and 

understanding of "otherness", which are the basic postulates of acquiring intercultural 

competence. This competence will enable them to overcome stereotypes and prejudices about 

other nations, especially in the sphere of cultural tourism. In order to achieve this, it is necessary 

to establish an intercultural approach in teaching in the school system, from the earliest age of 

children in the lower grades of primary school, through secondary school and higher education 

at the university, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, to continuously educate tourism 

workers in the direction of interculturalism, which is in line with the principles of the Council 

of Europe on long life learning. 

 

2. INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE 

 

When communicative competence is combined with intercultural competence, intercultural 

communicative competence is created (hereinafter ICC), as Byram (1997), the creator of this 

concept, points out. Acquiring ICC means developing the ability to interact in complex cultural 

contexts among people who have more than one cultural identity and language. Accordingly, 

it is necessary to create an intercultural classroom that will be characterized by the 

transformation of identity, the student as an examiner and the process. When ICC becomes an 

integral part of the language classroom, students will experience how to use language, build 

relationships and mutual understanding with members of other cultures, re-examine their own 

beliefs, viewed through a different perspective, negotiate points of view that are different from 

theirs and discern into another culture. By incorporating certain activities to promote ICC in 

the curriculum, students will begin to see how their attitudes, knowledge, and language skills 

can influence their intercultural experiences (Moeller & Nugent, 2014). 

 

Byram (1997) sees the ICC as a complex system that develops as a result of different non-

native speaker experiences, such as formal education, practical work, and independent learning. 

Byram's model is popular among foreign language teachers and its components are recognized 

as general competencies that should accompany communicative competence. Corbett (2010, p. 

2) notes that the detailed specification of the ICC is still an evolving project, although it was 

Byram and his colleagues who achieved a great deal by working on this. In the Framework27, 

of which Byram is one of the authors, ICC is understood as a set of knowledge, skills and 

attitudes. Building on Byram's work, Corbett summarizes five basic aspects of the ICC, 

namely: 

a)  knowledge about oneself and others 

b)  to know how to relate to meaning and how to interpret it 

c) developing critical awareness 

d)  to know how to reveal cultural information 

e)  to know how to relativize oneself and evaluate the attitudes and beliefs of others 

 

3. INTERCULTURAL SPEAKER IN INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION 

 

Intercultural learning and teaching have imposed some new challenges on previous models. 

Corbett (2010, p. 1) points out that they, above all, challenged the conventional goal of 

language education, which sought to acquire the language skills of the native speaker of the 

foreign language being taught. For many students, that was an unattainable goal, and as the 

author notes, many teachers claim that it is now an unnecessary goal, especially if we bear in 

                                                           
27  Common European Framework of Reference for Languages: Learning, Teaching, Assessment. Companion 

volume new descriptors. (2018). Council of Europe 
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mind the fact that English is becoming a global and universal language of communication, i.e. 

a kind of lingua franca of the modern age, as it was once the Latin language in the Middle 

Ages. Therefore, it is more acceptable for most people to establish communication and achieve 

functional language use than to strive for the perfection of native speakers in the UK, the USA 

or Australia. Therefore, the intercultural speaker takes precedence in international 

communication over the native speaker of a language. Intercultural education has certainly 

contributed to this, when intercultural students, as Corbett further states (ibid.), use language 

to explore different cultures and to mediate in those situations where cultural 

misunderstandings occur. They do it in a sophisticated way, using their acquired knowledge of 

culture and developed skills in using the resources of the target language. They are also 

encouraged to include their personal qualities, such as empathy, openness and respect for 

others. 

 

The intercultural speaker is the main actor in intercultural communication and therefore it is 

essential to analyze and observe the development of his intercultural competence, which is very 

important in modern intercultural and multilingual environments. Byram (1997) defines the 

term of intercultural speaker as a person who possesses knowledge of one or more cultures and 

social identities and someone who enjoys discovering and maintaining relationships with 

people from other cultural backgrounds, even though he is not formally educated for that 

purpose. It is a person, according to House (2007), who managed to develop his third way, 

which is among other cultures that are close to him. Such a person should be understood as 

independent both of his or her original culture and language and of the new culture and 

language he or she wishes to connect, mediate and harmonize between them. He or she creates 

something new and autonomous in between, something hybrid, which is the third way.  Such 

a person is an active participant who organizes her or his discourse creatively and 

independently, offering deeper views and understanding. 

 

The aim of modern foreign language teaching, as an integral part of education for tourism 

professionals, is no longer for students to master language skills and competencies, but also to 

acquire plurilingual and intercultural communicative competence that are an integral part of 

intercultural education. They imply activating all students 'potentials related to knowledge of 

foreign languages, regardless of the level and degree of knowledge, as well as all transversal 

knowledge from culture, to monitor students' personal development and their needs during 

language learning, so that progress in development their linguistic and intercultural abilities 

lead them to become primarily intercultural rather than native speakers of a foreign language. 

 

4. INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE IN THE TOURISM IN 

MONTENEGRO 

 

This is exactly the profile of an intercultural speaker that all those involved in the tourism sector 

in Montenegro should strive for. Montenegro has a very diverse population that has lived 

together for centuries in harmony and mutual tolerance, resisting the dangers that lurked during 

numerous wars that took place in the long history of this country. In this way, its inhabitants 

have managed to preserve multicultural, multiethnic and multi-confessional harmony, which 

can be considered one of the important resources for the development of modern forms of 

tourism. In addition to this human resource, Montenegro abounds in very numerous and diverse 

cultural and historical monuments, some of which date back to ancient times. This cultural 

heritage attracts many tourists from different parts of the world and contributes to the 

development of cultural tourism. Tourists also like the natural beauties of this country, such as 
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the beautiful sandy beaches of the Adriatic Sea in the south and the untouched beauty of the 

mountainous area in the north of the country. 

  

However, this is not enough to meet the needs of the modern tourist who, in addition to an 

excellent offer of accommodation, gastronomy and entertainment, wants a more complete 

experience and a more comprehensive approach during his or her stay at a particular 

destination. Such a tourist wants to feel welcome, to talk to the domicile population, to get to 

know the peculiarities of the new destination and the way of life of its people. He or she wants 

to feel the affective side of his or her hosts, i.e. to recognize in their smile and facial expression 

true hospitality and satisfaction that they welcome him or her as a dear guest.  Such a tourist 

also wants to spend his or her holiday in the belief that he or she will come to the same 

destination again because it was a nice and pleasant place which he or she will definitely 

recommend to the family members and friends. Therefore, it is necessary for tourism workers 

in Montenegro to be sensitized to this aspect of their work, which will include continuous 

education and training and an interdisciplinary approach. It means that the essential elements 

of culture and tradition need to be combined with various forms of communication skills and 

ability to develop cultural sensitivity in contacts with foreign tourists. Apart from being an 

important component of education for present and future successful tourism professionals, this 

should be a new form of intercultural dialogue between people in modern globalized world that 

requires mutual understanding and intercultural awareness and sensitivity. It also requires long 

life learning and constant training. Furthermore, developing intercultural aspects in tourism 

should be seen as one of core advantages of smaller and still insufficiently affirmed tourist 

regions, such as Montenegro, especially in these disruptive circumstances of crisis caused by 

Covid -19 virus. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The paper considers the importance of acquiring intercultural communicative competence for 

present and future tourist professionals in Montenegro. As a small country that strives for 

European standards and integration and sees its prosperity in the development of tourism as 

one of the main economic branches, Montenegro has to allow its tourism representatives to 

improve their intercultural communication. Such communication will enable the development 

of ICC through the inclusion of both linguistic and cultural elements of education in tourism 

and applying the intercultural approach in foreign language teaching. Both of these will 

contribute to a better future in the field of tourism. 
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Abstract: The main task of nature protection is to preserve or improve the current state of 

nature. Thus, it might seem that the economic benefits of the national park are not important 

for the management of the protected area, but calculating the economic benefits of protected 

areas for the region improves its acceptance among locals and visitors, as well as political and 

economic actors. 

From 2017 to 2019, Šumava National Park (Bohemian Forest National Park) in the Czech 

Republic and Nationalpark Bayerischer Wald (Bavarian Forest National Park) were subjected 

to extensive socio-economic monitoring, which included, among other things, research 

focusing on the economic benefits that visitors brought to both national parks. This article 

presents the results of research of the regional economic benefits that visitors brought to 

Šumava National Park compared with those in Bavarian Forest National Park, although the 

methods and findings were not absolutely identical and therefore difficult to compare. 

 

Keywords: Šumava National Park, Economic Benefits, Acceptance. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

irst of all, national parks are a classic tool for large-scale nature protection. After some 

development, they currently focus on the protection of natural processes. It is a difficult 

task not only in Central Europe, where it is a particularly challenging task as nature and 

landscape have been influenced by human use in the long-term. Land use in national parks is 

limited due to nature conservation, which is often understood as an intervention in spatial 

planning. Local residents, including political leaders, usually accept national parks with their 

main functions only reluctantly and see them as a hindrance to regional development. On the 

other hand, national parks as major natural attractions are among the most sought-after 

destinations. As a result, their contribution to regional development and its economic benefits 

is beyond reasonable doubt. This contribution aims to show the economic benefits generated 

by Šumava National Park, which is the largest national park in the Czech Republic. 

 

a. Šumava National Park 

 

Šumava National Park was declared in 1991 on an area of 69,000 ha and thus became not only 

the largest national park in the Czech Republic, but also one of the largest national parks in 

Central Europe. It stretches in a strip up to 26 km wide along the Czech-German border in the 

length of 70 km and its southern tip touches the Czech-Austrian border. More than 80% of the 

territory is covered by forests with numerous fragments of primeval forests. The most valuable 

are climax mountain spruce forests located in the highest parts of the mountains and in vast 

Šumava plains at an altitude of about 1,000 m. Numerous peat bogs and wetlands covering 

about 3,500 ha are protected under the Ramsar Convention on Wetlands. The whole Šumava 
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National Park area is also protected as a Natura 2000 area. According to the IUCN 

(International Union for Conservation of Nature) criteria, Šumava National Park is included in 

Category II (Dudley, 2008). The natural (non-intervention) zone covers 27.7% of the area, i.e., 

over 15,000 ha. Together with the adjacent Šumava Protected Landscape Area, the area is part 

of a network of biosphere reserves within the UNESCO Man and the Biosphere Programme. 

Today, this landscape features both natural values and landscape attractions, in which many 

traces of the original colonization effort have been preserved. (Těšitel et al, 2005) 

 

The formation of the natural values of the Šumava was significantly influenced by its 

demographic development. The forested border mountains were inhabited much later than 

other areas and significantly so only in the 19th century. The displacement of the predominantly 

German population after World War II and the launch of the Iron Curtain on the Czechoslovak 

western border after 1948 caused a great discontinuity of socio-economic development in the 

area. The resulting significant decline in population and the decision to close the area to 

ordinary people led to the demise of numerous settlements. The only surviving economic 

activities, i.e., agriculture and forestry, were carried out here in their extensive form. 

Employment in state-owned enterprises in the primary sector placed low demands on the 

education of workers, which was reflected in the demographic composition of the population. 

The educational structure was lower than average. Further economic development of the area 

was enabled only after the fall of the Iron Curtain and the subsequent establishment of the 

Šumava National Park when tourism has become the most significant economic sector.  

 

2. METHODS 

 

In 2017, a socio-economic monitoring system was introduced in Šumava National Park, which, 

in addition to quantitative monitoring of the number of visitors, collected qualitative data from 

questionnaire surveys among the public (Transboundary socio-economic monitoring…, 2020). 

The surveys focused on both the acceptance of Šumava National Park among the locals and 

the economic benefits of visitors, which will be discussed in this contribution.  

 

In 2018 and 2019, visitors to Šumava National Park were interviewed in order to find out their 

expenses in the region. This was done in order to calculate the economic effects of tourism in 

Šumava National Park based on the number of visitors. 

 

A highly structured questionnaire containing 31 closed as well as open questions, which was 

available in Czech, German and English, was used. Furthermore, face-to-face interviews were 

conducted by trained staff from both Šumava National Park and Bavarian Forest National Park. 

The survey took place at 23 locations in Šumava National Park, for a total of 27 days from June 

2018 to May 2019, both on weekdays and on weekends and holidays. The answers of the 

respondents were recorded in an analogue questionnaire and subsequently converted into the 

electronic form. The interview took an average of 15 minutes. All visitors over the age of 15 

who passed interview points were asked to participate in the survey. A total of 549 complete, 

error-free questionnaires were obtained and could be evaluated (the rejection quota was around 

34.8%).  

 

a. Visitor counting 

 

The permanent counting of visits using people counting devices took place from 24th 

November 2017 to 23rd November 2018 at 34 different locations in Šumava National Park. 

Another standardized counting of people at 66 entrances to Šumava National Park was 
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conducted by Šumava National Park's collaborators. Data from people counting devices were 

used to calculate the number of visits in comparison with calculations performed by staff. 

(More details in: Transboundary socio-economic monitoring…, 2020) 

 

b. Regional economic benefits 

 

In order to ensure comparability with studies in other, especially Central European national 

parks, including the neighbouring Bavarian Forest National Park, regional economic benefits 

were determined according to the methodology developed in the study by Job et al. (2008).  

 

3. RESULTS 

 

a. Socio-demographic characteristics of the interviewees  

 

According to the type of visitors, 69.7% of the interviewed were hikers, 14.8% were cyclists 

or MTB cyclists and 8.5% were cross-country skiers. The remaining 7.0% of respondents were 

runners, lovers of Nordic Walking or other users (snowshoe hikers, water sportsmen, etc.). 

55.6% of respondents were men, 44.4% were women. On average, the respondents were 47 

years old. A total of 26.9% of respondents had children with them (0-12 years). 9.7% of 

respondents were walking one or more dogs. The majority of dogs (89.3%) were on a leash at 

the time of questioning.  

 

Only 18% of respondents were residents or cottage owners from the Šumava National Park 

region, i.e., locals. Over 80% of respondents were tourists (with 63% of overnight guests and 

19% day-trippers). Of course, a higher proportion of overnight guests have an impact on 

regional economic calculations, as they spend more money in the region than day-trippers 

(Arnberger et al., 2015). 

 

More than half of the visitors (54.6%) are employees or office workers, about 20% (21.3%) are 

retirees, about 14.7% are businesspeople, 4.2% students, 3.8% are on their maternity leave and 

others make 1.4%. More than 40% (42.2%) of the respondents completed university or higher 

education and even 44.2% passed the school-leaving examination. About 4.4% completed 

higher vocational education. Only 9.2% of visitors stated that they had a lower than secondary 

education (basic, without an apprenticeship certificate, etc.). When compared with the 

educational structure of the population of the entire Czech Republic, visitors to Šumava 

National Park boast of a higher level of education than the national average, especially when it 

comes to the university level (Source: Czech Statistical Office, 2019). 

 

Approximately 80% of respondents answered a voluntary question regarding their gross 

domestic income, and a total of 45.6% of households had a gross monthly income of CZK 

30,000 to 59,999 (Table 1).  

 

Table 1. Gross monthly income of households in Šumava National Park. 

Šumava NP– gross monthly income of households in CZK Share in % 

<14,999  5,4 

15,000-29,999  25,1 

30,000-44,999  26,2 

45,000-59,999  19,4 

60,000-74,999  10,4 

75,000-89,999  4,5 
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90,000-104,999  5,0 

105,000-119,999  1,8 

120,000-134,999  0,5 

135,000-149,999  0,2 

>150,000  1,6 

Total 100,0 

Source: Transboundary socio-economic monitoring, 2020. 

 

b. Attitude to the 'national park' status 

 

Almost all respondents (98.4%) knew they were in a protected area. The majority of these 

respondents (90.4%) were able to correctly state the term "national park" when asked about a 

specific type of protected area. For just over a third of the visitors (35.9%) who stated national 

park in the previous question, the fact that it is a national park played a very large or large role 

for their visit on the day of the survey. 3.5% of all respondents stated that they would not come 

if Šumava National Park did not exist.  

 

In order to ensure comparability with research in other national parks, the concept of affinity 

with national parks was taken over from Job et al. (2003) in a slightly modified form. The 

national park visitor in the narrower sense was defined according to three questions: 

 

(1) Do you know that you are in a protected area? (a closed question) 

(2) If yes, what is its name? (an open question) 

(3) What role did the national park status of this area play for your visit today? (a closed 

question) 

 

According to the above mentioned view, the national park visitor in the narrower sense knows 

that he is in a protected area, he can specifically name the national park he or she is visiting 

and its protection status, and the national park status plays a very large or large role for him of 

her in deciding to visit this area on the day of questioning. Almost a third of all respondents 

(31.9%) fell into the category of the national park visitor in the narrower sense. 

 

c. Number of visitors 

 

In total, about 1,840,000 visitors were counted in Šumava National Park during the monitored 

period (1 year). The survey participants comprised of 63.4% of overnight guests, 18.9% day-

trippers, and 17.7% of local residents. 

 

In order to determine the number of visitors for each type of visitor, the share of the respective 

types of visitors was divided according to the affinity for the national park (yes / no national 

park visitor in the narrow sense).  

 

Table 2. Distribution and visitor number according to the type of visitors and affinity for the 

Šumava National Park 

Type of visitor according to the affinity to 

the national park  

Respondents Number of visitors 

in 017/2018 Number Per cent 

Overnight guests: NP visitors in the 

narrower sense 
109 20.2 370 924 

Overnight guests: other NP visitors 236 43.7 803 101 
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Day-trippers: NP visitors in the narrower 

sense 
30 5.6 102 089 

Day-trippers: other NP visitors 70 13.0 238 208 

Local residents/cottage owners: NP 

visitors in the narrower sense 
33 6.1 112 298 

Local residents/cottage owners: other NP 

visitors 
62 11.5 210 984 

Total 540 100.0 1 837 605 

Source: Transboundary socio-economic monitoring, 2020. 

 

d. Economic effects of visitors 

 

For individual types of visitors, net expenses for individual categories of expenses were 

recalculated according to the current rate of Czech value added tax.  

 

Table 3. Day expenditures (mean value, net) of visitors according to categories in the 

national park region 
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Accommodation 15% 353.7 364.1 - - - - 

Food / soft drinks in 

accommodation and 

catering facilities 

15% 152.8 141.6 161.6 138.6 86.0 98.6 

Alcoholic beverages in 

accommodation and 

catering facilities 

21% 27.7 38.3 19.0 15.9 8.7 14.8 

Foodstuffs in shops 

(including own food) 
18%# 35.4 34.2 10.9 5.1 17.4 34.1 

Books, magazines 10% 1.4 3.8 3.8 - 1.0 0.4 

Other purchases: 

alcoholic products, 

souvenirs, sports 

equipment, etc. 

21% 23.6 20.4 16.8 18.3 12.9 4.8 

Public transport  10% 12.1 5.0 35.0 13.5 9.0 8.4 

Parking fees 21% 8.1 7.9 8.0 10.9 12.5 7.3 

Refuelling (in the 

region) 
21% 13.7 24.8 29.4 29.1 12.8 36.1 

Rental of sports 

equipment, etc. 
21% 9.3 6.9 - - - - 

Tickets and admission 15% 17.2 13.3 8.3 1.2 - - 

Municipal taxes / guest 

card 
15% 16.8 16.1 - - - - 

Spa treatments / 

doctor's fee 
15% 1.8 2.4 - - 7.9 1.0 
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Other expenses 18%* 0.6 - - - - - 

Lump sum 18%^ 11.4 80.7 - 6.1 - - 

Total  685.8 759.5 292.8 238.8 168.1 205.5 

N  109 236 30 70 33 62 

Notices: # Mixed value added tax because food is taxed differently; * Mixed value added tax 

for all categories except accommodation; ^ Mixed value added tax for all categories. 

Source: Transboundary socio-economic monitoring, 2020. 

 

Table 4 shows a summary of average total expenditure per person according to the type of 

visitor and affinity for the national park.  

 

Table 4. Overview of visitor expenses by type of visitor and affinity for the national park 

(per person): gross and net, Visitors to the national park in the narrower sense 

Type of visitor according to affinity 

for the national park 

Daily expenditures (gross) 

in CZK 

Daily expenditures (net) 

in CZK 

Overnight guests: NP visitors in the 

narrower sense 
794.3 685.8 

Overnight guests: other NP visitors 882.3 759.5 

Day-trippers: NP visitors in the 

narrower sense 
339.5 292.8 

Day-trippers: other NP visitors 278.7 238.8 

Local residents/cottage owners: NP 

visitors in the narrower sense 
196.1 168.1 

Local residents/cottage owners: 

other NP visitors 
240.7 205.5 

 

Annual turnovers were calculated from daily expenditures according to the types of visitors 

and affinity for the national park (daily expenditures * number of visitors – Table 5). The total 

gross annual turnover was CZK 1,177 million and the net turnover was CZK 1,013 million 

(Table 5).  

 

Table 5. Overview of gross and net annual sales by type of visitor and affinity for the 

national park: Visitors to the national park in the narrower sense 

Type of visitor according to affinity for the 

national park 

Daily expenditures 

(gross) in CZK 

Daily expenditures 

(net) in CZK 

Overnight guests: NP visitors in the narrower 

sense 
294 638 369 254 369 033 

Overnight guests: other NP visitors 708 578 908 609 935 368 

Day-trippers: NP visitors in the narrower sense 34 658 705 29 891 314 

Day-trippers: other NP visitors 66 394 257 56 881 851 

Local residents/cottage owners: NP visitors in the 

narrower sense 
22 026 683 18 877 366 

Local residents/cottage owners: other NP visitors 50 782 668 43 358 065 

Total 1 177 079 590 1 013 312 997 

Source: Transboundary socio-economic monitoring, 2020. 

 

The group of overnight guests generated the largest share of economic impacts. Their share in 

individual economic indicators was more than 80%. The expenditures of this visitor group for 
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accommodation and meals contributed to the total production (as well as on other monitored 

economic variables) by more than 50%. 

 

e. Calculation of economic benefits 

 

Melichar & Pavelčík (2020) calculated the economic benefits of Šumava National Park using 

input-output analysis. In 2018, Šumava National Park was visited by 1,837,605 visitors, whose 

expenditures of CZK 1.18 billion resulted in an increase in regional production (turnover) by a 

total of CZK 1.4 billion, including multiplier effects. Direct effects on primary providers of 

tourist products and services (in the sectors of accommodation, catering, transport, retail, 

refuelling, etc.) amounted to CZK 764 million. Of the total impact on production, CZK 484 

million fell on the total increase in gross value added, or gross domestic product of the region's 

economy (Table 6). 

 

Table 6. Total economic impacts of visitors to Šumava National Park: impacts on production, 

GDP, regional income, wages of employees and employment (in CZK, prices in 2018) 

Type of economic effect Direct impacts Indirect impacts Total impacts 

Impacts on production 763 666 949 607 301 522 1 370 968 471 

Impacts on GDP 290 065 737 193 994 589 484 060 326 

Impacts on regional income 204 761 991 135 629 652 340 391 642 

Impacts on employees' wages and 

salaries 
120 947 991 54 571 391 175 519 382 

Impacts on employment (Number 

of full-time jobs) 
385* 164* 549* 

Source: Melichar & Pavelčík (2020). 

 

Expenditures of visitors to Šumava National Park also contributed in 2018 to an increase in 

income in the region of CZK 340 million. Of this amount, CZK 176 million was the wage 

income of employees of direct providers of tourist products and services and their 

subcontractors. At the same time, visitors' expenditures contributed to the creation or 

preservation of 549 jobs in the Šumava National Park region. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

Visitors and tourism generate significant regional and economic effects in the peripheral area 

of the Czech-German border, in Šumava National Park. The annual expenditure (2018) of all 

visitors (1,837,605) represents CZK 1.18 billion (approximately € 47.1 million). If this data is 

compared with the neighbouring Bavarian Forest National Park, where the annual gross 

turnover is € 52.4 million with a calculated annual attendance of 1,361,367 people (Bavarian 

Forest National Park Administration, 2020), then in both cases tourism creates a significant 

regional economic effect. (See Table 7, compare with Table 5). 

 

Table 7. Overview of gross and net annual sales by type of visitor and affinity for Bavarian 

Forest National Park. 

Type of visitor according to affinity for the national 

park 
Gross turnover in € Net turnover in € 

Overnight guests: NP visitors in the narrower sense 28 976 778 25 831 947 

Overnight guests: other NP visitors 13 741 544 12 359 568 

Day-trippers: NP visitors in the narrower sense 3 241 801 2 743 845 
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Day-trippers: other NP visitors 2 756 098 2 339 899 

Local residents/cottage owners: NP visitors in the 

narrower sense 
1 933 278 1 647 156 

Local residents/cottage owners: other NP visitors 1 751 812 1 492 730 

Total 52 401 311 46 415 145 

Source: Transboundary socio-economic monitoring, 2020. 

 

In Šumava National Park, a socio-economic monitoring system has been gradually introduced 

since 2018, but the first research of the economic effects of the national park took place in 

Bavarian Forest National Park as early as 2007 and is repeated about every five years. (See 

Table 8). The main reasons for the increase in visitor expenditures (especially those of 

overnight guests) include the rising standard of accommodation facilities, which can also obtain 

a "National Park Partner" certificate, whose criteria include environmentally friendly operation 

as well as the support of the Bavarian Forest National Park approach: 'let nature be nature'. 

 

Table 8. Daily expenditures (gross per person), according to the visitor's affinity for the 

national park. 

Type of visitor according to affinity for the national 

park 

Daily 

expenditure

s 2007 

(gross) in € 

Daily 

expenditures 

2013/14 

(gross) in € 

Daily 

expenditures 

2018/19 

(gross) in € 

Overnight guests: NP visitors in the narrower sense 49.6 56.2 77.7 

Overnight guests: other NP visitors 49.6 56.2 71.9 

Day-trippers: NP visitors in the narrower sense 12.3 13.9 18.2 

Day-trippers: other NP visitors 12.1 13.7 18.5 

Local residents/cottage owners: NP visitors in the 

narrower sense 
9.1 10.4 8.2 

Local residents/cottage owners: other NP visitors 6.1 6.9 7.5 

Source: Transboundary socio-economic monitoring, 2020. 

 

Overall, the results in both neighbouring and comparable national parks show that soft forms 

of tourism, where the main reason for the visit is to stay and observe nature, bring significant 

economic benefits to the region. These results refute the general myth that nature conservation 

is at odds with socio-economic development (Těšitel et al., 2005) and at the same time support 

the claim that nature tourism, which combines nature experience with relieving the burden on 

nature and the environment, and with generating economic benefits, greatly increases the 

acceptance of protected areas (Job et al, 2005). 
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Abstract: State-owned enterprises (SOEs) have an essential role in national economies 

worldwide, but regardless of their acknowledged contribution to the global markets, divergent 

opinions and approaches can be observed when defining and characterizing these entities. On 

the other hand, international organizations such as OECD, International Monetary Fund, 

European Commission, United Nations, World Trade Organizations, World Bank, Asian 

Development Bank, and professional organizations such as IPSASB and Chartered Institute of 

Management Accountants have an essential role in SOEs' activity. One of the biggest 

challenges that professional bodies have nowadays is to find a unique definition to match the 

need of practitioners and capture the complexity of SOEs. Even if there can be identified some 

common approaches between academicians, international, and professional organizations, 

there are some delicate areas that require substantial efforts for clarifications. The paper 

addresses this topic, aiming to clarify the main aspects concerning the definition of SOEs from 

international and professional organizations' points of view based on qualitative research 

methods. 

 

Keywords: State-Owned Enterprises, International and Professional Organisations, 

Governance. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

eforms in public management represent a global trend (Ongaro and Valotti, 2008), 

being frequent when regulations are not correlated with the business world reality or 

instructions regarding their implementation are missing. Unfortunately, in most 

countries, the current legislation referring to state-owned enterprises (SOE) is inadequate, 

adjusting, and restructuring SOEs being a necessity determined by the market and 

technological changes (Kloviene and Gimzauskiene, 2014). 

 

SOEs' importance strongly increased in the recent period due to a stringent need for effective, 

efficient, and high-quality public services (Papenfuss and Schmidt, 2015). Recently, both 

researchers and practitioners focus on aspects regarding good governance to increase 

organisational efficiency. Christiansen (2011) underlines the importance of SOEs by 

presenting statistical data that create an overview of the Organisation for Economic Co-

Operation and Development (OECD) reporting countries' situation in the year 2008/2009: 

2,057 enterprises, employing over 4 million people and with an estimated value exceeding 1.3 

trillion US dollars.  
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The research presented in this article is mainly qualitative. It aims to clarify the main aspects 

concerning SOEs' definition from international and professional organizations' point of view. 

One conclusion of the study is that clearly defined concepts should contribute to a better 

understanding of the SOEs concept and contribute to good governance by enhancing the 

quality, consistency, and transparency of government' actions. 

 

The paper's remaining sections are organized as follows: methodological aspects, findings and 

discussions of SOE definitions used by international and professional organisations, and 

conclusions of the conducted study. 

 

METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH QUESTION 

 

International and professional organisations have divergent opinions and approaches when 

defining and characterizing state-owned enterprises. One of the biggest challenges that 

professional bodies have nowadays is to find a unique definition to match the need of 

practitioners and capture the complexity of SOEs. The purpose of the paper is to create a 

comprehensive view of the topic of SOEs' definitions used by international and professional 

organisations related to emerging issues like governance, performance, accounting, and 

accountability. The study's research question is: How do international and professional 

organisations define SOEs? 

 

The methodology is in line with the interpretative perspective and pays particular attention to 

the meanings behind SOE. The data collection is based on content analysis of documents issued 

by worldwide recognised international organisations like OECD, International Monetary Fund 

(IMF), European Commission (EC), United Nations (UN), World Trade Organisations (WTO), 

World Bank (WB), Asian Development Bank (ADB) and professional organisations such as 

IPSASB and Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA). For each organisation, 

the table below presents the documents used for content analysis.  

 

Table 1. Documents used for content analysis 

International 

organisation 
Year Document 

OECD 
2005 

2014 

Corporate governance of state-owned enterprises: A 

survey of OECD countries 

OECD Guidelines on Corporate Governance of State-

Owned Enterprises - Draft for Public Comment 

International Monetary 

Fund 
2014 Government Finance Statistics Manual 

European Commission 2012 
EUROSTAT Foreign Affiliates Statistics 

Recommendation Material 

United Nations 
2008 

2014 

System of National Accounts 

World Investment Report 2014: Investing in the SDGs: 

An Action Plan 

IPSASB 2012 
Handbook of International Public Sector Accounting 

Pronouncements – Vol. I, II 

World Trade 

Organisation 
1994 The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

Source: Author’s projection 
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The selected documents are analysed to identify critical elements used in defining SOEs. The 

organisations were selected based on their interest regarding the topic of SOEs.  

 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS OF SOE DEFINITIONS USED BY 

INTERNATIONAL AND PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATIONS 

 

The concept of SOE is at the top of debates of international and professional organizations such 

as the OECD, IMF, EC, UN, WTO, WB, ADB, CIMA, and IPSASB. Baring this in mind, to 

achieve the paper's purpose, we analysed the definitions provided by these institutions. These 

organisations, except WB, deal with SOEs without considering the level of government (state, 

regional and local government) while acknowledging the existence of different levels and 

forms of ownership and control. On the other hand, the World's Bank toolkit focuses on SOEs 

at the national level. Even though this guideline does not cover municipal and local level SOEs, 

they admit that many of the concepts and approaches are relevant for them as well.  CIMA 

(professional organisation) and ADB (international organisation) are involved in projects 

regarding SOEs, but none of their actions aim to define SOEs, the primary constraint of our 

methodology. Based on this imposed restriction, these organisations could not be included in 

our analysis. 

 

Readjustment and restructure of state-owned sectors in the context of markets globalization, 

technological reforms, and deregulation of previously monopolistic markets determined the 

OECD to initiate various projects in this field since 2003. The most relevant projects are 

"Privatizing State-Owned Enterprise, An Overview of Policies and Practices in OECD 

Countries" 2003 and "Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises: A Survey of OECD 

Countries", 2005.  

 

In the OECD Guidelines on Corporate Governance of SOEs, the terms used are "state-owned 

enterprises", defined as "enterprises where the state has significant control, through full, 

majority, or significant minority ownership" (OECD 2005, 11). The definition provided by 

OECD since 2005 is not restrictive, covering two key elements: control and ownership. 

Although it appears relatively straightforward, several countries had responded in various 

manners when they applied the OECD definition in their national legislation: 

• Countries that took over the conditions provided by OECD, some even adding other 

critical elements as legal form or activity (objectives)- for example, Australia, Austria, 

Belgium, Czech Republic, Bulgaria, Romania, Italy; 

• Countries that modified the conditions provided by OECD, adding the percentage of 

ownership/votes – for example, Estonia, Greece (requires more than 50% of share 

capital), Hungary (companies in which the state owns at least 10%), Slovenia (the 

government owns directly or indirectly at least 25% plus one vote of the total capital).  

 

In May 2014, the OECD developed a new draft for public comments on the OECD Guidelines 

on Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises, with a noticeably different approach 

related to SOEs' concept from the previous version. According to the new guidelines, the SOE 

is "any state-owned corporate entity recognised by national law as an enterprise" (OECD 2014). 

This includes joint-stock companies, limited liability companies, partnerships limited by 

shares, and statutory corporations with specific legal form and primarily commercial activities. 

Each government is entitled to choose the recognition or not of other enterprises as SOEs 

depending on their judgement, regardless of their degree of market/non-market orientation 

(OECD 2014). OECD's new perspective concerning SOEs consists of both key elements, such 

as control and ownership and legal form and activity orientation. 
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While OECD defines SOEs from the governance perspective, IPSASB approaches it from the 

accounting perspective. IPSASB refers to SOEs using the notion "governance business 

enterprises (GBE)", defined in IPSAS 1 - Presentation of Financial Statements as (IPSASB 

2012, 32): "an entity that has all the following characteristics: has the power to contract in its 

name; has been assigned the financial and operational authority to carry on business; sells 

goods and services, in the ordinary course of its business, to other entities at a profit or full 

cost recovery; is not reliant on continuing government funding to be a going concern (other 

than purchases of outputs at arm's length); is controlled by a public sector entity."  

 

Throughout time, IPSASB developed some projects aiming to set the conceptual delimitation 

of the term. The first Consultation Paper (CP) idea arose in 2008, but IPSASB discussed and 

approved a brief project on SOEs in March 2012, which started in December 2012. Initially, 

IPSASB considered four approaches to SOEs (IPSASB 2012): "(a) Do not specifically define 

SOEs, but provide the high-level characteristics of entities; (b) Clarify the existing definition 

of SOEs; (c) Narrow the current definition; or (d) Redefine SOEs using a different approach, 

e.g., based on services provided by entities or the objectives of entities. But, since it received 

little support, it was decided not to develop a further approach (d)". Further, in 2014, IPSASB 

suggests two main approaches. The first approach does not define the term. Instead, it produces 

a list of characteristics for public sector entities, while the second approach is modifying or 

narrowing the current definition presented in IPSAS 1. Both approaches have two sub-options; 

the differentiating criteria are the use of statistical terminology (IPSASB 2014).  

 

One can observe that the IPSASB definition concerning SOEs was initially based mainly on 

control, ownership, and activity criteria. In 2014, the IPSASB decision was to define SOEs 

using characteristics and acknowledge the role of regulators in determining other specific 

elements that could help them establish which entities should be recognized as SOEs (the same 

approach identified in the OECD project). 

 

European Commission through EUROSTAT provides a definition based on control and 

ownership criteria, in accordance with OECD: "there are numerous cases of enterprises 

controlled by the government directly (through nominating its representatives on the board) or 

indirectly (through state-owned funds and agencies) that themselves control affiliates in 

another country" (EC, 2012, p. 32). The novelty of definition consists in introducing the notion 

of direct or indirect control. 

 

Further, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) uses this term in Governance Finance 

Statistic Manual (GFSM) linking IPSAS and GFSM: "the IPSAS equivalent of a market entity, 

that is, a GBE" (IMF 2014, 352). The IMF urges international standard-setters to collaborate 

to align reporting standards for budget, statistics, and accounts. 

 

From the statistical point of view, there are two international frameworks in significant 

harmony (European System of Accounts - ESA and System National Accounts- SNA). 

Although terms as GBE or SOE are not used, they refer to corporations and quasi-corporations 

similar to SOEs when controlled by public sector units (EC 2010; UNSD 2008, SNA, 2008). 

The concept of control, from a statistical point of view, is "the ability to determine the general 

policy or programme of that entity" (EC 2010). Corporations are "created for the purpose of 

producing goods or services for the market that may be a source of profit or another financial 

gain to its owner(s), being collectively owned by shareholders who have the authority to 

appoint directors responsible for its general management" (UNSD 2008; EC 2010). Quasi-

corporations "are unincorporated entities engaged in the production of market goods and 
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services, managed as a corporation, having their own set of accounts" (EC 2010; IPSASB 2014; 

UNSD 2008). SNA and ESA divide public companies into financial and non-financial, 

depending on their activity (UNSD 2008), and this approach is also identified in the CP 

provided by IPSASB. However, the approaches of these two international organisations also 

include, alongside key elements as control, ownership, and activity, a common point of view: 

the SOEs must have the power to contract in their name, although in certain countries, this 

cannot be applied, due to national regulations. National accounts statisticians use a rather broad 

definition of SOEs, including in this type of organisations, all autonomous government 

companies (ownership criteria) with independent budgets and balance sheets that generate at 

least half of their income through the commercialisation of goods and services (activity 

criteria). The national authorities apply a restrictive concept, which is, in many cases, braced 

in SOE-related legislation (OECD 2014).  

 

World Trade Organisation (WTO) is another international organisation that pays attention to 

SOEs due to the government's influence on world trade. It refers to SOEs using the term "state-

owned transnational companies", and includes in this category all state trading enterprises that 

deal with goods for export or import (WTO 1994). The definition provided by WTO is not 

restrictive, and it uses just two key characteristics of SOEs identified in the academic literature: 

ownership and activity. 

 

World Bank provides the most complex approach among international organisations 

concerning SOEs' definitions. Despite the SOEs' definition provided in the Glossary of Key 

Terms being based only on two key elements identified in the academic literature, legal form 

and activity (commercial), the World Bank created through its toolkit "Corporate Governance 

of State-Owned Enterprises – a Toolkit" an overview which comprises the majority of the 

issues identified in the first section of this research paper: areas in which SOEs operate, their 

importance and role in economies, performance and the ownership and control issues. They 

assert that these entities are "commercial enterprises that use a distinct legal form and engage 

in commercial activities and that receive the bulk of their income from sales and fees" (WB 

2014). Even if SOEs' definition provided in the Glossary of Key Terms is based only on two 

key elements identified in the academic literature, legal form and activity (commercial), they 

created through their toolkit "Corporate Governance of State-Owned Enterprises" (WB 2014), 

an overview which comprise mostly all issues identified in the first section of this research: 

areas in which SOEs operate, their importance and role in economies, ownership and control 

issues. This guideline focuses on commercial SOEs at the national level in which the 

government has significant control through full, majority, or substantial minority ownership. 

World Bank concludes that these discrepancies caused by different visions of the countries 

hamper advancing a generally accepted definition of SOEs.  

 

One conclusion of the study is that the concept of ownership is crucial when defining SOEs. 

Ownership implies the responsibility for actions regarding the entity, whose rights are usually 

protected by the law. Also, market and non-market-oriented activities are concepts used by 

international and professional organizations in defining SOEs. Discussing another significant 

key element, the notion of control, we identified two approaches analysed among international 

and professional organizations: 

 Policy control – from a statistical perspective, a government exercises control under a 

corporation if the government can determine the general corporate policy; 

 Financial control – from an accounting standpoint, a government controls a company if 

it has the power to manage its financial and operating policies to benefit from its 

activities. 
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Another conclusion of the study conducted is that international and professional organisations 

approached the SOE issue from governmental, accounting, or statistical perspectives, 

providing restrictive definitions based on key elements as ownership, control, and activity 

(market orientation). OECD, EC, and IPSASB define SOEs using key elements as control and 

ownership while IMF and UN, activity and ownership. Even if we identified some common 

approaches between academicians and international and professional organisations, some 

delicate areas require substantial clarifications. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

Based on the definitions presented above, we can conclude that SOEs are public entities 

controlled directly or indirectly by the government with a mixture of commercial and public 

policy objectives. SOEs have an adapted legal form, operate in commercial affairs, reach for 

the achievement of public policy objectives and financial goals.  

 

Even though they are the same companies totally or partially owned by the state, the 

terminology used differs between countries. There are several different approaches to what 

types of entities are covered by SOE's definition. The biggest challenge for professional bodies 

is to find a unique definition to match the need of practitioners and capture the complexity of 

SOEs. 

 

Overall, the international and professional organisations approach the SOE topic from 

governance, accounting, or statistical perspectives, based on key elements like ownership, 

control, market orientation. OECD, EC, and IPSASB define SOEs using key elements as 

control and ownership while IMF and UN, activity and ownership. Although we have identified 

some common approaches between international and professional organisations, some delicate 

areas require laborious efforts for clarifications considering the objective of each organisation.  

The biggest challenge for professional bodies is finding a unique definition to match all three 

main areas of interest. 

 

So, we conclude that a definition is necessary. As we saw, significant national professional 

bodies consider it essential to use a definition, to present the characteristics and provide a 

guideline for SOE recognition. Emerging countries need to have clearly established boundaries 

of their financial statements. Most of the time, they do not have the necessary resources as 

professional bodies, qualified personnel to fulfil their obligations as regulators. 
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Abstract: The new coronavirus disease (Covid-19) evolved quickly from a regional health 

outbreak to a global collapse, stopping the global economy in a unprecedented way, creating 

uncertainty and chaos in the financial markets. Based on these events, it is intended in this 

paper to test the persistence of profitability in the financial markets of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, 

Colombia, Peru and Mexico, in the period between January 2018 to July 2020. In order to 

perform this analysis where undertaken different approaches in order to analyze if: (i) the 

financial markets of Latin America are efficient in their weak-form during the global pandemic 

(Covid-19)? ii) If so, the persistent long memories cause risks between these regional markets? 

The results suggest that the returns don’t follow the i.i.d. hypothesis, from dimension 2, 

reinforcing the idea that returns of stock indexes have a non-linear nature or a significant non-

linear component, exception made to the Argentina market, which was expected in virtue of the 

Ljung-Box (with the return squares) test results, and ARCH-LM. Corroborating the exponents 

Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA), indicate the presence of persistent long memories, 

namely into the following markets: Colombia (0.72), Chile (0.66), Brazil (0.58) and Peru 

(0.57). The Argentina market does not reject the random walk hypothesis, while the Mexican 

market suggests some anti-persistence (0.41). This situation has implications for investors, 

once that some returns can be expected, creating arbitration opportunities and abnormal 

income, contrary to the supposed from the random walk hypothesis and information efficiency. 

The t-test results of the heteroscedasticity form the two samples suggest that there is no risk 

transmission between these regional markets, with the exception to the BOVESPA / BOLSAA 

MX markets, that is, the existence of persistent long memories in the returns does not imply the 

risk transmission between markets. These finds allow the creation of strategies of 

diversification inefficient portfolios. These conclusions also open space for the market 

regulators to implement measures that guarantee a better informational information of these 

regional markets. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

The Covid-19 global pandemic affects negatively global trade, as well as social and cultural 

life, namely the tourism, trade in goods, production and sectors like transportation. The fast 

spread of the coronavirus (COVID-19) has dramatic impacts in the financial markets all over 

their world, causing significant loses to the investors in a very short period. Aligned with all 

this negative effects, it seems inevitable that the stock exchanges, economic growth and 

exchange rates have also been affected in equal matter (Liu, Manzoor, Wang, Zhang and 

Manzoor, 2020). 

 

The subject of hypothesis of efficiency in the markets, shows if the actual price of the active 

reflects all the available information, in a certain moment, and price adjusts quickly, as new 

and unforeseen information gets to the market. The mean reversion hypothesis, also known as 

negative series correlation, has been interpreted; it has an efficient correlation mechanism in 

developed markets, and, a sign of speculative bubble in the financial emerging markets  

(Summers, 1986; Fama and French, 1988).  

 

This investigation will test the persistence and risk of the financial markets of Argentina, 

Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Peru and Mexico, in the period between January 2018 to July 2020. 

The results suggest that the returns don’t follow the i.i.d. hypothesis, from dimension 2, 

reinforcing the idea that returns of stock indexes have a non-linear nature or a significant non-

linear component, exception made to the Argentina market. In order to validate the persistence, 

the exponents Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA), indicate the presence of persistent long 

memories, namely in the following markets: Colombia (0.72), Chile (0.66), Brazil (0.58) and 

Peru (0.57). The Argentina market does not reject the random walk hypothesis, while the 

Mexican markets suggest some anti-persistence (0.41). This situation has implications for 

investors, once that some returns can be expected, creating arbitration opportunities and 

abnormal income, contrary to the supposed from the random walk hypothesis and information 

efficiency. The t-test results of the heteroscedasticity from the two samples suggest that there 

is no risk transmission between these regional markets, except for the BOVESPA / BOLSAA 

MX markets, that is, the existence of persistent long memories in the returns does not imply 

the risk transmission between markets. 

 

These investigations present two contributions to the existing literature. The first contribution 

is regarding the study of efficiency, in its weak form, and risk transmission in the financial 

markets of Latin America, in the context of global pandemic (Covid-19). As far as we know 

some studies analyze the impact of the global pandemic in the financial markets (Ali, Alam, 

and Rizvi, 2020; Corbet, Larkin, and Lucey, 2020; He, Liu, Wang, and Yu, 2020; Sansa, 2020), 

however the approach was essentially distinct from the followed in this paper. The second 

contribution is related to the preference in these regional emerging markets; after the financial 

crisis of 2008 these regional markets became an important investment destination. In this 

context and having in mind that the large capital inflows are of a great importance to understand 

the persistence of returns and risk transmission between Latin-American markets, in order to 

provide international investors knowledge, they can implement efficient diversification 

strategies.  

 

In terms of structure this paper is organized into 5 sections. In Section 2 is presented the 

literature review in concern of articles about the efficiency of market, in its weak form. Section 

3 describes methodology and data. Section 4 presents the results. Section 5 concludes. 
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2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Several works have been approaching the matter of efficiency of the markets, analyzing the 

profitability predictability hypothesis through the analysis of average reversal patterns, inspired 

in the semi-final works of Poterba and Summers (1988) and  Fama and French (1988), in which 

they documented  reversion to the average in the stock markets, in periods above one year. 

According to the authors Malafeyev, Awasthi, S.Kambekar, and Kupinskaya (2019) when the 

random walk hypothesis and informational efficiency are rejected it cause extreme movements 

in stock prices. The occurrence of these phenomena can, eventually, decrease the 

implementation of diversification strategies of efficient portfolios. 

 

The authors Nisar and Hanif (2012) analyzed the stock markets of  India, Pakistan, Bangladesh 

and Sri Lanka, and evidence  (in) market efficiency, in its weak form. Mehla and Goyal (2013) 

suggest that the Indian market does not show the characteristics of random walk and as such is 

not efficient in its weak form. El Khamlichi et al. (2014) show that Islamic indices have the 

same level of (in) efficiency as benchmarks, but MSCI and FTSE indices are less inefficient.  

 

Righi and Ceretta (2011), Sierra Suárez, Duarte Duarte and Mascareñas Pérez-Iñigo (2013), 

Worthington and Higgs (2013),  Duarte and Mascareñas Pérez-Iñigo (2014), Ruiz-Porras and 

Ruiz-Robles (2015) tested market efficiency in its weak form in Latin America. Righi and 

Ceretta (2011) analyzed the S&P500, Ibovespa, Merval and IPC indexes, showing that these 

regional markets are efficient in their weak form, except for the U.S. market. Sierra Suárez, 

Duarte Duarte and Mascareñas Pérez-Iñigo (2013) studied the Colombian market, showing 

hybrid results, that is, the assets show signs of chaotic behavior in ascending periods and 

random in descending periods. While the authors Worthington and Higgs (2013) examined the 

financial markets of Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, México, Peru, e Venezuela, 

suggesting that the efficient market hypothesis is rejected. Duarte and Mascareñas Pérez-Iñigo 

(2014) analyzed the main financial markets in Latin America. The authors show that the five 

main Latin American economies have undergone a change from non-efficiency to efficiency 

in recent years, according to, the following chronological order:  México (2007), Brazil (2008), 

Colombia (2008), Chile (2011) e Peru (2012). Ruiz-Porras and Ruiz-Robles (2015) analyzed 

the Mexican stock market, suggesting that the stock market is (in) efficient in its weak form, 

and this efficiency has declined since 2007.  

 

Andrianto and Mirza (2016), Hamid, Suleman, Ali Shah, and Imdad Akash (2017), Singh and 

Kumar (2018) examined efficiency of markets, in their weak form, in Asian markets. Andrianto 

and  Mirza (2016)  show that Indonesia´s stock market is efficient in its weak form, suggesting 

that the daily movement of the stock prince is random,  and does not present autocorrelation. 

Hamid, Suleman, Ali Shah, and Imdad Akash (2017) analyzed the markets of Pakistan, India, 

Sri Lanka, China, Korea, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, 

Taiwan, Japan, e Australia. The authors show that prices do not follow the random walk 

hypothesis. Singh and Kumar (2018) show that the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange shows signs 

of (in) efficiency in its weak form. Given this evidence, investors can benefit from the 

arbitration process by achieving anomalous profitability without incurring additional risk. 

 

Aggarwal (2018), Rehman, Chhapra, Kashif, and Rehan (2018), Karasiński (2020) tested the 

persistence of profitability in various financial markets. Aggarwal (2018) analyzed the 

efficiency and market and the persistence of the South Korean stock market  (KOSPI), and 

suggests that the time series do not follow a process of random walk. Rehman, Chhapra, Kashif, 

and Rehan (2018) show that the stock indexes of Pakistan, India and Bangladesh are not 
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efficient in their weak form. While author Karasiński (2020) examined efficiency in its weak 

form in European markets and shows that overall efficiency tended to improve after the global 

financial crisis of 2008.   

 

In summary, this work aims to contribute to the provision of information to investors and 

regulators in Latin American stock markets, where individual and institutional investors seek 

diversification benefits, as well as to help promote the implementation of policies that 

contribute to the efficiency of these markets in this period of global pandemic (Covid-19). 

 

3.  METHODOLOGY 

 

DATA 

 

Data on the closing prices of the financial markets in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Peru, 

and Mexico were obtained from the Thomson Reuters platform. The quotations are daily and 

between the period from January2, 2018 to July 21, 2020, having been partitioned into two sub 

periods before and during Covid-19. Quotes are in local currency to mitigate distortions in 

exchange rates.  

 

Table 1. The name of countries and their indices used in this paper 

Index Country 

BOLSAA MX Mexico 

BVLAC Peru 

COLCAP Colombia 

IBOVESPA Brazil 

IPSA Chile 

MERVAL Argentina 

Source: Own elaboration 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

The development of the research took place along several stages. The characterization of the 

sample used was performed through descriptive statistics, the Adherence Test of Jarque and  

Bera (1980). To answer the first question of investigation, we tested the persistence of 

profitability through the tests: Ljung-Box (with the squares of profitability); ARCH-LM  

(Engle, 1982) and BDS  (Brock and De Lima, 1996). In order to validate the results of the 

persistence of profitability we will use the  Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA).  DFA is an 

analysis method that examines temporal dependence on non-stationary data series. This 

technique by assuming that time series are non-stationary avoids spurious results when the 

analysis focuses on the relationships of data series in the long term. The DFA model allows to 

examine the behavior of financial series, having the following interpretation: anti persistent 

series; series features  0 < 𝛼 < 0,5𝛼 = 0,5random walk; 0,5 < 𝛼 < 1persistent series. To 

answer the second question of investigation, that is,  if the generalized increase in correlations 

had statistical significance, the heteroscedasticity t-test of two samples from Forbes and 

Rigobon (2002)  will be applied. This type of correlations requires transformation through 

fisher's method. This test will show the results on the existence or not of risk transmission 

among the financial markets of the LAC Region, in the context of global pandemic (Covid-

19). 
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4.  RESULTS 

 

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the markets, at levels of the financial markets of Latin America, 

in the period from January 2, 2018 to July 21, 2020, being the same as the period of great 

complexity, due to the global pandemic outbreak (Covid-19). Index prices index clearly reveal 

the instability experienced in these markets in January, February, March and April 2020. 

 

Figure 1. Evolution, in levels, of the 6 financial markets, in the full period 

 

 
 

Source: Own elaboration 

 

Table 2 shows the main descriptive statistics of the six financial markets in Latin America, 

referring to the full sample period. The average is positive in the stock indexes of Mexico 

(BOLSAA MX), Brazil, (IBOVESPA), and Argentina (MERVAL), except in the markets of 

Peru (BVLAC), Colombia (COLCAP), and Chile (IPSA). The Argentina market has the 

highest standard deviation (0.0351). The results obtained show that the series of profitability 

propose removals from the hypothesis of normality. This result arises through the  Jarque and 

Bera test (1980)  that allowed to reject the null hypothesis of normality (H0) in favor of the 

alternative (H1  - non-normality), for a significance level of 1%. Additionally, the coefficients 

of asymmetry and kurtosis are statistically different from those of a normal distribution, being 

the same leptokurtic and asymmetric. 

 

Table 2. Descriptive statistics, in profitability, of the 6 financial markets in Latin America in 

the full period 
 BOLSAA MX BVLAC COLCAP IBOVESPA IPSA MERVAL 

 Mean  0.000437 -0.000202 -0.000387  0.000463 -0.000478  0.000795 

 Std. Dev.  0.022153  0.010505  0.015441  0.020328  0.014879  0.035148 

 Skewness  0.922157 -2.418776 -2.190409 -1.587049 -2.287239 -4.231528 

 Kurtosis  16.68369  26.17456  42.93431  20.61187  31.90027  57.53034 

 Jarque-Bera  5012.373***  14735.48***  42433.19***  8419.984***  22509.65***  80062.89*** 

 Observations  631  631  631  631  631  631 

Source: Own elaboration  
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Table 3 shows the results of unit root tests, with structure breaks, by Clemente et al. (1998),  

suggesting marked structural breakdowns in January, February and April 2020, in a complex 

period of the global pandemic (covid-19). The Argentina market shows that the most 

significant structural collapse occurred in July 2019. This model identifies the most significant 

structure breakdown, which means that there may be smaller, structure breaks in the period 

January 2018 to July 2020. The results are in line with the findings of the authors  Lahmiri and 

Bekiros (2020),  Sansa (2020),  He, Liu, Wang, and Yu (2020),  which show sharp declines  in 

financial markets resulting from the global pandemic (Covid-19). 

 

Table 3. Unit root tests, with structural breakdowns, referring to the financial markets of 

Latin America, in the full period 
Index t-stat Break Date 

BOLSAA MX -29.09(0) ***  27/04/2020 

BVLAC  -26.50(0) *** 03/04/2020 

COLCAP -21.98(0) ***  22/01/2020 

IBOVESPA -31.21(0) ***  23/03/2020 

IPSA -26.67(0) ***  30/03/2020 

MERVAL -30.75(0) ***  31/07/2019 
Note: Lag Length (Automatic Length based on SIC). Break Selection: Minimize Dickey-Fuller t-statistic. The lateral values in parentheses 

refer to lags. ***. **. *. represent significance at 1%. 5% and 10%. respectively. 

Source: Own elaboration. 

 
In order to verify the existence of persistent profitability in the financial markets of Latin 

America, we will estimate the following methodologies: Ljung-Box (with the squares of 

profitability); ARCH-LM  (Engle, 1982) and BDS (Brock and  De Lima, 1996). Table   4 shows 

the Ljung-Box test results, applied to index yield rates, as well as squared yields. We performed 

in a first phase, and for lags 4 and 12, the Ljung-Box test and we verify as we increase the lags 

the autocorrelation becomes more persistent. To validate results, we used the same model, with 

the profitability squared, also for lags 4 and 12, and we proved that the autocorrelation becomes 

more persistent; the exception to these results is verified in the Argentina market (MERVAL) 

that indicates balance or anti-persistence. 

 

Table 4. Results of Ljung-Box tests applied to time series waste for Latin American markets 

in the full period 

  BOLSAA MX BVLAC COLCAP IBOVESPA IPSA MERVAL 

LB (4) 15.889*** 13.837*** 67.198*** 25.328*** 31.968*** 5.7256 

LB (12) 74.395*** 54.230*** 82.955*** 81.623*** 49.439*** 16.115 

LB2 (4) 149.60***  181.90***  166.99***  693.50***  216.03***  2.2472 

LB2 (12) 345.38***  225.81***  437.24***  951.86***  327.15***  4.1862 

Note: The asterisk ***, ** represent significance at 1% and 5%, respectively. 

Source: Own elaboration. 
 

To analyze the presence of the phenomenon of conditional heteroscedasticity in financial 

series, it is customary to use the Lagrange Multiplier test (ARCH-LM test)  (Engle, 1982). The 

ARCH-LM tests were applied to residues of first-order self-regressive processes and, for lag  

10. Table 5 shows that the residues of the self-regressive processes of the financial markets 

under analysis exhibit conditioned heteroscedasticity, corroborating this characteristic 

frequently present in financial assets. The Ljung-Box tests, applied to the square of the 

profitability (table 4), for these lags 4 and 12, prove the evidence of the ARCH-LM test, 

reinforcing the evidence of the presence of ARCH effects in the time series. The markets of 

Brazil (IBOVESPA) and Mexico show more significant heteroscedasticity, while Colombia 
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(COLCAP) and Chile the signal is less pronounced. The Argentina market (MERVAL) shows 

that the data series has no ARCH effects. 
 

Table 5. ARCH-LM test for waste applied to time waste series for Latin America markets in 

full period 
  BOLSAA MX BVLAC COLCAP IBOVESPA IPSA MERVAL 

ARCH LM (10 lags) 126.1958*** 36.26859*** 14.24187*** 306.5358*** 5.409216** 2.289060 

Note: The LM test was applied to the residues of a first-order self-regressive process of each series. Asterisk***, ** represent significance at 

1% and 5%, respectively.  

Source: Own elaboration. 

 
Table 6 shows the BDS test results, and we can verify that the chances that the yields are i.i.d. 

is rejected, with statistical significance, from dimension 2, reinforcing the idea that the 

profitability of stock indices have a nonlinear nature or have a significant nonlinear component, 

except for the Argentina market, which was expected due to the results of the Ljung-Box (with 

the squares of profitability) and ARCH-LM tests. According to author Taylor (1986)  the 

significant presence of greater autocorrelation between the squares of profitability than among 

the original values of profitability is also an indication of the presence of nonlinearity. Table 4 

shows the results of the autocorrelation tests of the squares of the profitability, for lags 4 and 

12 and all indexes reject the null hypothesis, identifying autocorrelation in series, except for 

the Argentina market. The results of the autocorrelation tests are totally coincident with those 

obtained by the BDS test. The rejection of the null hypothesis, i.i.d., can be explained, among 

other factors, by the existence of autocorrelation or by the existence of heteroscedasticity in the 

series of scholarship indices, cases in which the rejection of the null hypothesis is explained by 

nonlinear dependence on the data. These results are in line with studies by the authors  

Pernagallo and Torrisi (2019)  that show the existence of persistence in the profitability of 

financial markets. 
 

Table 6. BDS test applied to time series waste, referring to Latin America markets in the full 

period 
  BOLSAA MX BVLAC COLCAP IBOVESPA IPSA MERVAL 

Dimension (2) 6.5566*** 6.0448*** 3.9619*** 9.0055*** 8.3832*** -0.04015 

Dimension (3) 6.9686*** 7.7242*** 6.8186*** 9.4047*** 11.5163*** -0.05405 

Dimension (4) 7.0610*** 8.7397*** 8.9511*** 9.2726*** 13.3075*** -0.06481 

Dimension (5) 7.1258*** 9.3107*** 10.3755*** 9.3957*** 14.6851*** -0.07403 

Dimension (6) 7.1959*** 9.6764*** 11.3864*** 9.9429*** 15.9209*** -0.08228 
Notes: The method considered in the BDS test was the pair fraction, for a value of 0. 7. The first column concerns the size of the dive 
(embedding dimension). The values shown in the table refer to the z-Statistic, ** represent significance at 1% and 5%, respectively. 

Source: Own elaboration 

 
Table 7 shows the results of the exponents α DFA, and we found that the Latin American 

markets indicate persistence in profitability, i.e. the presence of sharp long memories, 

particularly in the markets of Colombia (0.72), Chile (0.66), Brazil (0.58) and Peru (0.57). The 

Argentina market does not reject the random walk hypothesis, while the Mexican market 

suggests anti persistence (0.41). These findings show that prices do not fully reflect the 

information available and that price changes are not i.i.d. This situation has implications for 

investors, since some returns can be expected, creating opportunities for arbitrage and 

abnormal income, contrary to what is supposed by the assumptions of random walk and 

informational efficiency. These results are mostly corroborated by the Ljung-Box tests (with 

the squares of profitability); ARCH-LM  (Engle, 1982)  and BDS  (Brock  and  De Lima, 1996)  

that show persistence in profitability. 
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Table 7. DFA exponent for return. The hypotheses are 𝐻0: α = 0.5 and 𝐻1: α ≠ 0.5 

Index DFA exponent (Covid-19) 

BOLSAA MX 0.41 ≌ 0.0238 

BVLAC 0.57 ≌ 0.0239 

COLCAP 0.72 ≌ 0.0014 

IBOVESPA 0.58 ≌ 0.0224 

IPSA 0.66 ≌ 0.0030 

MERVAL 0.52 ≌ 0.0052 

Note: The values of the linear adjustments for αDFA always had 𝑅2 > 0.99 

Source: Own elaboration. 

 
In order to analyze the risk transmission among the financial markets of the LAC Region, non-

conditional correlations were estimated, and the statistical significance was examined. One way 

to test the statistical significance of the correlation coefficient is to resort to  𝑡 statistics, which 

follows the distribution 𝑡, with 𝑛 −2 degrees of freedom, in which r is the correlation 

coefficient between two series and 𝑛 is the number of observations. To test whether the matrix 

of correlation coefficients is globally different from the identity matrix, we use the 

verisimilitude ratio test, suggested by  Pindyck and Rotemberg (1990).  

 

Table 8 shows the non-conditional correlation coefficients of the statistics for the Pre-Covid 

sub period, and we can verify the existence of non-significant correlation coefficients 

(BVLAC-IBOVESPA; BVLAC-MERVAL), negative correlation coefficients (BOLSAA MX-

IPSA; IBOVESPA-IPSA; IPSA-MERVAL). Additionally, we can also verify that the positive 

correlation coefficients are not high.  

 

Table 8. Non-conditional correlation coefficients, pre-covid-19 period 
 BOLSAA MX  BVLAC COLCAP  IBOVESPA  IPSA MERVAL 

BOLSAA MX  ###      

BVLAC  0.134108*** ###     

COLCAP  0.119942** 0.578708*** ###    

IBOVESPA  0.234242*** 0.021255 0.160407*** ###   

IPSA  -0.100876** 0.439219*** 0.132402*** -0.545241*** ###  

MERVAL  0.165000*** -0.069380 0.144528*** 0.583039*** -0.203724*** ### 

Note: Asterisks ***, ** represent significance at 1% and 5%, respectively.  

Source: Own elaboration 

 
Table 9 shows the non-conditional correlation coefficients in the Covid-19 period, and we can 

see that the market pairs BOLSAA MX-COLCAP, BOLSAA MX- IPSA, BVLAC- MERVAL, 

COLCAP- MERVAL, IPSA-MERVAL present negative correlation coefficients (in 15 

possible). In addition, we can also see the increase in correlations when compared to the 

previous period. 

 

Table 9. Non-conditional correlation coefficients, Covid-19 period 
 BOLSAA MX BVLAC COLCAP IBOVESPA IPSA MERVAL 

BOLSAA MX  ###      

BVLAC  0.179370*** ###     

COLCAP  -0.216833*** 0.697127*** ###    

IBOVESPA  0.069303 0.672792*** 0.746810*** ###   

IPSA  -0.218262*** 0.730612*** 0.808306*** 0.796805*** ###  

MERVAL  0.271763*** -0.408585*** -0.079134 0.168842** -0.167217** ### 
Note: Asterisks ***, ** represent significance at 1% and 5%, respectively.  

Source: Own elaboration 
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Table 10  shows the results of risk transmission between Latin American markets through the 

t-test of heteroscedasticity of two samples of Forbes and Rigobon (2002) between the Pre-

Covid and Covid sub periods. The results suggest that there is no risk transmission between 

these regional markets, except for BOVESPA / BOLSAA MX markets, i.e. the existence of 

persistence of profitability, and long memories do not imply the transmission of risk between 

markets. These results open doors to the existence of possibilities for diversification of efficient 

portfolios. 

 

Table 10. Results of risk transmission, between Pre / Covid-19 sub-period 

Markets t-Statistic Results Markets t-Statistic Results 

MERVAL / BOVESPA -0.34 Nonexistent BOL.MX / BOVESPA 0.23 Nonexistent 

MERVAL / IPSA -1.25 Nonexistent BOL.MX / IPSA -0.90 Nonexistent 

MERVAL / BVLAC -2.59 Nonexistent BOL.MX / BVLAC -2.66 Nonexistent 

MERVAL / COLCAP -2.46 Nonexistent BOL.MX / COLCAP -2.64 Nonexistent 

MERVAL / BOL.MX -0.62 Nonexistent BOL.MX / MERVAL -0.09 Nonexistent 

BOVESPA / MERVAL   1.21 Nonexistent IPSA / MERVAL 0.96 Nonexistent 

BOVESPA / IPSA 0.35 Nonexistent IPSA / BOVESPA 1.06 Nonexistent 

BOVESPA / BVLAC -0.61 Nonexistent IPSA / BVLAC -0.67 Nonexistent 

BOVESPA / COLCAP -0.28 Nonexistent IPSA / COLCAP -0.38 Nonexistent 

BOVESPA / BOL.MX 1.42* Existent IPSA / BOL.MX 1.11 Nonexistent 

BVLAC / MERVAL 1.14 Nonexistent COLCAP / MERVAL 0.91 Nonexistent 

BVLAC / BOVESPA 1.23 Nonexistent COLCAP / BOVESPA 1.02 Nonexistent 

BVLAC / IPSA 0.42 Nonexistent COLCAP / BVLAC -0.72 Nonexistent 

BVLAC / COLCAP -0.18 Nonexistent COLCAP / IPSA 0.21 Nonexistent 

BVLAC / BOL.MX 1.30 Nonexistent COLCAP / BOL.MX 1.06 Nonexistent 

Notes: Critical values correspond to a one-tailed significance on the right, 2.7638 (1%), 1.8125 (5%) and 1.3722 (10%). ***, **, * indicate 
significant results at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively. 

Source: Own elaboration 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The general conclusion to be retained and, supported by the results obtained, through the tests 

carried out with econometric and econophysical models demonstrates that the global pandemic 

has a significant impact on the memory properties of the indices of the financial markets in 

Latin, America. We believe that the profitability does not follow the hypothesis i.i.d., from 

dimension 2, reinforcing the idea that the yields of stock indices have a nonlinear nature or 

have a significant nonlinear component, with the exception made to the Argentina market, 

which was expected due to the results of the Ljung-Box (with the squares of profitability) and 

ARCH-LM tests. Corroborating the exponents of Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA), it 

indicates the presence of long memories. These findings show that prices do not fully reflect 

the information available and that price changes are not i.i.d. This situation has implications 

for investors, since some returns can be expected, creating opportunities for arbitrage and 

abnormal income, contrary to what is supposed by the assumptions of random walk and 

informational efficiency. The results of the t-test of heteroscedasticity of two samples suggest 

that there is no risk transmission between these regional markets, except for BOVESPA / 

BOLSAA MX markets, i.e. the existence of persistence of profitability, and long memories do 
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not imply the transmission of risk between markets. These findings allow the implementation 

of strategies for diversification of efficient portfolios. These findings also make room for 

market regulators to take steps to ensure better informational information in these regional 

markets. 
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Abstract: This essay aims to analyse the impact of the 2020 global pandemic on the stock 

indexes of France (CAC 40), Germany (DAX 30), USA (DOW JONES), United Kingdom (FTSE 

100), Italy (FTSE MID), Japan (Nikkei 225) and Canada (TSX 300), from January 2018 to 

June 2020, with the sample being divided into two sub periods: first sub period from January 

2018 to August 2019 (Pre-Covid); second period from September 2019 to June 2020 (Covid-

19).  In order to carry out this analysis, different approaches were taken in order to analyse 

whether: (i) the global pandemic (Covid-19) increased the persistence of the G7 financial 

markets?  In the Pre-Covid period, we can verify the presence of long memories in the 

Canadian market (TSX), while the markets in France (CAC 40) and Italy (FTSE MID) show 

signs of balance, since the random walk hypothesis was not rejected.  The German (DAX 30), 

USA (DJI), United Kingdom (FTSE 100) and Japan (NIKKEI 225) markets have anti-

persistence (0 <α <0.5).  In period II, the Covid-19-time scale is contained, and we verified 

the presence of significant long memories, except for the US stock index (0.49).  These findings 

make it possible to show that the assumption of the market efficiency hypothesis may be called 

into question, because these markets are predictable, which validate the research question.  

The results of the pDCCA correlation coefficients, in the Pre-Covid period, show 14 pairs of 

median markets (0.333 → ≌ 0.666).  We can also see 7 pairs of markets with strong correlation 

coefficients (0.666 → ≌ 1,000), showing that these markets have a tendency towards 

integration, this evidence may call into question the hypothesis of portfolio diversification.  In 

period II (Covid-19) the λ_DCCA correlation coefficients have 7 strong market pairs (0.666 

→ ≌ 1,000), 5 pairs have weak pDCCA coefficient (0.000 → ≌ 0.333), 5 market pairs show 

anti-correlation (-1.000 → ≌ 0.000), and 4 market pairs show median coefficients (pDCCA) 

(0.333 → ≌ 0.666) (out of 21 possible).  When compared to the previous subperiod, we found 

that the majority of the pDCCAs decreased, which shows that the markets have decreased their 

integration, making it possible to diversify portfolios in certain markets, especially in the 

Japanese market (NIKKEI 225).  These conclusions open space for market regulators to take 

measures to ensure better informational information, in the stock markets, in the 7 most 

advanced economies in the world. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

The efficient market hypothesis (HME) argues that bond prices reflect all available information 

and that investors cannot obtain anomalous returns by trading based on this information (Fama, 

1970). HME is an essential concept for financial institutions, individual and institutional 

investors, and government regulators.  An investor's investment strategy is greatly influenced 

by market efficiency. Market efficiency also determines the regulatory measures to be 

developed to ensure the development and organized management of a country's markets 

(Dsouza and Mallikarjunappa, 2015; Shirvani and Delcoure, 2016). 

 

The huge amount of data caught the attention of the audience of academics. Statistical 

physicists began to analyse financial data, creating an interdisciplinary research area called 

Econophysics (Gallegati, 2016; Pereira, da Silva and Pereira, 2017). 

 

 In this work, we will test the persistence of the profitability of the G7 financial markets, having 

the sample been divided into two sub-periods: Pre-Covid and Covid. To answer the research 

question, we will use the DFA methodology and the DCCA cross-correlation coefficient, to 

analyse the dependency pattern between the various indices under analysis.  First, the objective 

is to assess the degree of efficiency of these indices; the individual analysis can provide 

information on the profitability of this type of investment.  As we will use a sliding window 

approach, we can also assess how this efficiency has evolved over time. Second, with the 

pDCCA, we want to assess how these markets relate to each other. This can be important, as it 

can analyse the correlation between the indices and reveal the existence (or not) of connections 

between the markets, which could also be important for existing and potential investors. The 

results suggest that the global pandemic (Covid-19) has increased the persistence of 

profitability in the G7 financial markets, which could jeopardize efficiency, in its weak form.  

Additionally, we verified that the pDCCA correlation coefficients decreased in this period of 

the pandemic, that is, the level of integration has slowed down, making it possible to diversify 

portfolios in certain markets, mainly in the Japan market (NIKKEI 225). 

 

This investigation adds contributions to the literature, specifically testing the fractal analysis in 

the G7 markets, that is, assessing the presence of long memories, in the context of the pandemic 

of the COVID-19 outbreak.  As far as we know, this is the first study to analyse these financial 

markets in isolation.  However, there are recent studies that have analysed the diversification 

of risk and the impact of the global pandemic, namely the authors Liu, Manzoor, Wang, Zhang 

and Manzoor (2020), Zeren and Hizarci (2020).  However, the approach was quite different 

from that followed in this essay. 

 

In terms of structure, this essay is organized in 5 sections.  Section 2 presents a literature review 

on the hypothesis of an efficient market in international financial markets.  Section 3 describes 

the methodology and data.  Section 4 contains the results.  Section 5 concludes. 

 

2.  LITERATURE REVISION 

 

Different studies have addressed the issue of market efficiency, analysing the hypothesis of 

predictability of returns, through the analysis of patterns of reversion to the average of stock 

prices, inspired by the seminal works of Poterba and Summers (1988), Fama and French 

(1988), who documented the reversal to the average in the returns of the stock markets, over 

time horizons of more than one year.  
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This theme has motivated other studies to analyse the implications in the hypothesis of 

efficiency of the markets, according to which the current price of the assets reflects all the 

available information, in a given moment, and the price adjusts quickly, as new and unforeseen 

information is reaching the market.  The mean reversion hypothesis, also known as negative 

series correlation, has been interpreted as an efficient correction mechanism in developed 

markets and a sign of a speculative bubble in emerging financial markets (Lawrence H. 

Summers, 1986; Fama and French, 1988) 

 

Ayentimi, Mensah, and Naa-Idar (2013), Dourado and Tabak (2014), Robinson (2016), Ngene, 

Tah, and Darrat (2017 tested the random walk hypothesis in the stock markets. Ayentimi, 

Mensah, and Naa-Idar (2013) examined the efficiency of companies listed on the Ghana Stock 

Exchange (GSE). The authors suggest that the market is inefficient and recommend that 

transaction costs be reduced in order to improve market activities (GSE).  Dourado and Tabak 

(2014) evaluated the efficiency of the São Paulo stock exchange, from January 1995 to 

December 2012. The authors show that the RWH hypothesis cannot be rejected, showing signs 

of efficiency. Robinson (2016) investigated the Jamaica Stock Exchange (JSE), evidencing that 

the random walk hypothesis was rejected. Ngene, Tah, and Darrat (2017) examined 18 

emerging markets in the presence of multiple, unforeseen and successive structural breaks.  

Random walk hypothesis is rejected.  However, when using double-level change tests on the 

average and due tolerance to various structural breaks is made, the results are consistent with 

the random walk hypothesis in most markets. 

 

Hamid, Suleman, Ali Shah and Imdad Akash (2017), Awan and Subayyal (2018), Fernando 

and Gunasekara (2018), Chaker and Sabah (2018) tested market efficiency, in its weak form, 

in the stock markets. Hamid, Suleman, Ali Shah and Imdad Akash (2017) show that the 

financial markets of Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, China, Korea, Hong Kong, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, Taiwan, Japan and Australia, do not follow the 

random walk hypothesis. Awan and Subayyal (2018) analysed the stock exchanges of Oman, 

United Arab Emirates, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Qatar, and show that these markets 

show signs of (in) efficiency, in their weak form.  Fernando and Gunasekara (2018) show that 

the ASPI index (All Share Price Index) of the CSE market, shows signs of (in) efficiency, in 

its weak form, although the market efficiency is mostly dynamic.  Chaker and Sabah (2018) 

tested efficiency in the GCCC, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Oman, Kuwait and 

Bahrain markets, except in Qatar.  The results suggest that none of the five stock markets follow 

the random walk hypothesis. 

 

Mphoeng (2019), Pernagallo and Torrisi (2019), Malafeyev, Awasthi, S. Kambekar, and 

Kupinskaya (2019), tested efficiency, in its weak form, and tested whether markets are 

predictable.  Mphoeng (2019) tested the efficient market hypothesis in the Botswana stock 

market, showing that the random walk hypothesis was rejected, which maintains that the 

market is inefficient in the analysed period.  Pernagallo and Torrisi (2019) analysed whether 

the behaviour of the daily returns of the stock market indexes of 12 emerging economies 

corroborates the hypothesis of “fat tails” and whether these series show long memory.  Hurst's 

exponents range from 0.51 to 0.62 showing significant long memories.  Malafeyev, Awasthi, 

S. Kambekar, and Kupinskaya (2019) show that the stock markets of China and India do not 

show efficiency, in their weak form, in the first three periods (1996 to 2015). 

 

Tebyaniyan, Jahanshad, and Heidarpoor (2020), Karasiński (2020), Aslam, Mohti, and Ferreira 

(2020) tested the presence of long-term memories in the financial markets.  Tebyaniyan, 

Jahanshad, and Heidarpoor (2020) analysed the share prices of companies on the Tehran stock  
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exchange. The test results indicate that stock prices have a multifractal property, and have long 

memories, which implies market inefficiency, in its weak form.  Karasiński (2020) examined 

the efficiency of European stock markets; the results show a partial rejection of the random 

walk hypothesis, noting that, in the long run, the efficiency of European stock markets tends to 

improve in the post-2008 financial crisis. Aslam, Mohti, and Ferreira (2020) assessed how the 

coronavirus pandemic (Covid-19) affects the memory properties of 8 European stock 

exchanges, with five-minute data.  The authors show that the Spanish stock market remains the 

most efficient, while the least efficient is that of Austria. The Belgium, Italy and Germany 

markets show 0.5 results. 
 

3.  METHODOLOGY 

 

DATA 

 

Closing price data on the stock indices of France (CAC 40), Germany (DAX 30), USA (DOW 

JONES), United Kingdom (FTSE 100), Italy (FTSE MID), Japan (Nikkei 225) and Canada 

(TSX 300), were obtained from the Thomson Reuters platform.  The quotations are daily and 

cover the period from January 3, 2018 to June 1, 2020, with the sample being divided into two 

sub periods: first sub period from January 2018 to August 2019 (Pre-Covid); second period 

from September 2019 to June 2020 (Covid-19).  Quotations are in local currency, to mitigate 

exchange rate distortions.  

 

Table 1. The name of countries and their indices used in this paper 

Country  Index 

France CAC 40 

Germany DAX 30 

USA DOW JONES 

United Kingdom FTSE 100 

Italy FTSE MID 

Japan NIKKEI 225 

Canada TSX 300 

Source: Own elaboration 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

The development of the research took place over several stages. In order to answer the research 

question, we will use the methodology Detrended Fluctuation Analysis (DFA), and Detrended 

Cross-Correlation Analysis (pDCCA). DFA is an analysis method that examines time 

dependency on non-stationary data series. This technique, assuming that the time series are 

non-stationary, avoids spurious results when the analysis focuses on the relationships of the 

data series in the long run.  The DFA has the following interpretation: 0 <α <0.5: anti-persistent 

series; α = 0.5 series has a random walk; 0.5 <α <1 persistent series. The function of this 

technique is to examine the relationship between the x_k and x_ (k + t) values at different times 

(Guedes et al., 2018).  Zebende's (2011) trendless cross correlation coefficient (pDCCA) is a 

method for quantifying the level of cross correlation between two non-stationary time series. 

The coefficient is based on the DFA (Peng et al., 1994) and DCCA (Podobnik and Stanley, 

2008) methods.  The cross-correlation coefficient depends on the length of the box s (time 

scale).  One of the advantages of this cross-correlation coefficient is centred on the possibility 

of measuring the correlations between two non-stationary time series at different time scales. 

The function of this technique is to examine the relationship between the x_k and x_ (k + t) 
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values at different times (Ferreira, Dionísio, Guedes and Zebende, 2018). Tables 2 and 3 show 

the interpretation of the exponents α_DFA and pDCCA. 

 

Table 2. Detrended Fluctuation Analysis αDFA 

Exponent Type of signal 

αDFA < 0.5  long-range anti-persistent  

αDFA ≃ 0.5 uncorrelated, white noise  

αDFA > 0.5 long-range persistent   

Source: Own elaboration 
 

Table 3. Detrended cross-correlation coefficient, 𝑝𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐴, levels 

Weak Medium Strong 

 ≌ 0.000 → ≌ 0.333 ≌ 0.333 → ≌ 0.666 ≌ 0.666 → ≌ 1.000 

Source: Own elaboration 
 

4.  RESULTS 
 

Figure 1 shows the evolution of the markets, in terms of profitability, of the G7.  The sample 

comprises the time lapse from January 2018 to June 2020, being a period of considerable 

complexity, due to understanding the outbreak of the global pandemic (COVID-19).  Yields 

clearly reveal volatility in February, March and April 2020. 
 

Figure 1. Evolution, in profitability, of the G7 financial markets, in the period of 03/01/2018 

to 01/06/2020 
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Source: Own elaboration 

 

Table 4 shows the main descriptive statistics for the G7 financial markets.  The analysis of 

descriptive statistics allows us to ascertain that profitability shows negative daily averages, 

except for the US market (DJI).  Asymmetries are negative in the 7 markets, especially in the 

Italian market (FTSE MID).  Short-circuits are above 3, which shows signs of deviation from 

the hypothesis of normality, with a greater incidence in Italy (FTSE MID).  Additionally, the 

asymmetry and kurtosis coefficients are statistically different from those of a normal 

distribution.  
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics on returns, of the G7 financial markets, in the period of 

03/01/2018 to 01/06/2020 

Index N  Mean 
Standard 

Deviation 
Skewness Kurtosis Minimum Maximum 

CAC 40 615 -1.78E-04 0.01368 -1.92015 19.68111 -0.13098 0.08056 

DAX 30 615 -1.92E-04 0.01416 -1.21737 18.98176 -0.13055 0.10414 

DJI 615 8.36E-06 0.01623 -0.95021 18.16517 -0.13842 0.10764 

FTSE 100 615 -3.59E-04 0.01232 -1.56484 19.83532 -0.11512 0.08667 

FTSE MID 615 -2.92E-04 0.0158 -3.22624 37.12553 -0.18541 0.08549 

NIKKEI 

225 
615 -3.39E-04 0.01179 -0.62377 6.87018 -0.07391 0.06879 

TSX 300 615 -1.12E-04 0.01374 -1.96528 37.4476 -0.13176 0.11294 

Source: Own elaboration 

 

Table 5 shows the DFA exponents referring to the stock market indices of the G7 markets.  The 

period I comprises the Pre-Covid time scale and we can verify the presence of long memories 

in the Canada market (TSX), while the markets in France (CAC 40), and Italy (FTSE MID) 

show signs of balance, since the random walk hypothesis was not rejected.  The German (DAX 

30), USA (DJI), United Kingdom (FTSE 100) and Japan (NIKKEI 225) markets have anti-

persistence (0 <α <0.5).  In period II, the Covid-19-time scale is contained, and we verified the 

presence of significant long memories, except for the US stock index (0.49).  These findings 

make it possible to show that the assumption of the market efficiency hypothesis may be called 

into question, since the forecast of market movement can be improved if the lagged movements 

of the other markets are considered, allowing arbitrage operations to occur.  These results are 

in line with the findings of the authors Tebyaniyan, Jahanshad, and Heidarpoor (2020), 

Karasiński (2020), Aslam, Mohti, and Ferreira (2020). 

 

Table 5. DFA exponent for index and return. The values of the linear adjustments for α DFA 

always had R2 > 0.99. 

Stock market DFA exponent (before crisis) DFA exponent (crisis period) 

CAC 40 0.50 ≌ 0,0009 0.64 ≌ 0.0031 

DAX 30 0.47 ≌ 0.0036 0.64 ≌ 0.0041 

DJI 0.46 ≌ 0.0016 0.49  ≌ 0.0054 

FTSE 100 0.47  ≌ 0.0010 0.55  ≌ 0.0064 

FTSE MID 0.52 ≌ 0.0340 0.66 ≌ 0.0088 

NIKKEI 225 0.49  ≌ 0.0033 0.64 ≌ 0.0031 

TSX 300 0.56  ≌ 0.0012 0.54  ≌ 0.0272 

Source: Own elaboration. 
Note: The hypotheses are 𝐻0: α = 0.5 and 𝐻1: α  ≠ 0.5. 

 

Table 6 shows the Detrended cross-correlation coefficient pDCCA for the period from 02 

January 2018 to 30 August 2019 (Pre-Covid-19).  The G7 financial markets have 14 median 

cross-correlation coefficients without trend (λ_DCCA) median (0.333 → ≌ 0.666) (out of 21 

possible).  We can also see 7 pairs of markets showing strong correlation coefficients (0.666 

→ ≌ 1,000).  These findings show that these markets have marked levels of integration, which 

may jeopardize efficient portfolio diversification.  
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Table 6.  Summary table of the pDCCA coefficients peaks, in the G7 financial markets, in 

the sub period 01/02/2018 to 08/30/2019 (Pre-Covid-19) 

Index λDCCA Time scale (days) Trend 

CAC 40 - DAX 30 0.75 n > 92 days Strong correlation 

CAC 40 - DJI 0.58 n > 92 days Mean correlation 

CAC 40 - FTSE 100 0.71 n > 63 days Strong correlation 

CAC 40 - FTSE MID 0.68 n > 76 days Strong correlation 

CAC 40 - NIKKEI 225 0.41 n > 92 days Mean correlation 

CAC 40 - TSX 300 0.56 n > 76 days Mean correlation 

DAX 30 - DJI 0.65 n > 76 days Mean correlation 

DAX 30 - FTSE 100 0.77 n > 76 days Strong correlation 

DAX 30 - FTSE MID 0.66 n > 63 days Mean correlation 

DAX 30 - NIKKEI 225 0.42 n > 92 days Mean correlation 

DAX 30 - TSX 0.68 n > 76 days Strong correlation 

DJI - FTSE 100 0.58 n > 76 days Mean correlation 

DJI - FTSE MID 0.46 n > 63 days Mean correlation 

DJI - NIKKEI 225 0.51 n > 92 days Mean correlation 

DJI - TSX 300 0.77 n > 92 days Strong correlation 

FTSE 100 - FTSE MID 0.59 n > 63 days Mean correlation 

FTSE 100 - NIKKEI 225 0.44 n > 92 days Mean correlation 

FTSE 100 - TSX 0.67 n > 92 days Strong correlation 

FTSE MID - NIKKEI 225 0.36 n > 76 days Mean correlation 

FTSE MID - TSX  300 0.52 n > 43 days Mean correlation 

NIKKEI 225 - TSX  300 0.49 n > 92 days Mean correlation 

Source: Own elaboration 
 

Table 7 shows the Detrended cross-correlation coefficient pDCCA for the period from 

September 2, 2019 to June 1, 2020 (Covid-19).  The G7 financial markets have 7 pairs of strong 

markets (0.666 → ≌ 1,000), 5 pairs have a weak coefficient pDCCA (0.000 → ≌ 0.333), 5 

pairs of markets show anti-correlation (-1000 → 000 0.000), and 4 pairs of markets show 

median (λ_DCCA) coefficients (0.333 → ≌ 0.666) (out of 21 possible). When compared to the 

previous subperiod, we find that the pDCCAs have mostly decreased, which shows that the 

markets have decreased their integration, making it possible to diversify portfolios in certain 

markets, namely in the Japanese market (NIKKEI 225).  

 

Table 7. Summary table of pDCCA coefficients peaks, in the G7 financial markets, in the 

subperiod 02/09/2019 to 01/06/2020 (Covid-19) 

Index λDCCA Time scale (days) Trend 

CAC 40 - DAX 30 0.18 n > 43 days Weak correlation 

CAC 40 - DJI 0.24 n > 43 days Weak correlation 

CAC 40 - FTSE 100 0.58 n > 43 days Mean correlation 

CAC 40 - FTSE MID 0.31 n > 43 days Weak correlation 

CAC 40 - NIKKEI 225 0.07 n > 29 days Weak correlation 

CAC 40 - TSX 300 0.31 n > 43 days Weak correlation 

DAX 30 - DJI 0.86 n > 43 days Strong correlation 

DAX 30 - FTSE 100 0.59 n > 43 days Mean correlation 
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DAX 30 - FTSE MID 0.85 n > 43 days Strong correlation 

DAX 30 - NIKKEI 225 -0.33 n > 43 days Anti correlation 

DAX 30 – TSX 300 0.88 n > 43 days Strong correlation 

DJI - FTSE 100 0.57 n > 43 days Mean correlation 

DJI - FTSE MID 0.77 n > 43 days Strong correlation 

DJI - NIKKEI 225 -0.31 n > 43 days Anti correlation 

DJI - TSX 300 0.93 n > 29 days Strong correlation 

FTSE 100 - FTSE MID 0.67 n > 43 days Strong correlation 

FTSE 100 - NIKKEI 225 -0.13 n > 43 days Anti correlation 

FTSE 100 – TSX 300 0.62 n > 43 days Mean correlation 

FTSE MID - NIKKEI 225 -0.24 n > 29 days Anti correlation 

FTSE MID - TSX  300 0.77 n > 35 days Strong correlation 

NIKKEI 225 - TSX  300 -0.20 n > 24 days Anti correlation 

Source: Own elaboration 
 

5.  CONCLUSION 

 

The general conclusion to be retained and sustained by the results obtained, through tests 

carried out with econophysical models, show that the global pandemic has a significant impact 

on the adjustment of the analysed financial markets.  The results indicate that the G7 markets 

show significant persistence during the Covid period, which causes some arbitrage 

opportunities.  Additionally, Detrended cross-correlation coefficient pDCCA decreased in the 

Covid period when compared to the previous subperiod, which improves the possibilities for 

portfolio diversification.  These conclusions also open space for market regulators to take 

measures to ensure better informational information among international financial markets.  In 

conclusion, we believe that investors should diversify their portfolios, and invest in less risky 

markets, in order to mitigate risk and improve the efficiency of their portfolios. 
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Abstract: The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) index includes the stocks of 30 of the 

largest companies in the United States. It represents about a quarter of the value of the entire 

U.S. stock market. The changes in the DJIA index are often considered to be representative of 

the entire stock market. The basic aims of this paper are: firstly, to create the simple chaotic 

the DJIA stock market index growth model that is capable of generating stable equilibria, 

cycles, or chaos; secondly, to analyze the local stability of the DJIA index movements in the 

period 1982-2009; and thirdly, to discover the equilibrium level of the DJIA index in the 

observed period. This paper confirms the existence of the stable convergent fluctuations of the 

DJIA index in the observed period. Also, the golden ratio can be used to define the equilibrium 

level of the DJIA index in the presented chaotic model. 

 

Keywords: The DJIA index, Stability, Elliot waves, Chaos. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION  

 

he Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) includes the stocks of 30 of the largest 

companies in the United States. It is a price-weighted index. It represents about a quarter 

of the value of the entire U.S. stock market. The changes in the index explain the entire 

stock market dynamics. The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) was started on May 26, 

1896 by Charles Dow, the editor of the Wall Street Journal and co-founder of Dow Jones & 

Co. On May 26, 1896, the Dow Jones industrial average began measuring stocks (12). Further, 

in 1928, the sum of the prices of the 30 stocks was divided by a special number called the 

“divisor” rather than by 30. This index was still identified as an “average.” The Dow Jones 

Industrial Average (DJIA) is now based on the prices of the stocks of 30 major U.S. companies. 

The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) has following characteristics: (i) each company in 

the index is weighted by the price of its stock; (ii) the companies in the index are not 

representative of the market as a whole; (iii) the DJIA excludes dividend distributions; and (iv) 

the DJIA has evolved to include large tech and financial-services players.  

 

Chaos theory started with Lorenz's (1963) discovery of complex dynamics arising from three 

nonlinear differential equations leading to turbulence in the weather system. Li and Yorke 

(1975) discovered that the simple logistic curve can exhibit very complex behavior. Further, 

May (1976) described chaos in population biology. Chaos theory has been applied in 

economics by Benhabib and Day (1981,1982), Day (1982, 1983), Grandmont (1985), Goodwin 

(1990), Medio (1993), Lorenz (1993), Jablanovic (2011, 2012, 2013, 2016),  Puu, T. (2003),  

Zhang W.B. (2006), etc.  
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Figure 1. Interactive chart of the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) stock market index for the last 

100 years. Historical data is inflation-adjusted using the headline CPI and each data point represents 

the month-end closing value. The current month is updated on an hourly basis with today's latest 

value. The current price of the Dow Jones Industrial Average as of July 02, 2020 is 25,827.36. 
 

 
 

Source:  http://www.macrotrends.net/1319/dow-jones-100-year-historical-chart 

 

THE MODEL 

 

The chaotic stock price and /or the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) growth model is 

presented by the following equations:  

 

 

D t  =  α -   β Pt     α > 0,   > 0                                                                                                 (1) 

 

S t=  γ  P t         γ > 0                                                                                                                 (2) 

 

 tt

t

tt SD
P

PP


 1                      μ > 0                                                                                 (3) 

 

Where P t   – stock price; S t – supply function of stock; D t – demand function for stock; μ - 

the adjustment coefficient; α,   - the coefficients of the stock demand function; γ - the 

coefficient of the stock supply function. 

  

(1) defines demand function for stock; (2) defines supply function of stock; (3) determines the 

relation between stock price growth rate and surplus of demand for stock. 

 

By substitution one derives: 

 

Pt+1 = (1+μ α) Pt – μ (β+γ ) Pt
2          α, β , μ , γ   > 0                                                                 (4) 

 

Further, it is assumed that the current value of the stock price is restricted by its maximal value 

in its time series. This premise requires a modification of the growth law. Now, the stock price 

growth rate depends on the current size of the stock price, P, relative to its maximal size in its 

time series Pm. We introduce s as s = P/Pm. Thus s range between 0 and 1. Again we index s by 

http://www.macrotrends.net/1319/dow-jones-100-year-historical-chart
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t, i.e. write s t to refer to the size at time steps t = 0,1,2,3,... Now growth rate of the stock price 

is measured as 

 

st+1 = (1+μ α) st – μ (β+γ ) st
2          α, β , μ , γ   > 0                                                                     

(5) 

 

This model given by equation (5) is called the logistic model. For most choices of  ,  ,  ,   

and   there is no explicit solution for (5). This is at the heart of the presence of chaos in 

deterministic feedback processes. Sensitive dependence on initial conditions is one of the 

central ingredients of what is called deterministic chaos. 

 

The logistic map is often cited as an example of how complex, chaotic behavior can arise from 

very simple non-linear dynamical equations. The map was popularized by the biologist Robert 

May (1976). The logistic model was originally introduced as a demographic model by Pierre 

François Verhulst.  

 

It is possible to show that iteration process for the logistic equation 

 

z t+1 =   z t ( 1 - z  t )  ,       0 ,4 ]        ,      z t   0 ,1 ]                                                                        (6) 

 

is equivalent to the iteration of growth model (5) when we use the identification  
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andpz tt                                                                           (7) 

 

Using (5.) and (7.) we obtain:  

 

 

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

On the other hand, using (6.)  and (7.) we obtain: 
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Thus, we have that iterating (5) is really the same as iterating (6) using (7). It is important 

because the dynamic properties of the logistic equation (6) have been widely analyzed (Li and 

Yorke (1975), May (1976)). 

 

It is obtained that: (i) For parameter values  0   π 1 all solutions will converge to z = 0; (ii) 

For  1  π  3,57  there exist fixed points the number of which depends on μ; (iii) For  1  π  

2 all solutions monotonically increase to  z = (π - 1 ) / π; (iv) For  2  π  3 fluctuations will 

converge to  z = (π - 1 ) / π; (v) For  3  π  4 all solutions will continuously fluctuate; (vi) For 

3,57  π  4 the solution become "chaotic" which means that there exist totally aperiodic 

solution or periodic solutions with a very large, complicated period. This means that the path 

of zt fluctuates in an apparently random fashion over time, not settling down into any regular 

pattern whatsoever. Also, for π= 2.6178 then fluctuations will converge to z=0.618. 

 

The Fibonacci sequence, starting with zero and one, is created by adding the previous two 

numbers (0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, 89,144, 233, 377, …). This sequence is significant 

because of the golden ratio. The ratio of any number in the Fibonacci sequence relative to the 

number directly to its right is approximately 0.618. The Golden Ratio (golden mean, golden 

number, golden proportion) is 0.618. Adding the number 1 to the Golden Ratio = Phi (Φ 

=1.618). Both 0.618 and 1.618 are used interchangeably to represent the golden ratio because 

they represent the same geometric relationship. (Lidwell, Holden, and Butler, 2010, p.114). 

 
EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE 

 

The main aim of this analysis is to present stock market index (DJIA) growth stability in the 

period 1982-2009, by using the presented non-linear, logistic model (8) because stock market 

index is computed from the prices of selected stocks. 

In this sense,  

                                       

st+1 = ω st – υ st
2                      ω, υ > 0                                                                                      (8) 

where s - stock market index, ω = π = (1+μ α) and υ= μ (β +γ) 

 

Firstly, we transform data on stock market index from 0 to 1, according to our supposition that 

actual value of stock market index, P, is restricted by its highest value in the time-series, Pm. 

Further, we obtain time-series of s = P /Pm. Now, we estimate the model (8). Secondly, data on 

the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) are transformed (Source: 

http://www.macrotrends.net/1319/dow-jones-100-year-historical-chart) from 0 to 1, according 

to our supposition that actual values of DJIA, P, is restricted by its highest value in the time-

series, Pm. Further, we obtain time-series of s =P /Pm (see Table 1). Also, the Fibonacci ratios 

are associated to Elliott wave pattern. 

 

It is supposed that the basic Elliott wave pattern exists in the period Jun 1982-March 2009. 

This wave pattern consists of an impulse wave and a corrective wave. Impulse waves consist 

of 5 waves and moves in the direction of the trend. Waves 1, 3, and 5 moves in the direction of 

the trend, while Waves 2 and 4 move opposite to the trend. Corrective waves can be simple or 

complex. A simple correction consists of 3 waves (Wave A, B and C) which retrace a portion 

of impulse. The Elliot Wave Theory identifies (Frost A.J. & R.P. Prechter, 2006): (i) impulse 

waves that set up a pattern; and (ii) corrective waves that oppose the larger trend. The stock 

price movements are divided into: (i) trends (five waves in the direction of the main trend); and 

(ii) corrections (three corrective waves) (see Fig.2.and Fig.3). 
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The model (8) is estimated. The results are presented in Table 2.  

 

Table 1. Data on the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) are transformed and Fibonacci 

ratios 

  DJIA P/Pm Fibonacci ratios 

 Jun-82 2145.93 0.122554 0.125 1/8 

1 Sep-87 5789.7 0.330649 0.333 1/3 

2 Nov-87 4074.15 0.232674 0.231 3/13 

3 May-98 14017.42 0.800533 0.8 2/5+2/5 

4 Aug-98 11828.80 0.675541 0.663 2/3 

5 Dec-99 17510.11 1 1 1/1 

A Sep-02 10757.76 0.614374 0.618 34/55 

B Sep-07 17091.62 0.9761 0.993 34/55+3/8 

C Mar-09 9168.75 0.523626 0.5 1/2 

Source: http://www.macrotrends.net/1319/dow-jones-100-year-historical-chart 

 

Table 2. The estimated model (8): DJIA, Jun 1982-March 2009. 

R=0.63435 Variance explained 40.240% 

N=8  (π)  

Estimate 2.722287 2.165967 

Std.Err. 0.553709 0.641759 

t(6) 4.916454 3.375047 

p-level 0.002606 0.014949 

 

From Jun 1982 to March 2009, the Dow Jones Industrial Average moved from 2145,93 to 

9168,75. As we can see the pattern exactly follows the wave pattern described by Elliot Wave 

Theory. According to the logistic equation, for 2    3 fluctuations converge to z = ( - 1) / 

, or (2.722287-1)/2.722287=0.63266. According to (7.), the equilibrium value of the Dow 

Jones Industrial Average was 0.63266/ (2.165967/2.722287), or 0.63266 / 0.795642 or 

0.795157 in the observed period. The equilibrium value of the Dow Jones Industrial Average 

was 0.795157 x 17510.11 = 13923.287 in the observed period. 

 

Figure 2. The Elliott wave pattern consists of an impulse wave and a corrective wave, DJIA, 

Jun 1982-March 2009. 
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Figure 3. The Elliott wave pattern, Jun 1982- March 2009. 

 
Source: http://www.macrotrends.net/1319/dow-jones-100-year-historical-chart 

 

Further, the Elliott wave pattern, Jun 1982- March 2009. and Fibonacci ratios are shown in 

Figure 4. The Fibonacci ratios are included in the model (8). The model is estimated (see Table 

3). 

 

Figure 4. The Elliott wave pattern, Jun 1982- March 2009. and Fibonacci ratios 

 

 

Table 3. The estimated model (8.): DJIA, Jun 1982-March 2009. (with Fibonacci ratios) 

R=0.63126 Variance explained 39.849% 

N=8  (π)  

Estimate 2.732233 2.177989 

Std.Err. 0.554037 0.637897 

t(6) 4.931498 3.414329 

p-level 0.002626 0.014243 

 

From Jun 1982 to March 2009, the Dow Jones Industrial Average (unit measure: the Fibonacci 

ratios) moved from 0.125 to 0.5. As we can see the pattern exactly follows the wave pattern 
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described by Elliot Wave Theory. According to the logistic equation, for 2    3 fluctuations 

converge to z = ( - 1) / , or (2.732233-1)/2.732233=0.634. According to (7.), the equilibrium 

value of the Dow Jones Industrial Average was 0.634/ (2.177989/2.732233), or 0.634 / 

0.797146 or 0.79534 in the observed period. The equilibrium value of the Dow Jones Industrial 

Average (unit measure: the Fibonacci ratios) was 0.79534 x 1 = 0.79534 in the observed period. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

This paper suggests the use of the chaotic stock price growth model in predicting the 

fluctuations of the stock price, or the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA). The model (5) has 

to rely on specified parameters α, β, γ, μ, and initial value of the stock price, and /or the Dow 

Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), p0. But even slight deviations from the values of parameters: 

α, β, γ, μ and initial value of the stock price and/or the Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), 

p0, show the difficulty of predicting a long-term stock price and/or DJIA. 

 

A key hypothesis of this work is based on the idea that the coefficient π = (1+μ α) plays a 

crucial role in explaining local stability of the stock price, and/or DJIA, where, μ is the 

adjustment coefficient; α is the coefficient of the stock demand function. The estimated value 

of the coefficient π is 2.722287.  This result confirms continuous fluctuations of the stock price 

and/or DJIA in the period 1982-2009. The equilibrium price of the Dow Jones Industrial 

Average was 13923.287 in the observed period. Also, the Elliott wave pattern is observed. The 

Fibonacci ratios are included in the model. The equilibrium value in the modified model was 

0.79534, while the golden ratio is 0.618. 
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Abstract: Random strategy is currently an interesting alternative to traditional trading of 

financial instruments. The paper builds on existing research into the trading of investment 

instruments through random strategy and strategies based on technical analysis. The highly 

liquid USD/CAD currency pair was chosen for the US market research. We analyze five years 

of data, and in every intraday trading session, only a single position will be opened. Technical 

analysis strategy uses essential indicators such as Bollinger Bands, relative strength index 

(RSI), moving averages (MA) and other. Every trading position will have the risk-reward ratio 

(RRR) 3 to 1. In addition, another trading positions on the USD/CAD currency pair will be 

opened without technical analysis. The time of entry into position will be indicated randomly 

with a similar risk-reward ratio (RRR) 3 to 1. The aim of this paper is to assess which of the 

above strategies is more suitable for the investor. In other words, this paper aims to compare 

the strategy of technical analysis and the random strategy in intraday trading concerning the 

profitability of these trades. We expect that a random strategy will be more suitable for the 

investor in many points. 

 

Keywords: Investment Decisions, Foreign Exchange Markets, Moving Average, Backtesting, 

US Market, Relative Strength Index. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

echnical analysis, together with fundamental analysis, ranks among the basic analyzes 

in trading on financial markets. This paper extends the knowledge gained from the data 

presented in the authors' paper entitled RANDOM STRATEGY VERSUS 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS STRATEGY: THE CASE OF EUR / USD INTRADAY 

TRADING to American markets. The authors deal with the comparison of trading strategies of 

technical analysis and trading strategies based on market randomness. The use of technical 

analysis has been presented in many disgusting publications in Taylor and Allen (1992), 

Menkhoff (1997), Lui and Mole (1998), Oberlechner (2001), Gehrig and Menkhoff (2004) and 

Menkhoff and Taylor (2007). 

 

There are studies that contain large amounts of trading position data based on technical analysis 

indicators. For example, the study by Hsu and Taylor (2013) and Coakley, Marzano and 

Nankervis (2016) deals with testing technical analysis in the foreign exchange market using 

the SPA test. The study reports a very low rate of profitability of trading positions based on 

some indicators of technical analysis. Zarrabi, Snaith and Coakley (2017) used FDR analysis 
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in their study and found that the predictive power of technical analysis is possible. The study 

used data for 20 years when the trading strategy had to be updated at least once a month, 

otherwise the predictive ability of technical analysis is not sustainable in the long run. 

 

Following the above study, a trading strategy in foreign exchange markets based on technical 

analysis is not sustainable in the long term. However, some studies report the profitability of 

technical analysis when trading in foreign exchange markets. These are, for example, the 

studies of Sweeney 1986, Levich and Thomas, 1993, Neely, 1997, LeBaron, 1999, 2002. A 

study by Sager and Taylor, 2006, Menkhoff and Taylor, 2007 examines the efficiency of the 

foreign exchange market with respect to small investors influencing the market. Small investors 

are also important for our research, because our strategies are based on use for small investors. 

According to the authors, there is a lot of space for further knowledge and studies in this 

segment. 

 

This paper builds on the authors' long-term research in the field of random strategy in 

combination with a strategy based on technical analysis. The paper aims to test selected strategy 

based on technical analysis and compare the results with simple random strategy for US market. 

The authors used a long period to obtain additional information on the research. 

 

1.  METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

 

In this article, the authors identified two investment strategies. These strategies have been 

applied to the foreign exchange market of the USD / CAD currency pair, which reflects the US 

Market. The strategy (SMA/RSI strategy) based on technical analysis uses the Simple Moving 

Average (SMA) indicator together with the Relative Strength Index (RSI) indicator. The 

strategy based on randomness (Random strategy) does not use any indicator of technical 

analysis. 

 

For backtesting, we choose currency pair, with regard to the US market, USD/CAD from 

1/2/2015 to 12/23/2019. Trading positions were determined with a Risk-reward-ratio (RRR) of 

1 to 3. Trading positions therefore showed a profit of 60 pips or a loss of 20 pips from the 

opening price of each position. Both sell and buy orders were used in the research. Due to the 

fact that the research compared 2 investment strategies on the same currency pair, it was not 

necessary to include fees in the research data. If we included the fees in the dataset, it would 

be 1-2 pips for each position. The amount of the fee, of course, depends on the specific service 

provider. The following Table 1 shows the basic characteristics of our analysis. 

 

Table 1. Basic characteristics of both strategies 

 Term Value 

1. • Currency pair • USD/CAD 

2. • Time frame • H1 

3. • Period • 1/2/2015 – 12/23/2019 

4. • Currency of the account • USD 

5. • Demonstrative account value • 10 000 USD 

6.  • RRR • 3/1 

7. • Profit (target) • 60 pips 

8. • Loss (stop loss) • 20 pips 

9. • Time zone • UTC + 1 

Source: Author´s calculations 
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1. 1  SMA/RSI STRATEGY 

 

A simple moving average (SMA) is usually used to determine the trend. It is a popular indicator 

of technical analysis for many investors. The calculation of a given indicator is calculated as 

the arithmetic average of the asset price for a certain period. A period of 250 weeks was used 

in the research. We have incorporated another indicator of technical analysis into our strategy, 

namely the relative strength index. The relative strength index is a momentum oscillator, which 

determines the change and speed of price movements. The conditions for buying a position 

were defined by a price increase above 250 SMA and at the same time a movement of RSI (25) 

above 0.7 (70). The conditions for the sale of the currency were defined by a price drop below 

250 SMA and at the same time a movement of RSI (25) below 0.3 (30). In this research, we 

used the trend following strategy, where these investors expect/believe that when the price 

rises, it will grow even more and vice versa. 

 

Our SMA/RSI strategy is summarized in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Characteristics of SMA/RSI strategy 

 Term Value 

1. • Signal to buy 

• First closed candle after candle rise 

above SMA (250) and a movement of RSI 

(25) above 0,7 

2. • Signal to sell 

• First closed candle after candle drops 

below SMA (250) and a movement of RSI 

(25) below 0,3 

3. • Close position • Breakthrough stop loss or target 

Source: Author´s calculations 

 

The following Figure 1 demonstrates the signal to open the position (buy position in this 

example) and signal to close the position for our SMA/RSI strategy (breakthrough target). 

 

Figure 1. Signal to buy, close position – USD/CAD 

 
Source: Author´s calculations, tradingview.com 
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1. 2  RANDOM STRATEGY 

 

Our random strategy is based on trading without technical and fundamental analysis. We 

choose random parameters to enter trading positions. Trading positions are executed at 2 p.m. 

(UTC +1) every trading day. The designated hour to enter the position predicted a higher rate 

of traders entering the market due to the early opening hour for the US Market. The 

determination of the long or short position was programmed randomly (50:50). 

 

Table 3 shows the basic characteristics of the random strategy: 

 

Table 3. Characteristics of Random strategy 

 Term Value 

1. • Signal to buy 
• Random on a daily basis at the 

selected time (14:00, UTC + 1) 

2. • Signal to sell 
• Random on a daily basis at the 

selected time (14:00, UTC + 1) 

3. • Close position • Break through stop loss or target 

Source: Author´s calculations 

 

The figure below illustrates a trading position according to a random strategy. This is a selling 

position where the position was opened according to the selected time and in this case the stop 

loss was terminated. 

 

Figure 2. 14:00, UTC + 1, sell position (at random), close position 

 
Source: Author´s calculations, tradingview.com 

 

2  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

We use almost 5 years of data and backtest our strategies presented in the previous Chapter 1. 

In Table 4, our results for both strategies are presented. The random strategy opened one 

position every trading day, and it resulted in 1296 positions in total. For SMA/RSI strategy we 

have 1163 observations. 
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Table 4. Results 

 SMA/RSI strategy Random strategy 

Number of open positions • 1163 • 1296 

Number of long positions • 604 • 663 

% of success – long 

positions 
• 21,36  • 24,59 

Number of short positions • 559 • 633 

% of success – short 

positions 
• 22,9 • 24,33 

Number of profitable 

positions (60 pips profit) 
• 257 • 317 

% of profitable positions 

(60 pips profit) 
• 22,1 • 24,46 

Number of loss positions (20 

pips loss) 
• 906 • 979 

% of loss positions (20 pips 

loss) 
• 77,9 • 75,54 

% total profit/loss • - 23,4 • - 5,34 

Total profit/loss • - 2340,91 • - 534,24 

Source: Author´s calculations 

 

The Random strategy was less loss-making in our research. In this case, the strategy for the 

investor performed better than the strategy based on technical analysis. The research builds on 

our previous research on strategies based on technical analysis versus random strategy. In the 

case of the SMA strategy of the EUR/USD currency pair, this strategy, based on technical 

analysis, showed almost double the percentage of profit in the same trading account. A random 

strategy also had similar results. Previously, we also examined another GBP/USD currency 

pair, which showed similarly profitable results as the mentioned EUR/USD pair, with the 

difference that a random strategy was more profitable. 

 

Figure 3. Total loss SMA/RSI strategy 

 
Source: Author´s calculations, MetaTrader 

 

Figure 4. Total loss Random strategy 

 
Source: Author´s calculations, MetaTrader 
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FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

 

With the ever-evolving research of technical analysis strategies versus random strategies, we 

gain important knowledge in terms of investment decisions of small investors trading in 

currency markets. The data obtained show us that a random strategy can show better results 

than a strategy based on technical analysis. The question is therefore whether it is necessary 

for the investor to use complex strategies based on technical analysis or to use randomness, of 

course, provided that money management and RRR are complied with. Another question is 

whether the random strategy we present only works in currency markets or we can apply it to 

other markets, such as the commodity market, stocks, etc. These questions predispose us to 

further research in the field of financial markets. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Two trading strategies were addressed in the submitted paper. The first strategy was based on 

technical analysis indicators. Specifically, it was a joint use of SMA and RSI indicators. The 

second strategy was random. This means that only one position was opened each day, randomly 

at the chosen time. The trading strategies have been tested on the USD / CAD currency pair for 

almost 5 years. Subsequently, both strategies were compared and the results from the obtained 

data were evaluated. 

 

In this case, both strategies ended in a loss. However, the random strategy showed a loss 

significantly lower than the loss based on technical analysis indicators. Thus, an important 

question arises as to whether a random strategy in the event of an unfavorable market situation 

is not safer than a strategy based on technical analysis. Therefore, it is important in the future 

to apply these strategies to situations where market developments do not support indicators 

based on technical analysis. The results presented in this paper build on the authors' previous 

research and prove that there is a high potential for further research in this segment. It is mainly 

an examination of other investment instruments and also research into the effectiveness of both 

approaches in creating trading strategies. 
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Abstract: By predicting cash flows in the capital budgeting procedure, the profitability of an 

investment at the international level is determined in advance. Although investing globally 

provides greater opportunities for earnings, cost reduction and business diversification, all 

risks posed by international business must be considered when choosing a discount rate. In 

addition to the risks inherent in cross-border business such as exchange rate risk, country risk, 

the risks caused by the pandemic crisis, which relate primarily to measures taken by states to 

protect the population by introducing quarantine, restricting the flow of people, goods and 

capital, as well as activities that are endangered by a pandemic, must be considered too. If all 

the risks that determine the discount rate are well assessed, the cash flow forecast will be more 

accurate. 

 

Keywords: cash flows, capital budgeting, discount rate, pandemic. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

lobalization as a process of great economic changes (Glushkova, Lomakina, 

Sakulyeva, 2019, pp. 876-884), that are reflected in the social, political and cultural 

aspect of overall life has been greatly stimulated by the emergence and development 

of international corporations. High concentration of capital and business in several countries 

are their main characteristic. The development of technology and the removal of barriers to the 

free flow of products, services, people and capital have contributed to the fact that two thirds 

of the world capital market are in their possession. 

 

Cross-border business has brought greater opportunities for more cost-effective business but 

also greater challenges in the management process. Some of the advantages of cross-border 

business are: obtaining and using cheaper resources, conquering new markets, establishing cost 

centers in countries with high tax rates, and profit centers in countries with low tax rates, in 

order to optimize the tax burden. The existence of the possibility of production diversification 

and the relocation of production capacities to countries with more favorable conditions, cheaper 

resources are other advantages of their business. Investing in other countries increases sales 

outside the country of establishment, increases market shares and makes extra profit. 

International diversification additionally affects the reduction of corporate exposure to the 

economic conditions of the country in which they were initially established, but it also 
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additionally affects the exposure of corporations to business risks imposed by the international 

environment. 

 

The earning capacity of corporations is determined by a good assessment of investment 

opportunities at the global level (Putra, 2019, p.818-826). Decisions about the return of 

investment must be consistent in order to maximize the value of the shares. Capital budgeting 

or evaluation of economic efficiency of investments includes the process of identification, 

analysis and selection of investment projects whose returns are expected to last longer than a 

year. It includes the development of investment project proposals that are consistent with the 

goals of corporations, the assessment of cash flows for each project individually, the selection 

of projects based on value maximization as eligibility criteria. 

 

The pandemic crisis caused by the Covid-19 virus also pointed to some negative effects of 

international investment (Adegboye, Adekunle, Eisen, McBryde, Pak, Rahman, 2020.). The 

health threat to the population has caused the re-establishment of borders and the introduction 

of limits by states that can cause a slowdown and significantly higher costs of project 

implementation. If the implementation of previously contracted projects cannot be postponed 

due to the current situation, it is necessary to apply a discount rate when projecting cash flows, 

which represents all additional risks caused by the pandemic. Although it is still too early to 

draw conclusions because the pandemic is still going on, many countries will enter a period of 

recession and falling GDP and there will be a large increase in the number of unemployed. 

 

CAPITAL BUDGETING 

 

Capital budgeting is used to assess the profitability of investments, as a technique that can 

indicate in advance to investors the extent to which the selected investment is profitable 

(Justice, Pious, Yeboah, 2020, p. 33). The four alternative methods used to evaluate and select 

investment projects in practice are the following: net present value, internal rate of return, 

payback period, and profitability index. Discounted cash flow methods provide the best 

measure of the real returns of projects because they are based on future cash flows and consider 

the time value of money. 

 

These methods pay special attention to accounting reports (balance sheet, income statement 

and cash flow statement) from the past, because they are used to project future cash flows, and 

have proven to be one of the best valuation methods in market economies. The most commonly 

used method of capital budgeting involves calculating the net present value, which is 

determined by discounting the projected cash flows that will be generated by a particular 

investment. The net present value is a monetary measure of return, and the internal rate of 

return is a percentage measure of return of investment. 

 

The inputs necessary for capital budgeting are: initial investment, demand forecast, price at 

which products will be placed on the market, fixed and variable costs, payback period, residual 

value and expected rate of return (Messer, 2020, p. 302). All parameters are highly dependent 

on exchange rate fluctuations, the tax legislation of the country in which it is invested, as well 

as the ban on transfers between the parent company and the branch, if any. 

 

International capital budgeting is an identical procedure that requires a more complex analysis. 

Internationally, there are many more factors that affect the level of the discount rate, which 

includes all risk exposures. The process of estimating the direct costs of a project begins with 
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a reference to experience, if similar projects have been carried out in the past, by market 

research or by scenario analysis. 

 

The Net Present Value (NPV) method involves discounting of future cash flows back to present 

value (Blaset Kastro, Kulakov, 2020.) Based on this criterion, those projects whose net present 

value is higher than zero are eligible. The present value of the initial investment is the sum of 

discounted net inflows, because the investment is made at the beginning of the period. The Net 

Present Value is the amount by which the present value of the cash inflows exceeds the present 

value of the cash outflows. A positive Net Present Value means that the rate of return of capital 

investment is greater than the discount rate used in the analysis. 

 

The internal rate of return is represented as a metric used in financial analysis to estimate the 

profitability of potential investments. The internal rate of return is a discount rate that makes 

the net present value (NPV) of all cash flows equal to zero in a discount cash flow analysis. 

The internal rate of return for an investment project is the discount rate that equates the present 

value of expected cash flows with the initial expenditure. If the internal rate of return is higher 

than the required rate of return the project is eligible, otherwise the project is rejected. When 

deciding between projects with the same degree of risk, a project with a higher internal rate of 

return is a better investment. 

 

Payback Period represents the amount of time required for the cash flows generated by the 

investment to repay the cost of the original investment. The number of years required to recoup 

the investment is the payback period. The payback period is the period required for the 

cumulative cash flows from the invested project to equal the initial cash outflow. If the 

calculated return period is less than the maximum acceptable, the project is accepted, and if 

not, then it is rejected. 

 

The discount rate is an integral part of the analysis and it must reflect the risk level of the capital 

investment. The discount rate can represent several different approaches for the company. It 

may represent the cost of capital such as the cost of borrowing money to finance the capital 

expenditure or the cost of using the company’s internal funds, or it may represent the rate of 

return needed to attract outside investment for the capital project. It must cover all risks that 

may affect the implementation of the project. Choosing the proper discount rate is important 

for an accurate Net Present Value analysis. 

 

Another measure to determine the acceptability of a capital investment is the Profitability Index 

(PI). The Profitability Index is computed by dividing the present value of cash inflows of the 

capital investment by the present value of cash outflows of the capital investment. If the 

Profitability Index is greater than one, the capital investment is accepted. If it is less than one, 

the capital investment is rejected.  

 

CASH FLOW FORECASTING 

 

Discounted cash flow methods provide the best measure of the real returns of projects because 

they are based on cash flows and consider the time value of money. For good estimates, it is 

necessary to consider all the risks that determine the discount rate. 

 

Determining the value that will be generated from an investment includes predicting cash flows 

and the period expected to return the initial investment, determining the internal rate of return, 

discounting the projected cash flows, adding the present values to determine the profitability 

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/d/discountrate.asp
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of the initial investment. At the beginning, the construction of financing is determined and the 

weighted average cost of capital is determined.  

 

The most important factors influencing the choice of discount rate are the financial condition 

of the company in which it is invested, the financial mix, in terms of the price of borrowed 

resources and the price of own sources, the economic situation, trends in the industry in which 

the company operates, supply and demand ratio and country risk. If starting from cash flow 

after debt servicing, the discount rate will be based on the opportunity price of capital, while 

discounting the cash flow before servicing debts will use a discount rate based on the weighted 

average cost of capital. Choosing the appropriate discount rate requires to consider all revenues 

and expenses in accordance with market prices. Cash flow before servicing debts is used by 

investors in purchase or takeover transactions, because the cash flow defined in this way 

provides an insight into credit capacity and considers all the possibilities of financing 

transactions from a new loan. Cash flow after debt service is important for creditors, 

management and shareholders, given that the cash flow defined in this way takes into account 

financial needs (Putri, 2020, p. 79). 

 

Discount rates may vary over time. The first reason is that the level of interest rates on borrowed 

funds can change over time. This usually happens if the interest rate is linked to one of the 

reference rates whose movement is conditioned by the supply and demand for financial 

resources. Another reason is that risk characteristics can be expected to change over time. The 

third reason is that the financial mix of a project can change over time, resulting in changes in 

the cost of equity and borrowed capital. 

 

If invest in countries that have high inflation rates, it is difficult to reliably determine the 

amount of net present value. Although inflation affects both costs and revenues in the same 

direction (causes them to rise), the end result may be different. This is especially pronounced 

in projects involving the import of components and the sale of finished products in the local 

market. In that case, inflation has a greater impact on revenues than on project costs. 

 

There are a number of reasons that affect the emergence of risk, including the project itself. 

Risk is also affected by competition, industry trends, international developments, 

macroeconomic factors and prices of resources in the global market. However, it is not 

necessary to perform an analysis of all types of risks when estimating the discount rate. 

Initially, differentiation of risk sources is performed at the project level. Among the various 

sources of risk that are analyzed during capital budgeting, only those risks that cannot be 

diversified should be considered. This type of risk varies from company to company depending 

on whether it is a company whose shares are publicly traded or not. After identifying the risk 

at the company level, the risk at the project level is determined and measured. If companies 

invest in homogeneous projects, with similar risk profiles, the cost of the company's share 

capital is used. If the company is diversified and engaged in different activities, and projects 

within each activity have a similar risk, the cost of share capital is also used for that activity. If 

the project is unique in terms of risk, the cost of share capital that is specific to that project is 

calculated and used. After assessing the risk of share capital and the risk of default on the 

company's debt, there are two ways to include the risk in the analysis. One way is to calculate 

the cost of share capital and debt that will reflect the risk of the project. Riskier projects will 

have higher costs. Another way is to adjust cash flows using a risk-reflecting discount rate. 

 

The combined effect of inflation and exchange rate fluctuations on net cash flow may act 

neutrally from the parent company's perspective. The exchange rate of countries with high 
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inflation weakens over time. Although the branch's earnings are expressed in local currency 

due to the impact of inflation, when converted into the parent company's currency, the effect 

of growth is lost (the currency of the country in which the branch is weak in relation to the 

parent company's currency). This effect of exchange rate neutralization and inflation rarely 

occurs in practice because inflation is only one of the factors influencing the exchange rate, 

and in addition there is no guarantee that the local currency will depreciate when the inflation 

rate is relatively high. 

 

Since the introduction of the pandemic caused by the Covid-19 virus, business conditions in 

the international arena have changed. The behavior of the virus is atypical, in terms of the 

duration of the infection, the way it is transmitted, the behavior of the virus at high summer 

temperatures, so that many predictions of even the most eminent experts were wrong. A large 

number of people have become infected and a state of emergency has been declared in many 

countries. Regardless of the measures taken by the states in order to protect the spread of the 

infection, the mortality rate in almost all countries is extremely high.  

 

According to data released by the World Health Organization on September 19, 2020, there 

have been 30,369,778 confirmed cases of COVID -19, including 948,795 deaths (World Health 

Organization, 2020.). Some countries have introduced a state of quarantine and bans on the 

movement of the population, not only within state borders, but also within cities, as is the case 

in Italy. Some had a much more liberal stance, such as Sweden. The final conclusion on how 

to behave in a pandemic will be made when the pandemic is stopped or at least brought under 

control. Acquiring global immunity through vaccination of the population is still not feasible, 

because until practical application, vaccines must pass a phase of testing that requires time. 

 

Many companies, whether privately or state-owned, have had to provide conditions for their 

employees, which would protect them against infection. Companies had a better organization 

of their business, which could enable employees to do their jobs online, if it was feasible, from 

home. It turned out that high-tech activities were in the lead.  

 

An additional problem is the increase in the unemployment rate. All over the world, employers 

have laid off surplus labor, both due to the reduction in the volume of business and the inability 

to provide the conditions prescribed by state regulations for the protection of employees in the 

workplace. All over the world, many employees are expected to lose their jobs. Cash flow 

forecasting costs will be further increased by employee health care requirements during a 

pandemic. It is still too early to consider these figures, but it should be borne in mind that these 

developments will affect the cost of labor used in forecasting cash flow costs. 

 

Why is this information important for international projects? The discount rate used in the 

process of calculating the net present value should include all risks that may directly or 

indirectly affect the implementation of projects and affect the formation of the price of input 

and outputs. Higher risk requires a higher discount rate which affects the reduction of the net 

present value and profitability of the project. The state of panic and fear affects the human 

psyche in terms of savings, reduced consumption and limited movement. 

 

The pandemic did not affect all industrial areas equally. The biggest changes in business have 

occurred in the field of tourism, transport, hotel services, catering, real estates’ rental, 

organization of events that involve numerous gatherings of people, such as sports events, 

concerts, etc. In some industries they have found a transitional solution. Traders and restaurant 
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owners delivered the ordered products online to the home address, in order to maintain good 

traffic as much as possible. 

 

If it is impossible to delay all investments in these industries, a discount rate should be carefully 

formed and it would include all the risks already mentioned. 

 

Based on research conducted to create the most effective policies to overcome the harmful 

effects of Covid-19 on the economy and the wider community in March 2020, based on the 

views of representatives of companies, local governments and civil society organizations, the 

biggest challenges they face are problems with collection and liquidity (for as many as 63% of 

respondents), drop in demand (45%), but also problems with regular payment of wages to 

workers (32%), organization of work (29%) and the possibility of regular settlement of 

obligations to the state (Nacionalna alijansa za lokalni ekonomski razvoj, 2020, p.4) 

 

According to data published by the World Health Organization, the number of deaths in the 

world is constantly increasing. The number of deaths in the world due to the Covid-19 virus 

pandemic, on September 19, 2020: Americas 15,333,470, South-East Asia 5,973,186, Europe 

5,149,121, Eastern Mediterranean 2,199,096, Africa 1,141,044 and Western Pacific 573,120 

(World Health Organization, 2020.). It is expected that the measures introduced by countries 

to protect the population will be even more rigorous, which should affect the discount rate in 

the future. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The realization of international projects during the pandemic caused by the Covid-19 virus 

poses new challenges for investors. Determining whether and to what extent projects are 

profitable can be correctly calculated only if a discount rate is applied when forecasting future 

cash flows, which, in addition to all the risks caused by international business, also include all 

additional risks brought by the pandemic. Investments in the field of tourism, transport, hotel 

services, catering, organization of events that include numerous gatherings of people, such as 

sports events, concerts require higher discount rates. All projects that require the gathering of 

a larger number of people, their movement during the pandemic are additionally risky. Until 

the pandemic is over, or at least not brought under control, due to the health protection of the 

population, investment in these industrial areas should be postponed or in the calculation of 

their profitability one should be realistic. When choosing the discount rate used to estimate 

future cash flows, the most important thing is to include all the risks that may affect the 

implementation of the project. 
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Abstract: Paper deals with the analysis of research and development expenditure. Expenditure 

per capita in European Union countries in years 2009 - 2018 and total research and 

development expenditure in million Euro are analyzed. The aim of the paper is to find out in 

which countries expenditure per capita increased the most during the observed period and in 

which it decreased, what was the average annual growth rate of this indicator. Contribution 

method will help to analyze how the total research and development expenditure in 27 

European Union countries has changed, what was the share of each country in this 

expenditure, which countries contributed the most to this change and which the least. Research 

and development expenditure per capita increased average annually between 2009 and 2018 

in all analyzed countries, except Luxembourg and Finland, where it decreased. The highest 

average annual growth was recorded in Poland (12.48%), Latvia (10.50%), Slovakia (10.47%) 

and Bulgaria (10.38%). Total research and development expenditure increased in 2018 

compared to 2009 by 41.65%, Germany (18.11%) and France (4.29%) contributed the most to 

this increase. 

 

Keywords: Research and Development Expenditure, European Union Countries, Contribution 

Method 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

esearch and development expenditure is an indicator, which includes expenditure on 

research and development by business enterprises, higher education institutions, 

government and private non-profit organizations (Eurostat, 2020). 

 

Research and development expenditure comprise total amount of expenditures spent in 

organization on research and development activities, i.e. they are internal expenditures. 

Expenditures spent out of the organization include only those serving for support to the internal 

research and development (e.g. purchase of equipment for R&D institutions). Depreciation of 

buildings, machines and equipment is excluded from the statistical survey of internal 

expenditures on research and development (Štatistický úrad Slovenskej republiky, 2019). 

  

Research and development expenditure is associated directly with the research and 

development of a company's goods or services and any intellectual property generated in the 

process. They are direct expenditures relating to a company's efforts to develop, design, and 

enhance its products, services, technologies, or processes. The industrial, technological, health 

care, and pharmaceutical sectors typically incur the highest degree of R&D expenses 

(Investopedia, 2020). 
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The aim of the paper is to find out in which countries in the years 2009 – 2018 research and 

development expenditure per inhabitant increased the most and in which decreased, what was 

the average annual growth rate of this indicator. Next, we will analyze how the total research 

and development expenditure in 27 European Union countries has changed, what was the share 

of each country in this expenditure, which countries contributed the most to this change and 

which the least. We will use contribution method for this analysis. 

 

USING METHOD 

 

To find out how the analyzed indicator developed, we use the characteristics of time series – 

basic index and average growth rate (see Pacáková et al., 2009). 

As our goal is to find out how individual countries have contributed to the total change in 

research and development expenditure, we will use contribution method. 

 

Contribution method is used for the analysis of additive indicator Y, which arise from the sum 

of individual components: 
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where:  Y is additive indicator, 

            yi are individual components. 

 

The procedure of this method is as follows (Hurbánková, Sivašová, 2018): 

 

We calculate the relative increase of additive indicator, which expresses how the given 

indicator has changed: 
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We calculate the relative increases of the individual components, which express how the 

individual components developed: 
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We determine the structural numbers that express the share of individual components in 

additive indicator. We calculate the structural numbers in the period t-1, assuming that the 

analogous share of the component on the additive indicator is maintained during the continuous 

development of the additive indicator: 
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We calculate the contribution to which i-th component contributed to the relative increase of 

the additive indicator: 
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The contribution of each additive component is equal to multiply of its relative increase and 

the share of this component in the additive indicator in the previous period.  
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The relative increase of the additive indicator is equal to the sum of the relative contributions 

of the individual components (Hindls, Hronová, 1997): 

 

       

              

(6)

 
 

ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE IN EUROPEAN 

UNION COUNTRIES 

 

Table 1 shows data on research and development expenditure per inhabitant in European Union 

countries in years 2009 – 2018 in Euro. The trend of this indicator in 2018 compared to 2009 

and the average annual growth rate are calculated. 

 

Table 1. Research and development expenditure per inhabitant in European Union countries 

in 2009 – 2018 in Euro, its trend in 2018 compared to 2009 and average annual growth rate 

GEO/TIME 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 
2018 

/2009 

Average 

annual 

growth 

rate 

EU 27  473,7 490,8 519,0 537,2 543,9 558,2 582,7 594,9 629,2 661,9 1,3973 1,0379 

Belgium 644,0 690,7 742,8 795,3 822,1 854,3 900,4 959,5 1 045,5 1 115 1,7314 1,0629 

Bulgaria 24,7 29,0 29,8 34,6 36,6 46,9 60,4 52,5 54,7 60,1 2,4332 1,1038 

Czechia 184,6 200,3 243,4 273,9 285 294,0 308,4 280,8 324,5 377,6 2,0455 1,0828 

Denmark 1 282 1 281,6 1 312,7 1 360,0 1 371,8 1 376,2 1 473,7 1 534,2 1 551,4 1 580,9 1,2332 1,0236 

Germany  818,0 855,9 942,0 984,8 990,1 1 043,1 1 093,4 1 121,7 1 206,4 1 266,3 1,5480 1,0498 

Estonia 147,8 174,6 289,1 287,3 247 217,9 230,3 205,4 231,3 277,2 1,8755 1,0724 

Ireland 605,0 586,8 583,2 595,7 610,3 639,8 664,6 671,8 768,2 769,5 1,2719 1,0271 

Greece 133,9 121,6 125,1 120,7 133,2 136,2 156,9 162,7 189,3 202,5 1,5123 1,0470 

Spain 315,4 313,8 303,9 286,0 278,5 275,6 283,6 285,5 302,2 320,3 1,0155 1,0017 

France 665,7 672,3 694,3 712,6 722 724,2 749,9 745,1 757,7 773,6 1,1621 1,0168 

Croatia 88,3 77,9 78,4 77,2 83,2 80,0 88,7 96,0 101,9 122,2 1,3839 1,0368 

Italy 325,6 331,6 333,7 345,2 351,6 358,3 364,5 382,0 392,7 406,4 1,2482 1,0249 

Cyprus 104,1 105,2 107,0 99,0 101,0 104,3 100,7 116,5 128,9 134,0 1,2872 1,0285 

Latvia 39,2 51,2 67,8 71,7 69,1 81,3 76,6 56,1 70,7 96,3 2,4566 1,1050 

Lithuania 70,2 69,9 92,6 99,3 111,9 128 133,4 113,4 133,0 151,8 2,1624 1,0895 

Luxembourg 1 256,9 1 202,4 1 233,6 1 069,6 1 127,9 1 146,7 1 204,4 1 235,8 1 220,1 1 208,3 0,9613 0,9956 

Hungary 106,4 112,4 120,6 126,6 142,8 144,7 153,3 139,5 170,8 209,8 1,9718 1,0784 

Malta 77,3 96,7 111 141,9 139,8 141,0 162,6 130,3 143,2 148,8 1,9250 1,0755 

Netherlands 631,3 657,1 734,6 747,9 759,6 788,4 810,4 833,0 857,0 974,8 1,5441 1,0495 

Austria 897,4 965,9 988,2 1 104,6 1 132,4 1 207,7 1 223,0 1 279,9 1 286,9 1 388,1 1,5468 1,0497 

Poland 55,0 68,6 74,5 90,1 90,3 101,6 113,6 108,3 127,3 158,5 2,8818 1,1248 

Portugal 262,4 260,8 242,7 220,1 215,4 214,1 215,4 231,0 250,7 269,1 1,0255 1,0028 

Romania 27,2 28,2 32,5 32,1 27,9 28,8 39,4 41,4 48,1 52,5 1,9301 1,0758 

Slovenia 323,2 364,4 436,2 451,6 454,1 431,9 413,5 393,4 388,4 431,8 1,3360 1,0327 

Slovakia 56,3 77,2 86,9 108,3 112,9 123,6 171,0 118,1 137,8 138,0 2,4512 1,1047 

Finland 1 274,1 1 302,7 1 332,7 1 264,9 1 231,7 1 194,6 1 109,5 1 080,0 1 121,7 1 167,7 0,9165 0,9904 

Sweden 1 154,1 1 270,8 1 397,4 1 464,9 1 507,6 1 411,3 1 504,3 1 537,0 1 615,0 1 544,6 1,3384 1,0329 

Source: Eurostat, 2020 and own calculations 
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As can be seen from Table 1, the highest research and development expenditure (more than 

1,000 € per inhabitant) was in Denmark (1,580.9 € per capita in 2018), Sweden, Finland and 

Luxembourg throughout the analyzed period. The lowest was in Bulgaria (only 24.7 Euro per 

inhabitant in 2009), Romania, Latvia, Slovakia, Poland, Lithuania and Malta. In 2018, 

compared to 2009, expenditure increased in all countries except Luxembourg and Finland, 

where it decreased - in Luxembourg by 3.87%, which represents an average annual decrease 

of 0.44% and in Finland it decreased by 8.35%, on average by 0.96% per year. This indicator 

grew the most in Poland in 2018 compared to 2009 by 188.18%, which is an average annual 

increase of 12.48%. In Slovakia, the third highest increase was recorded by 145.12%, which is 

an average annual increase of 10.47%. 

 

In order to be able to calculate how countries have contributed to the total change in research 

and development expenditure, we need to have an absolute indicator. Therefore, we chose the 

indicator of total research and development expenditure, not per inhabitant. Input data and 

calculation using contribution method are shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Application of contribution method on research and development expenditure in 

European Union countries in 2009 and 2018  

GEO/TIME 2009 2018 
Relative 

increase 

Structural 

number 
Contribution 

Belgium 6 924,591 12 709,638 0,8354 0,0332 0,0278 

Bulgaria 184,610 423,818 1,2957 0,0009 0,0011 

Czechia 1 924,518 4 006,462 1,0818 0,0092 0,0100 

Denmark 7 065,873 9 139,430 0,2935 0,0339 0,0099 

Germany 67 078,121 104 836,000 0,5629 0,3218 0,1811 

Estonia 197,393 365,650 0,8524 0,0009 0,0008 

Ireland 2 735,556 3 716,800 0,3587 0,0131 0,0047 

Greece 1 485,940 2 174,670 0,4635 0,0071 0,0033 

Spain 14 581,676 14 946,000 0,0250 0,0700 0,0017 

France 42 834,917 51 768,559 0,2086 0,2055 0,0429 

Croatia 380,677 501,756 0,3181 0,0018 0,0006 

Italy 19 209,000 24 581,681 0,2797 0,0921 0,0258 

Cyprus 82,988 115,800 0,3954 0,0004 0,0002 

Latvia 84,882 186,200 1,1936 0,0004 0,0005 

Lithuania 223,471 426,306 0,9077 0,0011 0,0010 

Luxembourg 620,280 727,400 0,1727 0,0030 0,0005 

Hungary 1 067,166 2 051,375 0,9223 0,0051 0,0047 

Malta 31,761 70,792 1,2289 0,0002 0,0002 

Netherlands 10 408,000 16 748,200 0,6092 0,0499 0,0304 

Austria 7 479,745 12 246,010 0,6372 0,0359 0,0229 

Poland 2 095,827 6 018,489 1,8717 0,0101 0,0188 

Portugal 2 771,600 2 769,072 -0,0009 0,0133 0,0000 

Romania 555,887 1 024,770 0,8435 0,0027 0,0022 

Slovenia 656,882 892,399 0,3585 0,0032 0,0011 

Slovakia 302,994 750,947 1,4784 0,0015 0,0021 

Finland 6 786,472 6 437,900 -0,0514 0,0326 -0,0017 

Sweden 10 682,826 15 631,342 0,4632 0,0512 0,0237 

EU 27 208 453,653 295 267,466 0,4165 1,0000 0,4165 

Source: Eurostat, 2020 and own calculations 
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ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT EXPENDITURE IN EUROPEAN UNION 

COUNTRIES 

From Table 2 we found out that total research and development expenditure in EU-27 increased 

by 41.65% in 2018 compared to 2009, with the largest increase in Poland by 187.17% (similar 

to research and development expenditure per inhabitant) and in Slovakia by 147.84%. They 

decreased only in Portugal (by 0.09%) and Finland (by 5.14%). Germany (32.18%) and France 

(20.55%) had the highest share in total expenditure in 2009. Germany (18.11%) and France 

(4.29%) contributed the most to the 41.65% increase in total expenditure. In 2009, Slovakia 

had only a 0.15% share in this indicator for all EU-27 countries and contributed only 0.21% to 

the increase. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

From the realized analysis we can draw the following conclusions: 

 The highest research and development expenditure was in Denmark in 2018 (1,580.9 € 

per capita). The lowest was in Bulgaria (only 24.7 Euro per inhabitant in 2009). 

 In 2018, compared to 2009, expenditure increased in all countries except Luxembourg 

and Finland, where it decreased - in Luxembourg by 3.87% (average annual decrease of 

0.44%) and in Finland by 8.35% (on average by 0.96% per year). This indicator grew the 

most in Poland in 2018 compared to 2009 by 188.18% (average annual increase of 

12.48%). In Slovakia, the third highest increase was recorded by 145.12% (average 

annual increase of 10.47%). 

 Total research and development expenditure in EU-27 increased by 41.65% in 2018 

compared to 2009, with the largest increase in Poland by 187.17% and in Slovakia by 

147.84%. They decreased only in Portugal (by 0.09%) and Finland (by 5.14%). Germany 

(32.18%) and France (20.55%) had the highest share in total expenditure in 2009. 

Germany (18.11%) and France (4.29%) contributed the most to the 41.65% increase in 

total expenditure. Slovakia contributed only 0.21% to the increase. 
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Abstract: This paper aims to present the role railway transport plays in European Union and 

in Romania. The importance of this mode of transport is shortly put to the reader forefronts, 

while at the same time there is presented its share in land transport market. Road transport 

has its advantages, but its market share cannot be motivated only by market considerations; 

there are other factors which put this type of transport on a predominant position. The 

advantages of rail transport are presented face-to-face with road transport especially for 

passengers’ transport, how railway transport can gain a greater share in land transport 

market, and how it can contribute to create the conditions of a more sustainable future. 

 

Keywords: railway transport, land transport, sustainable future. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

his paper aims to present an analysis with a component focused upon a specific market 

case in railway transportation area, due to this type of transport’s peculiarities in a 

competitive environment. It will present the railway transportation market regarding 

passengers’ transport, in order to provide clues and development opportunities for this 

economic activity and to understand the development potential this market has. 

 

As it is the case in other areas, Romania as a European Union member state must bring into 

harmony its national interest with that of the EU; this is a pressing phenomenon in railway 

transport area, because the EU´s common policy on this subject is focused on the creation of a 

single railway, as a key-element of European economic integration and a base for future 

economic development in Europe. 

 

The Romanian railway transport faces great challenges, especially regarding the integration in 

the European railway system and exploiting opportunities brought by the quality of being a 

European member; missing determination points to the incapacity to exploit the position and 

potential offered by the Romanian market, and in the same time reducing the existing 

discrepancies. 

 

In the last years the Romanian railway transportation system registered numerous changes such 

as restructuring, liberalization, aspects specific to administrative and legal areas; but in the 
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technical area – where upgrading needs huge and sustained efforts – Romanian railway 

infrastructure continues to be in a visible and continuous decay, placing Romania in a weak 

position face-to-face with other European states. 

 

As a matter of fact, railway transportation is interconnected with national interest at large, and 

as a consequence, strategic objectives regarding railway transport system derives from national 

interest connected to improving national mobility and the state’s capacity to administrate better 

its territory. Railway transport system is a key-component in this regard; from this point of 

view transportation and geopolitics overlap. 

 

Furthermore, the stimulation of railway transport in order to move persons has become a high 

priority in the European Union framework, which was underscored by the White Paper in 2001; 

this strategic document presented the importance and the advantages of railway transportation 

related to climate changes and environmental protection (White Charta, 2015). Ten years later, 

the White Paper of 2011 has specified that greenhouse emissions should be reduced by 80-95% 

until 2050 related to their level in 1990 (White Charta, 2015). This document presents main 

steps to be taken in order to rise railway transport efficiency, to rise its competitiveness related 

to resources’ use, and to become a sustainable alternative to road transport. 

 

In Romania, the main direction of development and types of transport’s balance promoted both 

at institutional level, and by active companies operating in the transport sector, sustain national 

policies in transport sector in correlation with this European strategic document. 

 

Seeing the gap between the situation where the Romanian railway transport system is located 

and the ascending trend identified in Western Europe in this field of transport, it is of outmost 

importance to identify the strategies and resources in order to equilibrate the balance among 

types of transport in Romania, with the aim of reducing pollution, rising mobility, and the 

decongestion of roads. 

 

The only way to recover and revitalize railway transport must be centered on improving its 

competitiveness, and in this way, it would become an important part among other continental 

types of transport, rising its capacity to recover its lost clients, and to attract new ones.  

 

The current situation in Romania points to the fact that there exists a great potential regarding 

the possibility to rise railway transport share on Romanian domestic transport market for 

passengers’ movement: railway can attract both people which currently use public road 

transport when traveling between cities, and people which use their car.  

 

Railway transport can become a key-player on domestic transport market, as over 90% 

(Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry of Transport, p. 13) of total railway transport is 

done on domestic area. 

 

If this would be the case in the future, the success of railway transport on Romanian domestic 

market, it would strengthen international railway transport, too; this would contribute directly 

also to the European Union’s success related to the creation of European unique railway area. 

Integration in this unique area is the strategic objective which derives from the quality of being 

an EU member state.  
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CONTEXT AND CHALLENGES 

 

The importance that the railway has on economic, social and political fields determines all 

states to develop their domestic transportation systems, and pushes them to collaborate in order 

to identify border points where these networks meet each other. 

 

The level of transport system’s development directly determines the degree and capacity to 

attract material and human resources located in different areas, territorial repartition of 

production capacities and their specialization, distribution of urban centers and domestic 

population, size and shape of human settlements, technological, cultural and scientific 

development; it improves a country’s defense capacity and determines the degree a specific 

society contributes to globalization. (Gherasim T., 2007, p. 12) Shortly, greater mobility means 

that in the same span of time the society with greater mobility rotates money faster, creates 

greater wealth, and brings greater incomes to the national budget, because if the goods/services 

are sold/bought faster so does the taxes imposed on them are collected faster. In this way, 

transportation and civilization are the two faces of the same coin. 

 

Public interests connected to transport activity determine governments get involved in this 

strategic sector. Good or bad public policies in the transport sector are decisive for encouraging 

or blocking the transportation activity’s success. This policy should aim: 

- rising efficiency of transport activities; 

- be sensitive to market trends and needs; 

- attract passengers; 

- be affordable and take into account the best environmental standards. 

 

Efficiency in transportation – or its absence – is a central element for economic development 

– or it can morph into a hindrance for economic development. The best way to rise transport 

efficiency is to promote the cheap types of transport, as to provide the minimization of logistical 

costs at domestic level. 

 

The repartition of different types of transport is given by the evolution of different technologies 

and of economic interests. 

 

The following analysis provides clues to see general distribution of different types of transport 

in Romania, the data being taken from Romanian National Institute of Statistics, and appraisals 

made by Romanian Railways Company (CFR). (Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry of 

Transport, p. 23) 

 

In Romania, the main share of passengers’ transport over land is taken by road transport, 80% 

respectively. At European Union level the share of road transport in land transport is 83%, a 

little higher than in Romania due to higher capacity of Western societies to get access to cars, 

and a better road infrastructure.  

 

In the following figure, there are presented the specific situations of land transport use in EU, 

and in Romania respectively. 
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Figure 1. Different types of transport’s market share in Romania and the EU 

 

 

 
 

                              Romania        EU 

 

Source: http://mt.ro/web14/documente/acte-normative/2018/07_03/Strategie, accessed at 

10.04.2020; Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry of Transport, p. 24 

 

The mobility requirements of the population overland are distributed between road transport of 

passengers using their individual transport options (i), and the public transport (p) provided by 

road transport operators by bus and coach, and of course or by rail transport operators. 

 

The road transport preeminence over railway transport points to the fact that it seems (at first 

sight) to be superior from an economic point of view and more attractive to transport 

beneficiaries. 

 

But a study with global perspectives created together with International Railways Union (UIC) 

and International Energy Agency (IEA) (Railway Handbook 2014, p. 5) indicates that railway 

transport is much more efficient than road transport (Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry 

of Transport, p. 25), because: 

- under the energy efficiency perspective, railway uses per transport unit 11 times less 

energy than road transport; 

- from environmental point of view, the costs generated to fight greenhouses gases are very 

small: railway transport generates only 2% of greenhouses gases generated by transport 

sector, while road transport gives 73% (European Environment Agency); this means 36 

times more pollution by cars/buses than railway; 

- road is much more dangerous than rail. For road transport it was taken the average of 259 

deadly accidents/billion passengers/ km (Transport Master Plan 2014), while for rail 

transport the average is 1,34 deadly accidents/billion passengers/ km (ERA Report). Road 

gives 193 times more bad accidents than rail per billion/passengers/km; as a consequence, 

medical costs due to road accidents are around Euro 1.2 billion/year only in Romania, 

meaning 0.8% of GDP. (Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry of Transport, p. 27) 

 

As we can observe, rail transport is much more efficient from economic and environmental 

points of view, and the safest one. As a direct deduction, the optimization of economic activity 

is better fulfilled when railways get a bigger market share. This means lower costs for national 

economy, which determines a higher competitiveness on global stage and a stimulus for 

economic development. (Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry of Transport, p. 26) 

 

Put it synthetically, national transportation system should be characterized by equilibrium 

among different types of transport, being capable to assure maximum benefits for national 

economy and the potential for rising through direct cost reduction and their externalizations; to 
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rise energy security, and oil consumption’s reduction in transport sector; to reduce negative 

effects of transport activity upon the environment. 

 

The causes for the present situation where road transport has preeminence is due to political 

decisions at highest level. Road transport means at first sight freedom – freedom to choose 

what, how, when and where to travel – while railways means at first sight rigidity and 

discipline. But in the long run, road transport means a dispersed society which generates higher 

costs to administrate, while rail means industry and easier and cheaper way to administrate 

territory and to centralize the forces of society. We can shortly note that even from military 

point of view rail is far more strategic than road: in geopolitical fight among nations – which 

is a constant of world politics – railways and fleet fights to control the area close to their 

meeting points, in world ports, respectively. But as political men are in constant search for 

votes, they promoted the idea of freedom through the acquisition of a personal car, and ordinary 

men jump into it fast. This was one of the most important elements which gave road the present 

position. Of course, the oil industry wants to sell its products, so it needs buyers, more buyers. 

In this way big oil interests overlapped with political men interests. 

 

But railway transport is of outmost importance, whose advantages could decisively contribute 

to national transport system’s efficiency improving and its sustainability. 

 

Romania’s integration in EU and the reduction of gaps among Romania and other EU member 

states depends on railway transport system’s gradual integration in a unique European transport 

system; the alignment to European policy and strategy in transportation field is not an option, 

but a necessity. (Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry of Transport, p. 16) 

 

THE PECULIARITIES OF RAILWAY TRANSPORT OF PASSENGERS IN 

ROMANIA 

 

The organization of the Romanian railway transport system is in line with the European policy 

and legislation in this field, in order to provide an optimal working in a competitive 

environment; the principle of complete administrative separation of railway infrastructure 

management and railway transport services is fully applied. The railway operator provides the 

commercial relation with the client using his own resources, while the management of 

infrastructure provides necessary activities which sustain train circulation, providing railway 

infrastructure, too. 

 

The asymmetric public financing of road and rail transports, characterized by funds 10 times 

smaller for railways (Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry of Transport, p. 29), has 

generated a significant competitive loss, because of railway infrastructure’s decay, which has 

severely limited the trains’ performances reflected in commercial speed and punctuality. 

 

Great parts of the railway system in Romania have registered constant decay, generating speed 

limits, while only 40% of the railway system is electrified (Development strategy 2018-2020 

Ministry of Transport, p. 123). The commercial speed limit is around 50 km/h for passengers’ 

trains, 40 to 60% less than the speed for which that railway had been constructed (Development 

strategy 2018-2020 Ministry of Transport, p. 91). 

 

Due to these deficiencies, it has become a necessity to find a strategy which would define the 

Romanian railway transport’s evolution, taking account of national financial capacities, 

European financial support, and Romania’s national and administrative capacities. 
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A great project had been initiated in 2006, regarding the modernization of the rail line between 

Bucharest and Constanta aiming at rising maximum speed from 140 km/h to 160 km/h, which 

had been concluded in 2014. Another national project began in 2017 and its purpose is to create 

the technical capacities along the 4-th European Corridor, to facilitate the jump from 50 km/h 

to 120 km/h, while between Simeria and Sighisoara the passengers’ train would run even with 

160 km/h. 

 

To make business in rail transport in Romania one needs to take into account that there are, 

from administrative point of view, quite high barriers, due to special and important 

administrative conditions and expensive investments (licenses, safety certificates, rolling 

material).  

 

The structure of railway market regarding passengers’ transport reflects the specific legislation, 

both from access to infrastructure point of view, and from the way one can operate on that 

infrastructure.  

 

The number of private companies is small, because of peculiarities of rail transport and the way 

it is regulated. The market share of private railway operators is around 20% in Romania 

(http://www.consiliulferoviar.ro/, p.85), meaning that this country has one of the top position 

in Europe, but the market share of rail transport of passengers has significantly been 

diminishing in the face of road transport (individual or public), nowadays being situated around 

16% (Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry of Transport, p. 57).  

 

Between 1990 and 2012 the number of railway passengers had been constantly decreasing 

(from 408 mil passengers/km to 54,5 mil passengers/km), but after that it has been registering 

a constant increase, and in 2019 it had got to 66 mil passengers/km 

(http://www.consiliulferoviar.ro/, p.8). 

 

Romanian railway market has the peculiarities of oligopoly, being dominated by an important 

leader – CFR Calatori – share of 80 to 86 %, and asymmetric quotas, 80% facing 10-14%, or 

even less for other operators, put together (http://www.consiliulferoviar.ro/, p.47). 

 

The market structure is characterized by a high concentration using Herfindahl-Hirschman 

Index (HHI) calculations, which is used to measure the degree of concentration on a specific 

market. It used the cumulus of square market quotas of all companies on a specific market. A 

poor concentrated market has an HHI Index smaller than 1000, a medium concentrated one has 

HHI between 1000 and 2000. Over 2000 the market is a concentrated one and Concentration 

Ratio (CRk) points to the figure of over 6000 (HHI) and 3% (CRk), indicating the peculiarities 

of a strong oligopoly (http://www.consiliulferoviar.ro/, p.47). 

 

A point to be mentioned is the fact that the elasticity of demand is not uniform on the whole 

market; there are passengers which show different degrees of sensitivities regarding price. The 

main factors determining such differences are trip’s aim, incomes level, or the accessibility 

(financial and geographical) of another type of transport.  

 

The consumers negotiation’s power is reduced, market being characterized by an atomized 

demand, with a significant number of people without alternatives. The low level of price in 

comparison with other countries in Western Europe constitutes a hindrance for potential 

competitors, and doesn’t stimulate competition’s intensification through rising profitability on 

the most used networks. 

http://www.consiliulferoviar.ro/
http://www.consiliulferoviar.ro/
http://www.consiliulferoviar.ro/
http://www.consiliulferoviar.ro/
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Graph 1: Regarding the Evolution Herfindahl-Hirschman Index and CR3 and the Degree of 

Market Concentration 

 
Source: CFR Calatori, http://www.consiliulferoviar.ro/ accessed at 15.03.2020 

 

The degree of market transparency is limited; although the level of tariffs can be observed by 

competitors; while a significant part of the costs is quite symmetrical, the costs’ structure is 

difficult to identify; the railway transport’s dynamic depends even on employees’ skills, 

qualifications, and motivation. 

 

From an economic point of view, the only path for rail transport to regain its central position 

depends on rising its competitiveness. 

 

In the EU there has been registered a moderate increase in the number of passengers using 

railway transport, while the situation in Romania is lower than the European average, due to 

missing investments, and fierce competition for road transport. 

 

From administrative point of view, Romania is well positioned in respect with liberalization 

degree, but the main disadvantages are brought by decaying railway infrastructure and rolling 

material. 

 

The demand for railway transport is determined by endogenous and exogenous factors; the 

endogenous elements are railway infrastructure’s quality, the way companies administrate 

railway transport services, doubled by network density, inter-connectivity, quality of transport 

services, pricing. Exogenous factors have demographical character, being influenced by the 

number of people in a specific geographical area, unemployment, incomes level and a 

commercial character such as number of jobs, touristic activities, and the psychological 

availability to use a specific type of transport.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The action measures taken by the competition are quite timid due to structural peculiarities in 

railway transport area, the main one being complicated barriers hindering market entry 

strategies. But when a specific level of passengers’ transport is overcome, the commercial 

incomes are bigger than the costs, the profit being directly influenced by railway transport 

activity’s intensification. In that moment the railway system would become efficient on 

commercial base only, without needing to attract public financing.  
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But in order to get to this point, there are necessary initial investments in infrastructure, while 

in order to revitalize railway transport (Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry of 

Transport, p. 34), there are needed some measures such as: 

- limiting public spending (through subsidies) of road transport, and the internalization of 

all costs generated by transport activity, including environmental costs; 

- creation of necessary prerequisites in order to provide the framework for the railway 

transport’s development, in an open and competitive environment; 

- limiting necessary subsidies for railway transport until it gets to its own minimum 

intrinsic efficiency. 

 

One main premise of European transport policy is: „The continent’s prosperity will depend on all 

European regions’ capacities to stay fully integrated in world economy, in a competitive manner. 

Efficient transports are a vital prerequisite for this.” (Development strategy 2018-2020 Ministry 

of Transport, p. 2) 
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1. PRIOR DETERMINANTS 

 

inance, i.e. the financial function (apart from the supply, production and sales functions), 

is of special and priority significance in all business entities. The financial function of a 

business entity (an enterprise, a company) is possible to perceive as the flow and process 

of the management of monetary jobs and tasks, i.e. the collection, accumulation, concentration 

and securing of financial assets for manufacturing, service, commercial and marketing goals 

and purposes, and so forth. The financial function is the underpinning for the achievement of 

financial decision-making (analyses, research studies, business operation and profitable 

business doing rating and assessment), as well as strategic, tactical and operational decision-

making, investing - and personnel-related decisions (in the short, medium and long terms), and 

so forth.  

 

The role, place, and significance of finance in the management system can be perceived in a 

complex and differentiated manner, bearing in mind a very complex set of factors: 

manufacturing, capital, a structure, costs and changes, an increase in value; business and 

financial decision-making; the distribution of own funds; anticipated changes and an increase 

in monetary flows; the creation and modelling of projections, concepts and strategies; the 

management of riskiness, a salary (stimulus) payment policy; the estimation and assessment of 

effects, the results of profitable business doing, and so on. Finance is the lifeblood of the 

economic mechanism. 

 

Each one of the existing functions in business entities contains and includes the management 

of the function itself as well. Analogously, there is also the management of the management 

system itself (“meta management”). The place, role and significance of finance in general 

management are important. More specifically, apart from general management in the supply, 

manufacturing and sales functions (enterprises), it is also possible to observe financial 

management in each one of these individual business functions. Namely, the connectedness 

between the financial function and goods and monetary flows, on the one hand, and the other 

functions in the management of business entities crystallizes itself. Circulation and the “circular 
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flow of reproduction” is traced from money, goods (raw materials and reproduction materials), 

manufacturing and goods again (finished products), realized money etc. 

 

The financial goals that can be classified in a principled way into the following groups: initial, 

interim (interphase and interstate) and final assume special significance. “Initial goals” include 

the optimal structure of assets and sources of funds, liquidity, rational and purposeful 

investments. “Interim goals” include financial stability and balance, cost (expense) 

minimization and the maximization (optimization) of income, revenue and a profit 

(accumulation), solvency, asset turnover (favoring the speed of such turnover) and so on. Final 

goals incorporate the financial strength, poser and independence (i.e. autonomy); the 

maximization of gains and a profit (profitability) as a target function; an increase in property 

(assets). The structure of said financial goals and the interactive connections existing between 

them are perceived. The role and significance of these goals achieve both for the financial 

function and overall management, guidance and decision-making in a concrete business and 

social, or state (public) entity crystalize themselves. (6; 2015, 325 – 326). 

 

2.  THE INTER-CAUSALITY OF FINANCIAL DETERMINANTS  

 

The connectedness, interdependence and inter-conditionality of financial determinants in 

business and social entities are perceived bearing in mind the financial goals, organization, 

policy, concept and strategy, the information system, and decision-making flows.  

 

Diagram 1. The connection of the factors: the financial goals and policy, information and 

decision-making: 

  

 
 

The main, basic tasks of the financial function encompass a panoply including planning the 

financial assets of profitable business doing, the provision of assets (own, credit, donations, 

etc.) for all business functions, the use and functional use of assets (inflow and/or outflow 

dynamics), placement (forms, time, riskiness, anticipated yields) and potential transformations 

(the circular flow) of assets from one form into another, the collection of realization and claims 

based upon products and/or services (manufacturing, nonmanufacturing, combined), the 

monitoring of all the monetary asset flows through the control system (cashier operations, 

securities received and issued, giro accounts, liabilities and receivables (claims), unfinished 

production, buyers, suppliers, stocks, interests, insurance, integration, etc.). 

 

There are also derived and accompanying tasks of the financial function that include the 

recording and control of financial documentation, the financial analysis of business operations 

(the analysis of the balance, ratio analysis, the analysis of productivity, profitability and cost 

effectiveness, liquidity, solvency), the payment modality (cash, noncash, etc.), informing, 

reporting, and so forth. The close connectedness between the bookkeeping-accounting and the 

financial functions as the “more passive” activity and the “more active” activity, respectively, 
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is crystallized; it is quite frequently the case that, in practice, these two functions are performed 

as one, the so-called financial-accounting function. 

 

The goals and tasks of financial activities indirectly economic, or social and/or state-owned 

entities, determine constant programming, the designing and planning of diverse activities and 

actions integrally including diverse balance positions (in the Balance Sheet and the Profit and 

Loss Account), planning different flows and processes (of cash, total assets, the basic and 

working funds, i.e. capital, in a contemporary complex interpretation, etc.). For said reasons, 

the financial function performed in business entities is carried out in connection with the scope, 

complexity and sophistication of financial tasks, and in compliance with different principles of 

the organization, such as centralization, decentralization, mixed forms, etc., also depending 

upon numerous (internal and external) factors, the form of the activity, the technical-

technological equipment of work and personnel potentials, marketing, etc. and that function is 

becoming ever-stronger in contemporary conditions. (6; 327-328)  

 

Diagram 2: The model of the organization of the financial function and jobs in business 

entities: 

 
 

The activities of the raising, collection and placement of assets include financial business 

operations, (5), making investments in research and development, the activities in the financial 

market (capital), and asset insurance and channeling activities. Payment operation and 

liquidation jobs include obligations (liabilities) towards suppliers and receivables from buyers, 

liquidation (“depot”), cash-in-hand, and so forth. The activities of financial management 

include planning (the plan), analysis, control and reporting. There are also interim jobs. (6; 

328).  

 

The connection between and inter-conditionality, intertwinement and the crisscross nature of 

the flows and actors in financial planning are indicative, bearing in mind the complex 

multidimensional, dynamic plan set of factors and elements, such as fixed assets, the stocks of 

raw materials, materials (reproduction materials), manufacturing in progress, the stocks of 

finished products, salaries and other costs of labor, amortization, buyers and suppliers, 

receivable collection, cash flows, sales and administrative costs, cash and loan sales, sales 
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assets and purchase assets, investment, shareholders and lenders, the use of loan arrangements, 

loan placement payoff, dividends, inflationary tendencies and the reality of nominal indicators, 

and so on. There are cash flows from business, investment activities, funding (collection and 

payout, asset inflows and outflows). Cash flows are realized as the net changes in cash assets 

during a business period (6; 329-330). Finance and accounting are the very backbone of 

business operations. 

  

Diagram 3: The principles/rules of financing as the norms of the application of a financial 

policy 

 

 
 

“The Profitability Principle” expresses a positive financial effect, which implies that it 

expresses optimal, maximum results on a longer- or longtime horizon. “The Safety Principle” 

assumes that the business from which the spent monetary assets will be valorized with a 

(relative) certainty are financed. A business entity aspires to a reduction in and the 

minimization of costs and the strengthening of its own sources of financing (in closing the 

“funding construction”). The impossibility of the collection of receivables that must necessarily 

be minimized is also a risk. There are also suspicious and/or disputed receivables. “The 

Flexibility (Elasticity) Principle” denotes the ability to adapt to changed market and 

conjunctural conditions quickly or more slowly in a short term. The additional capital 

conditioned by an increase in the scope of and/or changes in the business operation structure is 

also a necessity. “The Excessive Indebtedness Protection Principle” implies the funding 

brought into compliance with riskiness, i.e. the share of own capital necessarily has to be 

proportional to riskiness, i.e. risk should necessarily be accompanied by a greater share of own 

capital (with an increase in the share of own capital, the independence and autonomy of a 

business entity - enterprise also increases). The rules of financing imply norms for the 

implementation of a financial policy. The financing principles include a) a relationship between 

own and foreign capital (vertical rules), b) the relationships between parts of assets and capital 

(horizontal rules), and c) related factors (cross-elements). This is the domain of classical 

finance. The purport of financial analysis implies offering an information base for the 

tendencies of the development of the analyzed or investigated phenomenon through the 

decomposition of phenomenal forms and comparison, all aimed at and for the purpose of 

decision-making, making correct decisions, and undertaking adequate activities and 

procedures. The capital market, which is favored in contemporary conditions of profitable 
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business doing, denotes the place in which the offer of and demand for capital, (4), i.e. different 

forms of financial mechanisms and instruments, confront with each other, the place where a 

larger number of participants (the state, issuers, investors, etc.) appear. The movement flows 

are uncertain. (6; 329-332).  

Public finance and the sources of financing budgetary assets, public income, expenses, short- 

or long-term capital investments, etc. are a special field. 

 

The contemporary era is also characterized by the existence of parallel and virtual finance, the 

building of pyramidal and fictitious, nonexistent financial power structures. (1,2,3).  

 

3.  INDIVIDUAL MONETARY FLOWS IN SERBIA 

 

Certain indicators belonging to the financial, i.e. credit-monetary sphere relevant for profitable 

business doing in Serbia were indicative for the duration of the prior development period. 

 

Table 1. The crystallized indicators of cash flows and the money supply (in billion dinars):  

Elements 2001 2007 2013 2019 Growth (%) 

Primary 41.643 169.020 311.159 581.717 15.78 

М1 58.233 248.873 388.265 903.603 16.46 

М3 125.414 903.871 1,716.882 2,823.516 23.43 

Source: Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Serbia (May 2020), “The Public Finance 

Bulletin”, Belgrade, pp. 12 – 14. 

 

A fact is established of the dynamic nominal growth of the primary money in the domestic 

(dinar) currency (at an average annual long-term growth rate of 15.78%). There is also a 

dynamic trend of the growth of the money supply (М1) at the synchronous rate of 16.46%). 

Apart from this, the money supply (M3) achieves the most dynamic growth (at the rate of 

23.43%). It is necessary to point out the existing inflationary tendencies affecting the reality of 

the increase in the monetary indicators. 

 

Graph 1: The quantitative parameters of the monetary supply presented graphically 
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Table 2. The volume of loan placements to the corporate sector and the retail sector (in 

billion dinars): 

E l e m e n t s 2001 2007 2013 2019 Growth (%) 

Corporate sector  247.829 508.167 1,110.016 1,290.788 9.60 

Retail sector 5.277 305.967 673.696 1,111.392 219.17 

Total (1+2): 253.106 814.134 1,783.712 2,402.180 13.32 

Source: Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Serbia (May 2020), “The Public Finance 

Bulletin”, Belgrade, pp. 12 – 14. 

 

It is possible to perceive the dynamic long-term growth of financial loan placements 

(arrangements) to the institutional (individual) corporate and retail sectors, and in the total 

volume as well. The most dynamic growth is achieved by the loan assets directed with a special 

purpose towards the retail sector. Again, it is needed to highlight the inflationary trends 

affecting a reduction in the real value of the nominal parameters in this period. Inflation 

(expressed by the retail consumer price growth rate) was on average 91.8% and 1.7% in 2001 

and 2019, respectively. In the latest available period (May 2020), inflation was reduced (0.7% 

at the interannual level), and this trend was significantly affected by the movement of the oil 

derivative prices. Synchronously, the comparative inflation of the EU countries is lower 

(0.6%).  

 

Graph 2. Clearer presentation of the loan volume numerical parameters 

 

 
 

In the current period, the biggest formative share in the structure of the placements to the 

corporate sector was achieved by loans for working assets (38.9%) and investment loans 

(43.3%), with the interannual growth of the working asset loans (12.2%) and investment loans 

(24.5%). Comparatively, when the placements to the retail sector are concerned, the biggest 

structural share was achieved by cash loans (43.8%) and residential loans (36.3%), with the 

interannual growth of cash loan assets (16.5%), as well as residential loan arrangement (6.4%). 
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Regarding the structure of the sources of the bank assets, the share of the assets lent dominates 

(85.3% at the end of May 2020). Comparing that with the same period of the previous year, the 

lent assets increased (1.4%). The structure could also be substantially more favorable.  

From the aspect of the currency structure of the asset sources, too, the foreign-exchange sources 

prevail, participating with a share exceeding one-half (50.6%); however, the share was reduced 

in comparison with the identical period of the last year (1.9%), which is the question of the 

optimality of the share of the domestic sources. 

 

The “inflow of (foreign-exchange) assets” was also achieved by issuing state (public) bonds in 

the international financial market to accomplish operational goals. 

 

The money supply was covered (M1, 159%) even considerably more than the half-year 

imports. In May 2020, the NBS retained the level of the reference interest rate (1.5%). The 

movements in the foreign exchange market are a determinant of the real depreciation of the 

domicile currency in comparison with the EUR currency (0.1%), whereas nominally, the Dinar 

did not fluctuate. In comparison with the same period in the last year, the foreign-exchange 

rate achieved a nominal appreciation (0.3%) and a real appreciation (0.9%). With the aim of 

amortizing enormous current oscillations, the financial institution, i.e. the NBS, intervened at 

the interbank foreign-exchange market with a greater amount of money (i.e. 250 million euros) 

in May 2020. 

 

Banks are also the largest individual investors in state securities. 

 

Speaking about financial markets, the trade of securities, stocks and bonds was reduced by one-

third in May 2020 in relation to the same period in 2019 on the Belgrade Stock Exchange. 

Furthermore, the total market capitalization at the end of May 2020 was considerable (510.1 

billion dinars); however, it was reduced by 2.6% in comparison with the identical period in 

2019. Besides, this year in May, foreign investors did not have a big share in the total turnover 

on the Stock Exchange (6.15%), the same being reduced by 7.25% in comparison with the 

same period in 2019. The share of foreign investors in trade flows and stocks was 

synchronously significant (28.74%, with a comparable growth of 18.59%), whereas this share 

in the trade of the public bonds of the RoS was smaller (4.17%, with a comparable significant 

reduction 10.30%). The oil price (for the Urals oil type) was over 30.65 dollars/barrel, and the 

price has been reduced by 41.7% since the beginning of 2020 in comparison with the same 

period in the previous year (7; 7-10). 

 

4.  CONCLUSION 

 

Finance and accounting are the backbone, depth and “lifeblood” of the business operations of 

a business entity. Financial goals and principles have theoretically and practically been 

elaborated. Namely, for example, the liquidity principle shows whether a business entity in 

capable of valorizing (i.e. paying for) its liabilities that have come due and payable 

simultaneously maintaining the necessary volume and/or structure of working (monetary and 

other) assets and maintaining a solid “credit rating, i.e. financial reliability”. 

 

The financial indicators of activities are expressed by the relations of the total income and 

costs, individual and total investments in business assets, and so on. These relations represent 

the coefficients of the turnover of such business (basic and working) assets (which can be 

different). A financial constellation is denoted by the ownership structure of the source of 

assets. This structure has a goal to perceive the proportion of own and borrowed sources of 
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financing. The indicators of the market value are indicative for enterprises (especially so for 

joint-stock companies), and they encompass the indicators of the market price per share, net 

earnings per share, dividends and so on. 

 

Efficiency is reduced to the “minimax” principle, i.e. the principle implying minimum 

investment and maximum effects. The real economy is the basic of the financial economy. 

“Virtual finance” is the contemporariness. 
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Abstract: The influence of corporate income taxation on financial statements presented on a 

domestic accounting standards basis differ by countries in a wide range. Corporate income 

taxation in Hungary has a strong connection to the Hungarian Accounting Act. From 2016 it 

is prescribed or allowed for specific companies to present their financial statements on IFRS 

basis. The transition represented not only a challenge in the accounting system of the 

companies, but the state had to face new tasks because the taxation of IFRS companies had to 

meet the tax principle of horizontal equity and ensure the proper tax revenue. Research data 

arise from financial statements of Hungarian companies listed on the Budapest Stock 

Exchange. The average effective tax rate of Hungarian listed companies decreased after the 

transition. Temporary tax rules for IFRS companies were applied to reach the tax level of the 

companies that prepare their financial statements following the Hungarian Accounting Law. 

Authors compare the results with empirical findings of other European countries. 

 

Keywords: IFRS, corporate income taxation, listed companies. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

n Hungary, from January 2016 on a range of companies have the opportunity, and since 

2017, the obligation to apply the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) by 

preparing their separate financial statements. To prepare transition, reconciliation with the 

various areas affected, such as e.g. accounting, taxation, collection of statistical data, has started 

from the very outset (Molnár, 2015). 

 

In Hungary, the calculation of corporate tax relies strongly on the information obtained in the 

course of the derivation of accounting profits; therefore, the taxation issues of transition to the 

IFRS had utmost importance. The member states of the European Union are of divergent views 

whether they approve or not the use of IFRS on the level of separate financial statement 54 

(Bíró, 2015). The Anglo-Saxon countries and those Central and Eastern European countries 

that have joined later the EU would allow the application of the IFRS for a much broader circle 

of companies. On the other hand, Germany, France and Austria, where taxation and accounting 

are traditionally closely related, would allow only for the narrowest circle prescribed in the IAS 

regulation to prepare their separate financial statements in conformity with the IFRS (Guggiola, 

2010; Procházka and Molín, 2016). 
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The situation of the Central European countries and, among them, Hungary, is peculiar because 

so far as the relation between accounting and corporate taxation are concerned they are 

conventionally much closer to the stringent German approach; still, as regards the application 

of the IFRS they tend to be much more allowing and stand closer to the Anglo-Saxon practice. 

The more widespread the application of the IFRS becomes on the level of the member states, 

the more important it is to find out how can IFRS-based accounting be harmonised with 

taxation (Brüggemann et al., 2012; Cuzdriorean and Matis, 2012; Jacobs et al., 2005). 

 

Several empirical studies have examined actual or theoretical corporate taxation in the member 

states with taxes computed according to the IFRS or local accounting principles (Eberhartinger 

& Klostermann, 2007; Gavana et al., 2015; Haverals, 2007; Jirásková, 2013). However, partly 

due to the vast differences in the methodology of the studies the conclusions significantly differ 

in whether the introduction of the IFRS would result in tax deficit or tax surplus for the 

respective exchequers of the different member states. The doubt raised before the introduction 

of IFRS in Hungary, namely whether transition shall or not have any negative impact on 

taxation, coincide with these quite diverse empirical results (Mészáros, 2015). 

 

TAXATION OF IFRS COMPANIES 

 

In Hungary, the most significant of all taxes levied on profits is the corporate tax. Earlier all 

companies in Hungary calculated the corporate tax based on the profit before tax as per the 

local GAAP, but after the transition, IFRS companies declare their corporate tax on the PBT 

as per IFRS.  

 

As at the transition the parties set as a goal the principle of fiscal neutrality (Molnár, 2015), it 

had to be achieved that the tax liabilities of the companies should be more or less the same 

irrespective of their accounting systems. To reach this goal, adjusting items were required 

(Borók, 2015), and finally, amendments to the tax act were adopted. Companies under the 

domestic accounting system use adjusting items for modifying the tax basis. These adjusting 

items arise from the different requirements of the Act on Accounting and the Corporate Tax 

Act. The IFRS companies need further adjusting items to balance the differences between 

accounts prepared according to the IFRS and the Act on Accounting. 

 

In the preparatory phase, the proper level of tax revenue was also formulated as a requirement 

in the transition process. A minimum tax was applied to maintain the stability of state revenues. 

Accordingly, in the fiscal year of transition and the consecutive tax year companies shall pay 

a corporate tax at least the same that paid in the last fiscal year preceding transition. When the 

company, due to unfavourable economic processes, should pay a significantly lower amount 

of corporate tax than the amount paid before the transition, a special exemption can be applied.  

 

The legislator tries to eliminate the above anomaly of the minimum tax by a temporary solution. 

If the corporate tax liability of the company as calculated according to the Hungarian 

accounting rules would be less than in the year before the transition, then it can lodge a special 

request for its tax liability to be established according to the acts on accounting.  This remedy 

is therefore available only temporarily as the exemption can be requested only in the year of 

transition and the consecutive one. In that case, companies shall have a bookkeeping system 

that meets the requirements of both IFRS and Hungarian Accounting Act (hereinafter; 

Hungarian Accounting Standards, HAS). 
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Companies that establish their tax liabilities from the profit before tax as per IFRS incorporate 

into their calculations the differences between the two accounting systems with the help of a 

multi-phase corporate tax calculation process. As the Hungarian accounting rules treat the 

changes in the equity in a way different from the IFRS, therefore these differences shall need 

to be adjusted. The accounting treatment of expenses and incomes shows differences in the two 

systems, either; so, these differences must be adjusted, too, still before the establishment of the 

adjusted pre-tax profit. 

 

Adjusted PBT shall be further modified because of the differences stemming from the different 

approaches of the statutory provisions regulating accounting and taxation. This modification 

circle has impacts on several points on the tax expense of those applying the IFRS. The switch 

from HAS to IFRS causes transition differences which also have to be considered on this level. 

After the consideration of the previously mentioned tax base adjustments, companies determine 

the corporate tax, which can be reduced potentially by tax benefits. 

 

METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

 

In our study, we analysed data on the corporate taxes paid between 2016 and 2018 by 

companies transitioning to the IFRS in 2017. According to the data published by the Hungarian 

National Tax and Customs Authority in 2017 (NAV, 2017), 142 companies that have 

transitioned to IFRS and preparing their accounts thereunder have filed corporate tax returns. 

We have confined our study only to companies listed on the Budapesti Értéktőzsde (Budapest 

Stock Exchange) as of 01 January 2020. The reason for this is that listed public companies are 

the only well identifiable group, that were uniformly obliged to adopt the use of IFRS. 

 

On 01 January 2020 shares of 43 companies were listed on the Budapest Stock Exchange. 

Among these companies, 35 were listed in both 2017 - at the date of the obligatory IFRS 

transition. So, these companies have data relevant for our study. We removed the data of an 

association of savings banks, as it transitioned to IFRS in 2019. As a result, the 34 enterprises 

taken into account in the study represent only 24% of the transitioning companies, but they 

collectively account for 67% of the cumulated pre-tax profits of all. Therefore, the changes that 

can be observed in the sample well represent trends in state revenues as a result of the transition. 

 

As regards their legal forms, out of the 34 companies, 33 are public companies limited by 

shares and 1 is a European company. As regards their business, industrial production 

companies, services providers and financial firms have a more or less equal share among them, 

and there are a small number of real estate companies, one bank and one insurer among them. 

 

In our studies, we examined data in the financial statements of the 34 companies above for the 

period between 2016 and 2018.  Using these we have obtained for each year the actual effective 

tax rates by the help of formula 1. 

 

  effective tax rate =
Corporate tax for the year of assessment

IFRS profit before taxation –Other profit taxes
      (1) 

 

Thus, from the period before the transition, from among the financial statements prepared in 

2016 as per Hungarian Act on Accounting those were taken into account that had a positive 

pre-tax result in 2016, and their profit and loss statement showed corporate tax expense. Thus, 

out of the pre-selected 34 companies, the data of 17 could be used regarding 2016. From FYs 

2017 and 2018, i.e. the period after the transition, we have collected the corporate tax liability 
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and the pre-tax profit in the IFRS financial statements. We have taken into account companies 

that had tax liabilities in the given years and a positive pre-tax result. Seventeen listed 

companies met these criteria in 2017, and 24 in 2018. 

 

The IFRS income taxes differ from those computed as per the Hungarian Act on Accounting; 

therefore, they had to be adjusted. The Act on Accounting interprets only corporate tax as an 

income tax expense in the year of assessment. Several IFRS companies in Hungary classify 

local business tax and innovation tax as an income tax under IAS 12 and other companies 

present these tax types as other operating expenses, which is the right treatment on the basis of 

the local GAAP.  In 2017 were 20 and in 2018 22 cases, where these taxes were treated as 

income taxes. We filtered them from the pre-tax profits. 

 

Table 1. Accounting for "other income taxes" at the companies studied 

Year 2017 2018 

Accounted for as income tax 21 23 

Accounted for as other operating expense 12 11 

No data available/no IFRS FS 1 0 

Total 34 34 
 

The average amount of the effective corporate tax could be determined from the effective 

corporate tax rates of the companies using formula 1. The results of the calculations are 

summarised in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Rate of the average effective corporate tax 

 2016 eff. CT 2017 eff. CT 2018 eff. CT 

Average effective corporate tax 6.72% 3.35% 7.33% 

The cleaned average effective tax rate 5.76% 3.10% 4.97% 

 

The averages presented in the first row of Table 2 contain some extreme values that 

considerably distorted our results; we cleaned our database. As a result, we calculated the 

cleaned effective tax rates, in which the highest and the lowest effective tax rate values of the 

respective companies were not included. The cleaned average effective tax rates can be found 

in the last row of Table 2. We have compared the data obtained with national tax authority data 

for IFRS taxpayers published by Tóth-Takács (2018). 

 

Table 3. Computation of the corporate tax of companies using the IFRS in 2017 (data in 

HUF) 

1. Profit before tax as per IFRS (IFRS PBT) 895,014 

2. IFRS PBT adjusting items (a+b) -36,909 

a. Other income taxes (local business tax, innovation tax, etc.) -33,645 

b. IFRS adjustments -3,264 

3. Adjusted profit before tax (APBT) (Lines 1+2) 858,105 

4. Total APBT adjustments – not including Line 5 -559,364 

5. IFRS transition difference -9,459 

6. Tax base (Lines 3+4+5) or minimum income 286,542 

7. Corporate tax payable or minimum tax 20,815 

Source: Authors processing based on data of Tóth-Takács (2018) 
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RESULTS 

 

From the results of the cleaned data, it is obvious that from the first year of the transition to 

IFRS, i.e. from 2017, the average tax rate of public listed companies has considerably 

decreased. It must, however, be examined whether it comes from the transition or other 

processes could also contribute to the considerable decrease experienced in 2017. 

 

An explanation for the decrease can, on the one hand, be that from 2017 the rate of corporate 

tax has changed. As opposed to the progressive taxation applied before (the rate of the corporate 

tax was 10 % up to a tax base HUF 500 million and 19% after that), a fixed rate 9% corporate 

tax was introduced. Thus, in order to make the data for 2016 to be comparable with data from 

subsequent periods, it was justified to recalculate the corporate taxes for 2016 by the tax rate 

introduced in 2017. In 2016, the financial statements complied the Act on Accounting, and they 

also include a detailed breakdown of the calculation of the corporate tax; thus, the theoretical, 

9% tax can be derived from these. 

 

Table 4. The impact of the change in the nominal rates on the effective tax rate 

Tax base 
Eff.tax_10-

19% 

Eff.tax_9

% 

Change of 

rate 

Change of tax 

burden 

HUF 0-500 million 4.41% 2.60% -1.81% -43.53% 

HUF 500 million < 7.68% 6.91% -0.77% -10.00% 

Eff- CT tax_total 6.72% 5.64% -1.07% -16.84% 

millionCleanef 

CT_total 
5.76% 4.73% -1.03% -17.92% 

 

Although it seems to be an apparent explanation as the tax rate was reduced from 19% to less 

than its half, i.e. to 9 %, it is important to note, that out of the 17 companies with data relevant 

to 2016, there were only five whose tax base exceeded the HUF 500 million limits, accordingly, 

the remaining 12 companies could apply the lower, 10% tax rate for their entire tax base. 

 

In this way, the tax burdens of the twelve companies with a tax base under HUF 500 million 

decreased by a mere 10% as a result of the recalculation of the data for 2016, while their 

effective tax rates have decreased by 0.77-point percentage. For tax income, however, the 

figures for the five "key accounts", who in 2016 have accounted for 95% of the total amount 

of the tax liabilities of the above 17 companies are crucial. Their tax liabilities decreased by 

43.53% on average, and their average effective tax rates from 4.41% to 2.6%. 

 

As shown in table 4, the impact of the tax rate reduction introduced in 2017 on the effective 

tax rates and the tax burdens of the companies is smaller than the decrease experienced in the 

year of transition. Thus, the change in the tax rates in itself could not result in a drop of the 

average effective tax rates of companies to almost the half in the year of transition compared 

to these in the preceding year, i.e. 2016. 

 

Although to allow their comparison, all other profit taxes except corporate tax were already 

reclassified into the profit before tax; there are still differences that result from the different 

accounting approaches. The IFRS adjusting items in PBT are aimed to treat this difference. In 

order that their impact and efficiency could be examined, we had to compare the pre-tax profits 

computed in two different ways. We can use as a point of reference the pre-tax profits for the 

year 2016. 
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IFRS 1 requires the presentation of the data for the business year preceding transition for 

comparative purpose, in the first financial statements prepared based on International Financial 

Reporting Standards. Thus, the financial statements of those who transitioned in 2017 also 

include the comparative data for 2016. In these, we can find the profit before tax for 2016 that 

shall be adjusted as aforesaid by the other income taxes accounted for in the income tax 

expenses. 

 

We compared the two types of data of those listed companies whose calculated pre-tax profits 

and corporate tax liabilities had a positive value in 2016 both in IFRS, and HAS. 15 of the 34 

companies (seven listed on BUX and eight other traders) met this criterion. Using the data, we 

examined how the difference between the pre-tax profits estimated according to the IFRS and 

by the method prescribed by the Hungarian Act on Accounting impacted the average effective 

tax rate. 

 

Table 5. Theoretical impact of the average effective tax rate change in 2017 on 2016 

  Av._diff.PTP 

(Act on Acc./IFRS) 

IFRS 2016 Act on Acc. 2016 

  Eff.tax rate Eff.tax_10-19% 

Other +27.93% 7.52% 7.97% 

BUX +14.77% 2.49% 2.89% 

Total +21.79% 5.17% 5.60% 
 

From Table 5, it is apparent that, on average, the IFRS profit before taxation is higher than in 

HAS. It is not only valid for the averages but also the single companies: as a result of the IFRS 

transition, the PBT decreased by only three companies, out of the 14 examined companies. 

 

We also further examined other IFRS tax adjustments from the data of the national tax authority 

(Tóth-Takács, 2018), presented in Table 3. The total IFRS adjustments, other than the other 

income tax corrections, result in a much lesser decrease in the IFRS profit before tax. On the 

level of the adjusted PBT, essential adjustments are the adjusting effects of the transition 

differences. If we examine their increasing or decreasing impact on the tax base separately, 

then they are relatively significant. If, however, we consider them on their net values, their 

impacts amending the tax base become less significant compared to the other adjusting items 

associated with the IFRS. 

 

Following their transitions to the IFRS, these companies have, as a non-recurring effect, a 

transition difference. According to IFRS 1, transition difference is accounted for directly in the 

equity; therefore, it does not affect the profit or loss. Although this difference is accounted for 

within equity, according to the Act on Personal Income Tax, it is still considered as an adjusting 

item of the tax base. According to the 2017 data, the predominant part of the transitioning 

companies availed themselves of the opportunity to decrease their tax base by the transition 

differences. The negative difference can be accounted for as a decreasing item in three years, 

while the positive difference can either be accounted for in three years or all in one sum, in the 

year of transition. The transition difference is a one-off effect in the tax of the IFRS companies. 

The adjusting effect of the transition difference ceases in the third year, at the latest, following 

the transition, and from then on it causes no difference compared to the tax determination of 

companies of the Hungarian Act on Accounting. 

 

There are also adjusting items which both affect IFRS and the Hungarian Act on Accounting 

companies; however, the adjustment affects the two circles differently: e.g.  IFRS companies 
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more frequently use fair value measurement in their financial statements than local GAAP 

companies. 

 

Among the examined companies, there were several holding companies, participants of the real 

estate market and financial services providers; by whom fair value measurement is a usual 

accounting practice, the impacts may cause a significant difference in the pre-tax profits of the 

two accounting systems. 

 

By 2016, compared to the local GAAP, the pre-tax profit items were extended according to 

IFRS. Among the real estate companies, the profit before tax as per the IFRS was always higher 

than per local GAAP. During 2016 a steady price growth could already be observed on the real 

estate market (MNB Lakásárindex, 2020; Statisztikai Tükör, 2019), then this price increase 

could manifest through the fair valuation in the IFRS pre-tax profits. These surplus profits 

appear as a decreasing item in the tax base by the same amount as the profits originating from 

the fair valuation. 

 

Thus, due to the adjusting items, the fair valuation had no impact on the amount of the corporate 

tax.  It, however, decreased the effective tax rate calculated from the pre-tax profits obtained 

according to the IFRS. 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

In our paper, we examined corporate tax data obtained from the financial statements of 

Hungarian companies listed on the Stock Exchange. Our research question focused on the tax 

revenues of IFRS companies after the transition. 

In Hungary, IFRS companies may use the profit before tax presented according to the 

international standards as the basis for the calculation of their corporate taxes. 

 

In Hungary, the corporate tax base is determined on a domestic accounting basis. IFRS 

companies apply tax base adjusting items, taking into consideration also the domestic adjusting 

items and tax benefits. 

 

According to data regarding share issuers listed on the Budapest Stock Exchange, in the year 

of transition, i.e. in 2017, the average effective tax rates of the companies decreased 

significantly, and this lower value also remained in 2018, i.e., the year following the transition.  

The decrease was larger than the considerable decrease in 2017 of the nominal corporate tax 

rate. 

 

The PBT adjustments and the recognition of the transition differences also explain the decrease 

of the effective tax rate. The tax base adjustments secured the steadiness of tax revenues and 

the tax neutrality of taxpayers.  

 

We identified the adjustments resulting from the fair value method as significant adjusting 

items by financial services providers, real estate and holding companies. The elimination of the 

positive effects of fair valuation on the profit before tax led to a considerable decrease in the 

effective tax rate but not in the tax revenue of the state. 

 

In 2017, several impacts had resulted in a lower effective tax rate. These are partly attributable 

to transitioning to the IFRS and partly to the change of the tax rate. Their cumulative effect is 

the reason for the decrease. Although, by 2018, the average effective tax rate has increased, 
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still, it did not reach its level of 2016. Thus, part of the decreasing impacts has remained, but 

the one-off tax-reducing effect of transition difference was less significant. The change in the 

effective tax rate was not the result of the fact that due to transitioning, the tax payment 

liabilities of the companies have decreased. 

 

Due to the transition, the change in the effective corporate tax rate is significant. The results 

show significant differences in the pre-tax profits calculated under the two different accounting 

systems. If the tax law regulations would not treat this difference then the effective tax rate 

would remain unchanged. The adjustment rules secure the tax revenue of the state and the 

neutrality of the taxpayers. 

 

The study cover, however, only the data of the year of transitioning (2017) and the consecutive 

business year; therefore, the impact on the long run cannot be ascertained. Results referring to 

FY 2020 shall be highly interesting because of the trends contrary to those that have existed 

during the studied period. 
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Abstract: In the article the problems of the classification of financial mechanisms of 

healthcare systems were considered. The well-known types of the financial mechanisms of 

healthcare systems were described and the authors argued the importance of the development 

of new classification of financial mechanism of healthcare systems in the EU, which will be 

based on the application of quantitative methods. The purpose of the research is cluster (or 

regimes of funding healthcare system) analysis and development for EU countries over long-

term period of 2000-2017.The authors used k-means method for the cluster analysis and 

revealed 5 clusters (groups) for the characteristics of the different regimes of funding 

healthcare system in the EU countries.  

 

Keywords: Healthcare system, Funding, Classification, Cluster analysis  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

ealth of population is a highest value of citizens in the developed democratic countries 

and the one of the prior target of social policy of the governments in the EU countries 

(European Commission, 2010). One of the important task for the government is to 

develop an efficient mechanism of funding healthcare based on the optimal allocation of public 

resources, social equity and access to the main healthcare services needed for support of public 

and individual health, prevention and treatment of the diseases, high quality of the health 

services and good performance of the healthcare institutions. For these reasons strategies of 

health policy should be based on the targets of society, in one of the hand, and features of the 

socio-economic capacities and political background, in other hand. Health policy as a mirror 

of the values of the society or communities, and it is relative with socio-economic systems, 

traditions, national strategical programs of the development, etc. (Greer et al, 2013, Gottlieb et 

al, 2019).  

 

Kostičová et al. noted that “a health system is the ensemble of all public and private 

organizations, institutions and resources mandated to improve, maintain or restore health” 

(Kostičová et al, 2011, p. 84.). That is why is relatively difficult to compare national health 

systems in the different countries, because it is necessary to take into account main indicators 
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characterizing economic, socio-demographic, political and institutional background in each 

country. Nevertheless, some typologies or classification of the healthcare systems to its funding 

are described in the books and papers (Mossialos et al, 2002, Kostičová et al, 2011, Benova et 

al., 2014). The authors characterize well-known types of the financing of health systems as: 

Bismarkian health insurance or public contract model, Beveridge model or public-integrated 

model, Douglas national health insurance model, Semashko national health system or mixed 

private/public system (Kostičová et al, 2011), or develop own classification based on the 

multidimensional analysis of the set of the main indicators characterizing health systems 

(Benova et al., 2014). Beveridge model is based on the public finance by general taxation. This 

model is implemented in the UK, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece. 

The features of this model are: central planning, integrated district health system with 

capitation financing, general physicians service. Bismarckian model has compulsory social 

insurance and it is included contracts with providers or patient reimbursement. This model was 

developed in Germany and it occurs now in Netherlands, France, Austria, Belgium, Slovakia, 

etc. Douglas national health insurance model is based on taxation and cost sharing between 

provincial and federal government. In this system the federal government regulation and 

provincial government administration are implemented, medical services are paid by fee-for-

service and hospitals have block budgets. This system works in Canada and Australia. In mixed 

private/public system private insurance through employment is used, but public insurance 

exists for specific groups (children, elderly, poor) and private voluntary insurance is possible. 

This system is realized in the USA, some countries of Latin America, Asia and Africa. 

Semashko national health system uses revenue from state budget, it characterizes by strong 

central government planning and control and financing by fixed norms per population. This 

system was created and works in the USSR (Kostičová et al, 2011).  

 

Nowadays the tendencies of mix and variation of these models are observed, and cost-sharing 

by patients contributes to health care finance in all countries of the EU (Santo et al, 2020).  

 

Thus, for more complete characteristic of financing mechanisms of healthcare systems in the 

EU countries and for their comparative analysis it is insufficient just distinguish such models 

as: state public health care system; social health insurance system; private medicine or mixed 

system. Even among the countries with similar general principles of financing of public health 

care system there are essential differences in providing the sources and funds of national public 

health care system, payment for various medical services, full or part their covering, etc. That 

is why classification of financial mechanism must be enhanced and expanded by means 

including other additional principles and approaches. 

 

It is important to design classification system based on the quantitative methods and application 

of the set of main indicators.  

 

THE PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 

 

The purpose of the research is cluster (or regimes of funding healthcare system) analysis and 

development for EU countries over long-term period.  

 

For this study the database from Eurostat for main indicators for period of 2000-2017 was used 

and k-means as one of the method of cluster analysis was applied. 
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MAIN RESULTS 

 

In our research three macroeconomic indicators such as: total government expenditure on 

health as % of GDP (TGEH1); total government expenditure on health as % of total general 

government expenditure (TGEH2); total government expenditure on health per capita 

(TGEH3) were used. 

 

Thus, first indicator TGEH1 characterizes the government policy in healthcare; second 

indicator TGEH2 describes budget policy and social policy of the government in its relation to 

healthcare; third indicator TGEH3 shows the level of economic development of the country, 

well-being and relative values of the expenditure on health per capita, which are higher in rich 

and well-developed countries.  

 

The graphical analysis of the plots for the dynamics of the indicators TGEH1, TGEH2 and 

TGEH3 for each country of the EU-28 during period of 2000-2017, as well as the study of their 

basic descriptive statistics for mentioned indicators showed that for many countries of the EU-

28 the tendencies to increase values were observed. In some countries the values of these 

indicators were varied near average level, in other countries the more complicated changes in 

the values of the indicators were revealed (Dubrovina et al, 2020). 

 

These facts proved that on the dynamics of the main macroeconomic indicators (total 

government expenditure on health as % of GDP - TGEH1; total government expenditure on 

health as % of total general government expenditure - TGEH2; total government expenditure 

on health per capita - TGEH3) a lot of social, economic, political factors can have an impact. 

Of course, for many countries in transition, post socialist countries, which join to the EU since 

2004 and later the initial values of total government expenditure on health per capita were 

essentially lower, in comparison with well-developed countries from Western Europe 

(Jakubowski, Busse 1998, Docteur, Oxley, 2003, Boulhol et al., 2012). Due to the crucial 

reforms in healthcare sector, structural investment programs from the EU, rapid economic 

growth in these countries the tendencies of the increasing total government expenditure on 

health per capita or total government expenditure on health as % of GDP were observed. 

Nevertheless, in some countries of the EU the change in the political impact for leading political 

parties, political or economic crises influenced on essential changes in national models of 

funding healthcare (Mossialos et al, 2002, Dixon, 2006, Joumard, 2010, Eurostat, 2020). 

 

In our research we grouped the countries of the EU-28 to similar groups or clusters according 

to their values of the indicators TGEH1, TGEH2 and TGEH3. For the grouping the countries 

of the EU-28 we used data for period of 2000-2017 and k-means method of cluster analysis. 

This method is described in many books devoted the applied statistical methods and is realized 

in such software as: Statistica, SPSS, Matlab, etc. (Borovikov, 2001, Dostal, 2008, Kozlíková, 

2018). On the basis of the analysis of dendrograms and results of the analysis of variance for 

the different number of clusters, as well due to the results of their qualitative interpretation, we 

concluded that number of 5 clusters is the best variant according to the interpretation and results 

of the analysis of variation. The results of analysis of variation for 5 clusters are given in table 

1.  

 

In the table 2 the descriptive statistics is shown for clusters and in table 3 the results of grouping 

countries of the EU-28 are presented for period of 2000-2017. 
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Table 1. Analysis of Variance 

  Between  Within   signif. 

  SS df SS df F p 

X 470,4755 4 518,6642 499 113,1596 0 

Y 945,9238 4 2235,044 499 52,79716 0 

Z 5,5E+08 4 25739546 499 2667,019 0 

Source: own elaboration in Statistica 

 

As it is seen from table 2, cluster No.1 contains 21 cases, this cluster characterizes the highest 

value of total government expenditure on health per capita (indicator TGEH3 or Z), the means 

for other indicators TGEH1 or X (total government expenditure on health as % of GDP) and 

TGEH2 or Y (total government expenditure on health as % of total general government 

expenditure) have relatively high values, but not the biggest. 

 

Table 2. The characteristics of clusters for grouping the EU-28 countries according the 

different regimes of funding healthcare during period of 2000-2017 

 V
a

ri
a

b
le

 

  

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Cluster 5 

Cluster contains 

21 cases 

Cluster contains 

92 cases 

Cluster contains 

93 cases 

Cluster contains 

111 cases 

Cluster contains 

187 cases 

Mean 
Std. 

Dev. 
Mean 

Std. 

Dev. 
Mean 

Std. 

Dev. 
Mean 

Std. 

Dev. 
Mean 

Std. 

Dev. 

X 6,75 1,86 7,23 0,92 6,64 0,77 6,34 0,79 4,8 1,16 

Y 13,58 2,26 15,12 1,97 14,03 1,41 14,36 2 11,71 2,5 

Z 4007,39 342,64 2860,85 
251,5

9 
2030,03 237,06 1141,22 214,57 446,22 199,42 

Source: own elaboration in Statistica 

 

Cluster 2 contains 92 cases, the mean of indicator TGEH1 or X (total government expenditure 

on health as % of GDP) and mean of indicator TGEH2 or Y (total government expenditure on 

health as % of total general government expenditure) are the biggest, the countries of the EU-

28 with extremely high values of TGEH1 and TGEH2 were concentrated in this cluster. Also 

countries of the EU-28 included in this cluster have very high value of TGEH3 or Z (total 

government expenditure on health per capita) in comparison with countries in other clusters, 

such as: cluster No.4 and Cluster No.5. 

 

Cluster 3 contains 93 cases, in this cluster are relatively high all values of indicators: TGEH1 

or X (total government expenditure on health as % of GDP,) TGEH2 or Y (total government 

expenditure on health as % of total general government expenditure) and TGEH3 or Z (total 

government expenditure on health per capita). But the mean for indicator of TGEH3 is 

essentially lower than in cluster No.1 and cluster No.2, and more than 1,7 times mean value for 

cluster No.4, more than 4,5 times mean value for cluster No.5 

 

Cluster 4 contains 111 cases and characterizes relatively high values for indicators TGEH1 or 

X (total government expenditure on health as % of GDP), and TGEH2 or Y (total government 

expenditure on health as % of total general government expenditure), but relatively low level 

of TGEH3 or Z (total government expenditure on health per capita). 

 

Cluster 5 contains 187 cases and the features of this cluster are the lowest mean values for all 

indicators, such as: TGEH1 or X (total government expenditure on health as % of GDP,) 
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TGEH2 or Y (total government expenditure on health as % of total general government 

expenditure) and TGEH3 or Z (total government expenditure on health per capita). 

 

It should be noted that most of the EU-28 countries switched the regimes of the funding 

healthcare systems. It is proved that over period of 2000-2017 they moved from one kind of 

cluster to another one. For most countries this switch from one type of cluster to another one 

occurred after long period, so it is possible to suggest the results of the economic development, 

new strategies of government, maybe after change of leading political party and other priorities 

in social or budget policies. Nevertheless, some countries demonstrated the stable policy in 

funding their national healthcare and over all period these countries were in the same cluster. 

 

For example, cluster No.5 or “trap of poverty” included post socialist and emerging countries 

which were in this cluster all period of 2000-2017 or long period. 

 

Such countries as: Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Latvia, Hungary and Poland were in this cluster 

all period of 2000-2017. Other countries were in this cluster for long period: Czechia (2000-

2005), Estonia (2000-2014), Lithuania (2000-2016), Malta (2000-2005), Slovakia (2000-

2007). After some improving the funding healthcare systems and increasing total government 

expenditure on health per capita these countries moved to cluster No.4. Thus, Greece started 

from cluster No.5 in 2000 to better cluster No.4, nevertheless as a reaction on the global 

economic and financial crisis of 2008-2012 and internal political and economic crisis this 

country returned to cluster No.5 in 2014 and in 2015. Portugal was in cluster No.5 in 2000 and 

then moved to cluster No.4. In cluster No.5 Slovenia was in 2000 and 2001, then it moved to 

cluster No.4. 

 

For all period of 2000-2017 in cluster No.4 only one country was, this is Spain. In cluster No.4 

a lot of countries of the EU-28 stayed long period, such as: Czechia (2006-2017), Greece (2001-

2013, 2016, 2017), Malta (2010-2017), Portugal (2001-2017), Slovenia (2002-2017), Slovakia 

(2008-2017). In 2000 such countries as: Belgium, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Finland and the 

United Kingdom were in cluster No.4. 

 

In cluster No. 3, cluster No.2 and cluster No.1 no countries were for all period of 2000-2017, 

nevertheless, a lot of countries were for long period. In cluster No.3 a lot of countries were for 

long period: France (2000-2009), Belgium (2001-2008), Italy (2004-2017), Austria (2000-

2006), Sweden (2000-2006), the United Kingdom (2001-2013).  

 

In cluster No.2 some countries were for long time period: Belgium (2009-2017), Ireland (2004-

2017), Netherlands (2007-2017), Austria (2008-2016), Finland (2008-2017) and Sweden 

(2010-2017). Some countries of the EU-28 were in this cluster a shorter period: Denmark 

(2002-2007), Germany (2013-2017), Luxembourg (2003-2007), the United Kingdom (2014-

2017). 

 

In long period cluster No.1 with the highest level of total government expenditure on health 

per capita includes cases from two counties of the EU-28: Denmark (2008-2017) and 

Luxembourg (2008-2017). Austria had occurred in this cluster only in 2017. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF FINANCIAL MECHANISMS OF HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS IN THE 

COUNTRIES OF EUROPEAN UNION 

CONCLUSION 

 

On the base of the analysis of variance for the different number of clusters, as well as results 

of their qualitative interpretation, we concluded that number of 5 clusters is the best variant 

according to the interpretation and results of the analysis of variation. For the qualitative 

interpretation of these clusters we called them “regimes of funding healthcare system”.  

 

It is proved that over period of 2000-2017 countries moved from one kind of cluster to another 

one. For most countries this switch from one type of cluster to another one occurred after long 

period, so it is possible to suggest the results of the economic development, new strategies of 

government, probably after change of leading political party and other priorities in social or 

budget policies. Nevertheless, some countries demonstrated the stable policy in funding their 

national healthcare and over all period these countries were in the same cluster. 

 

It should be noted that in some countries the policy of financing health systems was quite 

flexible and changed, while in other countries this policy was stable for a long term period. At 

the same time, a number of social, economic, political and institutional factors influence the 

policy of financing health systems, which should also be taken into account and studied in 

connection with the changing characteristics of financing the health system in the country. 
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Abstract: Despite their determination to work and build their careers, school graduates are 

not sufficiently prepared to look for work and the opportunities to search a job. In most cases 

they are well prepared in theory and language and are literate in modern technologies. Their 

biggest handicap is the lack of practical skills and work experience. At the same time, 

graduates have to face the challenges of accelerated globalization and digitization. It is 

necessary to find answers to questions about what professional knowledge, practical skills, 

attitudes and values will be shaped by today's graduates and how education systems can 

develop the required knowledge and skills. The ambition of our contribution is to identify the 

main disparities that must be overcome in order to achieve the goal of the country's economic 

development strategy, in which the education system must inevitably correspond to the labour 

market requirements. 

 

Keywords: Labour market, school graduates, skills. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

ccelerated globalization and, as a result, the pandemic crisis are bringing about societal 

change and have affected a wide range of areas from industry to technical 

standardization, security, education system, science, research to the labour market or 

the social system. 

 

The reality of the national labour market, but also of the global labour market, is one of the 

most complex objects of research. It is absolutely essential that the theory, based on careful 

observation, analysis and generalization, comes up with new recommendations for improving 

the organization of the education system and for implementing a successful social policy. 

 

The subject of the paper is mainly the analysis and research of professional competencies, 

which are crucial and useful for the labour market. 

 

2. PROFILE OF YOUNG PEOPLE APPLYING FOR JOBS 

 

There is no doubt that each generation has certain specifics that are only a manifestation of the 

dominants of historical development. 

 

While previous generations have become accustomed to the stability and security of 

employment, the current driving force prefers greater flexibility in working conditions and 
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favours of "freelance" work. Their goal in the work process is primarily to achieve a work-life 

balance.60 

 

3. EMPLOYERS' REQUIREMENTS 

 

Digitization, automation and robotics are processes that began to have a significant impact on 

the labour market before the pandemic crisis. 

 

However, it was not until the onset of the pandemic crisis, which is a global public health crisis 

that the digitization of the private and public sectors accelerated enormously. 

 

Rapid technological progress raises a number of concerns and panics about the threat to the 

existence of today's jobs and at the same time about the uncertainty of the unknown possibilities 

of shaping future labour markets. 

 

Enormously changing technological changes must adapt employers' requirements for new jobs. 

 

At present, it is unthinkable that an employee does not have technological and digital skills. 

Employers also appreciate soft skills, such as analytical thinking, communication, creativity, 

the ability to process complex information. Employers are also placing increasing emphasis on 

social skills. 

 

4. ALTERNATIVES TO PREPARING SCHOOL GRADUATES FOR THE 

LABOUR MARKET 

 

Global challenges also require global solutions to prepare school graduates for the global labour 

market. 

 

Accredited training institutions must be prepared to flexibly reflect the needs of the labour 

market. 

 

The education system must support the adaptation of theoretical knowledge, skills and 

qualifications to demand and job opportunities. This means that it must facilitate the possibility 

of the traditional transition from school to work. 

 

In this regard, it is extremely important not only at the national, but also at the global level to 

support research in the field of shaping the work environment, especially research that is aimed 

at identifying promising study programs shaping graduates. 

 

Educational institutions are expected to develop competencies that are focused primarily on 

verbal communication, analytical critical thinking, creativity, complex problem-solving in 

teamwork, the ability to establish relationships, etc. These skills are referred to in practice as 

soft skills.61 
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The preparation of a quality graduate proving successful on the labour market depends not only 

on the acquisition and development of soft skills, but above all on vocational training and the 

acquisition of practical skills, which we call hard skills. 

 

However, without real practice, it is not possible to create space in the academic environment 

to acquire sufficient and suitable practical skills. 

 

Within academic education, there is an urgent need to develop competencies in a real work 

environment. It is necessary to create a space for mutual cooperation of educational institutions 

with institutions in a real work environment. The close cooperation and mutual interaction of 

these two entities is a sufficient guarantee of quality preparation of young people for proving 

successful in the work environment. 

 

Such close cooperation can be seen in the medical fields, but in other fields the acquisition of 

practical skills is more of a formal nature. This negative phenomenon in the process of 

acquiring practical skills is unacceptable, and there are alternatives to reverse this. 

 

One possible solution can be given for illustration. Every individual can find himself in an 

unfavourable life situation, which will change his life by 180 degrees in a few seconds. As a 

result, his status changes from an economically active member of society to a socially 

stigmatized and socially excluded one. The handicap is all the greater because the current 

generation professes the values of profit and capital. The given trend is striking on social 

networks, where only those who present themselves as young, beautiful and rich are successful. 

The task of every developed society should be to strive for the greatest possible socialization 

of disabled people, in the form of community rehabilitation. The aim of community 

rehabilitation is the renewal or development of physical abilities, mental abilities and work 

abilities of an individual in an unfavourable social situation and support of his integration into 

society. 

 

If, as a result of a sudden injury or illness, an individual finds himself in a state of severe or 

permanent impairment of the body's functional ability, it legally requires care that falls within 

the health care system. Depending on the type and extent of the damage to health, the disabled 

individual will be provided with an adequate form of institutional health care. The fact that the 

form of institutional health care is limited in time by health insurance companies can be 

assessed negatively. It is often the case that hospitalization is terminated even in untreated 

patients. After the end of hospitalization, i.e. the institutional care, the patient is discharged to 

home treatment. By ending the health care process, the disabled person does not become self-

sufficient. With a disability, special needs and dependence on the help of another person occur 

at the same time. A disabled person requires another form of care, namely social care. 

 

Entry into the social care system is significantly more complicated than entry into the health 

care system. Social care is not provided immediately, but presumes an administrative initiative 

from the disabled person or another person on which the disabled person is dependent. It 

represents an enormous bureaucratic, time and financial burden for the disabled, but also for 

his loved ones, who are not yet emotionally balanced with a permanently unfavourable social 

situation. 

 

Depending on the unfavourable social situation and the degree of dependence on the assistance 

of another natural person, the disabled person has the right to choose a social service and the 

form of its provision. Dependence on social services is proved by a valid decision on 
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dependence on social services, while the issuance of a decision is preceded by a lengthy process 

of health assessment activity and subsequently social assessment activity. 

 

There is an unnecessarily long vacuum between the end of the provision of health care and the 

start of the provision of social care, which deepens the hopeless situation of the disabled person 

and his loved ones. They lack orientation in the material, personal and territorial scope of social 

regulations. They have no experience of which institutions to turn to or what form of assistance 

to ask for. Nor are there isolated cases where disabled people have to cope with the reluctance 

and impatience of the staff of the institutions.62 Under the influence of such unpleasant 

circumstances, people with disabilities often have suicidal tendencies. 

 

There is still a tendency in society to help the disabled in the form of one-time in-kind and 

monetary benefits, associated with a spectacular media presentation. Of course, financial 

assistance is also extremely important, but this method of assistance is not permanent and is 

counterproductive for people with disabilities. They are pushed into a passive position, thus 

eliminating their ambition to cope with the situation and the ability to handle self-service 

activities as much as possible.63 

 

In this case, space is opening up for community rehabilitation, which could fill the gap in the 

absence of care for a disabled person, due to the time-consuming transition from the health care 

system to the social care system. The social need is essentially calling for the creation of some 

kind of community rehabilitation centres, in which disabled people would be placed, who, 

although the process of providing institutional health care has ended, still require some form 

of outpatient specialized care for general treatment. It is necessary to emphasize the fact that, 

due to their disability, they also have special needs, while they are dependent on the help of 

another natural person. The role of community rehabilitation centres would be to ensure the 

provision of health care and start the process of providing social care, until their complete 

transition to the social care system. In community rehabilitation centres in particular, people 

with disabilities should acquire, as far as possible, self-service skills. They would acquire 

practical skills in simulated home conditions, which means that they would acquire them under 

professional supervision in specially adapted flats. The benefit for disabled people would be 

the fact that during their stay in the community rehabilitation centre, the professional staff 

would also ensure a suitable construction of their household. The length of stay in a community 

rehabilitation centre would not be limited in time and would depend on the physical and mental 

abilities of the disabled person. Bridging the two systems would ensure the continuity of care 

for the disabled. 

 

It can be assumed that, as with the health care and social care system, the biggest obstacle to 

providing community rehabilitation will be the lack of funding sources, but this would not be 

so significant if the organization of community rehabilitation were linked to the need for 

practical teaching in academic education. Community rehabilitation centres would create 

specialized teaching facilities, where practical training of students would be carried out in order 
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to acquire professional competence to perform professional work activities in the relevant field 

of study and, as a result, the centres would have to go through the accreditation process. 

Practical teaching of students in community rehabilitation centres would be mutually 

beneficial. A meaningful space for acquiring practical skills in the chosen field of study is 

offered to students of medical faculties, nursing faculties, construction faculties, theological 

faculties, law faculties, etc. For example, students of construction faculties would participate 

in the preparation of proposals, but also the implementation of construction modifications of 

households of disabled people, students of law faculties would provide advice and overall 

administration resulting from relevant legislation, etc. High school students would also find 

application for practical training. 

 

Through a form of community rehabilitation, one of the holes in the social network through 

which disabled people fall and "drown in the mud" of social exclusion would be "repaired." 

 

This form of care provision could be used not only by disabled people, but also by other natural 

persons in an unfavourable social situation.  

 

5. VULNERABLE PERSONS 

 

In connection with the issue of training graduates employed in the labour market, the 

unemployed are demonstrated as a specific problem. These are vulnerable people who have 

achieved only low qualifications as a result of the accumulation of social disadvantages. The 

impact of the social background on the initial results of their education and on the level of their 

skills is not negligible. Social inequality and inequality of opportunity are a particular problem 

for this workforce. Even a tool of further education aimed at increasing the qualification or 

retraining of low-skilled people is proving impossible. There is virtually no impact on 

vulnerable groups who suffer from cumulative social disadvantages, with the emphasis that 

they do not even register as jobseekers.64 This negative trend signals an acute risk factor for 

economic growth. More needs to be done to develop a comprehensive long-term strategy to 

activate vulnerable low-skilled graduates to engage in further education. 

  

6. ACTIVE LABOUR MARKET MEASURES 

 

It must be stated that active labour market measures in relation to vulnerable and disadvantaged 

jobseekers are unsystematic and ineffective. They can be described as inactive or passive 

without any exaggeration. They do not create space for job seekers to be active in solving their 

social situation, or provide opportunities for their self-realization, but they have a demotivating 

effect on them.65 

 

Not only does the concept of social inclusion of jobseekers fail, but the unprecedented waste 

of public funds spent on inefficient further education can be assessed very negatively. The 

implementation of such non-systemic measures does not take into account the needs of practice 

and certainly has no impact on employment growth. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

         

Accelerated digitization and the advent of new technologies should be accompanied by 

innovation in the education system, which would enable the comprehensive development of 

the theoretical and practical skills of future jobseekers. Only highly qualified and educated 

individuals with skills that are applicable in the digital economy will have a chance to enter the 

labour market. 

 

Educational institutions need to be more active and more flexible in adapting their curricula to 

the demand for current and future technological skills. It is more than desirable to ensure the 

development of digital skills at all levels of the education system, including lifelong education 

programs. 

 

The pandemic crisis made it impossible for students to attend full-time teaching, and 

educational institutions had to transform their teaching to distance education. As a result, 

measures need to be taken to ensure that the vulnerable people also cope with the distance form 

of teaching. As such, it is necessary for the public and private sector to create and ensure access 

to technical and electronic equipment for economically and socially disadvantaged people, who 

unfortunately include the teachers themselves. 

 

The health care system, the social care system and the education system are considerably 

materially, technically, personally and financially undersized. Their combination would at least 

partially solve their undersizing and at the same time the requirement would be met of acquiring 

quality theoretical knowledge, but also practical skills of future job seekers. One of the goals 

of achieving and maintaining a high socio-economic level of society is to eliminate the various 

types of disadvantages suffered by its members. It is essential to strive for a system that 

promotes employment and enables development at regional level. As a result, the integration 

of jobseekers, in particular disadvantaged jobseekers, who are most at risk of social exclusion, 

could also be implemented. 
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Abstract: Business community faces rapid change due to the technology development. Its 

influence on business environment causes change in the knowledge base and its possibilities 

on achieving new solution as innovation thus gaining new knowledge. Enterprises are 

managing these continuous changes using the knowledge of its unique set of enterprise’s 

knowledge infrastructure, employee’s knowledge skills and business environment. This implies 

that fast knowledge development from technology development and innovation makes high 

pressure on the enterprises and on its employees as well. The manner how this is used and 

utilized within enterprise becomes dominant challenge for every enterprise and its respective 

management globally. Many researches in the past years have shown that innovations as 

commercialisation of new knowledge development and knowledge management practices can 

assist facing those challenges remarkably. Creating the balance between them is unique for 

every enterprise, for every respective management. 

This research paper consists of the following parts: introduction, selected theoretical and 

empirical framework and conclusion. 

The theoretical framework gives selected overview of the relevant researches in the field of 

knowledge management and innovation and their respective interrelation in new knowledge 

creation and commercialising of this new knowledge as innovation. 

The empirical framework describes the research design and gives the selected results obtained 

through the research of selected enterprises based on Questionnaire that covers key 

parameters previously discussed in the theoretical framework. Research focus is measuring 

the existence, the exchange, the creation of knowledge within enterprises and its usage in terms 

of new product development and/or improved products of the respective enterprises. Finally, 

in the conclusion, the study results are elaborated and their contribution to the existing body 

of knowledge and industry practices is discussed. 

 

Keywords: knowledge management, new knowledge creation, innovation, open innovation, 

closed innovation, radical innovation, and incremental innovation. 

 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

he purpose of this paper is to explore the readiness of enterprises to work with the 

challenges of a globally connected economy, which is pushing / demanding continuous 

development of both individual knowledge and knowledge of the enterprise, pushed 

into ever changing market by constantly generating new products, improved products and 

services that arise from the application of new knowledge in enterprises. This signifies finding 

and maintaining the delicate balance of knowledge and knowledge flows in the enterprise, on 

the one hand, by creating own new knowledge in the enterprises and, on the other, tracking 
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outside knowledge and market needs by continually adapting the products, processes and 

services required by users, customers, partners. 

  

The purpose of this research is to enlighten the elements that enable enterprises to apply 

appropriate knowledge management practices, as well as to enhance understanding of how 

these practices impact the development of new products and services in the form of successful 

enterprise innovations. 

 

II.  THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Nowadays, there is high demand on skilled workers and flexible enterprises that are willing to 

invest in their development. Technological progress and globalization are widening the gap 

between developed countries and others by automating and digitizing services and production. 

Technological progress in practice replaces the workforce. Global trade and investment flows 

are homogenizing production flows, and this puts pressure on companies and workers to 

compete in global markets. If they do not incorporate and adopt the high capability and 

competitiveness of their enterprises, they simply lose the edge and are left behind. This 

research aims to enhance the capabilities in terms of knowledge and innovation in enterprises, 

in order assist them to work with the pressures of global challenges and changes. 

  

According to Schumpeter's description, innovative competitiveness is the engine of economic 

development and prosperity. New products and services increase the labour productivity of 

innovating enterprises by changing the distribution of labour nationally and internationally 

(cited in Witt, 2016; Metcalfe et al. 2006). 

  

This research is in terms of knowledge flow in the enterprise, i.e. the existence / exchange / 

creation of knowledge in the enterprise and the relation between knowledge management and 

the creation and application of new knowledge, i.e. how the enterprise applies / uses knowledge 

in the form of radical, disruptive new or incremental, improved products / services or 

processes.  This applies both to products and services from the same enterprise, made 

independently with internal knowledge, and to products and services that result from external 

knowledge collaboration in the form of collaboration with the university, the user, and other 

enterprises. Knowledge is a value embedded in a product / service / process and stays in the 

enterprise; depending on how it is used further on, the intensity/persistence of the innovation 

activity within the enterprises is, whether the knowledge creation cycle stops with the 

realization of single product/service or continues through controlling and monitoring through 

the product life. The research herewith is looking for answers to how enterprises in the Republic 

of N. Macedonia add new value through their operation. Is the innovation process open semi-

open or closed, using own knowledge, semi-open, cooperating in gaining new knowledge and 

incorporation of outside knowledge within the enterprise, in order to adjust / improve products 

/ services, what novelty bring their respective innovative product, service or process that is 

being realised?  

 

The only resources that cannot simply be replaced or imitated are individual work professionals 

and their skill and overall knowledge along with their interaction and successful integration 

throughout the enterprise. Their unique knowledge is what makes the difference of enterprises. 

It is the different knowledge structure and enterprises readiness for further knowledge 

expansion, which over certain a period of time explains the different speed in developing 

appropriate solutions for different enterprises. 
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Employee knowledge can be explicit, easily recognizable and transmitted, both through 

personal contact and through other synchronic or asynchronic communication channels, such 

as through picture, audio and video, chart, sketch etc. text or table. It can also be tacit 

knowledge, unconscious knowledge. Both forms make the basis for the total knowledge 

(learned theoretical and experiential knowledge) that is unique to every individual, and is 

different, some of it not conscious (if conscious, it could be transmitted), simply obtained by 

working on a particular activity or pursuing particular interest. 

 

The duration of the cognitive process is personal feature, some individuals learns faster, some 

need more time for creating deeper understanding. This indicates that the personal 

characteristics of the employee are important for the environment, since it is the essence of 

their full involvement and further engagement in the work in the enterprises. This indicates that 

for smooth transfer of necessary knowledge within or into the enterprise, there is a need of 

developing working environment that fosters smooth exchange with individuals, groups, where 

the inexperienced is ready to learn and apply knowledge and the reverse, the more experienced 

ready to transfer and share necessary knowledge. Previous large experience can sometimes be 

an obstacle to learning new skills, especially when changing new technologies or work 

processes, but sometimes it is crucial in recognizing the operation patterns. It means fostering 

work environment that nurtures employees' willingness to learn, whether by working or 

exploring new methods of work, that is, to track the results of work, to control and monitor of 

applied solutions, concepts that facilitate, trying to simplify the work bottlenecks. 

 

Since knowledge is not a value if it is not used, the key interest is whether and how knowledge 

within enterprises is used in building new value for the enterprise.  

 

The enterprise in which this is achieved is a prepared one. It adds value, 

knowledge is continually built and engaged, by everyone in the enterprise (sometimes using 

outsourced solutions, but in their own implementation, the so-called semi-open or open 

innovation system). Knowledge can enter from various sources; every effort to add value is 

welcome. Self-engagement and willingness to acquire exchange and re-apply 

knowledge is becoming crucial capability at the individual and organizational level. 

 

As long as the enterprise nurtures its persistence in innovation activities, new knowledge, an 

idea / solution, the likelihood of new product / service / process occurring, and the knowledge 

of how it is achieved, even if it is discarded and isolated, brings value for the enterprise; the 

knowledge how to get there remains in the enterprise and can be used for a new cycle of 

innovation. 

 

1. Enterprise Knowledge Management Framework 

 

Selected elements of knowledge management practices that foster knowledge development and 

the emergence of new knowledge within enterprises are identified and in detail analysed, being 

observed through the implementation of innovative products / services / processes and their 

respective novelty implemented by enterprises. 

  

The current state of the art of technology solutions are simplifying workflows and increasing 

efficiency, but building organizational and human readiness throughout this ever-changing 

process is an even greater challenge for any enterprise. Some companies do better than others, 

and this is clearly reflected in their persistence and readiness to introduce new products and 

services, or to introduce customizations of existing products / services. Therefore, a key 
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element is to establish a genuine attitude in the enterprise towards knowledge sharing and 

applying it in new knowledge development. According to Desouza (2003) "The biggest 

obstacle to effective knowledge management is not the realization of the latest ICT solutions, 

but the failure of the preparation and readiness of the people involved in the process to share 

their know-how (Desouza, 2003). Monitoring and guiding change and engaging the people 

involved is the key to make the change process successful. This is especially so in terms of the 

personal nature of knowledge (for example it is shown that knowledge cannot be imparted to 

someone in the form of a finished product). It turns out that one must be fully motivated / 

willing to accept and apply it. 

 

To create an organizational environment in which people are willing to share knowledge, most 

natural is to develop principles and the concept of continuous improvement, and to nurture a 

culture of learning. Learning by itself at the individual level signifies an awareness of 

adaptation, of consciously seeking a solution to a particular situation, or seeking to resolve any 

conflict between two completely different and dialectically opposed ways of thinking, and 

conscious and purposeful finding of a solution, or conscious adaptation. Learning as a process 

in and of itself for the individual as well as the group concerned is a conscious overall personal 

engagement, a holistic journey, seeking and clearing the unknown, consciously going back and 

forth, using different ways of reflection and action, of feeling and thinking and application, all 

in a certain period. It involves the integrated functioning of the whole person - thinking, feeling, 

understanding and its behaviour towards acquiring new knowledge. 

 

Through learning as a process, there is a synergistic connection between the person / group and 

the environment. The way the possibilities of each new experience are dealt with determines 

the range of choices and decisions we see. The choices and decisions we make to a certain 

degree determine the knowledge we strive to achieve, and this influences our future choices. In 

essence, learning is a process of knowledge creation (Kolb and Kolb, 2008). 

 

2. Knowledge management framework researched  
  

Knowledge management methods are used to enable the enterprise to utilize and develop 

employee knowledge in a rational and complete way simultaneously. Knowledge management 

comes as a goal and does not mean only knowledge production, but as a goal-oriented use and 

development of knowledge and skills that improve the performance of the organization, in 

order that one becomes more competitive, efficient, and innovative. 

  

Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) emphasize the difference, departing from the traditional 

definition of knowledge as "justified true belief", by defining knowledge as "a dynamic process 

of man towards justified personal belief about “the truth ". (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995: 58) 

According to them, in order to produce new knowledge / innovation, it is necessary to enable 

knowledge creation beforehand. For them, organizational knowledge creation is "the ability of 

the company" as a whole to create new knowledge, to spread it too through the organization to 

incorporate it into its products, services and systems” (Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995: 58) and 

explain it through their dynamic “spiral of knowledge concept”. 

 

3.Customized Knowledge Management Cycle Model 

 

By integrating the LH cycles outlined in the Heisig (2009) reviews one can make a simple, 

practical and comprehensive LH cycle model. Building on the Evans and Ali's (2013) Lifecycle 

Model The Knowledge Management Cycle (KMC) is advanced and consists of 7 phases: 1. to 
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identify, 2. to preserve, 3. to share, 4. to use, 5. to learn, 6. improve and 7. Create new 

knowledge here modified into Innovate.  

  

Phase 1. Identifying and / or creating knowledge 

 

When designing for a specific knowledge request, the researcher must identify whether there 

is adequate "in-house" knowledge or that necessary knowledge should be created or acquired 

(either through purchase or through building or both). This is why these two phases are linked 

and grouped in the Knowledge Management cycle model. 

 

Phase 1.1: Identify knowledge 

 

What do we want to achieve? What knowledge do we need to have to achieve the desired 

result? Do we have it and who should transfer / acquire it? 

 

It is a phase in which the intellectual capital and needs of the organization are assessed in 

defining critical-to-mission-of-organization knowledge and mapping the existing intellectual 

base for future needs. With effective search for specific knowledge, the identifying phase 

involves analysing and evaluating specific organizational rules, work cultures and evaluation 

criteria. According to Wiig (1993), analysis involves looking at and removing / separating what 

is shown to have value for a viable solution to a particular problem or decision to an existing 

situation, and breaking down / separating to the end to discover potentially useful knowledge. 

 

Phase 1.2. Development of knowledge, creation of new knowledge 

 

The knowledge requirement may require a need for new knowledge and has to be built if it is 

not found in the search phase. Also new knowledge may need to be created, if existing 

knowledge only partially meets the knowledge needs.  

 

Phase 2: Storage / Storage 

 

Once the knowledge is judged to be valuable to the organization, based on the analysis and 

evaluation in the identify phase and the creation phase, it is stored as an active integral part of 

the organizational memory (in the minds of employees in the form of experience or bases of 

knowledge data or both). This stage indicates the preservation of a codified form of knowledge 

in the enterprise databases and embedded knowledge in the products / services of the 

enterprise. Generally speaking, not all knowledge that holds value for individuals or 

organizations can be stored in databases. The way they are structured is to help them find the 

knowledge they want, to find and share the knowledge they want. 

 

Most often these are activities that involve meta-tagging (tagging according to defined tags, or 

according to a general association for easy retrieval) classification, archiving, linking and 

optimizing search and retrieval. 

 

Phase 3: Knowledge Sharing 

 

Knowledge is retrieved / used from organizational memory, and shared / disseminated (shared 

/ shared) both inside and outside the enterprise. The time and frequency (how often) of sharing 

can be pre-determined (for example, immediately and often as new knowledge is preserved) or 

on an ad hoc basis (from time to time). Explicit, dynamic and flexible (Wiig, 1993; Meyer and 
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Zack, 1999) network of expertise (e.g., a community of shared practice) fosters collaboration 

and can specifically contribute to organizational knowledge sharing. Sharing tacit knowledge 

can be done through a variety of initiatives and activities, through mentoring, training, or 

apprenticeship programs. A balanced selection of technologies and deployment channels 

should be established in each enterprise according to their strengths and weaknesses (Dalkir, 

2011) 

 

Phase 4: Using knowledge 

 

Once shared, knowledge can be activated, its value can be set apart and applied across the 

enterprise, and it can serve to solve problems, make decisions, improve efficiency or foster 

innovative thinking. Knowledge can be embedded (Wiig, 1993), and there will always be some 

degree of tacit knowledge that is applied. The knowledge application stage is crucial for 

internalizing the tacit form of knowledge. According to Yuasa (1987: 25) who describes it as 

a phase so called "learning with the body" and according to Boisot (2002: 73) "learning-

through-doing". 

  

Phase 5: Learning 

 

The knowledge that was shared and used in the previous stages can be used as a basis for 

creating new and refining existing knowledge. The use of knowledge, especially in situations 

where professionals provide contextual understanding, leads employees to gain experience that 

enables them to interpret the impact of knowledge on their work environment (Evans and Ali, 

2013). This stage involves deconstructing (applying) the "blocks" with knowledge, integrating, 

connecting, combining and internalizing knowledge. 

  

Phase 6: Improving knowledge 

 

Learning that takes place in the previous phase leads next phase that is further refinement of 

knowledge. New value is either identified or created by them and additions or updates are made 

to keep them current in Organizational Memory, to be applicable in the context of 

organizational performance. Knowledge is repackaged to be stored, archived or labelled (in the 

case of multiple forms of tacit knowledge) so that their value can be used effectively in the 

future. 

 

In this model (KMC Model) the improvement phase is the decision about which knowledge is 

archived, stored or transferred outside the organization / enterprise for future use. Some general 

activities that help with the improvement phase include: for example, post-crisis review, 

reflection time, and adaptation lessons learned. 

  

Phase 7: Innovate / create 

  

This stage is also connected to the first phase by the mere creating and delivering new 

organizational-level knowledge in innovative enterprise products / services / 

processes. Creation occurs when prior knowledge is applied or linked in a new way, or a new 

combination, reflecting new cognitive concepts that arise when employees, inventors, 

researchers, builders, or entrepreneurs (re) combine most often through teamwork, social 

interaction, and already existing cognitive concepts acquire new knowledge, which in turn can 

bring new meaning or meaning. 
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In addition to the scope of technological knowledge that it must undoubtedly have, crucial and 

essential for successful innovation, is the ability of the organization to apply that knowledge 

(Hansen, Perry, Reese, 2004; Taylor and Greeve, 2006; Volberda and Van Den Bosch, 2005). 

Knowledge related to innovation activities is analysed in terms of how innovations arise, are 

created and how knowledge can be organized to influence innovation activities. 

  

The creative process of transferring from the individual to the organization and vice versa, the 

process of coming up with a feeling to realize a new combination or integrate several existing 

concepts is a challenge that cannot be fully understood or foreseeable, but if certain practices 

are used it is likely to happen.  

  

4. Innovation as a creation  
  

Here, below, are selected some knowledge management practices that enable the emergence of 

an innovative process. 

  

Usually, for innovations to be realised, there are previous causes and consequences of new 

concepts and they certainly do not occur immediately. They are discovered in the process of 

trial and error, elimination of error, re-examination of concepts, which can take years and are 

regularly associated with a need for increasing the knowledge base. (Witt Ulrich, 2016) 

  

According to the Oslo Manual (2005), business innovation is defined as "a product, process, 

marketing method or organizational method that must be new (or significantly improved) for 

enterprises", while according to Kline and Rosenberg (1986) innovation should be considered 

"as a series of changes in a system”; Freeman and Soete (1997) distinguish innovation from 

invention, with the former defining it as "the creation of a new idea and latter bringing it into 

practice - which includes all the activities needed to commercialize new products / services". 

  

Above mentioned different definitions of innovation state the most important message, which 

is that innovation must bring something new to the enterprise, national market and global 

market in order to be considered innovative.  Simply said, innovating or being involved in 

innovation activities helps companies to stay competitive, and that knowledge brings them 

forward in their respective industries or markets. 

  

Technological, Product and Process (TPP) innovation activities represent all the scientific, 

technological, organizational, financial and commercial steps that are actually taken to bring 

about the implementation of technologically new or improved products and processes. Some 

are highly innovative; others are not so new but needed for realization (Oslo Manual, 2005: 

32). 

  

The Oslo Manual (2005) defines innovative activities based on two concepts / approaches, 

subjective and objective: an innovative enterprise and an innovative activity. According to the 

subjective approach, an innovative enterprise is an organization that has realized at least one 

innovation whether it is a product, technology, marketing or process or their combination (Oslo 

Manual, 2005: 31). 

  

According to the objective approach, the enterprise can have innovative activities without any 

innovation. All innovative activities can be classified into three categories: 

1. “Successful with the result of realizing innovation (although this innovation may also be 

commercially unsuccessful). 
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2. In progress, work in progress that has not yet resulted in the realization of innovation. 

3. Abandoned before the realization of innovation” (Oslo Manual, 2005: 10). 

 

The survey undertaken includes innovative activities in enterprises under the previous three 

categories. Below are the selected samples of the research questions, which are included for 

measuring the innovative activities of the first category. 

  

An innovative enterprise is defined as an entity that has successfully implemented a 

technologically new or significantly improved product / service / process or combination of 

previous ones over a period of time under investigation. This category can be divided into 

companies that have only "passive" innovative products / services / processes, i.e. those that 

have exclusively innovated by importing embedded technology into new machinery or 

equipment. (OECD Oslo Manuel, 2005: 11) 

 

III.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

1. Primary data collection methods: 

 

1 .1. Quantitative methods: 

 Survey method of the survey herewith is aimed to obtain primary data from the employees 

of the selected enterprises with their perception of business practices regarding 

Knowledge Management and Innovation activities in their respective field of work and 

enterprises. The primary data obtained are processed and analysed using appropriate 

statistical methods, such as: 

 Method of descriptive analysis - in order to determine the individual demographic and 

contextual determinants in the enterprises; 

 Statistical analysis method using Chi-Pearson distribution - in order to check the 

observation and perform a fullness test, to determine how well the model and the 

observation are validated; 

  

IV. EMPIRICAL SURVEY AND FINDINGS 

  

The research data is collected and analysed from enterprise employees, which in the period 

under study have introduced an innovative product / service / process in the period from June 

to December 2017 within selected enterprises (in total 38). Enterprise representatives were 

contacted and notified by the author via personal contact, telephone or email in addition to a 

written notice of the purpose of the work. An electronic link was then sent to the firms and / or 

respondents to the questionnaire created for this survey.  Each respondent answered the 

questions to the best of their knowledge and experience working within the respective 

company. 

 

Total number of respondents who completed the questionnaire is 176, whereas 165 responds 

were complete or 93.75% of the respondents.  

  

More general approach is applied in order to obtain as much as possible information from the 

employees of the contacted enterprises that were participating in this research, based on 

selected key thesis questions, selected from Oslo Manual (2005) , and made adjustments to 

obtain as relevant and qualitative data as possible from the participants. 
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1. Measurement of knowledge management practices 
 

Question number 4 of the Questionnaire, measuring knowledge management on a personal 

level: How long does it take to find the information I need? 

 

This states a response at a firmly established or expected time interval (approx.: <5 min, 5-15 

min, up to 30 min, and over 30 min ...) for a clearer analysis of the data. If the retrieval of the 

required data and information from your data base is fast, it is likely that knowledge is used 

regularly on an individual level – regular data / information management and technical and 

operational infrastructure knowledge. 

 

Table 1. Survey Question 4 with obtained results 

IV 
How long does it take to find the information I need 

from my file? 

Number of 

respondents 
% 

1 5 minutes 108 65.45% 

2 5-15 minutes 44 26.67% 

3 up to 30 minutes 8 4.85% 

4 longer than 30 5 3.03% 

Source: M. Pendevska, 2019 

 

At the organizational level: 

 

This parameter measures the time it takes to find the information needed in individual 

database. This enables to obtain additional features for knowledge management practices on 

an individual level, i.e. accessibility and ease (or lack thereof) in finding the required 

knowledge, existence or non-existence of a method of finding documents and files to obtain 

satisfactory or unsatisfactory search results. 
 

At the organizational level: how long does it take to find the information I need from the shared 

file? 

 

These results probably indicate that established organizational practices and ways of 

structuring information are clear and easily accessible to their employees. The quick and easy 

way to get the information you really need, indicates frequent and regular use of established 

procedures in order to obtain the needed information.  

  

Table 2. Survey Question 5 with obtained results 

V 
How long does it take for me to find the information 

I need from a shared file in the organization? 

Number of 

respondents 
% 

1 5 minutes 53 31.52% 

2 5-15 minutes 77 46.67% 

3 up to 30 minutes 32 19.39% 

4 longer than 30 4 2.42% 

Source: M. Pendevska, 2019 

 

These results show that established organizational practices, accessibility and frequency of 

structured information are clear to the ones that need them and are easily accessible on the 

enterprise level and are regularly used. 
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2. Measuring the results of innovative business activity 
 

As we try to measure a particular innovation activity, an objective approach is chosen (Oslo 

Manuel, 2005: 49), i.e., to collect selected data on an innovative activity in an enterprise. 

 

According to the previous definition, the selected questions should be answered: 

 

In accordance with knowledge management practices, what is the result of the operation of 

enterprises in our country in terms of successful (commercial) realization of innovation, which 

degree of novelty brings with it the product / service / process that is produced / is provides as 

a service / technological or organizational process? 

 

This includes the innovations undertaken by enterprises to fulfill certain product / service 

improvement, manufacturing process or service for more profitable operation. It shows the 

enterprise's commitment to incremental product / service / process improvement or the 

introduction of a radically new product / service / process. It is assumed that incremental 

innovation / improvement of product / service / process quality extends the product / service / 

process life cycle. Most of the innovations are probably in this section. 

 

To get initial information on enterprise innovation activities complete the following basic 

company information and innovative product or services: 

  

Table 3. Survey Question 14 with obtained results 

XIV Realized innovation in the company where I work? 
Number of 

respondents 
% 

1 Product 62 37,58% 

2 Service  66 40.00% 

3 Working process 37 22.42% 

Source: M. Pendevska, 2019 

 

Measuring the novelty incorporated in their respective products indicates the knowledge 

incorporated within the product / service / process. 

 

How new are the product / service / process in the company, product / service / process? 

 

Table 4. Survey Question 15 with obtained results 

XV This product/service/process is: 
Number of 

respondents 
% 

1 New worldwide 23 13.94% 

2 New to the market in the state 52 31.52% 

3 New for the organization 90 54.55% 

Source: M. Pendevska, 2019 

 

This shall indicate if the commitment within the enterprise is crowned with a product that is 

new to the enterprise, to the national market or worldwide. A new product for the organization 

shows low level of the applied knowledge (knowledge already used and known in the near 

environment) that organization can process and apply. 

 

New product in the country means bringing new knowledge in the national market that is 

applied in a product and does not exist within the country, in the near environment. This means 
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the enterprise has contacts with wider business environment and is competitive in wider region 

bringing its knowledge base higher. When an enterprise develops this kind of knowledge / 

product, i.e. has a wide range of in-state and out-of-state contacts / associates, it indicates that 

the enterprise is competitive at the state or regional level. 

 

A new product globally demonstrates enterprise-wide knowledge base with cutting edge of 

technology development and their application in practice. The role of these enterprises is 

considered as leaders in their field and their activity makes them globally recognizable. 

  

The degree of novelty indicates whether the product is radically new, that is, it creates its own 

new market, or making incremental adjustments in order to maintain its market longer. 

 

What degree of innovation a product / service / process has, and a novelty of innovation? 

 

Table 5. Survey Question 16 with obtained results 

XVI 
Level of innovation in a new 

product/service/process: 

Number of 

respondents 
% 

1 High degree (over 60%) 47 28.50% 

2 Intermediate degree (or 30-60%) 89 53.90% 

3 Low (or up to 30%) 29 17.60% 

Source: M. Pendevska, 2019 

 

These parameters measure the novelty of the product, whether it is incremental innovation in 

the products / services / processes or is it radical. 

  

Analysis of the Relationship between Knowledge Management and the Level of 

Innovation with Chi-square Analysis 

 

Previous data show business performance of surveyed enterprises with selected research 

questions. 

 

From the survey sample obtained, enclosed are selected questions from the Survey 

Questionnaire cross-checked to establish a relation, to determine more clearly if there exists a 

relation between the selected questions from the Questionnaire. 

 

This indicator is taken as a starting point, as it can show more clear defining tendency between 

obtained results. 

 

Below one tests the null hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis as following: 

 

H.0.1: There is no correlation of the answers to question 4, the speed of finding the necessary 

information on a personal level with question 14, i.e. they are independent (no relation). 

H.1.1: There is a correlation of the answers to question 4, the speed of finding the necessary 

information on a personal level with question 14, i.e. they are dependent (there is a relation). 

 

The analysis of the Likelihood Ratio p value is 0.027 which means that it is at the 95% 

significance level and the H.1.1 hypothesis for interdependence or existence of 

interdependence will be accepted; or, there is a relation on the speed of finding information 

with delivering an innovative product / service / business process. 
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This may indicate that from the sample analysed the high degree of knowledge management 

system at an individual level influences the realization of an innovative product / service / 

business process within the enterprises. 

 

Table 6. Relation between survey question 4 and survey question 14 

Factor 1*Factor 2 

Factor 1 
Factor 2 The innovation from your enterprise 

Total 
 product process service 

How long 

do I need 

to find 

information 

that I need 

from my 

data base? 

5 minutes 
replies  42 22 44 108 

% of total 25.5% 13.3% 26.7% 65.5% 

5-15 

minutes 

replies  16 7 21 44 

% of total 9.7% 4.2% 12.7% 26.6% 

up to 30 

minutes 

replies  2 5 1 8 

% of total 1.2% 3.0% 0.6% 4.8% 

longer than 

30 minutes 

replies  2 3 0 5 

% of total 1.2% 1.8% 0.0 3.0 % 

Total  
replies  62 37 66 165 

% of total 37.6% 22.4% 40.0% 100.0% 

Source: M. Pendevska, 2019 

 

Below one tests the 2.0 hypothesis and the alternative hypothesis 2.1 as following: 
 

H.2.0: There is no correlation of the answers to Survey Question 4, the speed of finding the 

necessary information at personal level with Survey Question 15, i.e. they are independent (no 

relation). 

H.2.1: There is a correlation of the answers to Survey Question 4, the speed of finding the 

necessary information on a personal level with Survey Question 15, i.e. they are dependent 

(there is a relation). 
 

Table 7. Relation between survey question 4 and survey question 15 

Factor 1*Factor 2 

Factor 1 
Factor 2 This product/service/process is: 

Total 
 

new to the 

organization 

new to the 

national level 

new on a 

global level 

How long 

do I need 

to find 

information 

that I need 

from my 

data base? 

5 minutes 
replies  59 33 16 108 

% of total 35.8% 20.0% 9.7% 65.5% 

5-15 

minutes 

replies  23 18 3 44 

% of total 13.9% 10.9% 1.8% 26.7% 

up to 30 

minutes 

replies  4 0 4 8 

% of total 2.4% 0.0% 2.4% 4.8% 

longer than 

30 minutes 

replies  4 1 0 5 

% of total 2.4% 0.6% 0.0% 3.0% 

Total  
replies  90 52 23 165 

% of total 54.5% 31.5% 13.9% 100.0% 

Source: M. Pendevska, 2019 

 

The analysis of the Likelihood Ratio p value is 0.021 which means that it is at the 95% 

significance level and the hypothesis H.2.1 for interdependence or existence of 

interdependence will be accepted. 
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Innovation in a product / service / process brings different levels of innovation, in-built 

knowledge or how much new knowledge is used in the relevant innovative products / processes 

/ service and defines categories "new to the organization.", "New to the market in the country" 

and" new worldwide ". 

 

The knowing where to find knowledge needed and used in innovative products shows the 

tendency of persistence of the company to develop its own business. The higher the knowledge 

applied to their products shows probably higher the novelty of innovation embedded in the 

products / services / business process. 

 

It is noticeable the relatively low level of knowledge embedded in the innovative product or 

most of the answers with 54.5%, and the level of utilization of the knowledge management 

system with 35.8% or 13.9%, but up to 30 min. with 2.4% and over 30 min. with 2.4%. 

  

It is also noticeable that in the categories "new to the state market" and "new to the world level" 

the search for information belongs to the two high groups, i.e. "up to 5 min" with 20.0% and 

9.7% respectively, and for the "5-15 min" category 10.9% and 1.8%; 

  

CONCLUSION 

 

Starting from the humanistic approach that every change starts from the individual and his 

knowledge and ability, and by identifying the established knowledge management 

infrastructure in the enterprise, the current situation in the enterprises is identified. The model 

used clearly reflects the ability of enterprises to utilize their knowledge, foster a personal and 

organizational system for creating, transferring, storing and reusing knowledge. This section 

shows the level of use of systems, creating, transmitting, storing and reusing information, gives 

a good explanation of the level of mutual understanding at different levels in the enterprise. 

The framework provided aims to identify the current situation in order to provide a basis for 

explaining the key elements that describe operational and strategic compliance. The results are 

in line with previous research in this area.  Namely, it indicates that there are knowledge 

management practices, but they are used at a very low level.  
 

Knowledge management practices in a broad sense do not exist for themselves. The purpose 

of knowledge is to be used. For enterprises this dimension of knowledge is especially critical 

for their survival and further development, that is, capturing as much as possible of the 

knowledge of their employees, incorporating it with existing ones or outside them into new 

enterprise products / services. 
 

Since new knowledge does not occur by accident nor does it appear, it means that it exists 

somewhere and should be used in the interest of the enterprise. Their level and the way 

companies do it are dimensions that are explored and included in last part of the Questionnaire. 
Logically, this part explores various parameters for the existence of innovative activities in the 

enterprise, i.e. commercialization of new knowledge of the enterprise. 
 

The second part of the Questionnaire actually completes the research in enterprises, which is 

the result of using their (and external) knowledge in innovative activity. 
 

In management literature, innovative activities are elaborated as the main strategy for gaining 

competitive advantage and generating sustainable profits. The criterion for positive evaluation 

of innovation and its effects is based on the innovations that pass the market test successfully. 
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The willingness of the enterprise to deal with rapid change is related to the creation of new 

knowledge / innovative products / services, it is the path that enables continuous 

learning. Every technological change result in innovative activities, raising the level of 

knowledge, including intangible investments such as research and development. The main 

challenge, of course, is to create conditions within the enterprise for long-term 

sustainable efforts for innovative activities. 

  
The empirical research data mark changes at the enterprise level, the interaction between 

different stakeholders, both at the individual level and the organizational level. It shows 

different types of collaboration and knowledge-sharing in terms of new knowledge, practices 

that lead to the realization of new products / services / processes in the form of innovation in 

the current business environment.  
 

For that to happen, there is probably a demand for those innovations. There are cases where 

they offer solutions to problems that have not previously been satisfactorily resolved. In most 

cases, the demand for innovation is simply due to lower cost, better quality and / or more 

favourable supply conditions. If innovations pass the market test successfully, it means that the 

demand for innovation pays off, and the innovator can make a profit. For this reason, 

innovations that successfully pass the market test are considered to improve well-being and are 

therefore highly desired. 
 

Finally, recommendations arising from the empirical research on knowledge management 

practices and their impact on the creation of new knowledge in the form of new products / 

services / processes in enterprises in the Republic of North Macedonia show that this area is 

under-researched and has substantial practical value to enterprises in order to enhance their 

ability to perform successful innovation. 
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Abstract: Information and Communication Technologies management is now increasingly 

challenging in a highly digital and connected world, with different services emerging for 

different clients with heterogeneous infrastructures, software, assets, different service 

requirements, security risks increasing, organizational structures not flexible to adjust. These 

are some of the variables to manage in Information and Communication Technologies 

departments. This paper aims to present a literature review to support the design of an 

approach for service operation management in a medium-sized organization, to improve 

operational efficiency, cost optimization and stakeholder satisfaction, relevant topics in any 

organization strategy. The applied methodology includes a literature study related with the 

frameworks Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (COBIT) and 

Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL). The main results underlying the 

literature review were based on the use of keywords in the subject domain.  

 

Keywords: ITIL, COBIT, Service Operation, Business Process, ITSM. 

 

 

1  INTRODUCTION 

 

nformation and Communication Technologies (ICT) Management in an organizational 

context can enhance or limit business development. In this context, the alignment between 

the organization's management and governance and the ICT department is considered 

essential. Medium-large size organizations are faced with difficulties underlying greater 

complexity in the daily service operation management and related processes. Towards 

improvement, it’s important to implement universally accepted ICT management frameworks 

such as IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) and/or Control Objectives for Information and Related 

Technology (COBIT). ITIL is highly used in organizations worldwide to align ICT with 

business needs through the management of service lifecycle (OGC, 2007). 

 

The stages of the service life cycle are: Service Strategy, Service Design, Service Transition, 

Service Operation and Continual Service Improvement. COBIT is used to align the 

management and the governance of IT departments with the company goals. To be competitive, 

companies must implement information technology that is oriented to customers and 

stakeholders (Raharjana, Susmiandri & Justitia, 2018). Service operation is the ITIL stage in 

which the service quality is perceived by customers and stakeholders. This stage focuses on 

providing effective and efficient operational services to deliver the required business outcomes 

and value to the customer (OGC, 2007). ITIL bundle established best practices to support the 
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tasks of Information Technology (IT) service operating (Kubiak & Rass, 2018). Real-life IT 

support organizations usually implement very complex organizational, structural, and 

behavioral processes according to strategic objectives defined at the business management 

level (Bartolini, Stefanelli & Tortonesi, 2013).  

 

Business processes are more and more dependent on ICT. A process consists of a coordinated 

set of activities using resources and capabilities to produce an outcome, which, directly or 

indirectly, creates value for an external customer or stakeholders (OGC, 2007). This paper aims 

to present a literature review to support the design of an approach for service operation 

management in a medium-sized organization. The structure of this paper has four sections. The 

first section is the introduction to the research theme. The second section presents the Research 

Methodology. In the third section, the results are discussed and in the last one, the fourth, 

conclusions are presented and recommendations are explained. 

 

2  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

The research approach used is a literature review, began by planning review, identifying the 

needs and formulating questions and objectives. Next phase allows to define parameters and 

criteria, generate and refine keywords. The following step on this phase is conduct research 

and obtain studies, evaluate and record. In a loop process, these two steps will be applied until 

the achieve the desired results. The last phase is the report review.  

 

2.1  RESEARCH SCOPE 

 

The definition of the research process scope is based on the literature found in conference 

abstracts and journals articles (IEEExplore), conference abstracts and research articles 

(ScienceDirect), from 2010-2020. The focus is the evaluation of case studies implemented with 

COBIT and ITIL.  

 

ITIL bundle established best practices to support the task of IT service operation (Kubiak & 

Rass, 2018), is the best practices guidance for IT Service Management (ITSM) and has been 

well accepted by organizations world-wide. ITILv3 presents five stages in the service lifecycle 

management: Service Strategy, Service Design, Service Transition, Service Operation and 

Continual Service Improvement (OGC, 2007).  

 

Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (COBIT) is an IT governance 

framework; it shows a clear distinction between IT management and IT governance. COBIT19 

refers the possibility to define factors and components that should be considered by 

organizations to build and maintain a governance system: processes, organizational structures, 

politics, procedures, information flows, culture, ethic and behavior, skills, services, 

applications and infrastructure of an organization, not only in the ICT domain (ISACA, 2019).  

 

Based on several studies and research it is considered that COBIT and ITIL frameworks are 

relevant references to support the design of an approach for service operation management in 

a medium-sized organization, to improve operational efficiency, cost optimization and 

stakeholder satisfaction.  
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2.2  RESEARCH QUESTIONS  

 

The formulations of the research objectives are: 

Could ITIL and COBIT bring benefit to a medium-sized organization?  

Could ITIL and COBIT support implementation of service operation and related business 

processes? 

 

2.3  RESEARCH PROCESS 

 

The process of literature identification used the following resources: 

 . IEEExplore Digital Library; 

 . Science Direct;  

 

Based on these two sources, several keywords were used in the search with Boolean operators 

in the abstract area. The keywords or group of keywords used to find the right literature are: 

“Implement”; “Case”; “Process”; “Framework”; “Approach”; “Model”; “ITIL”; COBIT; 

Operation. During the first execution, some similar expressions were detected, it was decided 

to use all. The search strings were the following: 

 In IEEExplore: (“Implement” OR “Case” OR “Process” OR “Framework” OR 

“Approach” OR “Model”) AND “ITIL”. It was found 194 studies. Adding AND 

“COBIT”- to the previous selection, the number of studies decrease to 29. Applying 

addiction again to the previous selection with - AND “Operation” - (related to ITILv3 

service Operation) it results in 2 studies. Adding “medium-size”, it resulted in an empty 

set. It was decided to use the 2 studies previously selected. 

 In Science Direct, the article types selected was research articles and conference 

abstracts; the terms selected were: (“Implement” OR “Case” OR “Process” OR 

“Framework” OR “Approach” OR “Model”) AND “ITIL”. It was found 307 studies. 

Adding - AND “COBIT”- to the previous selection, the number of studies decrease to 

100, showing that is more usual ITIL implementation. Applying another addiction to the 

previous selection with - AND “Operation” (related to ITILv3 service Operation) it 

results in 82 studies. Adding “medium-size” (related to the organization size) it results in 

26 studies.  

The complete string is: (((((((("Abstract":Implement) OR "Abstract":Case) OR 

"Abstract":Process) OR "Abstract":Framework) OR "Abstract":Approach) OR 

"Abstract":Model) AND "Abstract":ITIL) AND "Abstract":COBIT) AND 

"Abstract":Operation) AND "Abstract":medium-size). 

 

2.4  DATA EXTRATION  
 

The inclusion and exclusion criteria applied to the studies were:  

Rejected repeated studies and Rejected studies whose abstracts could not answer the research 

questions or Scope. 

 

Table 6 presents the results of the research in theme based on the defined criteria. 

 

Table 6. Results of the previous stage 

Source Studies Found Candidate Selected 

IEE EXplore 194 29 2 

Science Direct 307 100 9 

Total 501 129 11 
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Table 6 shows the result of the interactions in online BD to select the studies considered 

relevant to the development of the framework. 

 

2.5  RESULT ANALYSIS 

 

The result of the studies identification was based on the analysis of the following criteria: 

Publishing Outlets (Conference/Journal); Most productive institutions and Author’ academic 

backgrounds. It is considered that these results can contribute to enrich the framework in 

development. 

 

3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Section three presents the result and discussions of publishing outlets, most productive 

institutions and author’ Academic Background. 

 

3.1  TRENDS CHARACTERISTICS 

 

Table 7 shows the publishing outlets from selected studies. 
 

Table 7. Publishing Outlets 

 Conference/Journal Name # 

Conference 2019 IST-Africa Week Conference (IST-Africa) 1 

Conference 
2018 5th International Conference on Behavioral, Economic, and Socio-

Cultural Computing (BESC) 
1 

Journal Computer Networks 1 

Journal International Journal of Accounting Information Systems 1 

Journal Procedia Technology 1 

Journal Computer Standards & Interfaces 1 

Journal Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences 1 

Journal Computers & Security 1 

Journal International Journal of Information Management 1 

 Total 9 

 

Table 7 identifies conferences and journals where selected studies were presented, it was 

considered that can add value to the framework in development. 

 

3.2  AUTHORS’ ACADEMIC BACKGROUNDS 
 

From 32 researchers, they were categorized into 6 department/ knowledge groups. The results 

show most researchers are from Computer Science groups/departments.  

Table 8 shows the author’ Academic Backgrounds. 
 

Table 8. Author’ Academic Backgrounds 

Department # 

Accounting 1 

Computer Science  16 

Software Engineering 3 

Information Systems 6 

Management  6 

Total 32 
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Table 8 presents the different knowledge areas relevant to the theme. It shows the pertinence 

of the work proposed in the framework that is under development and its multidisciplinary 

character. 

 

3.3  MOST PRODUCTIVE INSTITUTIONS 
 

Table 9 presents, in an alphabetic order, the institutions considered in the studies selected with 

the criteria applied. 

 

Table 9. Most Productive Institutions 

Institutions #  

Beykent Üniversitesi, Istanbul, Turkey 1 

Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil 1 

National Technological University of South Lima, Peru 1 

NHH Norwegian School of Economics, Bergen, Norway 1 

Oregon State University, EUA 1 

Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Spain 1 

Universitetet i Agder, Kristiansand, Norway 1 

University of Alcala, Madrid, Spain 1 

University of Economics, Prague, Czech Republic 1 

University of Ferrara, Italy 1 

University of Innsbruck, Austria 1 

University of Johannesburg, South Africa 1 

University of Manchester, UK 1 

University of Southern Queensland, Australia 1 

University of Tulsa, Oklahoma, EUA 1 

Total 15 

 

Table 9 shows the relevance of the theme; different institutions around the world are working 

and producing studies on that subject. 

 

4  FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

 

Further research needs to be conducted to align the framework objectives. Literature reviews 

should be conducted on other sources as well, because this paper only used two sources 

database (IEEExplore Digital Library and Science Direct). More different sources will enrich 

the research and knowledge of the implementation of service operation based on ITIL and 

COBIT. 

 

5  CONCLUSION 

 

Due to the need for optimization processes in a medium organization, a framework is being 

designed, for which a review of the literature is being carried out. The paper presents a literature 

review from two digital databases (IEEExplore and Science Direct). These publications discuss 

different aspects of ITIL and COBIT frameworks.  

 

To answer the research questions based on the literature found could be said that ITIL is the 

most implemented ITSM framework all over the world, the use of IT Services Management 
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(ITSM) has provided many positive business impacts; although, there are several issues related 

to ITSM, such as data quality, process automation, IT as a service broker, etc. (Dharmawan, 

Sukmana, Wardhani, Ichsani & Subchi, 2018) and with ITIL processes in place, it becomes 

considerably easier to resolve and fix the incidents reported (Mahalle, Yong & Tao, 2018). 

Besides the benefits, implementing ITIL and COBIT through an organization is challenging 

and complex, due a lack of alignment between both framework and the fact that literature 

provides only general guidance (Yamami, Mansouri, Qbadou & Illousamen, 2016).  
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Abstract: The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic is having a tremendous impact on the business 

organizations, governments and people around the Globe. No matter if it is a public, or private 

organization, the leaders and management have changed their approaches, standard 

operations, the way they communicate, processes and procedures. In this paper is analyzed the 

impact of Data Analytics on two main management pillars and more specifically: Business 

Operations and Human Resources Management; more precisely, how they are impacted and 

changed in the pandemics. We analyzed how Global IT Companies are reacting and using 

analytics as a tool that helps them in the day to day operations, representing some used models 

and patterns. 

 

Keywords: Management, Corporate Management, data analysis. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

COVID-19 outbreak  

 

ecember 31st, the World Health Organization (WHO) reports “Pneumonia of unknown 

cause”, detected in Hubei province in the city of Wuhan, China. This is how everything 

started at the close of 2019. The novel Coronavirus started with officially reported 44 

cases in January 2020, out of which 11 severely ill and remaining 33 in “stable condition”, 

WHO (1, 2020, July 30). 

 

Eight months later (as of end of July 2020) initially reported few cases in the China province 

became the fastest spreading world-wide virus declared by WHO as a pandemic situation. 

The latest numbers are as follows WHO (2020, July 30): 

 33,502,430 Total Cases (total cumulative count). The number include deaths, recovered 

and discharged patients; 

 ~2.9% reported deaths, calculated on the base of 1,004,421 deaths; 

 5,757,859 Currently infected, of which ~99% (5,691,295) defined as mid-condition and 

~1% (66,564) as serious or critical cases; 

 ~0.5% (83,959) of the cases are from China Mainland and ~99.5% (16,566,611) from 

other countries. At this point of time the most impacted countries are as follows: United 

States 26,63% (4,433,410), Brazil 14,69% (2,446,397), India 8.91% (1,484, 136), Russia 

4,91% (818, 120), South Africa 2,72% (452,592); 

 Total Cured 10,226,484 (Includes recovered and Discharged); 

 Total Critical and Serious cases fluctuates between ~40,000(beginning of April) to 

66,564 (end of July) which is the biggest absolute number since the beginning. 
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All these facts indicate a massive impact which goes beyond a single country or continent, 

small, medium or big corporation, or a single industry. Pandemic affected not only private 

companies and business owners but as well governments, non-profit organizations and people`s 

lives.  

 

It is no surprise that COVID-19 impacted every element in the macro-environment 

map:  Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental and Legal (PESTEL). 

Companies needed to change and adapt their operations, and the IT industry was not an 

exception. Global players had maybe a benefit of having a world-wide footprint which enabled 

them to be more flexible, but the local companies needed to act locally and be innovative in 

order to survive. 

 

Data analysis 

 

So called Data Analytics 2.0 came in the mid-2000‘s when social network firms and internet-

based companies like eBay, Google and Facebook started to collect and analyze new and 

extremely large volumes of data. The data was not only companies’ internal data, but it has 

external sources as well e.g. sensors, internet, public data, audio and video.  

 

With all this dramatic change, this phase raised the requirements for new more powerful tools 

and the opportunity was used by some companies to materialize and profit it. New products, 

skills, expertise and professions emerged out the new requirements and market. Hadoop, 

NoSQL, Apache Spark and many other solutions were started to be developed. Terms like 

Machine-learning and Artificial Inelegance started to form a real added value for the business.  

 

In the 2.0 phase some very prominent observers have seen the beginning of the next phase (3, 

Thomas H. Davenport, 2013) which is described with not only further development of the 

products, service and features but when the large companies which are not just Internet and IT 

Companies started to adopt above principles to create new products and services in their 

industries. 

 

From another angle, next to the three eras analytics can be defined by its type and capabilities: 

1. Descriptive – “What happed?” 

Descriptive analytics is used to describe and explain different relationships between 

various sources usually within the existing big data bases.  

2. Diagnostic – “Why did it happen?” 

As the name dictates Diagnostic Analytics gives answer on “Why this happen” question. 

It focuses on the root cause analysis investigating the sources, factors and causes of the 

results.  

3. Predictive – “What will happen?” 

Predictive analytics focuses on solving problems coming from forecasting and trends 

analysis. It gives answers and predicts future again based on sets of data and applying 

metaethical models. 

4. Prescriptive – “What should be done” 

The logical sequence is prescription of the actions which needs to be taken in every 

individual case after analyzing what and why happened. This part of data analytics steps 

on the Predictive Analytics and uses very specific knowledge algorithms for every entity, 

organization or company. It might consist of Artificial Intelligence (AI) or Machine 

Learning algorithms or Data Driven Decision Making System. It usually provides 
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scenarios and based on the specific case it might be applied automatically or be suggested 

to respective management function which needs to take decision and act.  

 

In the current global pandemic situation, the use of Data Analytics can be vital for 

organizations. Analytics can give quick answers to complex questions combining various, on 

the first look not connected data sources which cannot be analyzed with conventional methods 

and tools. It is also purely data driven, which means that in such unknown situations like the 

COVID-19 pandemic it is driven mainly from facts and data leaving emotions and legacy aside.  

 

The other main advantage is that Big Data analytics can combine various sources of large 

unstructured data, combine and relate them providing trends and suggestions which might be 

totally radical or illogical and which might give competitive advantage for the organization. 

 

Management reaction  

 

Economic impact was dramatic world-wide. After the pandemic spread, and the governments 

started implementing measures and restrictions, the impact on business was inevitable. GDP 

and economic forecasts collapsed all around. We have seen the majority of the biggest 

economies in the world reporting forecasts for more than -3% drop (USA, Germany, France, 

UK etc.). One of the biggest economic drivers like India and China report positive numbers 

+1.2% and +1.9%, which compared to their usual growth seems like recession. 

 

Figure 1. Q1 GDP  

 
Source: 4, Lora Jones, Palumbo and Brown, 2020 

 

Another major factor for the impact on the global economy is stock markets reactions. Figure 

2 (4, Lora Jones, Palumbo and Brown 2020) shows how the three main stock indexes plunged. 
 

Figure 2. The impact of COVID-19 on the Stock markets 

 
Source: 4, Lora Jones, Palumbo and Brown 2020 
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In such situation, management is under high pressure not only from the economic implications 

but as well from the social, political and technological factors. Revenue streams in many 

industries declined dramatically e.g. “Communications Media and entertainment” and “Gas & 

Oil”. Widely used as a marker Brent crude oil price dropped with more than 50% in the 

beginning of the crisis (5, Maria Nicola et all, June 2020) or (6, Amadeo November 2020); in 

the next months the price recovered with around 30% but it is still historically low, based on 

the decreased demand and macroeconomic situation. Other sectors were completely blocked, 

like “Travel & Transportation”. In this sector was reported dramatic decrease of 58%-78% 

which measures international tourist arrivals (7, Borko 2020). One of the biggest carriers 

Lufthansa and Air France/KLM reported year-over-year revenue slump of respectively 89% 

and 82% (7, Borko 2020). Food industry and Grocery needed to take a move toward digital, 

and supplying their goods to the front door of the customer. IT was challenged to provide quick 

and scalable solutions to many companies, markets and industries which was not an easy task. 

 

The management layer of the companies needed to cope with their own challenges and 

problems and take quick decision based on limited information within quick timelines. In the 

analysis below, we will focus on two main management topics: Business operations and 

Human Resources management. 

 

a. Operations management  

 

The job of operations management (OM) consists of all the activities involved in transforming 

a product components or activities into a finished product or services. In addition, operations 

managers are involved in planning and controlling the systems that produce goods and services 

(8, J. Skripak 2016).  

 

The following study will look specifically into IT sector represented by the following global 

companies: Alphabet, Cognizant, GoDaddy, Twitter, Zoom, DxC, IBM, HPE, HP Inc and 

ServiceNow. 

 

As per provided definition, Operations Management might be a very broad term overseeing 

very wide range of activities; the study will focus on seven factors which clearly comes as 

consequence after COVID-19, and which impacts companies operations: 1) “Remote work and 

modified Schedules”, 2) “Customer Accommodation”, 3) “Health & Safety”, 4) “Supply chain 

impacts”, 5) “Closed Stores and suspended services”, 6) “Community Services”, 7) “Layoffs”. 

Below are listed the definitions provided by JustCaptal Global tracker (9, JustReport 2020): 

1) “Remote work and modified Schedules” – Company is voluntarily shifting its 

nonessential employees to a remote work or work-from-home arrangement in response 

to the pandemic or are enacting alternative scheduling practices.  

2) “Customer Accommodation” – Company is offering special accommodations to 

customers. Drill down to explore whether companies are offering discounts or price cuts 

to their customers, allowing customers to defer payment of goods and services, 

continuing to provide essential utilities to customers who are unable to make payments 

at this time, and/or providing services to vulnerable populations such as reserving the first 

hour of shopping for high-risk customers. 

3) “Health & Safety” – Company announced added health and safety measures during the 

pandemic to protect workers and customers alike.  

4) “Supply chain impact” – Company has announced information about impacts or 

adjustments to its supply chain, including whether there have been job cuts, or the 

company has made a commitment to maintain business. 
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5) “Closed Stores and suspended services” – Company is voluntarily closing some or all its 

retail or branch locations or suspending some or all its operations or services. 

6) “Community Services” – Company is providing direct in-person or in-kind community 

services to help with relief efforts, such as organizing food banks, blood drives, or even 

providing free software for schools. 

7) “Layoffs” – Company announced layoffs in order to offset lost revenues.  

 

Chosen ten Global IT companies represents significant part of the industry and can be taken as 

stable marker showing the impact and actions. The table below gives their answers regarding 

the seven factors they take into account and where they have taken actions. 

 

Table 1. COVID-19 responses of selected IT Global companies  

Source: 9, JustReport 2020 

 

With 100% answers, all selected companies choose to move towards remote way of work, 

which is expected, as this industry has all needed tools, knowledge and processes. Moreover, 

many of IT companies have already established practices and policies around remote workers.  

 

The second answer where majority of the companies reported as impacting is “Customer 

accommodation” with 80%. This shows that customer focus, flexibility and willingness are 

considered a priority for the sector. This is not a surprise as the companies are service providers 

and they have impacted clients in a way that they should react and adopt the situation. 

 

“Supply chain impact” is the third impacting category with 70% answers that this is a factor 

that have impact on their operations. COVID-19 impacted travel and transportation industry 

all around the globe as well as row materials industry, and their supply due to the imposed 

lockdowns. Impact on the corporate value chain materialized in delayed production and 

shipments (10, Sallomi 2020). 

 

The remaining three factors “5) Closed stores and suspended services”, “7) Layoffs” and “3) 

Health and safety” are considered with minor impact on IT Companies business operations due 

to the respective low rate answers – respectively 30%, 20% and 10%. Even with low response 

rate, these three factors should not be ignored as they have impact directly on companies’ 

clients or on their employees and respectively on the quality of product/service, customer 

satisfaction and (not on the last place) direct impact on the employees.  
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suspended services 
       x x x 

6) Community services x x  x   x x x  

7) Layoffs      x x    
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The last factor which will be reviewed, and which has direct impact on every IT company 

operations is “Business Continuity Planning” or BCP. Every global IT company need to have 

BCP in place, it needs to be practiced and adopted / updated regularly, which ensures its smooth 

and timely operations. Another angle is adopting company`s technology stack to the BCP, 

which needs to be scalable and flexible enough to address the respective situation and needs 

(10, Sallomi 2020). In global pandemic situation all of the included companies have 

implemented stringent BCP strategies (9, JustReport 2020) which clearly helped them in the 

quick reaction and proper answer.  

 

b. Human Resources Management  

 

Human resource management is one of the key pillars in companies strategic and overall 

management. This is even more valid for IT companies, no matter if they are small Software 

Development houses with 10-100 employees, medium size companies who has couple of 

thousands or big global players having from tens thousands to more than one hundred thousand 

employees. Human capital is a key for companies’ success and so-called total cost of workforce 

or TCOW accounts for big part of their cost structure. COVID-19 put extreme pressure on the 

people around the globe, which affected how business operates and approaches their human 

resources. HR processes and procedures needed to be adopted to the “new reality” which 

impacted their productivity, efficiency, motivation and engagement.  

 

In the literature there are different HR management models (11, Armstrong and Tailor 2020). 

Beer et al (12, Beer at al 1984) structured framework which is now known as ‘Harvard 

framework’ where HRM ‘involves all management decision and actions that affect the nature 

of the relationship between the organization and employees’. There are two characteristics: 1) 

Direct managers are responsible and they ensure alignment between company strategy and HR 

policies, and 2) HR sets the policies and model how HR activities are developed and 

implemented.  

 

There is as well ‘5-P model’ (13, Schuler 1992) where the author describes five topics where 

HRM operates: 1) HP philosophy, 2) HR Policies, 3) HR Programs, 4) HR Practices and 5) HR 

Processes.  

 

The third model which we will review is so called ‘European Model’ (14, Brewster and Larsen 

1992), which has the following logic: 1) Environment, 2) Objectives, 3) Focus, 4) Relationship 

with employees, 5) relationship with direct managers and 6) Role of HR. 

It can be summarized by the reviewed models that there are two main drivers that play key 

roles in HRM, especially in the pandemic situation:  

1. HR Processes & Policies, 

2. Role of Direct Managers. 

 

Relating back to the study shown in table 1, it is clear that all examined companies modified 

their work processes and policies moving towards ‘work from home’ or ‘flexible models’. This 

is not an easy task as every country has its own legal framework and required process and 

policies adoption from HR departments. Then the implementation passed though leadership 

and direct management that needs to communicate, implement, execute and monitor how this 

affects their employees in all aspects as: efficiency, motivation, engagement and so on. The 

other main factor which affects HRM is “Supply chain” effects which 70% of the companies 

think it was impacted. Here there are different factors starting from un-availability to deliver 
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the services / products, issues with performing their daily tasks and facing direct problems 

related to the clients.  

 

At the beginning of the pandemic, companies took fast decisions without knowing how this 

will impact their operations and results, and during the course of the year they all started to 

analyze different data to see how these actions actually affect them. In his paper Paulo et al 

[15] shows how COVID-19 impacts outcome for software developers: 

 

Figure 3. Summary of the survey results on the impact of COVID-19 on task 

completion time, productivity, and quality of the work 

 
Source: 15, Paolo Anselmo et al, August 2020  

 

This leads to an important conclusion that flexible work schedule and work from home don’t 

impact their quality of work and productivity. The summarized result of the survey (Paolo 

Anselmo et al, August 2020) is shown in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4.  COVID-19 impact on software developers 

 
Source: 15, Paolo Anselmo et al, August 2020  
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Conclusion  

 

Based on the above study, we can conclude that Corporate Management, as well as Human 

Resource Management, reacted fast and unedified to the global pandemic. They joined their 

forces and acted with great flexibility by:  

- Adopting processes, 

- Changing HR policies, 

- Modifying their approach to Customers, 

- Raised the level of safety, 

- Adopting their value and supply chains. 

 

The companies who focused on these factors stayed and became even more relevant for their 

clients and were able to increase customer and employee satisfaction. That is why the next 

steps will be bringing: 1) Measuring, 2) Analyze, 3) Change, 4) Adopt, and 5) Maintain of the 

newly implemented practices and processes, where actually data analytics will come to play. 

All of these factors can be monitored and analyzed no matter of the size of the company and 

its industry. However, Global IT companies have strategic advantages as: Infrastructure 

(Software and Hardware), Skill-full employees, Data Driven culture, which gives them fly-

start and moreover position them better compared to the other industries where processes are 

slow, where companies don`t have the needed infrastructure and the employees are not keen 

into digitalization. We believe that analytical approach and data driven approach into handling 

situations like COVID-19 global pandemic will rise the bar and will push the companies more 

towards digitalization and automation, as it gives enormous level of flexibility and adoptability 

as well as quick resolution to problems which they have never faced before. 
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Abstract: Procurement is a function of the company that cares of everything about that is 

necessary for the realization of the goals of the business system and in particular it is very 

important for the successful operation of a trade company. Procurement is a function of the 

company and other business structures whose task is to supply the equipment, materials, 

services, products and energy needed to achieve goals of the business system. By pursuing the 

economic order quantities, decisions on expenditures and selection of the best suppliers we 

contribute to the business success. On the global level, companies are facing the impact 

and consequences of the COVID 19 pandemic, which also affects companies purchasing 

processes. In the paper are presented and analysed changes in the organization and functions 

of the purchasing business activities of the two companies as a consequence of the pandemic 

crisis.   

 

Keywords: Purchasing business, the pandemic crisis, supply, organization, company. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

he pandemic crisis has brought completely new and until now, unprecedented and 

unknown circumstances not only for all of us who participate in social life as individuals 

but also for all the participants in business processes who have faced a series of 

challenges they have not encountered so far. Restrictive measures brought by states to protect 

their population from infection have caused many difficulties when carrying out daily 

activities. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, it is necessary to adapt social and economic life to 

the new conditions. Companies that are engaged in sales due to the reduction of social contacts 

and measures brought by the Civil Protection Headquarters of the Republic of Croatia had to 

change their business organization. On 24th April 2020, the Civil Protection Headquarters of 

the Republic of Croatia has issued a Decision stipulating the working hours and the way of 

work in the trade activity during the Coronavirus epidemic; all stores and all sales facilities 

were obliged to organize their work in compliance with the general anti-epidemic measures 

and special recommendations and instructions brought by the Croatian Institute of Public 

Health (Koronavirus, 15.06.2020). On 19th March 2020, the Civil Protection Headquarters of 

the Republic of Croatia has issued a Decision on measures to restrict social gatherings, work 

in trade, services and sporting and cultural events (Official Gazette, 32/2020), therefore 

suspending working of all shops except those listed in the decision.   
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Procurement is a major part of the organizational and business process of any trading 

company. The paper presents the changes in the supply business in two trading companies 

during the course of the pandemic: one is engaged in the production and sale of food products, 

and the other in the sale of agricultural machinery. 

 

PROCUREMENT AS A FUNCTION OF TRADING COMPANY 

 

Procurement is function and activity of the company and other operating systems, which takes 

care of supplies, materials, equipment, services and energy that are necessary for the realization 

of the objectives of the business system. As an activity, it is extremely complex and important 

for the success of the company's business (Ferišak, 2006). Procurement tasks are: 
- connecting companies with the market,   
- procurement of means for production and its services in line with the production plan, 
- organizing the process of circulating funds in reproduction,         
- organizing work processes that ensure carrying out of individual procurements and the 

circulation of means of production in the previous phase of the production cycle (Karpati, 

1975).  By procurement in the narrower sense of the word is meant primarily running of 

operational activities in the process of acquiring the items of procurement. These are jobs 

that need to be performed on a daily basis in order to timely realize the defined needs and 

supply requirements of the business system for procurement facilities of appropriate 

quality, in the required quantity, at reasonable prices, with respect to deadlines, at a 

specific place and with the appropriate service. Operational functional procurement 

activities are as follows: examination and consolidation of procurement requests obtained 

from the preparation of work, development, warehouses, laboratories and other 

organizational units, observation and monitoring of the procurement market, making and 

setting inquiries to suppliers, receiving, examination and evaluation of suppliers' 

offers,  negotiating with suppliers,  selection of the most favourable offer and 

ordering,  monitoring delivery deadlines and coordination of all direct connections with 

the suppliers,  receiving and examination of the shipment,  control of supplier's 

accounts,  complaints due to inadequate fulfillment of the supplier’s obligations,  running 

records / files of procurement (Ferišak, 2002).  
 

Procurement in a broader sense of the word encompasses strategic tasks on which depends the 

effect and profits of the business system. The tasks of procurement in a broader sense are to 

prepare the best possible use of procurement market opportunities, to positively influence to 

the production consumption and sales by defining types, forms of input structure when using 

the potential of suppliers and taking into account environmental protection, in order to better 

meet consumer demands, and to maximize the effects and profits of the business system 

(Ferišak, 2002). Marketing procurement significantly differs from the classic procurement 

system because here it does not run a typical "supplier-procurement" relationship, which is 

when the supplier motivates the customer to purchase certain goods or services, but the supplier 

and procurement party establish partnerships and thus facilitate the flow of procurement, that 

is, they realize short-term and long-term procurement tasks more efficiently and cost-

effectively (Ružić, 2002). The organizational structure of procurement deals with human and 

other resources, and refers to (Ferišak, 2002, 317): division of tasks and procurement 

function, system of managerial and executive jobs and relations between them, system of 

obligations and authorities, system of work places responsibilities and system of 

communication between work places. When organizing procurement, it is necessary to adhere 

to certain principles, because non-compliance with them may bring many difficulties in 

business. These principles are: equal and fair division of labour among the employees, 
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specialization of jobs within the service itself, standardization of goods procured, solutions to 

the problem of centralization-decentralization, principles of cooperation when doing business 

and proper assignment of authority and responsibility when performing affairs (Karpati, 1975, 

p. 42). By choosing the optimal form of organizational structure, it can be influenced on the 

business and business results of the company (Krpan et al., 2015). The very process of 

procurement is carried out in the following order (Peričić, Kozina, 2001): initiating the process 

of procurement, additional analysis of requirements for procurement and its approval, selection 

of the supplier and sending a request, invitation to tender, the selection of suppliers and sending 

orders and verification of goods from the suppliers. The procurement process is important for 

(Purchase Control, 2020): efficient purchasing process (not only intended for direct 

consumption), successful supplier relationship management, optimal supply chain 

management, rationalization of all stages of the procurement process, establishment of the 

management models of the business process. 
 

EXAMPLES OF BUSINESS PRACTICES OF PURCHASING ORGANIZATION 

DURING A PANDEMIC CRISIS  
  
Company X is a recognizable brand and market leader in Croatia in the production and sale of 

meat products, and its products are exported to foreign markets, with exports accounting for 

10% of total annual sales. Since it is a manufacturing company that cannot perform its basic 

function of production without adequate supply of the raw materials, it is clear that the 

purchasing function is one of the most important functions of the company. Production results 

in the creation of added value, and in order for this added value to be competitive on the open 

market, it is necessary to ensure through the procurement function the highest quality of the 

raw material at the most competitive purchase price. 

 
At the head of the company's procurement function is the procurement director who directly 

manages the procurement function and, according to the business organization, comes 

immediately below the company's director. The purchasing function of a company is 

roughly divided into two parts depending on the type of product being procured. The first 

group includes the procurement of raw materials that are directly necessary for the production 

process. The second group includes the procurement of everything else necessary for the 

smooth running of business processes in the company such as fixed assets, small inventory, 

etc. The procurement director manages the team of procurement managers for 

certain procurement groups, so the company has a procurement manager who cares for the 

purchasing of the raw materials and also the procurement manager who covers other group of 

procurements. In the procurement office they also have the procurement referents, which in 

coordination with their superior managers perform all the current activities related to the 

purchasing. It can be said that under normal circumstances before the pandemic, the 

procurement function took place almost routinely in accordance to the previously established 

schedules of activities. At the annual level, most of the procurement of key or basic raw 

materials necessary for the production is agreed upon. As this is the food industry, it is 

extremely important that the raw material for production is of exceptional quality and 

freshness, which in itself suggests that the preference is given to the domestic suppliers, i.e. the 

partners in the procurement process. The production process requires a certain time until the 

release of the finished product, so there is a need to conclude supply contracts for a longer 

period of time for at least a year, so that production can be planned in advance and proceed 

according to set plans and without production standstill. The aim of procurement is to supply 

raw materials of appropriate quality at the most competitive purchase price so that the final 

product itself will be as competitive as possible on the demanding domestic and foreign 
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markets. Together with the coordination between the procurement director, procurement 

manager and procurement officers, the procurement itself is agreed and the course of the 

procurement process is controlled, depending on the scope of responsibilities of each level of 

employees working on the procurement service. The products that the company sells on the 

market have a seasonal character, which also directly affects the procurement 

function. The biggest support for the procurement of raw materials is provided by the domestic 

suppliers, but due to the increase in seasonal demand for certain groups of products it is 

impossible to meet the market demands without the procurement of raw materials from 

other countries - mostly often from the European Union. The food industry, even in normal 

circumstances, requires quick reactions and adjustments to market trends and needs, which 

requires exceptional flexibility from employees working in procurement and readiness to 

immediately address the challenges that have arisen before them. 

 
A company that is engaged in the production of basic food products in the conditions of 

a pandemic crisis has found itself in great challenges. The population under the influence of 

psychosis that was caused by the set of limitations began to react irrationally; the panic caused 

an increase in demand for the Company X’s products and there was a rapid decline of finished 

goods in stock. All of these new circumstances put before the procurement service tasks that 

had not been encountered so far. The company at a given time should provide enough products 

to supply the increased market demands, and at the same time the procurement should provide 

enough raw materials for the uninterrupted production. The employees who are not necessary 

present in the production process or who do not work directly in production are redirected to 

work from home through modern technologies that enable them to use mobile 

communications. The complete procurement service personnel were relocated to work from 

home in the present circumstances. Regardless of the work from home, the service had to react 

promptly and provide the allowed quantities of the necessary raw materials. The pandemic has 

caused numerous imbalances in the supply and demand for primarily food products, which has 

resulted in an uncontrolled rise of the prices of both final products and the raw materials that 

were needed for its production. Coordination with all other services in the company has moved 

to the virtual world through video links and similar advanced tools, but also communication 

with the suppliers has taken place by means of virtual meetings. Prior to the procurement, new 

tasks were set which comprehended the procurement of a sufficient amount of raw materials, 

regardless of the procurement price. It was in such crisis that the conditions were characterized 

by the increased in demand when all the shortcomings of our business environment had come 

to light. The domestic raw material base proved insufficient to meet the increased needs of the 

producers that were demanded by the market. Restrictions that were in force during the first 

wave of the pandemic with regards to the movement of goods and people in interstate 

traffic made it even more difficult to procure the raw materials from other countries. When 

working from home for all the procurement staff was required a much greater commitment to 

be able to complete all the necessary procurement processes than has occurred during normal 

times before the pandemic. The procurement has proven to be crucial for the company's 

survival on the market and for keeping the jobs for all of employees. 

 

Company Y is specialized in retail and wholesale and service of small agricultural machines 

such as motor cultivators, chainsaws, lawn mowers, motor mowers (trimmers), water pumps, 

aggregates and other small machines. The procurement business of company Y is organized in 

such a way that the procurement of certain devices and spare parts takes place on a daily 

basis. As the company has organized both retail and wholesale, and since a relatively large 

number of customers regularly order and buy products, purchasing business must always be up 

to date. In the period before the pandemic crisis, the procurement business was organized in 
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such a way that employees regularly collected orders from customers for the needs of service 

for their devices or to obtain the spare parts, which would be then forwarded to their 

warehouses to separate the items and to send them back to the company. Company Y orders a 

large amount of parts of devices and spare parts from companies operating within the Republic 

of Croatia, but it also orders and imports some goods directly from other countries, such as 

Germany, Italy, Serbia, Austria and other countries. Before the crisis, business with companies 

from the other countries has taken place without any problems, as well as business within the 

Republic of Croatia. The difference was exclusively in the duration of the time period spent for 

the delivery of the ordered goods. The crisis that began in March of this year has drastically 

changed the business of the company itself and businesses of all other companies with which 

the company cooperates. Namely, no one was prepared for what the crisis had caused. First of 

all, the delivery of ordered devices and spare parts and everything else started to be delayed, 

and apart from the fact that the delivery period has increased, an even bigger problem was that 

some deliveries were questionable and whether they would be realized at all. How the 

carriers were limited at the very beginning of the crisis to move to other countries, and the crisis 

itself has taken a big swing in the single countries (such as the case of Italy) - for the goods 

which have been ordered from those countries were put a lot of question marks (here, 

referring both to the production and distribution). Under these conditions, company Y had to 

change its current way of doing business and to adapt to the new situation. The first decision 

the company has made was to increase the stock of both the devices and the spare parts. Of 

course, this decision also had some negative consequences, because large stocks also result in 

the engagement of a more financial resources; it didn't do well in the crisis, but it was simply 

necessary to try to adjust the business. The second decision that has been taken - that it was 

necessary to clearly communicate this new way of doing business with the customers and 

service users. Namely, everyone needed to be explained why did exist a longer period of time 

for the delivery of devices from the service, but also for the delivery of spare parts and 

individual devices from the stores. Of course, this also had negative consequences, because it 

is understandable that some users did not show understanding, so in that case they gave up 

services. But since other companies had similar problems, finally there were not too many of 

discontented users. For the most part, customers and service users had an understanding and 

had remained loyal and they continued to buy items from the company Y. In addition to this, 

the company made several other adjustments in its business, all with the aim of realizing as 

much work as possible, and for them doing business and surviving on the market would not be 

put into question. At one point the crisis was showing signs of weakening and we all hoped it 

was about to end. Business began to return to normal and all the imposed measures slowly 

began to be abolished. So, business and movement of goods were allowed again to circulate as 

it was before the crisis. Unfortunately, again the situation has started to show up some negative 

trends related to the COVID 19 crisis. Yet again, there are introduced some limitations 

measures, but this time not as rigorous and businesses are more or less normally taking 

place, but again including a longer time interval. Uncertainty about how long this crisis will 

last has resulted for the company to focus exclusively on procuring those materials needed 

during this period, and is not willing to take any additional risks for the reason that no one can 

predict what tomorrow will bring. Purchasing business has normalized as much as possible, 

having larger stocks than before, but also, they offer narrower assortment. The company's goal 

is to provide its customers and service users with everything they need, to try to follow the 

trends, but the introduction and procurement of some new things has been currently put on 

hold. 
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CONCLUSION 

  
The COVID 19 pandemic crisis has been present for a long time and is causing great problems 

not only for economic entities, but also for all other activities. The consequences of the crisis, 

which is still going on day by day, are evident in the business operations of almost all 

companies. In these conditions, companies must find their way to organize their businesses as 

better as possible. 

 

The main goal of the procurement business should be that procurement contributes as much as 

possible to the success of the company's business, and this can be achieved by using economies 

of scale and when choosing the right suppliers. Procurement tasks are to acquire materials and 

services of functionally appropriate quality, at the best price, in economical quantity, at the 

right time, from the most favourable sources, with high delivery service, when achieving the 

greatest possible protection of the environment and natural resources, with the least risks, with 

the lowest costs and with the good relationships with the suppliers. The procurement function 

in the company itself is extremely complex process even in the normal business conditions, and 

only in conditions such as the present pandemic crisis does the true importance of procurement 

in the organizational structure of each company come to light. The crisis has shown how 

extremely important it is to have a well-organized procurement service that will be able to 

perform all the tasks set before it even in difficult conditions, by the company's 

management. Developing partnerships with suppliers are needed that are not based on 

cooperation for only one delivery, but based on ongoing cooperation in which all participants 

in the supply process will be satisfied with the agreement that has proved to be crucial in time 

of the onset of the global pandemic crisis. It can be concluded that there is not much difference 

between procurement under normal circumstances and procurement during 

a pandemic crisis. Procurement is here to meet the needs of the company for the raw materials 

and other necessary resources that are necessary for business; it is only a question of how and 

with what employee engagement this can be achieved to be the most optimal solution for the 

company. 
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Abstract: The rapid economic growth of many companies brings with it the need to pay more 

attention to issues of management and leadership of people in the conditions of a centralized 

model of economic management, as well as mental readiness for work and social position in 

business. Mental balance is one of the most important mental equipment of traders in personal 

and professional life. Therefore, in the article we assess the necessity of psychohygiene in the 

work of traders. Its role is to support and create favorable psychological conditions. The aim 

of the research is to determine the existence of statistically significant differences in the 

assessment of the attributes of psychohygiene between customers and traders. The research 

sample, out of the total number of 177 respondents, consists of 125 (70.6%) women and 52 

(29.4%) men aged 18 - 70 years, while the average age is 41.08 years, the standard deviation 

is 7.913 years. Of the total number of respondents, 97 (54.8%) were traders and 80 (45.2%) 

were customers. The length of the respondents' internship ranged from 1 to 40 years (average 

17.25 years, standard deviation 8.679 years). The research results were processed in statistical 

program IBM SPSS Statistics 22.00 and assessed by t- test for two independent samples. The 

authors focused on mental health care, proper lifestyle, stressors, work environment and time 

management. 

 

Keywords: Attributes, Psychohygiene, Traders  

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

he term psychohygiene is the equivalent of the terms mental, psychological and mental 

hygiene. It is a system of scientifically elaborated rules and councils used to maintain, 

deepen or regain mental health, mental balance (Míček, 1986). It has very close relations 

to psychotherapy (Ďurdiak, 2001). According to Szarková (2016), psychohygiene is a 

department of work psychology, which studies the possibilities and ways of adjustment or 

changes in living (thus also working) conditions of a person in relation to the creation and 

stabilization of his positive feelings and positive philosophy of life. Bedrnová et al. (2009; 

2012) argues that it is an interdisciplinary subject covering the practical issues of our lives with 

a focus on maintaining physical and mental health, despite the adverse effects of many sub-

stimuli and situations. It is such an adjustment of a person´s living conditions that would evoke 

in him a feeling of satisfaction, personal happiness, physical and mental fitness and 

performance (Bartko, 1990). 

 

Mental hygiene focuses on the possibilities of self-regulation of the individual, acting on 

oneself and on the active transformation of one's environment (the focus is on self-education, 

mental regulation, hygiene of thinking, ideas, attention, etc.). It deals with the problems of 
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adaptation and mild cases of human maladaptation, i.e. mild mental disorders. It focuses mainly 

on prevention, dealing with the issue of strengthening mental health (Míček, 1986). 

Psychohygiene seeks to examine and ensure optimal mental health conditions and prevent the 

development of mental disorders (Kondáš, 1985).  

 

Mental health is a desirable condition that results from conscious or unconscious adherence to 

the principles of psychohygiene (Ďurdiak, 2001). It is a state in which all mental processes take 

place optimally, correctly reflect the external reality, while the appropriate solution of tasks is 

accompanied by a feeling of satisfaction (Kondáš, 1985). A person is mentally healthy if he is 

reasonably satisfied with himself if he has good relations with others, and if he is able to solve 

the everyday problems that life brings (Melgosa, 1998). 

 

RESEARCH PROBLEM 
 

At present, the business environment is increasingly convinced that the application of 

psychological sciences is not only beneficial for its development and comprehensive profit, but 

also increasingly necessary, both in terms of meeting economic and marketing goals. Traders 

are required to synergistically combine theoretical and practical knowledge and experience of 

applied psychological disciplines with theoretical knowledge and approaches to the theory of 

economics and marketing (Szarková, 2016). The author states that psychohygiene is a field of 

work psychology that studies the possibilities and ways of adjustment, living and working 

conditions of an individual, which are related to the creation and stabilization of one’s positive 

feelings and positive philosophy of life. It focuses on identifying those factors that condition 

or influence the state of mental health in traders, which is given by a set of the following 

feelings. They are a feeling of satisfaction, a feeling of usefulness, a feeling of success, a feeling 

of mental and physical fitness, a feeling of personal happiness, a feeling of inner harmony. The 

degree of satisfaction of coping with the stress elements of work is an important component of 

overall life satisfaction (Kollárik, 2011). 

 

Fatigue is a natural consequence of every job. It arises as a result of effort and is one of the 

main factors that affect the performance of traders. It manifests itself in mental and 

physiological changes in the sensory, emotional, mental, motor and mental processes. 

Depending on which functions or organs it affects, we distinguish between muscle, sensory, 

nervous and mental fatigue (Provazník et al., 2002). Feeling tired is subjective and has a 

protective function because it allows a person to register the symptoms of simple acute fatigue, 

which can develop into chronic fatigue. 

 

Maladaptive mental states (mental stress, stress and frustration) arise in trade as a result of 

external and internal conflict situations, which the trader feels as unmanageable. They are the 

result of a disruption of one’s adaptive abilities and a signal of a disturbance of one’s mental 

balance. They can influence him negatively or positively, and it depends on his mental state, 

mental resistance to stress, temperament and personality, assertive and self-assertive abilities, 

and one’s life philosophy or positive thinking. They can be managed by will mechanisms, 

autoregulatory personality system and autosuggestion, without drug treatment (Szarková, 

2018). One of the possibilities of coping is psychohygiene as a guide, which needs not only to 

know, but also to respect and not separate theory from practice (Míček, 1986). It is needed and 

touches on many aspects of the trader's daily life. It is enough to follow psychohygienic 

principles and invest in reason and better interpersonal relationships (Bartko, 1990). 
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METHODS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

 

The aim of the research is to identify statistically significant differences in the assessment of 

psychohygiene attributes in business. We focused on mental health care, proper lifestyle, 

stressors, work environment and time management. Based on the stated goal of the research, 

we set the hypothesis: "We assume that there are statistically significant differences in the 

assessment of selected attributes of psychohygiene between traders and customers." 

 

In order to collect data and information, we opted for a questionnaire focused on 

psychohygiene. It pays attention to attributes such as lifestyle, relaxation, rest, time 

management and work environment. It contains 20 items focused on psychohygiene, for which 

the respondents express the degree of their consent, resp. disagreement on a 7-point scale (1 - 

strongly disagree, 7 - strongly agree). 

 

The information obtained from the respondents was processed and analyzed at the level of 

descriptive statistics (frequency of occurrence, arithmetic mean, standard deviation) and 

inductive statistics (difference analysis: t-test for two independent samples) in the statistical 

program IBM SPSS Statistics 22.00. 

 

The research sample, out of the total number of 177 respondents, consists of 125 (70.6%) 

women and 52 (29.4%) men aged 18 - 70 years, while the average age is 41.08 years, the 

standard deviation is 7.913 years. Of the total number of respondents, 97 (54.8%) were 

merchants and 80 (45.2%) were customers. The length of the respondents' internship ranged 

from 1 to 40 years (average 17.25 years, standard deviation 8.679 years). 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In order to verify the established hypothesis, we performed statistical analyzes in the statistical 

program SPSS22. We focused on identifying statistically significant differences in the 

assessment of psychohygiene attributes in business. The results of the analysis to verify the 

hypothesis: "We assume that there are statistically significant differences in the assessment of 

selected attributes of psychohygiene between traders and customers" is described in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Analysis of Differences in Selected Attributes of Psychohygiene in Business 

Psychohygiene 
Position in  

organisation 
Average Test criterion t Significance 

I am interested in mental health care. 
trader 5.81 

1.902 .040 
customer 5.03 

In business, it is important to regularly 

observe psychohygiene. 

trader 6.04 
2.144 .033 

customer 5.31 

I often feel that I am in a time crunch, 

I lack time management. 

trader 5.96 
1.909 .028 

customer 4.30 

I often do not follow a proper lifestyle 

during work. 

trader 5.29 
4.061 .000 

customer 4.25 

I also deal with my work duties outside of 

working hours and premises. 

trader 5.06 
3.841 .000 

customer 3.89 

I have the opportunity to adjust my work  

environment so that I feel good in it. 

trader 5.66 
2.301 .023 

customer 4.41 

Source: Own processing  

 

The results of our research also tell us that the job of a salesperson is not only a job, but also a 

mission. We found statistically significant differences between traders and customers, where 
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traders scored higher in selected attributes of psychohygiene (mental health care, proper 

lifestyle, work responsibilities, environment and time management). 

 

We found that salespeople pay attention to their work duties also outside working hours and 

outside working spaces more often, as they scored higher in these attributes compared to the 

addressed customers. Based on the results presented above, we can say that traders are more 

interested in the issue of psychohygiene, despite the fact that they admitted that they often do 

not follow a proper lifestyle during their work. They were also much more inclined to agree 

with the possibility that they could adjust their work environment to feel good in it. They often 

feel a time constraint in their work and are therefore more aware of the importance of regular 

psychohygiene and mental health care. 

 

Based on the above analyzes, we can state that the hypothesis: "We assume that there are 

statistically significant differences in the assessment of selected attributes of psychohygiene 

between traders and customers" was confirmed. 

 

As part of identifying statistically significant differences in the examined aspects, we recorded 

several statistically significant differences, with traders always scoring higher. They also take 

care of their work responsibilities outside working hours and outside working spaces, adjusting 

their work environment so that they feel good in it. However, they often feel a time constraint 

in their work and are therefore more aware of the importance of regular observance of 

psychohygiene. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Traders are faced with complex tasks and are required to solve complex issues, so the right 

mental balance is one of the basic elements for achieving a successful business result. It is 

therefore necessary to integrate psychohygiene into their work and personal life and at the same 

time to increase interest in it. Various professional magazines for traders, various professional 

studies that are available on the Internet, or educational programs are also beneficial sources. 

 

There are many companies that provide personnel and psychological counseling services in the 

form of business-oriented seminars, education and training courses. Since theoretical education 

and possible training in teaching is not enough, it is necessary to apply the acquired knowledge 

directly into practice as soon as possible and to create suitable conditions for this. In larger and 

financially stronger companies, there are opportunities to use the results of analyzes found by 

external consulting firms and to have psycho-hygienic principles and good habits developed 

and implemented into the work regime. 

 

After acquiring theoretical and practical skills in this area, it is important to return to the 

beginning, to the family, and to transfer new good habits to it, which would become the right 

stereotype, the starting point for the future and serve to set the right priorities in life (Freidl , 

2004; Holdau, 1999; Rantanen, et al., 2004; Rothmann, Rothmann, 2006; Ryff, 1989; Smith, 

2008). 
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Abstract: Misinformation spread by individuals sharing fake news can cause problems in 

social, economic and democratic systems. The World Economic Forum considers the viral 

spread of misinformation online to be one of the main threats to our society. While the reasons 

why people spread misinformation likely haven't changed in the last millennia, the rise of 

Internet powered social networks has allowed news to spread rapidly among millions of users, 

and gave rise to new phenomena such as echo chambers. The question we ask in this paper is 

whether we can model the dissemination of fake news and the emerging phenomena using 

relatively simple rules in an agent-based model. We present the current state of research in the 

field of fake news, the agent-based modelling methodology, and the current state of our model 

development. 

 

Keywords: Fake News, Disinformation, Cognitive Bias, Emergent Phenomena, Social 

Networks, Agent-based Modelling, Social Psychology. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

he viral spread of digital misinformation has become so severe that the World Economic 

Forum (Tedeneke, 2018) considers it among the main threats to human society. There is 

worldwide concern over false news and the possibility that it can influence political, 

economic, and social well-being (Törnberg, 2018). The scale and rapidity of sharing fake news 

and misinformation are having an impact on democratic processes. False news can drive the 

misallocation of resources during terror attacks and natural disasters, the misalignment of 

business investments, and can misinform elections (Vosoughi, Roy, & Aral, 2018) 

 

The spreading of fake news in social networks is a complex social phenomenon. Unfortunately, 

the study of large-scale social systems is hampered by its subject – in contrast with modelling 

of problems typically examined in natural sciences, social science problems are much harder 

to analyse and model, as they involve real human beings. Consequently, it is nearly impossible 

to build coherent theories that would account for all empirical observations and which all 

scientists would agree on. 

 

Currently, there is a lack of models explaining the behaviour of individuals spreading fake 

news, as the past research has been mostly focused on statistical analysis of the spread of 

individual articles or posts via sharing (retweeting) in social networks. The analysis of large 

datasets (e.g. 500 million tweets in (Yang & Leskovec, 2010)) can improve our understanding 

of the macro phenomena via the development of statistical models, which can provide a 

reference point for the validation of novel micro models of processes behind the current fake 
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news phenomena. Such micro models would allow us to develop and test new theories 

explaining and predicting the fake news phenomena using individual-level rules.  

 

Agent based modelling (ABM) is currently the methodology of choice for the construction of 

micro models aiming to model the interaction of individual humans. In ABM, the focus is on 

individual agents, their decision processes, their interaction with other agents, and the effects 

of that interaction on decision processes. Differences between individuals can be introduced 

relatively easily, as ABM models operate on the micro abstraction level, with individuals 

represented as discrete agents. The aim of this paper is therefore to present the current state of 

research in the field of fake news, ABM methodology, and the current state of our model 

development. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Social media platforms are often used as effective tools for constructive communication, but 

they also help disseminate false news (Tedeneke, 2018). Known examples of fake news 

disrupting democratic processes include the 2016 US presidential elections (Bovet & Makse, 

2019), the UK Brexit referendum (Himma-Kadakas, 2017), 2019 European elections 

(Marianna Spring and Lucy Webster, 2019), and the 2018 Brazil election (Paraguassu, 2020; 

Trevisani & Seetharaman, 2018).  

 

The paradigm of direct production of uncurated content and its uncritical consumption on 

online social media fosters the formation of homogeneous communities (echo-chambers) 

around specific worldviews, and has been demonstrated as a breeding ground for the creation 

and diffusion of fake news (Zollo et al., 2015). It seems that fake news become rife in times of 

crisis, as people seek simple explanations for complex truths and scapegoats, as evident in the 

ongoing Covid-19 pandemic (Hartley & Vu, 2020; Orso, Federici, Copetti, Vetrugno, & Bove, 

2020). Furthermore, fake news 'factories' and 'troll farms' seem to have become a common 

weapon in psychological warfare used by state actors as well as a tool to generate web traffic 

and thus profit (Gorrell et al., 2019; Linvill & Warren, 2018) (Linvill & Warren, 2018).  

 

Humans are biased in perceiving and understanding a semantic content. A person can verify 

grammatical correctness of a sentence faster if the subject matches his pre-existing opinion and 

can understand a sentence faster based on hierarchical structure of the content in brain (Collins 

& Quillian, 1969; Gilead, Sela, & Maril, 2018). In addition, an individual weakness, such as 

lack of analytical thinking, can result in significant inaccuracy in generating content and 

detecting fake content distributed in social networks (Pennycook & Rand, 2017). A recent 

study has shown that humans are extremely naive in distinguishing content generated by other 

humans from those by bots (Shao et al., 2017).  

 

While all persons potentially succumb to cognitive biases, regardless of their political 

persuasion (Pelly, 2017; Tait, 2017), there is evidence that the political bias and demographic 

factors significantly influence individuals response to fake news and thus their dissemination 

of fake news (Bovet & Makse, 2019; Guess, Nyhan, & Reifler, 2018; Poynter Institute, 2018; 

Silverman & Alexander, 2016) (Tait, 2017; Silverman and Lawrence, 2016; Hern, 2018; Guess 

et al., 2018; Poynter Institute, 2018). The polls conducted during Brexit also show a stronger 

response to pro-Brexit propaganda, which focused on the immigration issues (“take control of 

our borders”) in districts with an older age profile, lower proportions of residents educated to 

the equivalent of a degree, lower median earnings and lower proportions employed in highly 

skilled occupations (Gunther, Nisbet, & Beck, 2018; Waldherr & Wijermans, 2013). Work of 
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Goyanes and Lavin (Goyanes & Lavin, 2018) further sheds light on the demographic factors 

and situational predictors that influence the probability to share political fake news through 

social media platforms. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

Agent based modelling in social psychology  

 

The key properties of the multi-agent approach according to Smith and Conrey (Smith & 

Conrey, 2007) are as follows. First, agents are autonomous. Second, agents are interdependent. 

Third, agents in these models follow extremely simple rules. One frequent goal of ABM is to 

identify the simplest and best supported assumptions about individual agent behaviour (such 

as the motive to seek the most attractive partner) that will generate the overall pattern or 

outcome of interest. Agent-based models can be used to study the sensitivity of a system to 

path dependence, and to explore perturbations to social organization at various stages of group 

processes (Smaldino, Calanchini, & Pickett, 2015). While the concept of agent-based 

modelling is easy to grasp, defining an agent-based model is not an easy task. Common 

mistakes in ABM based research include the integration of too many features and the choice 

of the parameters. The results of models are often criticized for being either trivial (too much 

abstraction) or, on the other hand, too complex (insufficient abstraction) and therefore probably 

wrong because of their surprising results (Waldherr & Wijermans, 2013). Getting the level of 

abstraction right is therefore of paramount importance. It goes without saying that the modeller 

must have a good understanding of the problem or system that is being modelled, but a less 

obvious requirement for selecting the appropriate level of abstraction is a well-defined 

hypothesis. The hypothesis defines the goals of modelling and thus informs the selection of 

model variables, their level of detail (=abstraction) and the scenarios to be simulated. 

 

Experiments in social psychology have to navigate the thin line between an experimental setup 

that mimics real-world situations at the risk of complicating later data analysis, and an over-

controlled environment trying to eliminate all potentially interfering variables. In ABMs, we 

can create the experimental environment containing the exact amount of detail needed. 

However, a strong bias towards simplicity should be adopted, as overly complicated models 

are more difficult to analyse, and the number of model parameters can be prohibitive due to 

the dimensionality of the space of possible parameter settings, which can become too large to 

be searched efficiently (Eberlen, Scholz, & Gagliolo, 2017). Conte and Paolucci (Conte & 

Paolucci, 2014) offer a similar view, and advise that model designer should strive to create a 

model system that captures the aspects of the real-world system in which she is interested, with 

enough complexity to create a credible analogy between the model and real world systems, but 

otherwise as simple as possible so as to maximize generalizability and minimize obscuring 

artefacts. 

 

CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH 

 

While the development of a complex human actor model may be unfeasible due to the 

complexities of human psyche, we aim to model the fake news dissemination processes with 

sufficient accuracy by leaning on a main premise of complex adaptive systems research and 

agent based modelling (ABM) in social systems: complex phenomena emerges from the 

interplay of a large number of autonomous actors employing a set of simple rules. An 

individual will be modelled from the aspect of an agent in the news dissemination process, and 

its decision-making model is to integrate representations of the relevant cognitive biases.  
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The current version of the model allows us to adjust the number of individual agents, and adjust 

the parameters governing the behaviour of the “news consumer” agents and several sources of 

legitimate and fake news (messages). Agent parameters include political partisanism 

(propensity to forward authentic messages supporting the favoured faction), naivety (likelihood 

to accept a false message as authentic), ration of fake/authentic messages and frequency of 

message generation per news source, processing time for fake and authentic news per agent, 

and the impact of a false message (affecting likelihood for it to be forwarded). 

 

The model also allows us to adjust network type and layout during a simulation run. Available 

network layouts include arranged, random, and spring-weight, and network types distance-

based and scale-free (Barabási & Bonabeau, 2003). The simulation interface with animation of 

agent communication is shown in Figure 1, while Figure 2 shows that nonlinear behaviour can 

appear even in the relatively simple current version of the model. News consumer agents are 

represented as circles and are divided among two factions (political options) A and B. There 

are two news source agents, represented as cloud icons, and each news source generates 

messages supporting a single faction. Colours are used to represent the political factions, state 

of agents (receiving/forwarding messages) and the authenticity of messages received or 

forwarded. Agent size is adjusted to indicate the number of their connections (links to other 

agents). Simulation experiment interface is shown on Figure 1. The current value of experiment 

parameters is shown in the top left, while the charts display the dynamics in the model, such as 

number of legitimate and fake messages received and forwarded by news consumer agents of 

factions A and B and the rate of message forwarding per adjustable time period. The agents, 

their state, network layout and connections are shown on the right.  

 

Figure 1. Simulation interface within the current model prototype 
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The charts in Figure 2 display the linear increase of the cumulative number of received and 

forwarded messages, with visible aberrations appearing between agent factions despite the 

equal number of agents per faction and the same values of agent parameters. This indicates that 

even a relatively simple model, containing only linear dependencies between variables can 

produce unpredictable, nonlinear and even counterintuitive behaviour under the right 

circumstances, such as network congestion. 

 

Figure 2. Observed nonlinear behaviour within the current model prototype 

 

 

 

We must note that the experiment results do not yet correspond to real world data, as the model 

is still under development and not yet calibrated with empirical data. The model’s value in 

current state is in generating insight and new ideas for its further development. 
 

CONCLUSION 

 

The current version of the fake news dissemination model allows use to vary the agent 

behaviour parameters, news generation and processing parameters as well as agent network 

type and layout in order to examine the influence of these parameters on the dynamics of 

message diffusion as well as visualize the diffusion of messages through the network. We have 

so far noticed that the increased frequency of messages can produce non-linear behaviour 

through network congestion. The development of the model prototype will utilize the findings 

from previous studies and literature review. Calibration, verification and validation of the 

model will be carried out using the rules identified through secondary sources and available 

databases of social network (e.g. Twitter, Facebook) and news website data. Originality and 

innovation of the planned simulation model is in the focus on the mechanisms at the level of 

individuals, which result in complex social dynamics present in the fake news phenomenon. 

We will use ABM to model and test new theories based on existing fake news research. The 

fake news phenomenon is a very relevant area of research, with a major potential scientific and 

applied impact. As the subject of our research is interdisciplinary, we are looking to cooperate 

with researchers from the field of network analysis, psychology and social psychology. 
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Abstract: The socio-economic impact of the pandemic on all social spheres is huge, but like 

any crisis, for some it is an opportunity to create, develop and promote solutions. The 

coronavirus pandemic has brought many changes. It has forced us all to find new ways of 

working, interacting and living. The field of intellectual property is particularly affected by the 

coronavirus pandemic, its strong influence has affected all branches of intellectual property, 

especially the field of copyright and patents. During the COVID-19 Pandemic, numerous 

anomalies in the consumption of copyrights were observed, which coincided with the isolation 

measures, from drastically increased consumption of illegal pirated content via the Internet, 

especially in countries with lockdown, through a sharp increase of Disney+ and Netflix 

streaming platform users. 

The identification of products that have the word Corona in their name – in their trademark, 

with the virus has led to a sharp drop in consumption of some products, but also to increased 

sales of others. The pharmaceutical industry has invested huge funds in the fight against this 

global challenge, especially in the field of treatment of viruses, new drugs for the prevention, 

as well as finding a vaccine against COVID-19. This paper discusses the challenges faced by 

the management of intellectual property rights and potential response measures. 

 

Keywords: COVID-19, innovation, intellectual property, patents, coronavirus pandemic, 

generics, drugs, vaccines, cybersecurity. 

 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

pplication of protective measures, that was introduced by the majority of governments 

world-wide in order to lessen the consequences of the pandemic, impacted them in 

different ways and to a different extent, depending on the nature of activities of given 

business subjects. Even though the pandemic is gradually subsiding in a significant number of 

countries, the vaccine still does not exist, and the fears are still growing stronger; people fear 

not only its return in the colder autumn and winter periods, but also the possible sudden spread 

in the southern hemisphere, especially in the regions with a common lower level of hygiene 

among local population. The impact it leaves behind itself is enormous, and it is especially 

significant in the field of intellectual property. Isolation of population had a great impact on 

the increase in consummation of authorship works (reading books, watching movies, listening 

to music, etc.), while the activity of scientists in the field of inventions is extremely grand.  
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2.  CHALLENGES OF MANAGING COPYRIGHTS DURING CORONAVIRUS 

PANDEMIC  

 

The ban and restriction of movement directed the offer of content towards the Internet, many 

museums, galleries, theaters, etc. instead of classic tours, offered millions of users a virtual 

tour. Even some of the contents whose contents imply exclusively in vivo communication with 

visitors (virtual tours of national parks, children's camps, etc.), offered new types of 

communication which imply the consumption of author's works at a distance. 

 

Everyone tried in their own way to be a part or to give their contribution; many companies, 

creators and traders offered protective masks with different designs and motifs, as well as T-

shirts with messages of the funniest nature related to COVID-19. 

 

Social distancing and millions of people in isolation have caused a drastic increase in watching 

online movies and TV series. American media provider Netflix has, during the COVID-19 

pandemic, acquired 16 million of new subscribers on its streaming platform (Ryan et. al., 

2020). At the same time, British company MUSO’s data, which follows thousands of pirate 

platforms and contains a database on digital online content in 196 countries, speak of a drastic 

increase of Internet piracy, which is directly correlated with isolation measures. Since the last 

week of February and the first week of March, when mass isolation measures commenced, a 

drastic increase was recorded world-wide. According to this data, we can almost observe the 

level of isolation measures taken in certain countries. In Italy, the country which was, at one 

point, most harshly hit by the pandemic, the increase of movie piracy reached unbelievable 

66%. Repressive isolation measures were especially strictly taken in India, where the said 

increase amounted to 62%; afterwards, Spain overtook the primacy from Italy, when speaking 

of the number of infected individuals, and illegal consumption of authorship has increased for 

50%; in Britain, during the same period, the increase amounted to 43%, and in the United 

States, it amounted to а 41% (Chatterley, 2020). 

 

Figure 1. Increase of movie piracy in February/March of 2020  

 

 
Source: MUSO 

 

The graph expresses the increase of movie piracy during the last week of February, in 

comparison to the first week of March. It is well noticeable that the highest peak occurred in 
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Italy, India and Spain, that is, in the countries that, exactly at that time, commenced 

implementation of strict isolation measures.  

 

Parallel to exponential increase of number of visits to websites containing pirated content 

during the times of pandemic, the number of websites containing illegal streaming of sports 

events decreased, given that there are no sporting events. The loss of emitters of sports 

programs is enormous. They are directly dependent on their viewers, given that their 

massiveness brings them profit, not only from subscriptions, but from commercials as well. 

Without sporting transmissions, none of the previously mentioned exists. This vicious circle 

also includes professional athletes, whose high profits depend in many ways on TV rights, paid 

by cable and Internet providers.  

 

Companies such as Disney, which have a high dispersion of authorship rights, are currently 

counting their losses. While Disney streaming platform acquired a record of 32 million 

subscribers, thanks to a great extent to isolation measures, great losses occurred due to closing 

of Disney parks in America, Japan, France and China, and the world premiere of “Mulan” 

movie was postponed due to the pandemic. Disney faced certain loss also due to reduced 

possibility for merchandising product placement.  

 

The Dutch media and fashion company RUMAG (acronym made of the title RUDE 

MAGAZINE), famous for production of T-shirts, mugs, etc. with funny, vulgar or sexual quotes, 

was publicly accused of copyright infringement. The majority of quotes and slogans that they 

print on their products (in white lettering on a black background) were taken from social 

networks and other sources. During the pandemic, they have decided to introduce a special 

Corona collection to the market, and the entire revenue was intended for the Red Cross. Some 

of the quotes that sounded funny in the context of the pandemic were taken from the songs of 

authors popular in the Netherlands. Even though the authors of the said quotes were listed, and 

the funds were donated for charity, the pressure of the public on RUMAG was so strong that 

the CEO resigned. 

 

Do producers, such as RUMAG company, commit infringement of authorship by such conduct? 

The laws on authorship of the majority of countries do not provide a legal authorship protection 

to small textual and artistic forms (short phrases and slogans, ornaments, etc.) (Bogdanović, 

2017), and they are seen as the so-called “bits of authorship rights”. Certain slogans, ornaments 

and phrases are protected with a trademark, and in such a way, they enjoy legal protection. 

 

No lawmaker can foresee all life situations. When there is not a legally prescribed provision 

for a normative solution of a certain problem, we resort to analogy through implementation of 

suitable rule from a different source. In praxis, commercial use of the title of an authorship 

work (movies, songs, etc.) without the approval of the carrier of authorship, is very common. 

Within the contemporary Comparative Law, not all national legislation provides the same 

protection to a title. If original, the title is regarded as an authorship and enjoys independent 

protection within the French law. On the contrary, in Great Britain, it is defined that, in the 

case of use of the same or similar title for the same type of work, the protection might be 

demanded on the basis of the provisions on fair competition (Spasić, 2011). 

 

According to our Law on Authorship and Familiar Rights, if the title of a work is an original, 

it represents the subject of authorship legal protection, independently from the piece that is 

marked by the said title. In praxis, however, not many titles can enjoy such a status. If the title 

of a work is not an original to the extent that it represents an authorship itself, but is regarded 
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as an integral part of the authorship named by the said title, the use of the work without its title 

or with a changed title is regarded as an infringement of authorship of the said title. 

 

3.  MANAGING PATENTS DURING CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC  

 

Nowadays, the Earth is inhabited by the highest number of habitants since its inception 

(currently numbering more than 7,5 billion), of which a significant percentage inhabits urban 

settings where they come to a close contact among themselves on a daily basis. Population 

fluctuation is higher than ever, and airlines have, during the course of 2019, transported more 

than 4,5 billion of travelers, which is more than double in comparison to the previous year. 

Transportation decreases distance, and thus, the world has become a “global village” in which, 

and all thanks to transportation, infections can reach, together with passengers, another side of 

the planet in just a day. Because of that, the possibility of spreading viruses will continue to 

grow in the years that shall follow, and the response of the humanity cannot remain in the scope 

of increasing physical distancing measures and other preventive measures; it is hidden in 

thousands of laboratories world-wide, where scientists must create new inventions for 

repressing their impact. 

 

rom the invention of the first wheel, to cuneiform, steam machine, penicillin and even a 

computer chip, innovation represented progress, but also survival (Lukinović, 2017). A patent 

is a law which protects inventions. It is an award in the form of monopoly rights, given by the 

state to the inventor for his innovative success, materialized through a unique position on the 

market (Lukinović et al. 2017). The industrial property protection system is not seen as a goal 

itself, but as means for encouraging creative work. In order for authors and inventors to be 

encouraged to create, state provides them with privileges in the form of legal protection, 

authorship rights or inventions. Through these instruments, individuals are actually being put 

in the function of the general thing representing progress, as a result of some authorship work 

or an invention. 

 

4.  INTERNET ATTACK AND WEB APPLICATION VULNERABILITIES 

CAUSED BY COVID-19 

 

Whenever a new crisis emerges, different criminal actors are the first to jump on the occasion 

to exploit unsuspecting victims in times of fear, uncertainty and doubt. These exploits take 

multiple forms, from the physical to the digital world. History has taught us that the most 

efficient method to initially counter these threats is through prevention and awareness towards 

all levels of corporate and personal life. 

 

There is a widespread awareness of web application security issues. Users are often called upon 

to verify certificates because they want to entrust their information to serious organizations that 

store their data behind advanced cryptographic protocols. Based on the examination of security 

vulnerabilities of web applications in the period from 2016 to 2019, we can single out the 

following categories of attacks:  
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Figure 2. Frequency of web application vulnerabilities in the period from 2016 to 2019 

 

 
 

Source: 

https://www.academia.edu/35796648/Upravljanje_bezbednoscu_u_Cyber_prostoru_i_mehani

zmi_zastite_web_aplikacija  

 

Table 1. Vulnerabilities and categories of attacks in the period 2016-2018. 

Disadvantages of 

authentication 

Include compromising and abusing various shortcomings of the 

system login mechanism. The method of random guessing of 

the user code is most often used here. 

Broken Access control 

Deficiencies are a case where an application is unable to protect 

access to data and resources. Here, the attacker is allowed to 

access sensitive user data on the server, or to perform privileged 

actions. 

SQL injection 

Allows an attacker to modify an SQL query intended for a 

database. In this way, the attacker may be able to access the 

data stored in the database. 

Cross-site scripting 

Allows an attacker to attack other users of the application, as 

well as gain access to their data or perform unauthorized 

actions on their behalf. 

Cross-site requests forgery 

Allows an attacker to perform unwanted actions on behalf of 

the user of the application. The attack is realized based on the 

visit of the malicious site by the victim, after which the user's 

browser performs certain actions that the user does not intend to 

do. 

Information leakage 

Includes cases where the application displays sensitive 

information that is useful to the attacker in developing 

mechanisms against the application itself, by printing error 

messages and other similar behavior. 

 

Website attack attempts per day grew by 59% from January 2018 to December 2018, ending 

at a peak of 80 attacks per day and averaging 62 attacks per day for the year. Rising attack 

volume suggests cybercriminals are automating their attacks to expand their reach and 

frequency. However, the sample of infected websites remained steady at about 60,000 

throughout the year, indicating that website security tools are likely becoming more successful 

at combating the increasing number of attacks.  

https://www.academia.edu/35796648/Upravljanje_bezbednoscu_u_Cyber_prostoru_i_mehanizmi_zastite_web_aplikacija
https://www.academia.edu/35796648/Upravljanje_bezbednoscu_u_Cyber_prostoru_i_mehanizmi_zastite_web_aplikacija
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As 5G networks roll out, the use of connected IoT devices will accelerate dramatically. They 

will increase networks’ vulnerability to large-scale, multi-vector Gen V cyber-attacks. IoT 

devices and their connections to networks and clouds, are a weak link in security. It’s hard to 

get visibility of these devices that can have complex security requirements. What’s needed is a 

more holistic approach to IoT security, combining traditional and new controls to protect these 

ever-growing networks across all industry and business sectors. 

 

Many organizations have shifted workloads to the cloud. However, the level of understanding 

as to securing them remains dangerously low. Security is often an afterthought as traditional 

security can be perceived as inhibiting business agility. This is why security solutions need to 

evolve to a new paradigm of flexible, cloud-based, resilient architectures that deliver scalable 

security services at the speed of DevOps. Cloud computing is fastmoving and dynamic. As 

organizations adopt new and more efficient cloud-based services and technologies to meet their 

business needs, cloud attack vectors become more complex and diversified. An additional 

concern is that cloud has enabled the increase in the speed and agility of development teams to 

use new technologies, but security controls for these new technologies often lag behind new 

technology adoption.  

 

Next figure shows most common critical vulnerabilities in 2020 (Internet facing):  

 

Figure 3. Most Common Critical Vulnerabilities in 2020 (Internet facing)  
 

 
 

Source: 

https://landing.edgescan.com/hubfs/BCC030%20Vulnerability%20Stats%20Report%20(2020

)_WEB.pdf  
 

Table 2. Vulnerabilities and categories of attacks 2020. 

SQL injection  

SQL injection attack consists of insertion or “injection” of a SQL query via the 

input data from the client to the application. A successful SQL injection exploit 

can read sensitive data from the database, modify database data 

(Insert/Update/Delete), execute administration operations on the database (such 

as shutdown the DBMS), recover the content of a given file present on the DBMS 

file system and in some cases issue commands to the operating system. SQL 

injection attacks are a type of injection attack, in which SQL commands are 

injected into data-plane input in order to affect the execution of predefined SQL 

commands. 

Cross-site 

scripting (XSS) 

Cross site Scripting (XSS) attacks are a type of injection problem, in which 

malicious scripts are injected into web sites. Cross site scripting flaws are the 

most prevalent flaw in web applications today. Cross site scripting attacks occur 

https://landing.edgescan.com/hubfs/BCC030%20Vulnerability%20Stats%20Report%20(2020)_WEB.pdf
https://landing.edgescan.com/hubfs/BCC030%20Vulnerability%20Stats%20Report%20(2020)_WEB.pdf
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when an attacker uses a web application to send malicious code, generally in the 

form of a browser-side script, to a different end user. The ‘stored’ variant is 

considered a “Critical” vulnerability as it persists across all users who access an 

infected page and has the potential to infect a wide user base of the web 

application or site. 

Php multiple 

vulnerabilities 

Many PHP vulnerabilities were discovered with ratings including both high and 

critical risk. Many PHP deployments have multiple vulnerabilities concurrently. 

PHP is still a widely used programming language but loosing popularity. 

Millions of sites on the Internet use PHP and will for some time to come 

Remote code 

execution 

Remote code execution (RCE) is used to describe an attacker’s ability to execute 

arbitrary commands or code remotely across the Internet or network on a target 

machine. This is achieved by exploiting a vulnerability which generally, if 

known about, could be mitigated via a patch or configuration change 

Sensitive file 

disclosure 

This is the result of leaving unprotected files on a hosting environment, systems 

using inadequate authorization or poorly deployed systems which result in 

directory listing and sensitive data disclosure. A recent trend in such a 

vulnerability, are exposed AWS S3 buckets which are misconfigured, resulting 

in publicly exposed database back up files, internal files, configuration files and 

other private information being left available on the Internet 

 

Vulnerabilities may result in complete compromise of a system or a user. They are generally 

highly likely to occur, high impact or both. SQL Injection was first discovered in 1998 and still 

lives on the Internet today together with XSS and RCE. 

 

Since the beginning of the outbreak, a total of 90,284 new corona related domains have been 

registered globally. Many of them were found to be malicious and suspicious. 

 

More online transactions mean more opportunities to hack credit card data, and people working 

remotely have opened up new ways for criminals to target both individuals and organizations. 

 

Key findings highlighted by the INTERPOL assessment of the cybercrime landscape in relation 

to the COVID-19 pandemic include: 

 Online Scams and Phishing - Threat actors have revised their usual online scams and 

phishing schemes. By deploying COVID-19 themed phishing emails, often 

impersonating government and health authorities, cybercriminals entice victims into 

providing their personal data and downloading malicious content. Around two-thirds of 

member countries which responded to the global cybercrime survey reported a significant 

use of COVID-19 themes for phishing and online fraud since the outbreak. 

 Disruptive Malware (Ransomware and DDoS) - Cybercriminals are increasingly using 

disruptive malware against critical infrastructure and healthcare institutions, due to the 

potential for high impact and financial benefit. In the first two weeks of April 2020, there 

was a spike in ransomware attacks by multiple threat groups which had been relatively 

dormant for the past few months. Law enforcement investigations show the majority of 

attackers estimated quite accurately the maximum amount of ransom they could demand 

from targeted organizations. 

 Data Harvesting Malware - The deployment of data harvesting malware such as Remote 

Access Trojan, info stealers, spyware and banking Trojans by cybercriminals is on the 

rise. Using COVID-19 related information as a lure, threat actors infiltrate systems to 

compromise networks, steal data, divert money and build botnets. 

 Malicious Domains - Taking advantage of the increased demand for medical supplies 

and information on COVID-19, there has been a significant increase of cybercriminals 
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registering domain names containing keywords, such as “coronavirus” or “COVID”. 

These fraudulent websites underpin a wide variety of malicious activities including C2 

servers, malware deployment and phishing. From February to March 2020, a 569 per cent 

growth in malicious registrations, including malware and phishing and a 788 per cent 

growth in high-risk registrations were detected and reported to INTERPOL by a private 

sector partner. 
 

 Misinformation - An increasing amount of misinformation and fake news is spreading 

rapidly among the public. Unverified information, inadequately understood threats, and 

conspiracy theories have contributed to anxiety in communities and in some cases 

facilitated the execution of cyberattacks. Other cases of misinformation involved scams 

via mobile text-messages containing 'too good to be true' offers such as free food, special 

benefits, or large discounts in supermarkets. The concepts of misinformation and 

disinformation are not new. Evidently, the current situation has made it easy to spread 

this across all social platforms. A very large portion of Internet users are confined in their 

homes and are using the Internet in a heightened capacity which enables misinformation 

to be posted, re-posted and added upon across any media. The techniques used are very 

complex and can take many forms. There are websites that are trying to investigate 

misinformation related to COVID-19. In a little over a month, more than 50 articles have 

been debunked and proven false. It has become exceedingly difficult to keep up with the 

amount of misinformation related to the current situation. Considering this, it has become 

more important than ever to ensure that the source of the information is verified, credible 

and corroborated before any action is undertaken in relation to the news.  

 

Figure 4. The monthly count for Covid-19 related email threats - first half of 2020  
 

 
 

Source: https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/research/20/i/1h-2020-cyber-security-defined-

by-covid-19-pandemic.html  

 

Email was the most used entry point, making up 91.5% of detections for Covid-19-related 

threats. The numbers started rising in March and peaked in April. Some of the emails we 

observed include those that pose as health advisories or donation requests. These usually have 

attachments that carry malware.  

 

Taking advantage of the increased demand for medical supplies and information on COVID-

19, there has been a significant increase of cybercriminals registering domain names that 

contain related keywords, such as “coronavirus” or “COVID”. These fraudulent websites 

underpin a wide variety of malicious activities including C2 servers, malware deployment and 

phishing. Taking advantage of the increased demand for medical supplies and information on 

https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/research/20/i/1h-2020-cyber-security-defined-by-covid-19-pandemic.html
https://www.trendmicro.com/en_us/research/20/i/1h-2020-cyber-security-defined-by-covid-19-pandemic.html
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COVID-19, there has been a significant increase of cybercriminals registering domain names 

containing keywords, such as “coronavirus” or “COVID”. These fraudulent websites underpin 

a wide variety of malicious activities including C2 servers, malware deployment and phishing. 

From February to March 2020, a 569% growth in malicious registrations, including malware 

and phishing and a 788% growth in high-risk registrations were detected and reported to 

INTERPOL by a private sector partner. 

 

We can conclude that the most vulnerable parts of the application are those where the 

application accepts input from the user and this is where the most attention should be paid. 

When a vulnerability is detected, appropriate updates for the application are found relatively 

quickly. Attacks using client-side vulnerabilities are the ones most used and developed in the 

last few years. Attacks on databases (SQL Injection) are slowly disappearing, as very strong 

protections are being made that are impossible to circumvent. By using the PDO prepare PHP 

command, the application is enabled to pre-implement the structure of the SQL query before 

accepting the user input parameters, so that later the attacker will not be allowed to modify and 

abuse the query. 
 

The impact of the COVID-19 on life on our Planet is fearful. Social relations (quarantine 

measures, physical distancing) and economic decline, collapse of trade, financial and 

commodity channels, elimination of a huge number of jobs have a strong impact on social and 

societal movements (Lukinović, Jovanović, 2020). The economic impact of the pandemic is 

evident in many sectors, from service industries (transport, tourism, hospitality, education), to 

manufacturing (cars, textiles, construction, consumer electronics). Pandemic measures will 

result in a serious decline of GDP in 2020 (Radić et al., 2020) 

 

The global pandemic COVID-19 has proved the importance of a global response in 

collaborative and coordinated manner (Radanov, 2020). It is especially important to establish 

international cooperation in the field of pharmacy and synthesis of new drugs and vaccines. 

COVID-19 treatment protocols are now being supplemented with new experimental and 

generic drugs from different countries. Avifavir and coronavir are successfully used in the 

Russian Federation. Good results in the treatment of COVID-19 disease are given by antibodies 

from the blood plasma of donors who have suffered from COVID-19 in severe form. However, 

the greatest hopes of the population in all countries of the world are placed on antiviral vaccines 

against COVID-19 disease. Vaccination with Russian and Chinese vaccines take place in South 

American and Asian countries (Jovanović, Ermakov, 2020).  

 

Digitalization of all branches of the economy, financial and cultural-educational sector, as well 

as administrative jobs in cities and suburbs, in addition to many positive aspects, opens 

opportunities for numerous cyber intrusions and cyber-attacks (Milošević et al., 2020, Munitlak 

Ivanović, 2020).  

 

It is very important to ensure the safety of the traffic and the infrastructure of communal 

services in large smart cities (Kotur, Radović, 2020, Latinović, Jovanović, 2019). 

 

Cybercriminals are developing and boosting their attacks at an alarming pace, exploiting the 

fear and uncertainty caused by the unstable social and economic situation around the world. At 

the same time, the higher dependency on connectivity and digital infrastructure due to the 

global lockdown increases the opportunities for cyber intrusions and cyber-attacks.  
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The most urgent priority to address these growing cyberthreats is to further enhance 

international police cooperation for operational activities and to improve cybercrime 

information exchange with diverse partners within the global ecosystem of cybersecurity 

(Zlatković, Denić, 2020).  

 

Figure 5. Key technological areas with drastic impact on the future 

 

 
 

Source:  https://www.ecs-org.eu/documents/uploads/report-on-the-ecso-members-and-the-

community-survey.pdf  

 

The European Commission’s Next Generation EU proposal is a step in the right direction as it 

looks to harness the full potential of the EU budget and allocate €8.2 billion toward the Digital 

Europe Programme (DEP), involving investments in supercomputing, artificial intelligence 

and cybersecurity. This includes: 

 Investing in more and better connectivity, especially in the rapid deployment of 5G 

networks.  

 A stronger industrial and technological presence in strategic sectors, including artificial 

intelligence, cybersecurity, supercomputing and cloud.  

 Building a real data economy as a motor for innovation and job creation.  

 Increased cyber resilience. 

 

5.  CONCLUSION 

 

The impact of the pandemic on humanity is incredible, modern history remembers such 

changes only during the great wars. Whether these changes will be permanent or temporary, 

time has yet to show. When we look at intellectual property, similar changes have already taken 

place in the field of copyright under the influence of new technical changes. Invention of radio 

transmission, gramophone, tape recorder, CD, etc. hit hard in the field of the copyright industry. 

The postulates established more than a hundred years ago were shaken, but with the necessary 

changes in management and law, it continued. Other intellectual property rights, primarily 

patents, are now facing such a challenge. It is difficult to predict how things will go on, the 

length of the pandemic will depend on how much and what the consequences will be. The 

answer to the solution to the pandemic lies in innovations, new drugs, new vaccines and the 

depth of the changes will depend on the speed of the inventors. 
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Abstract: There are currently more than a billion websites worldwide. In so many websites, 

everyone wants to be visible to search engines through the keywords that people search for. 

The article deals with the process of creating keywords, through which we can identify the 

intention of the searcher. The process of creating keywords consists of several steps, namely 

the collection of keywords, subsequent cleaning of keywords, their categorization and the last 

step is the interpretation of keywords. The paper focuses mainly on the categorization of 

keywords, which we obtain through the use of statistical methods, which includes a method of 

visualizing relationships between keywords by determining the strength of the association 

between words called concept linking or term map. 

 

Keywords: keywords, keyword categories, statistical methods. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

he Internet originated in the early 1960s. Initially it served as a communication medium 

for the military, later it was used by universities to share scientific knowledge, but its use 

was very difficult. The change came thanks to Tim Bernerser Lee, an employee of the 

European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN), who simplified working with the 

Internet for the average user by creating the World Wide Web in 1990 (Jurčík, 2017). 

 

The World Wide Web (WWW) is the official term for the part of the Internet where information 

is in the form of web pages called documents. Each document has its own specific address, 

literally a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), that allows it to be found and displayed in 

programs called a web browser (Berners Lee, et al., 1994). 

 

At present, the Internet does not only serve to mediate communication and entertainment, but 

the possibilities of the web space have begun to be used mainly by entrepreneurs, whether to 

promote products or services, or directly on trading by the web, where they look for potential 

customers. This procedure can be implemented only in cooperation with the customers 

themselves (on the Internet, these are visitors to the selected website). It is the visitors who try 

to satisfy their needs via the Internet by searching for various products and services. Initially, 

the visitor was only oriented among dozens of websites, which did not present any 

complications. There are currently more than a billion websites in the world. In so many 

websites, everyone wants to be visible to search engines through the keywords that people 

search for. Keywords are terms that people enter into search engines. Based on the keyword, 

relevant web pages appearing that address the issue for the keyword you entered. Knowing the 
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keywords is especially important for the site owner, because it is through the keywords that 

visitors come to the site, who can then perform a conversion on the site83.  

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF KEYWORD ANALYSIS 

 

Keyword analysis is a way to gain insight into market behavior. This is a detailed analysis of 

words and phrases that are relevant to the selected area based on the focus of the site. (Binka, 

2019). 

 

Keyword analysis makes it easier to get to know your customers. The purpose of keyword 

analysis is to identify the intent of the searcher through the keywords. This means identifying 

words or phrases that the visitor enters into the full-text search engine. Performing keyword 

analysis is important for every site owner. It is the first step in understanding user behavior. 

However, applying the results found in the keyword analysis is more important, because 

without incorporating the results, all the work is useless. Only when the keyword analysis 

findings are incorporated can the web come to the forefront of search results. Keywords need 

to be incorporated within the site, because it is through keywords that visitors come to the site. 

 

PROCESS OF CREATING KEYWORDS 

 

In the world of the Internet, a keyword is a word or phrase that is entered into a search engine 

by an Internet visitor, such as Google, as a simplistic term for finding a comprehensive solution. 

Keywords are the deciding factor in displaying a website's bidding on a search engine. After 

entering a keyword into a search engine, the search engine will show us the search result, i.e. a 

list of websites that match the content of the keyword.  

 

The position of each website in the list of search results is determined by the search engine's 

ranking, so the smaller the position number, the better the website is ranked for that keyword. 

It is natural that every website strives to achieve the best result in its area of interest. Ideally, it 

ranks first in search results after entering keywords that are relevant to the industry. However, 

there is only one first position, so we also consider the position in the top ten results to be a 

good result. The top ten means that the webpage appears right on the first page of search results 

in the search engine. 

 

Why is position so important? Because more website traffic means more leads for the site 

owner, which in turn increases conversions. If a website ranks higher in search results, traffic 

will be higher. Search engine search analysis speaks for itself. The searcher usually clicks on 

the link (website) from the first page that the search engine offers him after entering the 

keyword. In general, therefore, a smaller number of website positions will ensure more traffic. 

For this reason, knowing the keywords for any website is the starting point for gaining potential 

visitors. Keyword collection is the first step in keyword analysis. 

 

The second step is to clean up your keywords. In the keyword cleanup process, duplicate 

keywords need to be removed in the first phase, then zero-search keywords and irrelevant 

keywords need to be removed. The principle of the third step, keyword categorization, is to 

                                                           
83  The conversion is the required action that the visitor will perform on the website, it can be the execution of 

the order, registration on the website, filling in the contact form, filling in the survey, registration in the 

newsletter, etc. What will be considered a conversion on a particular site is set by the site owner individually 

according to their own business goals. In the e-shop, the conversion in most cases is considered to be an 

online order, filling in a contact form, filling in a survey, registering for a newsletter, etc.  
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categorize keywords into the categories we create. In each keyword analysis, the categories 

differ, depending on the area analyzed. For products, it can be a division of keywords into 

categories such as price, color, quality, type of product. The individual categories in which we 

classify keywords should be as specific as possible and clearly distinguishable from the rest of 

the categories. Keyword categorization is one of the most important parts of the whole analysis 

process. The reason is precisely that the created categories serve as a basis for creating the 

information architecture of the entire website. It is the information architecture of the website 

that significantly influences the position of the website in search results. 

 

The practical part of the paper is mainly focused on the categorization of keywords using 

statistical methods. The last step in keyword analysis is to interpret the results. That means an 

explanation of the procedures used and the conclusions we have reached. 

 

CONCEPT LINKING 
 

Creating a link between concepts and data is one of the most important and difficult steps in 

the research process (Angot, Milano, 2001). To understand the relationships between words 

based on the common occurrence of words in a document, there is a graph called concept links 

or term map (Chakraborty, Pagolu, Garla, 2014). Concept linking or term map is a term for a 

graph that shows the specific strength of the association of words on the edge with a word in 

the middle. The association is shown on the graph by lines. The thicker line represents a 

stronger association. The strength of the association is calculated as follows: 

 

    𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ =  log𝑒(
1

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑘
)                  (1) 

where, 

    𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑘 =  ∑ 𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 (𝑟)𝑟=𝑛
𝑟=𝑘                   (2) 

whereas, 

 

   𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 (𝑟) =  [
𝑛!

[𝑟! (𝑛−𝑟)!] 𝑝𝑟(1−𝑝) (𝑛−𝑟)]                 (3) 

 

A – the word in the middle of the graph 

B – the word on the edge of the graph 

n = number of documents (nu. of phrases), in which we can find term B 

k = number of documents, in which we can find both of terms A and B 

p = k/n = the probability that the expression A occurs in conjunction with the expression B, 

provided that they are independent of each other. 

 

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS 

 

The first step in keyword analysis is to gather keywords. The area of analysis depends on the 

focus of the sold assortment of the given customer. We decided to analyze the area of jewelry. 

When collecting keywords, we used various online marketing tools at our disposal, such as: 

the website of the customer for whom we processed the analysis, the websites of competitors, 

discussion forums, social networks and various other resources dedicated to the field of 

jewelry. In the keyword cleanup process, we removed duplicate keywords, deleted zero-search 

keywords, and irrelevant keywords. The goal of categorization is to categorize your keywords, 

with the most similar words within one category. We categorized keywords using the statistical 

software SAS Text Miner. By creating a concept linking graph or term map, which allows the 

display of word associations, we have reached the following results: 
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Figure 1. Concept linking for keyword "ring" 

 
Source: own edit in the SAS Text Miner, 2020 

 

Figure 1 shows the strength of the association of the word ring with other words. As we can 

see in the graph, the strongest association of the word ring is with the words engagement, 

marriage, seal, etc., because there is the thickest line between these words. However, what is 

not visible from the graph is the number of times the word is in all connections and how many 

times it is in connection with the word in the middle, i.e. with the word ring. For example, a 

"diamond ring" is found a total of 23 times. In connection with the word ring only 12 times, so 

a narrow line is shown on the graph because the association is weak. The term "seal" has a ratio 

of 10/10 because it is always associated with the word ring. However, the problem is that in 

the graph, a maximum of about 8 words can be assigned to the word in the middle (default 

setting), so it always displays only the words that occur most often with the selected word. In 

this part, we decided to point out one of the possibilities of using statistical methods. This is a 

clear, visual means of creating categories and subcategories, which we can effectively use, 

especially in the case of smaller files. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Using a statistical method to visualize the association of keywords through the concept linking 

graph, we created several categories. It was through categorization of keywords that we created 

a proposal for an information structure for the website owner. One of the main categories was 

the Rings category, which contained subcategories such as engagement rings, diamond rings, 

etc. In the same way as we mentioned above, we also created categories such as Chains, 

Earrings, etc. 

 

After incorporating the findings from the keyword analysis, the site for which we developed 

the keyword analysis moved to a better position in the search results, which is the result of each 

keyword analysis. Better positions in search results will ensure higher conversions for the 

website, which resulted in an increase in the number of orders and a consequent increase in 

turnover, respectively profit. Because each website aims to increase conversions, we can say 

that we've met the goal of keyword analysis for the selected website. 

 

This paper highlights the growing importance of using less traditional statistical methods that 

focus on textual or unstructured data. The issue of representation and categorization of 

keywords is currently the subject of much research and its use is very current in various fields. 
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Abstract: Each economy must adapt its activities to the protection of the environment. It is 

now an essential part of everyday life, in the face of various climate changes. The Europe 2020 

strategy sets out a set of objectives in the EU, including those promoting environmental 

sustainability, called sustainable growth. The aim of the paper is to determine, if the 

performance of the country, in the area of greenhouse gas emissions reduction is adequate to 

the strategy Europe 2020. In the analysis of greenhouse gas emission reductions, we will also 

focus on the agriculture sector and compare the development over time with the development 

in other EU countries. The analyzed period is 10 years, from 2009 - 2018. The article 

investigated the performance of greenhouse gas emissions in the example of EU (including the 

Great Britain) countries. 

 

Keywords: EU, Greenhouse gas emissions, agriculture, Europe 2020. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

n today's world, sustainability issues are becoming more emergent. A common attribute 

among the different approaches to defining this concept is the orientation towards the 

future. The sustainability economy is usually based on the idea of resource efficiency. 

Because a sustainable economy is about a long-term future that is largely unknown. It is 

therefore necessary to answer questions, that can ensure the long-term stability and growth of 

the country.  

 

The concept of sustainable development is quite dynamic. This means that this issue can be 

explored from several perspectives (Sinakou et al. 2019). From the point of view of most 

theoretical approaches, there are three components to the issue of sustainable development: 

environmental, economic and social. Of these three aspects, the environmental dimension of 

sustainability has so far received the most attention. If people want to live in a prosperous 

country with a healthy environment, the main trends of today's world need to be addressed 

(such as changes in demography, changing consumer patterns, social change, changing the use 

of natural resources and increasing pressure on natural resources and ecosystems, etc.). which 

may worsen the situation.  
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THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Europe 2020 and Sustainable growth 

 

In 2010, the European Commission officially issued a Europe 2020 Strategy for Smart, 

Sustainable and Inclusive Growth. It succeeds the Single European Market program (1986-

1992) and the Lisbon Strategy (2000 - 2010), decided by the European Council on 26 March 

2010, chaired by President Herman Van Rompuy. The Lisbon Strategy, from the substantive 

perspective, was not a new initiative, as before there had been attempts to introduce various 

processes in order to recover and reorganize the functioning of the EU (Stec, Grzebyk, 2018). 

The Lisbon Strategy aimed to transform Europe into the most competitive economy in the 

world (Silander 2019), but according to some problem areas and other problems that arose 

during implementation, it was not as successful as expected. The Europe 2020 strategy is the 

EU strategy for sustainable and inclusive growth, for fighting the structural weaknesses of the 

European economies, and for improving their competitiveness. (Radulescu et al., 2018) 

 

The Europe 2020 strategy set out the main goals to be achieved in the EU countries by 2020. 

It is up to the Member States to take action at national and regional level to try to achieve these 

goals (Radulescu et al. 2018). In order to guide member states' efforts and manage progress, 

only a limited number of headline targets had to be set (Abad-Segura, González-Zamar, 

Belmonte-Ureña, 2020). These targets are representative, measurable, able to reflect the 

diversity of situations in the Member States and based on sufficiently reliable data for 

comparison purposes (Barroso 2010). In order to ensure that each Member State adapts the 

Europe 2020 strategy to its specific situation, the Commission proposes that EU objectives be 

reflected in national targets and trajectories. For each of these growths, targets have been set. 

Some targets are the same for all member states. Other targets are adapted to the conditions of 

individual member countries, respecting the specifics of the economy. And the last group 

consists of targets, where all EU countries participate, according to their possibilities, in 

fulfilling the targets and achieving the set value by aggregate. 

 

This strategy focuses on three key areas. They are sustainable, inclusive and smart growth. 

(Širá 2017) Sustainable growth is explained as a set of measures aimed at promoting a greener 

and more competitive, resource-efficient economy (Witkowska-Dąbrowska, 2018). 

Sustainable growth means building a sustainable and competitive resource-efficient economy 

and strengthening competitiveness. This approach will help the EU prosper in a low-carbon, 

resource-constrained world, while preventing environmental degradation, biodiversity loss and 

unsustainable resource use (Barroso 2010). 

 

Sustainable growth through the transition to a greener economy refers to building a European 

economy of resource efficiency and sustainability (Adamišin et al. 2016), and staying global 

competitive based on greener technologies. The main themes addressed by this strategy are 

climate, energy, mobility and competitiveness. This requires innovative European political 

enterprise to promote competitive entrepreneurship, new network businesses and a consumer 

culture that values resource efficiency and a greener, low-carbon economy. (Silander 2019).  

 

The Commission stated the importance of continued open trade of exports and imports but also 

that Europe had to become more competitive and with higher productivity of partner states 

(Anastasiou, Marietta, 2020). Europe must also continue its early initiatives to become a global 

green economic actor by pushing for green technologies to safeguard resource efficiency. The 

push for green technologies would lead to fulfilled climate change goals, with significant 
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decreased emissions, but would also open up for a transition to a new environmentally friendly 

economy of new innovations, products and services that all together would create new jobs and 

a growing economy. A transition to a greener economy would also lead to lowered costs for 

import of expensive oil and gas and would be beneficial for European security because of 

lowered dependency on specific foreign governments. (Barroso 2010). 

 

Sustainable growth would be approached based on three climate change and energy targets.  

 

The so-called 20-20-20 targets (Stec, Grzebyk, 2018) set out by the EU include: 

 reducing greenhouse gas emission by 20 percent,  

 increasing renewable energy in gross final energy consumption by 20 percent,  

 increasing energy efficiency by 20 percent. (Barroso 2010). 

 

Such targets not only provide for important measures against ongoing climate change, but also 

provide new jobs in a transformed, greener economy with green products and services and 

makes the EU become a green, global competitive actor (Silander 2019). This sustainable 

growth will require the implementation of countries' emission reduction commitments in a way 

that maximizes benefits (Stăncioiu, Costea-Dunărinţu, Păduraru, 2017) and minimizes costs, 

including through the dissemination of innovative technological solutions. In addition, EU 

countries should focus on decoupling growth from energy use and becoming more resource-

efficient economies, which will not only give Europe a competitive advantage but also reduce 

its dependence on foreign sources of raw materials and commodities (Barroso 2010). 

 

Agriculture 

 

Greenhouse gas emissions from agriculture, including crop and livestock production, forestry 

and associated land use changes, are responsible for a significant fraction of anthropogenic 

missions, up to 30% according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. (Tubiello 

et al. 2013) Among the important issues for agriculture's sustainability is greenhouse gas 

emissions, and their impact on climate. Whereas agriculture can benefit from a warmer climate 

in some parts of the world through longer growing seasons, agriculture could also be negatively 

affected in many regions by drought, flooding, pests and/or diseases. In addition, greenhouse 

gas emissions represent an indirect economic loss for the farmers (Verge, De Kimpe, 

Desjardins, 2007). 

 

Globally, the emissions of carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide from agriculture account 

for approximately one-fifth of the annual increase in radiative forcing, and for one-third when 

land use changes are included. The agricultural sector contributes with significantly % of the 

total anthropogenic emissions of CH4 and N2O. Land use change, crops and cropping systems 

have various effects on the weathers (Verge, De Kimpe, Desjardins, 2007). 

 

Three steps according to Franks & Hadingham (2012) are required to successfully and 

efficiently reduce greenhouse gas emissions from agriculture:  

 identification of the most greenhouse gas polluting farms,  

 determining appropriate mitigation options for these farms,  

 selection between these options on the basis of their cost effectiveness.  

 

Carbon footprints of a sample of farms together with an analysis of the Kyoto Protocol show 

the difficulties encountered at each step. These difficulties are caused by:  
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 failure to agree which functional unit to use to measure GHG emissions and pollution 

swapping;  

 weaknesses in the Kyoto Protocol's territorial/production-based accounting methodology,  

 lack of cost-effectiveness data (Franks, Hadingham, 2012). 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

The aim of the paper is to determine, if the performance of the country, in the area of 

greenhouse gas emissions reduction is adequate to the strategy Europe 2020. We assessed the 

fulfilment of the goal set out in the section of sustainable growth in the Europe 2020 strategy. 

The goal set the reducing greenhouse gas emission by 20 per cent compared to year 1990.  

Because the strategy Europe 2020 is the strategy obligatory for all EU member states, we 

analyzed the example of all EU countries (including the Great Britain). The analyzed period is 

10 years, from 2009 - 2018. 

 

In the analysis of greenhouse gas emission reductions, we will also focus on the agriculture 

sector and compare the development over time with the development in other EU countries. 

Based on the approaches of various authors, we have elaborated theoretical background. These 

characterize the researched area and define the goal of the work. When processing the next part 

of the paper, we worked with data from Eurostat. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

In the previous section, we pointed out the importance of sustainability, especially in the long 

term and for maintaining the current state for the future, and its improvement in areas where 

this is possible. The environment and its protection are an area regulated by legislation. This 

area and the possible damage in it, have a far-reaching impact on many other areas of people's 

lives. Therefore, it is sustainable growth dedicated to the environment, which is an important 

area that has also come to the head of the Europa 2020 strategy. It is a commitment for all EU 

member states to support improvements in this area, as well as various innovations sparingly 

to the environment.  

 

The inclusion of resource efficiency and a low-carbon society among European policy 

priorities is the result of the recognition, that the prevailing model of economic development 

based on the fluent growth of resource use and harmful emissions, is unsustainable in the long 

run. (Chovancová 2015) 

 

Rising greenhouse gas emissions are causing increased concentrations of these gases in the 

atmosphere. This in turn causes the earth's surface to overheat, leading to climate change. This 

is the physical side of the problem of climate change. This problem can also be seen from a 

socio-economic point of view. In this case, it is the relationship between the economy and the 

emissions generated. The economy produces greenhouse gas emissions mainly through various 

combustion processes, which are necessary to obtain the energy needed in the production 

process. (Habrman 2012) 

 

The Europa 2020 strategy has set as one of the goals of sustainable growth a reduction in 

greenhouse gas emissions of at least 20 % compared to the values achieved in 1990. These 

values for the EU countries in the period 2009 - 2018 are stated in Table 1. The aim is for all 

EU states to had the values for this indicator of 80 or lower in 2020. The years in which the 

individual countries met the set value are indicated in the table. 
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Table 1. Reduction of greenhouse gas emissions in % of terms compared to 1990 

  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Belgium 87,61 92,63 85,76 83,61 83,48 79,77 82,81 81,96 82,14 82,67 

Bulgaria 57,18 59,74 64,88 59,93 54,78 57,74 60,93 58,52 60,88 57,16 

Czechia 69,75 71,07 70,28 68,14 65,46 64,41 65,13 66,06 65,56 64,82 

Denmark 90,58 90,89 83,78 77,52 79,88 74,35 70,66 73,74 70,67 70,69 

Germany 74,05 76,64 74,73 75,25 76,68 73,49 73,8 74,17 73,22 70,44 

Estonia 41,18 52,3 52,48 49,89 54,46 52,5 45,22 48,98 52,26 49,98 

Ireland 113,15 112,47 104,76 105,23 105,41 105,34 109,56 113,34 113,29 113,6 

Greece 120,39 114,48 111,82 108,44 99,42 96,53 92,98 89,74 93,62 90,84 

Spain 130,96 126,21 126,38 123,77 114,87 115,77 119,83 116,51 121,49 119,74 

France 93,64 94,78 89,76 89,78 89,96 84,41 85,28 85,44 86,35 83,1 

Croatia 88,77 87,51 86,55 80,99 76,7 74,34 75,62 76,15 78,71 75,23 

Italy 98,19 100,44 98,12 94,43 87,63 83,71 86,3 85,8 85,05 84,41 

Cyprus 166,42 161,52 156,65 147,73 135,68 141,56 142,01 151 155,75 153,81 

Latvia 43,38 47,6 44,62 43,97 43,76 43,26 43,41 43,55 43,94 45,95 

Lithuania 41,68 43,44 44,67 44,59 42,09 42,02 42,64 42,77 43,24 42,64 

Luxembourg 97,71 102,38 100,82 98,04 93,98 91,21 88,67 87,98 90,88 94,16 

Hungary 69,04 69,43 67,72 63,62 60,64 61,33 64,95 65,48 68,25 67,82 

Malta 114,59 118,84 119,43 126,67 115,91 118 94,18 83,84 93,45 96,14 

Netherlands 93,84 99 92,95 91,04 90,96 87,73 91,63 91,57 90,78 88,58 

Austria 103,39 109,19 106,41 102,82 103,25 98,68 101,6 103,05 106,17 102,66 

Poland 83,13 87,1 86,9 85,35 84,64 82,02 82,73 84,56 87,7 87,42 

Portugal 125,57 118,96 116,78 113,69 110,69 110,82 118,01 115,32 123,78 118,9 

Romania 51,64 50,11 52,03 50,66 46,83 46,96 47,08 46,29 47,39 46,84 

Slovenia 105,09 105,2 105,23 102,21 98,51 89,22 90,18 94,69 93,47 94,35 

Slovakia 62,24 63,25 62,3 58,85 58,39 55,6 57,04 57,72 59,31 59,16 

Finland 96,18 107,11 96,8 89,12 89,8 84,01 79,06 83,16 79,59 81,41 

Sweden 83,56 91,82 86,07 82,01 79,79 77,4 77,11 76,99 76,52 75,28 

UK 77,67 79,33 73,68 75,63 73,97 69,03 66,9 63,76 62,7 61,59 

Source: own procession according to Eurostat 

 

We can see, that some countries have the values of this indicator below the limit set in the 

Europe 2020 strategy throughout the observed period. These are the Baltic countries, then the 

V4 except Poland, Romania, Bulgaria and Germany. As the second group of countries, there 

are countries where during the analyzed 12 years, at least in some years, most often in recent 

years, values below the recommended limit were reached. These are Croatia, Belgium, 

Denmark, Finland, Sweden and the United Kingdom. The remaining countries have values 

higher than the recommended 80 %. On the positive side, however, we can see an effort in 

these countries to reduce these unfavorable values, such as in Malta, Slovenia, Italy and 

elsewhere. Cyprus (154 %) and Spain (126 %) have the highest average values over the period. 

On the contrary, the lowest average values were reached in Estonia (50 %) and Romania (51 

%). 
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The next table compares the volume of greenhouse gas emissions in agriculture. For better 

comparability of EU countries, we converted the data to % of the total number. In this 

statement, we see big differences between countries. 

 

Table 2. Greenhouse gas emissions in agriculture in % 

  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

Belgium 8,15 7,65 8,20 8,22 8,27 8,87 8,56 8,52 8,64 8,48 

Bulgaria 11,11 11,35 9,08 10,12 11,97 12,50 11,71 12,99 12,30 13,00 

Czechia 5,79 5,56 6,12 6,28 6,49 6,65 7,00 7,02 6,90 6,43 

Denmark 16,46 17,03 19,02 20,02 18,99 20,87 20,29 19,51 21,10 20,14 

Germany  7,24 6,90 7,25 7,25 7,23 7,72 7,73 7,54 7,61 7,65 

Estonia 9,13 7,40 7,63 8,42 7,55 7,42 9,10 8,15 7,56 7,99 

Ireland 26,76 26,59 27,79 28,42 29,77 29,90 29,06 29,42 29,58 30,59 

Greece 7,01 7,65 7,64 7,75 8,31 8,06 8,55 8,89 8,54 8,72 

Spain 11,29 11,91 11,65 11,46 12,49 13,06 12,88 13,43 13,24 13,39 

France 16,59 16,11 16,92 16,91 16,85 18,30 17,87 17,63 17,44 17,84 

Croatia 13,96 14,48 14,15 14,51 14,80 15,05 14,33 14,03 13,65 14,55 

Italy 6,60 6,39 6,56 6,82 7,49 7,82 7,65 7,79 7,47 7,72 

Cyprus 5,40 5,83 5,96 6,06 6,19 5,70 5,78 5,50 5,78 5,94 

Latvia 25,92 19,99 22,30 26,86 24,35 18,59 20,71 24,24 27,21 19,85 

Lithuania 33,37 39,55 38,71 40,25 39,68 39,00 30,66 27,47 25,98 26,10 

Luxembourg 5,83 5,48 5,51 5,57 6,04 6,40 6,82 7,21 7,10 6,68 

Hungary 9,51 9,37 9,93 10,79 11,92 12,58 12,33 12,51 12,13 12,20 

Malta 2,39 2,28 2,16 2,07 2,27 2,23 2,99 3,41 3,00 2,99 

Netherlands 8,67 8,20 8,61 8,67 8,91 9,36 9,28 9,42 9,51 9,44 

Austria 9,54 8,98 9,37 9,57 9,38 10,08 9,78 9,79 9,48 9,79 

Poland 8,79 8,11 8,38 8,52 8,83 8,90 8,55 8,47 8,66 8,80 

Portugal 11,03 11,26 11,44 11,43 11,62 12,24 11,17 10,84 8,40 11,12 

Romania 18,79 17,48 16,76 17,34 19,85 20,10 20,34 21,03 20,21 21,66 

Slovenia 12,94 12,63 12,40 12,75 14,99 10,20 10,35 9,89 10,01 9,70 

Slovakia 6,26 5,96 6,37 7,13 7,65 8,03 7,69 7,80 7,19 7,29 

Finland 19,32 12,53 14,35 17,46 14,96 17,68 18,15 16,17 17,36 14,22 

Sweden 40,22 35,29 41,89 52,59 52,13 53,68 58,73 80,83 72,87 69,39 

UK 6,89 6,75 7,35 7,07 7,21 8,03 8,20 8,65 8,94 9,04 

Source: own calculations according to Eurostat 

 

While in some countries the values of greenhouse gas emissions in agriculture are below 10 % 

(Belgium, the Czech Republic, Germany, the Netherlands, Malta, Slovakia, the UK and others), 

in other countries the values are significantly higher. For example, Sweden has the highest 

values, around 70 %, then Ireland has values of about 30 %. Denmark, Lithuania and Romania 

still have values of 20 %. At the same time, these countries (highlighted in color) did not 

achieve exceptionally high values at all in terms of overall greenhouse gas emissions in tones 

among other countries. 
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Graph 1. Total greenhouse gas emissions in thousands of tones 

 
 

Statistical overview of achieved values of greenhouse gas emissions in thousands of tones in 

EU countries in the period 2009 - 2018 is in graph 1. From the graph, we can see that the 

countries with the largest volume of greenhouse gas emissions are Germany, UK, Italy and 

France. The countries with the lowest volume of greenhouse gas emissions were Malta, Cyprus 

and Latvia. Between the EU countries are quite a great difference. It is caused by the size of 

the country, the amount of industry in the country and by other factors.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The Europe 2020 strategy is a strategy for smart, inclusive and sustainable growth. The greener 

economy is, according to climate changes and environmental protection, nowadays a priority 

for the most countries. EU countries, too. This strategy includes the elements of environmental 

protection, too. The sustainable growth is focus on the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions, 

too. This is the one of the three priorities of sustainable growth.  

 

One of the three goals set the reducing greenhouse gas emission by 20 per cent compared to 

year 1990. In the year 2018, approximately the half of the EU member states, fulfill this goal. 

Some countries fulfill this goal for a whole analyzed period, some countries fulfill it in the last 

years. 

 

Agriculture is one of the oldest industries. It has a permanent position in each country. But in 

recent years, its share of the country's GDP has been steadily declining. But this trend has not 

spread to the field of greenhouse gas emissions. There are countries where the share of 

greenhouse gas emissions in agriculture is significant (e.g. in Sweden), but overall, the country 

does not have a large volume of greenhouse gas emissions.  

 

We have tried to point out these peculiarities in the article, but there is still a need for further 

analysis of this phenomenon. What may be the subject of further studies and research? 
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HOUSEHOLD/INDIVIDUALS IN THE PROCESS OF PRODUCTION 

AND DELIVERY OF ELECTRICITY FROM RENEWABLE ENERGY 

SOURCES – PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS 
 

Serjoza Markov86 

 

 
Abstract: First and foremost, the main inspiration for the specific problematics in this paper 

is solar energy as clean and profitable energy for businesses in the Republic of North 

Macedonia. 

The question that arises as the basis is finding the reason why the progress in the sector of 

renewable energy sources in this country is still slow and insufficient.  

The results and conclusions of the research shall be achieved via comprehensive analysis, and 

by finding the answer to the posed question through the: theoretical analysis, the inductive and 

deductive methods, as well as description shall be used, whereas the techniques utilized shall 

be questionnaires, interviews, observations. 

By summarizing in one place all the theoretical and empirical aspects, we are finding the 

answer to the main question asked: One of the possible reasons for this actual situation is the 

fact that so far there is no possibility in this country for individuals to be involved in the process 

of production and transmission of electricity in the energy system. 

The goal is achieved in this paper through providing specific guidelines and suggestions 

regarding the improvement of the legal framework in the Republic of North Macedonia, 

emphasizing on benefits if the households are allowed to deliver their produced solar energy 

and considering the possible ways to remove the determined obstacles for implementing this 

idea.,  

 

Keywords: electricity, solar energy, Republic of North Macedonia, 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

olar energy is clean and profitable for businesses in R.N. Macedonia. Our country has 

more than 280 sunny days a year and the production of one photovoltaic can reach 1500 

kWh per year, which is far above the European average. 

 

This is followed by the capacities that Macedonia has, hence according to the Low carbon 

energy calculator87 for 2050, Macedonia, in 2050, can be supplied with electricity from fully 

decarbonized sources, almost 60% of solar energy. 

 

South East Europe Sustainable Energy Policy (SEE SEP) is a multi-annual program funded by 

the European Commission that provides a technical analysis explaining the critical pathways 

described in the 2050 Low Carbon Energy Calculator for South East Europe, a decision-making 

tool developing technical and economic scenarios for the future of the decarbonization of the 

energy sector in this region. 

 

The technical analysis of the SEE SEP – ‘Southeast Europe: The Road to the EU or the Road 

to Nowhere? Energy Plan for 2050’, using the Calculator and expert opinions, predicts two 

                                                           
86  Law Company Cukic & Markov, 33A-01 Aminta Treti str., 1000 Skopje, Republic of North Macedonia 
87  For complete calculator and web tool, please visit: http://www.see2050carboncalculator.net 
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scenarios and includes ‘sliders’ for the development of changes in various economic sectors to 

obtain results by 205088. 

 

The roadmaps follow the first scenario focused on future planned coal developments and the 

second scenario ‘Road to the EU’ where the countries of Southeast Europe (including R.N. 

Macedonia) successfully operate in accordance with the EU regulations on environment and 

climate change. 

 

In R.N. Macedonia, although there is evident progress in the sector of renewable energy 

sources, it is still slow and insufficient, and one of the possible reasons for that is the fact that 

so far there is no possibility for individuals to be involved in the process of production and 

transmission of electricity in the energy system. 

 

Although so far in our country there were several initiatives from different social actors, 

institutions, and similar, still this idea for active involvement in the production from 

photovoltaic systems and delivery/sale of such electricity by individuals, has not been realized 

in practice, nor were made changes in such direction in the last Law on energy. Unlike the 

individuals, the legal entities have different treatment and the same according to the applicable 

law89 in the practice can be actively included, besides in the production at the same time also 

in the delivery/sale of the produced solar energy through a premiums model and preferential 

tariffs model.  

 

1.  POSSIBLE WAYS AND METHODS OF TREATMENT AND BENEFITS FOR 

USING THE ‘SURPLUS’ ELECTRICITY PRODUCED BY HOUSEHOLDS 

FROM PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 

PERFORMED ANALYSIS90 

 

Namely, as a possible way to stimulate such development is the very idea that individuals 

without starting a company to be able to produce electricity from renewable energy sources 

and deliver it directly to the system with the possibility of ‘settlement’ with the electricity 

distributor. 

 

Encouraging and activating the households to use the renewable energy sources could be 

expected, if they are allowed in case they install, for example, photovoltaic panels, the 

electricity, in addition to being able to use it for their own needs, to be able to hand it over to a 

previously concluded contract to the operator/distributor or to sell it directly on the electricity 

market. 

 

Hence, it is necessary to find an appropriate applicable mechanism by which the surplus, which 

was especially incurred by the producer, is regulated in a way that everyone would have benefit, 

both distributors and suppliers, as well as the households themselves that are in the role of 

producers. 

                                                           
88  Dominković, D. F., Bačeković, I., Ćosić, B., Krajačić, G., Pukšec, T., Duić, N., & Markovska, N. (2016). 

Zero carbon energy system of South East Europe in 2050. Applied Energy 
89  Law on energy ‘Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia’ No.96/2018, 96/2019 
90 ‘ Grid measurement in the Republic of Macedonia, possibilities, perspectives, examples-how to cleaner 

energy?“ by Sonja Risteska, Analytica Think Tank, February, 2017. Before passing the last Law on energy, 

‘Analytica’ participated with initiative the individuals to be allowed without starting a company to be 

authorized producers and sellers of renewable sources electricity. 

(http://www.analyticamk.org/images/2017/mrezno_merenje_a40ba.pdf) 

https://www.analyticamk.org/images/2017/mrezno_merenje_a40ba.pdf
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1.1. Comparative analysis of applicable ways and methods for stimulating the 

production and delivery of solar energy from households and feeding 

(preferential) tariffs  

 

There are several ways and methods used in Europe and America through which the production 

and transmission of solar energy from households to the energy system are allowed, 

encouraged, and stimulated. 

 

These good and functional examples could find appropriate application in our country if the 

same make sufficient efforts to overcome some already located obstacles, which the institutions 

in the energy field refer to and use them as an excuse for the current situation. 

 

Available options are the introduction of monthly, seasonal, annual, or kWh-credits indefinitely 

from the unspent solar energy produced by households. 

 

It is necessary to enable the users-individuals who produce their solar energy to be able to use 

it at any time, and not only when it is generated (alternating/ depending on the weather 

conditions). In such a way, on a monthly basis, the users are enabled to use at night the solar 

energy produced during the day. 

 

On an annual basis, the net kilowatt credit is shifting, allowing households to use solar energy, 

which, for example, was produced in July and delivered to the system, in December. 

A similar practice would exist with the periodic grid measurement (for example, every 6 

months/one year). 

 

What is also proposed and necessary, and which is already functioning in other European 

countries, is the possibility for the household as a producer and consumer of solar energy to 

hand over in the system the excessed electricity that it cannot use and, at the same time, to get 

a credit on the bill that will be applied in terms of future electricity consumption. 

 

Vice versa, if the household-consumer spent more than what was delivered to the system, then, 

it would pay the same price as any other consumer (retail price / price of electricity for 

households). 

 

While, if the household manages to save the consumption, another option is in the case on the 

date of the anniversary when the offset of spent/handed over there are excess production credits 

left on the bill, the distribution company to be able to repay that credit at market (current price 

per MWh on the open market) or at retail price, which depends on how this issue would be 

regulated by law. 

 

The idea is based on purely economic motives, but also on environmental benefits, and the 

point is to first satisfy its own consumption, and only then to ‘bring back’ to the system. 

This method can be defined as a collection mechanism that rewards individuals / owners of the 

photovoltaic panels for the electricity they supply to the grid. 

 

For example, if a household has a photovoltaic panel on the roof and is able to generate more 

electricity than the household can use during the day and has built-in so-called smart two-way 

meter that will turn backwards, would provide credits when the household consumes electricity 

overnight or other periods when the electricity consumption exceeds the one which comes out 

from the system. 
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In that case, the households would be billed only for their ‘grid’ use of the energy. 

 

Another possible similar option is at the end of the billing period, if the electricity produced by 

the photovoltaic system exceeds the consumption at the place of production based on the 

agreement with the distributor, for the difference in the produced energy the household to get 

credit, by which the electricity bill will be reduced, with the equivalent amount the next time. 

 

Of course, in such options, the household must use a two-way electricity meter that measures 

changes in the electricity flow, which means that it measures the consumption of electricity 

(taken from the grid) and the amount of electricity delivered to the grid (produced by the 

household).  

 

A very specific example, which has been operating for a long time in California91, is the use of 

energy by the user, which is determined by dynamics prices according to the function of the 

purchase price of electricity. In this case the users' meters are programmed remotely to calculate 

and read the value. 

 

So, there can be a variable calculation of the prices of the excess energy produced by the system 

according to this example for calculation at market price. 

 

This way allows small systems to have zero annual net cost, if the consumer can switch to a 

low-cost tariff while the electricity generation is at its peak then back to the grid, and not used 

locally. 

 

When electricity generation exceeds customer demand, excess power generation automatically 

goes through the smart meter back into the grid by measuring "backwards" in order to be able 

to credit the household bill. 

 

At other times of the day, when household demand may be higher than what it produced, it 

relies on additional quantities it takes from the grid. 

 

The producers who have produced a net surplus of energy at the end of the twelve months can 

receive payment for this energy under special utility tariffs. 

 

When it comes to net payment in European countries, within the payments two models are used 

for the payment of subsidies. 

 

One of them is for the produced electricity, which is consumed at the place of production, and 

the other for part of the produced electricity that is delivered to the grid. 

 

The first model pays a premium for real-time electricity consumption, such as the Italian 

model92, while the other is an integrated model applied in Germany. In Italy the received credits 

for the difference between the supplied/spent have no limit on use regardless of the electricity 

market fluctuations.  

 

                                                           
91  Grid measurement in California (http://www.gosolarcalifornia.ca.gov/solar_basics/net_metering.php) 
92  Ameli, N., Kammen, D.M. 2014. Innovations in financing that drive cost parity for long-term electricity 

sustainability: An assessment of Italy, Europe’s fastest growing solar PVmarket. Energy for Sustainable 

Development, 19, 130-137. 
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In this case, the households have an incentive to use their own produced energy because they 

would not benefit from the type of profit made, but only in the form of savings in electricity 

bills, which of course are significant. 

 

1.2. Feeding (preferential) tariffs 

 

Feeding (preferential) tariffs is a policy that encourages the production of electricity from 

renewable energy sources in a country, on a commercial level and promotes certain ‘green’ 

technologies. 

 

The feeding tariff is also an energy-supply policy, which is focused on supporting the 

development of new renewable energy projects, offering producers long-term purchase 

agreements (guaranteed, always by the country) of the sold electricity93. 

In the feeding tariff, which is an older applicable model in contrast to the previously considered 

options, it is specific that two electric meters are always needed. 

 

2. RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES EMPHASIZING THE PHOTOVOLTAIC 

SYSTEMS AND PARTICIPATION OF THE HOUSEHOLDS ACCORDING TO 

THE R.N. MACEDONIA’S REGULATION 

 

The applicable Law on energy94 in the R.N. Macedonia, among others, incorporates also the 

Directive 2009/28/EC for promoting the use of renewable sources of energy. 

 

According to this law, a producer of electricity from renewable sources can acquire the status 

of a preferential producer of electricity from renewable sources, which gives him the right to 

use a premium or preferential tariff. 

 

The law gives the preferential producer the right to use a premium or preferential tariff, in a 

manner and in a procedure prescribed by law, regulations and rules adopted based on this law 

and state aid regulations, according to which the Energy and Water Services Regulatory 

Commission95 is responsible for conducting and regulating the entire procedure. 

 

The right to use a premium or preferential tariff is acquired through the application of 

procedures based on the principles of objectivity, transparency and non-discrimination. 

 

A producer of electricity from renewable sources that are connected to the electricity 

distribution grid (meaning legal entities) can be represented on the electricity market by a 

virtual electricity producer. 

 

The preferential producer that uses premium is selected by conducting a tender procedure with 

an auction for granting the right to use premiums for preferential producers. 

 

An authorized producer who has acquired the right to use a premium for a certain power plant 

cannot use a preferential tariff and has not guaranteed the purchase of the produced energy for 

the same power plant by the electricity market operator. 

                                                           
93  NREL (National Renewable Energy Laboratory), A Policymaker’s guide to feed-in tariff policy design, 

Technical report, July 2010, page 6 http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/44849.pdf 
94  Law on energy ‘Official Gazette of the Republic of Macedonia’ No.96/2018, 96/2019 
95  https://www.erc.org.mk 
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The law defines the ‘premium’ as a form of financial support granted to a preferential producer 

of electricity from renewable sources as an additional amount to the price achieved by selling 

the produced energy on the electricity market. 

 

‘Preferred electricity producer’ is defined as a producer of electricity from renewable sources 

that uses one of the support measures established by this law. 

 

Although these two legal definitions do not clearly and decisively exclude individuals as 

possible preferential producers, still the bylaw and the manner of conceptualizing the use of 

the state measures allude to the impossibility of involving households in the transfer/sale of the 

energy produced from renewable sources. 

 

This is evident from the definition of the term ‘household’, which according to the law 

represents a consumer connected to an energy distribution system, who supplies or produces 

energy for its own consumption in the household, but not for commercial or professional 

purposes. 

 

In R.N. Macedonia are currently used these measures as an incentive to generate electricity 

from renewable energy sources and they are quite successful, although the quantities produced 

in these ways are far from the potential of the country. 

 

3. BENEFITS IF THE HOUSEHOLDS ARE ALLOWED TO DELIVER THEIR 

PRODUCED SOLAR ENERGY TO THE R. N. MACEDONIA’S ENERGY 

SYSTEM 

 

The benefits of allowing households to transmit their electricity to the system are huge, and the 

first and most important benefit is increased use of solar energy. 

 

If R.N. Macedonia has the potential to produce 4.4. TWh in 2050, then the situation is clear, 

the citizens and the individual households must be more actively involved in using the solar 

potential that the state has. 

 

Also, the second benefit is reduced pollution and participation in lower greenhouse gas 

emissions through the use of photovoltaic systems as renewable energy sources, and the third 

benefit is job creation and encouraging private investment. 

 

‘The next benefit is the increase in demand for solar energy systems, which in turn creates jobs 

for installers, electricians and manufacturers working in the solar supply chain’, the analysis of 

‘Analytica Think-Tank’ indicated96. 

 

‘The distributed solar systems can help avoiding significant investments in the infrastructure, 

reduce the pressure on state-owned fossil fuel-based electricity generation when demand is at 

its peak and at lower prices’, the analysis said. 

 

The idea of these models is to encourage self-sufficiency of energy needs as an independent 

entrepreneurial activity. The offset prescribed for independent generation and transmission of 

solar energy has the added advantage, by the fact that the investments in the distribution grid 

                                                           
96  Grid measurement in the Republic of Macedonia, possibilities, perspectives, examples-how to cleaner 

energy?“ by Sonja Risteska, Analytica Think Tank, February, 2017 
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are more cost-effective than in the system with preferential tariffs. In this way, the awareness 

of fulfilling the obligations to increase the share of renewable energy sources in the total energy 

consumption for all, not only for the ‘big’ investors, would be further encouraged. 

The increased awareness for rational use of electricity is also a benefit, as well as a lower load 

on the grid. 

 

Another possible advantage of such system, emphasized in the same analysis, is that when the 

electricity market is fully open also for households, the electricity will be given to the buyer, 

to be offset at the end of the year; how much he spent from the grid, how much his own, and 

how much he gave in the system – and if he saved, such savings should be paid to him at a 

market price. 

 

4. OBSTACLES FOR INTRODUCING THE MODEL ALLOWING INDIVIDUALS 

TO GENERATE ELECTRICITY FROM PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEMS AND THE 

SURPLUS OF SOLAR ENERGY TO BE DIRECTLY DELIVERED IN THE 

ENERGY SYSTEM 

 

Although drastic changes may have been expected with the adoption of the latest Law on 

energy in the R.N. Macedonia, the role of households as potential producers and sellers of the 

produced solar energy remained unchanged. As potential obstacles for such condition, which 

are previously located by several energy institutions and companies in R.N. Macedonia 

according to the analysis97, the following can be pointed out. 

 

4.1.  Costs for the consumers 

 

Expected is diversion of costs from consumers who use and sell solar energy to those who do 

not. In R.N. Macedonia the price for the feeding tariffs that are paid, is paid by the final 

consumers because it is included in their bills. 

 

If they do not receive bills, in that case they would not pay grid fees, etc., so, the price for their 

use of the grid will have to fall to other users, which increases the price of electricity for end 

users. Hence, in adopting this measure, it is important to be introduced a payment of a grid fee 

and of the ‘privileged’ users-producers. 

 

This would mean that the bills would be made in such way that the distributor would charge 

for the connection of the household to the grid, but not for the electricity delivered when the 

household uses its own generated electricity. 

 

4.2.  Unprepared grid 

 

The lack of grid readiness remains a common critical point for integrating the solar energy in 

the grid. 

 

However, if there are significant investments in the electricity sector in the future as a result of 

the necessary upgrades, the proper investment and measures should ensure the integration of 

renewable energy sources and solve the problems with the alternation. The voltage failures of 

the grid and the return power in opposite direction could be a problem due to distributed solar 

                                                           
97 ‘ Grid measurement in the Republic of Macedonia, possibilities, perspectives, examples-how to cleaner 

energy?“ by Sonja Risteska, Analytica Think Tank, February, 2017, pp.23,24 
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panels. However, in some cases the studies have shown benefits from delayed investments in 

capacitor banks and resistive switches98. The distributed solar energy could even delay some 

upgrades of voltage regulator, gearbox load, and capacitor devices by providing voltage 

support and some kind of frequency regulation in combination with energy storage99. 

 

4.3. Technical shortcomings  

 

Technically, care must be taken on how will be performed the including of the households and 

the introduction of the model of ‘settlement’ of produced-delivered electricity, so that the 

electricity grid does not suffer from load. If the photovoltaic systems are in a location that is 

not yet well connected to the distribution grid, grid failures are possible and expected100.  

 

4.4. Calculation and including the Value Added Tax (VAT) 

 

A possible problem is the calculation of VAT, i.e. how it will be charged, if the price at which 

household buys electricity has VAT included, and the electricity that is delivered to the system; 

if it is calculated as purchase price, and not as retail, is not subject to VAT. 

Hence, the problem is how to settle the delivered/spent, if VAT must be included when 

invoicing a bill. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

With the drastic reduction of the price of solar and wind energy and the aging of the existing 

energy infrastructure in the region, R.N. Macedonia, as well as the whole of Southeast Europe 

faces the dilemma of whether to follow the path that relies exclusively on new coal 

development, without any significant progress in solar or wind energy, or to accept the 

challenge and advance towards EU accession using clean energy technologies and energy 

efficiency measures. 

 

The price of solar panels is expected to decrease from around 6,6€/W in 2002 to 0.9€/W in 

2027.101 

 

Renewable sources in the electricity sector, inspiring new and innovative approaches, 

fundamentally change the policy and financial environment in terms of capacity expansion, 

shifting to lower marginal costs. 

 

Generally, the investments in new electricity supplies will be crucial to meeting the EU 

Roadmap to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 80% to the levels from 1990 until 2050.102 

Increasing the number of solar panels installed in the distribution system can also solve the 

issues with the supply system and the lack of electricity. 

With the increasing presence of distributed solar energy, further grid upgrades can be expected 

to adapt to new technologies, as it is obvious that the grid needs upgrades for each new capacity. 

                                                           
98  Gil, H. A., & Joos, G. (2006). For quantification of the value of the delayed capacity to the grid of the 

distributed production. Power Systems, IEEE Transactions on, 21(4), 1592-1599 
99  Southeast Europe: The Road to EU or the Road to nowhere? Energy plan for 2050: Technical analysis, 52 
100  Sustavi poticanja za integrirane fotonaponske sustave, Andrea Brajko, Hrvatski operator tržišta energije 

d.o.o. 
101  Cost overview for 2015 EUR. Zheng, C., & Kammen, D. M. (2014). Innovative focused roadmap for a 

sustainable global photovoltaic industry. Energy Policy, 67, 159-169 
102  SEE SEP, Southeast Europe: The Road to EU or the Road to nowhere? Energy plan for 2050: Technical 

analysis, 2016, 26  
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Second, the distribution company can improve its revenues, as well as monitor electricity, in 

parallel with the mentioned necessary investments in the grid and in the system. 

 

This will enable future programs to satisfy the consumption or other forms of energy efficiency 

interventions to be able to effectively reshape both the electricity supply and consumption 

throughout the region103. 

 

The roadmaps presented in the region can be contextualized within the global and European 

trends, emphasizing the reduction of the price of renewable energy sources, the ability for 

energy efficiency and renewable measures to create new jobs at a fast pace, and the possibility 

of integration by using the new grid architectures that can make Southeast Europe a leader, 

rather than lagging behind energy production and the deployment of technological 

infrastructure.104 

 

Following up on this, the study105 demonstrated and established the hypothesis that although 

obstacles and problems such as reduced revenues for the country and distribution grid operators 

are expected, the risk of price increase for end users, and the need to upgrade the grid over time 

in order to receive such electricity; however, the practice shows that all these issues have 

answers, that citizens should be given the right to be responsible for the supply of electricity 

and to ‘help’ the system by supplying it with electricity at the peak. 

 

The measure has been successfully implemented in the United States for decades, and is 

spreading across Europe, so with the inevitable liberalization of the electricity market, which 

should have happened until now, such measure will only be an added plus for households that 

have opportunities and would like to produce the electricity they use. 

 

All this would mean that such investments are possible and desirable for the households and in 

accordance with the guidelines of the European Union, but of course, if proper development 

policies are created within the country itself. 

 

                                                           
103  SEE SEP, Southeast Europe: The Road to EU or the Road to nowhere? Energy plan for 2050: Technical 

analysis, 33 
104  SEE SEP, Southeast Europe: The Road to EU or the Road to nowhere? Energy plan for 2050: Technical 

analysis, 52 
105 ‘ Grid measurement in the Republic of Macedonia, possibilities, perspectives, examples-how to cleaner 

energy?“ by Sonja Risteska, Analytica Think Tank, February, 2017, 33,34 
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Abstract: This study evaluated levels for organochlorine pesticides (DDTs, HCHs, 

Heptachlors, Aldrins and Endosulfanes), their residues, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) and 

poly aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) in water samples of Adriatic Sea, Albanian part. Water 

stations were chosen near the main river estuaries of Albania (Vjosa, Semani, Shkumbini, 

Erzeni, Mati and Buna rivers). These rivers have catchment areas that cover almost all 

Albania. First, agricultural, industrial and urban waste is transported in these rivers and after 

that they finished in Adriatic Sea.  

Water samples were analyzed for a five-year period from February 2015 to December 2019. 

Liquid-liquid extraction was used to isolate chlorinated pollutants and a florisil column was 

used for clean-up procedure. Analysis of organochlorine pesticides (according to Method EPA 

8081B) and 7 PCB markers was realized using GC/ECD and RTX-5 capillary column. The 

PAHs were isolated by liquid-liquid extraction technique and after sample concentration 

qualitative and quantitative analyses were performed by the GC/FID technique. 

Organochlorine pollutants were detected for all stations of Adriatic Sea because of new 

arrivals by agricultural and industrial activity in river basins. The highest levels were found 

near Shkumbini and Semani estuaries due to impact Myzeqeja agricultural area. New arrivals 

from water irrigation and rainfall influence in found levels. Degradation products of pesticides 

and volatile PCBs were found at higher levels for all samples analyzed. The levels of some 

individual organochlorine pesticides were higher than EU and Albanian norms for Semani and 

Shkumbini rivers. Also, PAHs were found at higher levels for Semani River because of 

extracting-processing industry in Patos-Marinza area. Monitoring of organic pollutants in 

water of Adriatic Sea should be continuous because of its importance in fishing, tourism, 

recreation and Albania economy overall. 

 

Keywords: Organochlorine pesticides; PCBs; PAH; Water analyzes; GC/ECD. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 

lbania is a country located in the Balkan Peninsula in Southeast Europe. It is rich in 

marine and surface waters. It faces the Adriatic Sea and the Ionian Sea that are part of 

the Mediterranean Sea. The total length of the coastline is approximately 274 km, 178 

km of which are covered by sandy beaches and the remaining by different landforms. The main 

lagoons (Narta, Karavasta and Patoku lagoons) are formed in estuaries of rivers that flow in 

Adriatic Sea. These water ecosystems are rich in flora and fauna. Fishing, tourism and ship 

transport activity in marine waters have an important role in Albanian economy. The major 

                                                           
106  Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Tirana University, Blv. "Zog I", Nr. 25, Tirana, 

Albania 
107  Department of Chemistry, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Tirana University, Blv. "Zog I", Nr. 25, Tirana, 

Albania 
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surface water resources are many lakes and rivers. Three main lakes of Albania are Shkodra 

Lake, Ohrid Lake and Prespa Lake. The most important rivers are Drini, Mati, Ishmi, Erzeni, 

Shkumbini, Semani, Osumi, Vjosa, Bistrica and Buna (Cullaj et al, 2005). Waters of these 

rivers are in use mainly for producing electricity by hydropower plants and for water irrigation 

in agricultural. Note that occasionally waters of rivers are polluted by urban and industrial 

waste and by remains of agricultural pesticides and veterinary drugs. These pollutants end up 

in the seawater. The main rivers of Albania flow in Adriatic Sea. Based on this fact, monitoring 

pollution levels in marine and surface water samples must be continuous, especially recently 

after rapid growth of tourism in Albania. Marine and surface water resources have a direct 

impact on people health and present an important contributor to the country's economy too. 

This is the reason that river waters must have additional attention in assessing their chemical 

and microbiological parameters by responsible institutions. In this context, this study presents 

concentrations of organochlorine pesticides, their residues, PCB markers and PAHs in water 

samples of Adriatic Sea for a five-year period. Sampling stations were selected near the main 

river estuaries (Vjosa, Semani, Shkumbini, Erzeni, Mati and Buna rivers) that discharge to the 

sea. These rivers have catchment areas that cover almost all Albania so the arrival of new 

pollutants is not excluded.  

 

For more than 50 years (after the Second World War to 90’) organochlorine pesticides were 

used widely in Albania against malaria vector and for agricultural purposes. The main 

agricultural areas are located in the western of the country near Adriatic Sea. These fields are 

covered mainly by the Vjosa, Semani, Shkumbini, Erzeni, Mati and Buna rivers and their 

branches. The use of pesticides in Albania after 1990 decreased rapidly due to migration and 

immigration of population. PCBs were not in use in Albania until 90’. They can be found only 

in some electrical transformers that were used in the early 1990s, but they were reported in 

many water ecosystems of our country because of atmospheric depositions. PAHs are 

pollutants generated by automobiles transport, extracting/processing of oil industry, coal mine 

and other industries. Forest burning and their natural background make them very often in 

environment. Organochlorine pollutants (OCP and PCB) and PAHs have high stability, high 

bioaccumulation capacity and the ability to spread out far away from the application 

site. Generally, these compounds are difficult to degrade and can persist for many years in 

particular in water ecosystems (Corsi et al, 2010; Nuro et al, 2012).  

  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Study areas 
 

The study areas were river estuaries of Vjosa, Semani, Shkumbini, Erzeni, Mati and Buna 

(Adriatic Sea, Albania). Water samples were taken two times per year in a five-year period 

from February 2015 to December 2019. The sampling stations are presented in Figure 1. 

2,5 liters of water were taken from each station in Teflon bottles. The sampling method was 

based on UNEP/MED Wg. 128/2, 1997. Water samples were transported and conserved at 

+4oC before their analysis.  
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Figure 1. Sampling stations in Adriatic Sea and the main rivers catchments in Albania 

 
 

Treatment of water samples for pesticide and PCB analyzes  
 

Liquid-liquid extraction was used for extraction of organochlorine pesticide and 

polychlorinated biphenyls from marine water samples of Adriatic Sea. One liter of water and 

30 ml n-hexane as extracting solvent were added in a separatory funnel. After extraction, the 

organic phase was dried with 5 g of anhydrous Na2SO4 for water removing. A florisil column 

was used for the sample clean-up. 20 ml n-hexane/dichloromethane (4/1) was used for elution. 

After concentration to 1 ml, the samples were injected in GC/ECD (Lekkas et al, 2004; Vryzas 

et al, 2009; Nuro et al, 2012).  

 

Gas chromatography analysis of pesticides and PCBs  
 

Organochlorine pesticides and PCBs were analyzed simultaneously using capillary column 

model Rtx-5 (30 m long x 0.25 mm i.d. x 0.25 μm film thicknesses) on a gas chromatograph 

HP 6890 Series Plus with μECD detector. Helium was used as carrier gas (1 ml/min) while 

nitrogen as make-up gas (24 ml/min). The manual injection was done in split mode (1:50) at 

280°C. The organochlorine pesticides detected were DDT-related chemicals (o,p-DDE, p,p-

DDE, p,p-DDD, p,p-DDT), HCHs (a-, b-, γ- and d-isomers), Heptachlor’s (Heptachlor and 

Heptachlorepoxide); Aldrin’s (Aldrine, Dieldrine and Endrin) and Endosulfanes (Endosulfan 

alfa, Endosulfan beta and Endosulfan sulfat). Analysis of PCBs was based on the determination 

of the seven PCB markers (IUPAC Nr. 28, 52, 101, 118, 138, 153 and 180). Quantification of 

OCPs and PCBs were based on external standard method (Vryzas et al, 2009; Lekkas et al, 

2004; Nuro et al, 2014).  
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Treatment of water samples for PAH analyzes  
 

Liquid-liquid extraction was used for extracting PAHs from marine water samples. One liter of 

water and 30 ml dichloromethane as extracting solvent were added in a separator funnel. After 

extraction, the organic phase was dried with 5 g of anhydrous Na2SO4 for water 

removing. Extracts were concentrated to 1 ml using Kuderna-Danish and then were injected in 

GC/FID for PAHs their quantification (Nuro et al, 2014; Gustafson and Dickhut, 1997).  

 

Determination of PAH in water samples  
 

Gas chromatographic analyses of PAH in water samples were realized with a Varian 450 GC 

instrument equipped with a flame ionization detector and PTV detector. VF-1 ms capillary 

column (30 m x 0.33 mm x 0.25 μm) was used to isolate and determine 13 most toxic PAHs 

according to Albanian and EU norms. Helium was used as carrier gas with 1 ml/min. FID 

temperature was held at 280°C. Nitrogen was used as the make-up gas (25 ml/min). Hydrogen 

and air were flame detector gases with 30 ml/min and 300 ml/min, respectively. EPA 525 

Mixture was used for qualitative and quantitative of PAH analyze. Acenaphthylene, Fluorene, 

Phenanthrene, Anthracene, Pyrene, Benzo [a] anthracene, Chrysene, Perilene, Benzo [b] 

fluoranthene, Benzo [k] fluoranthene, Indeo [1,2,3-cd] pyrene, Dibenzo [a, b] anthracene and 

Benzo [g, h, i] perylene were determined in seawater samples. Quantification of PAH was 

based on external standard method (Nuro et al, 2014; Gustafson and Dickhut, 1997).  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Marine water samples from Adriatic Sea (Albanian part) were selected near the six main river 

estuaries that flow on it (from South to North: Vjosa, Semani, Shkumbini, Erzeni, Mati and 

Buna rivers). The average data of a five-year period (2015–2019) are shown in this study to 

understand their pollution impact on seawater. These rivers cover a large catchment area 

including the main agricultural areas and the main cities as well as industrial areas of Albania. 

Organochlorine pesticides, their degradation products and PCB markers were analyzed using 

GC/ECD and GC/FID techniques. 

 

Figure 2. DDTs in water samples of Adriatic Sea 
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Figure 2 shows DDTs (4,4’-DDT, 4,4’-DDD and 4,4’-DDE) in marine water samples of 

Adriatic Sea located near river estuaries for Vjosa, Semani, Shkumbini, Erzeni, Mati and Buna 

rivers. The higher DDT levels were found in Shkumbini river mouth water samples (13.7 ng/l) 

and after that in Semani River (10.9 ng/l) because of new arrivals by Myzeqeja field that lie 

near these rivers. Total of DDTs near Vjosa river mouth was lower (0.5 ng/l) compared with 

other stations on Adriatic Sea. DDT pesticide was found partially on samples of Semani, 

Shkumbini, Erzeni and Buna rivers. DDT was not detected in water samples of Vjosa and Mati 

rivers. DDT degradation products (DDE and DDD) were found in high concentration for all 

samples because of DDT previous use for malaria vector and agricultural purposes. DDT levels 

were lower than 1 ng/l for all stations except for two samples in Semani rivermouth station 

(2017) and three samples in Buna rivermouth station (2016, 2017 and 2018). For other stations 

4,4’-DDT was lower than permitted level (0.01 ug/L) based on Albanian and EU norms.  

 

Concentrations of Lindane and its isomers (alpha-, beta-, and delta-hexachlorocyclohexanes-

HCHs) are shown in Figure 3. Also, HCHs were found in higher concentrations in water 

samples near Semani and Shkumbini river mouths (25.4 and 12.5 ng/l) while samples near Mati 

and Vjosa estuaries were at lower concentrations (0.8 and 1.1 ng/l). Note that Lindane was 

found only in 25% of all analyzed samples. beta-HCH was found to be the primary isomer for 

all seawater samples. Its origin could be because of beta-HCH presence as an impurity in 

Lindane formulations or because it’s physical – chemistry properties. HCH isomers could be 

found because of Lindane previous use in agricultural or due to degradation of other pesticides. 

HCH's arrival by urban waste it’s not excluded. For all stations, total of HCHs was lower than 

permitted level of 0.04 ug/l conform to EU Directive 2013/39 and Albanian norms for surface 

waters.  

 

Figure 3. Lindane and its isomers in water samples of Adriatic Sea 

 
 

Average concentrations of Heptachlors in seawater were shown in Figure 4. Heptachlors were 

found in higher concentrations in water samples of Adriatic Sea near Shkumbini estuary (23.2 

ng/l) and after that near Buna (12.0 ng/l) and Semani samples (4.6 ng/l). In the higher levels in 

all analyzed samples were found Heptachlorepoxide, its degradation products. This fact is 

connected with the previous use of Heptachlor. Levels of Heptachlors in some samples taken 

near Shkumbini and Semani rivers were higher than EU Directive 2013/39 or Albanian norms.  
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Figure 4. Heptachlor’s in marine water samples of Adriatic Sea 

 
 

Concentrations and profiles of Aldrines were shown in Figure 5. The higher levels of Aldrines 

were for Semani River with 22.2 ng/l and for Shkumbini River with 19.9 ng/l. In fact, the higher 

level of Aldrine in Semani River was connected with higher concentration of Dieldrin, while 

in Shkumbini River in higher concentration was Endrin. This is connected with the time of use 

for Aldrine in the agricultural areas near these rivers. Aldrins were found in lower levels in 

water samples of Mati, Buna and Vjosa river mouths. Aldrines were found 2 times higher than 

EU directive 2013/39 and Albanian norms for 44% of seawater samples near Semani and 

Shkumbini rivers.  

 

Figure 5. Aldrines in marine ater samples of Adriatic Sea 

 
 

Averages of concentrations for Endosulfan in estuaries of rivers (Adriatic Sea) are presented 

in Figure 6. Total of Endosulfan alpha, Endosulfan beta and Endosulfan sulfate were higher in 

Buna (79.8 ng/l), Semani (75.6 ng/l), Shkumbini (59.6 ng/l) and Erzeni (51.3 ng/l) river 

mouths. Note that Endosulfans were found at higher levels for some individual samples near 

Buna (2015, 2017, 2018), Semani (2017 and 2018) and in Shkumbini river mouths (2018). 

These data could be the result of Endosulfan’s punctual source in agricultural areas near these 
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ecosystems. It’s not excluded the recent use of Endosulfan in water basins of Buna, Semani, 

Shkumbini and Erzeni rivers. Endosulfan could be in use in these areas under false trade name. 

Endosulfan concentrations for water samples of Buna, Semani, Shkumbini and Erzeni rivers 

were 5 to 10 times higher than permitted level based on EU Directive 2013/39. The presence 

of Endosulfane in surface water samples must be lower than 0.005 ug/l.  

 

Figure 6. Endosulfanes in water samples of Adriatic Sea 

 
 

Figure 7. PCB markers in marine water samples of Adriatic Sea 

 
 

Figure 7 shows the total PCB markers in water samples of Adriatic Sea near six river estuaries 

for 2015–2019 periods. PCBs were found in all analyzed samples. They were found in this rate: 

Semani (69.4 ng/l) > Buna (60.7 ng/l) > Shkumbini (60.2 ng/l) > Erzeni (50.5 ng/l) > Mati 

(31.1 ng/l) > Vjosa (16.7 ng/l). The higher concentrations of PCBs in Semani, Shkumbini dhe 

Buna rivers can be related to the elevated industrial activity in their water basins. For all water 

samples, volatile congeners (PCB 28 and PCB 52) were found at higher level. This fact is 

connected with the atmospheric deposition. For Semani, Shkumbini, Buna, and Erzeni rivers 

were detected relatively high level of heavy PCB congeners (PCB 180) that is connected with 

punctual sources of these pollutants. Some industries that can influence PCB levels are 
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extraction and processing of oil industry (Semani Rivers) and metallurgical complex near 

Elbasani (Shkumbini River). PCB concentrations for water samples of Vjosa, Semani and 

Shkumbini rivers were comparable levels than the reported data on previous studies on the 

same stations (Murtaj et al. 2014; Como et al. 2013, Nuro et al. 2017). 

 

Figure 8 shows totals of 13 PAHs according to EPA 525 Method in water samples of Adriatic 

Sea measured by the GC/FID technique. PAHs were detected for all samples under study. They 

were found in higher concentration for station near Semani River with 19.2 ug/l. Their presence 

could be because of extracting-processing oil industry in Patos-Marinza area that is part of its 

basin. Ship transport could be another source of PAH pollution in marine water samples of 

Adriatic Sea. Dibenzo [ab] anthracene and Chrysene were the most abundant peaks for water 

samples near Semani River. Average levels of PAHs were relatively high near Shkumbini (10.1 

ug/l), Erzeni (8.4 ug/l) and Buna (6.0 ug/l) while in Mati and Vjosa their levels were in LOD 

(limit of detection) for the GC/FID technique. The presence of some individual PAHs in higher 

level was noted. Also, this could be a momentum value of PAHs depended on sampling 

periods. PAH levels in seawater samples near Semani were higher than the reported levels for 

other ecosystems of Albania (Nuro et al., 2014). The presence of some individual PAHs was 

higher than permitted level according to Albanian and EU norms.  

 

Figure 8. PAHs in water samples of Adriatic Sea 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 

Organochlorine pesticides, their residues, PCBs and PAHs were found in all water samples of 

Adriatic Sea. The higher level was found near Semani and Shkumbini river mouths because of 

new arrivals from waters from channels of Myzeqeja field (the main field on Albania). It was 

noted presence of degradation products of pesticides in higher levels. This fact is connected 

with the previous use of pesticides in Albania and their degradation process. Endosulfan was 

shown to be in high level in all samples. This pesticide could be in use in agricultural areas 

near these rivers under false trade name. PCBs volatile were found at high levels for all 

seawater samples. Their presence could be because of their atmospheric deposition. In marine 

water samples near Shkumbini, Buna and Semani river mouths were found heavy PCB. This 

could be connected with punctual sources of PCBs in these stations or a momentum value. 

Also, PAHs were found at higher levels for Semani River because of extracting-processing 
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industry in Patos-Marinza area. Concentrations of some individual organochlorine pesticides 

and PAHs were found in higher concentrations than permitted levels for surface waters 

according to EU Directive 2013/39 and Albanian norms. Monitoring of organic pollutants in 

water of Adriatic Sea should be continuous because of its importance in fishing, tourism, 

recreation and Albania economy overall. 
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Abstract: Comparative research has been conducted to allow us to determine the content of 

heavy metals and chemical composition of lemon balm oils, as well as to identify the possibility 

of lemon balm growth on soils contaminated by heavy metals. The experimental plots were 

situated at different distances of 0.5 km, and 15 km, respectively, from the source of pollution 

the Non-Ferrous-Metal Works (MFMW) near Plovdiv, Bulgaria. On reaching the flowering 

stage the lemon balm plants were gathered. The content of heavy metals in leaves of lemon 

balm was determined by ICP. The essential oils of the lemon balm were obtained by steam 

distillation in laboratory conditions which were analyzed for heavy metals and chemical 

composition was determined. Lemon balm is a plant that is tolerant to heavy metals and can 

be grown on contaminated soils. Heavy metals do not affect the development of lemon balm 

and the quality and quantity of oil obtained from it. Forty components were identified in the 

oils. The quantity of identified compounds corresponds to 98.82-98.83% of the total oil content. 

Among the detected compounds, beta-citral (neral) (19.31-20.78%), alfa-citral (geranial) 

(18,65-19,12%), β-caryophyllene (14.76-16.28%), α-cadinol (3.88-4.74%), geranyl acetate 

(3.49-3.59%), trans-geraniol (3.40-3.51%), germacrene (3.18-3.28%), citronellal (2.94-

3.03%), nerol (2.63-2.71%), neryl acetate (2.42 -2.49%) were the major compounds. The 

essential oil of Melissa officinalis L. can be a valuable product for farmers from polluted 

regions. 

 

Keywords: Contaminated soils, Essential oil composition, Heavy metals, Lemon balm. 

 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

emon balm (Melissa officinalis) is a perennial herbaceous plant of the family 

Lamiaceae. The plant is grown mainly in Germany, France, Italy, Romania, Bulgaria 

and North America [1-2]. It reaches a height of 70-150 cm. The leaves have a mild 

lemon scent. At the end of summer, small flowers full of nectar appear, they attract bees, hence 

the name Melissa (Greek for “honey bee”). The citrus aroma of lemon balm is due to the 

terpenes citral and geraniol, citronellal, citronellol and geranyl acetate [3]. The above-ground 

part of the lemon balm is used as a spice and herbal tea, in medicine, in the perfume and 

cosmetics industry, in folk medicine. Traditionally in Bulgaria it is used for making tea, as well 

as for making bowles and liqueurs. Lemon balm tea is used in nervous sleep disorders and 

gastrointestinal disorders [4], lowering the temperature and relieving headaches caused by 

stress. 

 

The oil contains terpenes (monoterpenes, sesquiterpenes and triterpenes), phenolic compounds 

(phenolic acids, flavonoids and tannins) [5-6]. The main active ingredients of M. officinalis are 

volatile compounds (geranial, neral, citronellal and geraniol), triterpenes (ursolic acid and 
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oleanolic acid) [7], flavonoids and phenolic acids [8-9] such as rosemary acid [10] and caffeic 

acids [11], phenylpropanoid heteroside [12]. M. officinalis essential oil is used because of its 

antimicrobial activity [13], antiviral [14], antibacterial, antioxidant and insect repellent 

properties [15]. There is evidence that lemon balm has a positive effect on patients with 

Alzheimer's disease [6]. 

 

The chemical composition of balm mint oil has been the subject of many studies around the 

world. In most studies, in the essential oils from M. officinalis has been found to be 

characterized mainly by oxygenated monoterpenes and sesquiterpenes. The analysis of 

essential oils indicated some major constituents, like geranial, neral and citronellal [6, 10, 16-

20], (E)-caryophyllene and caryophyllene oxide [10,21], linalool [16], geraniol [22], thymol 

[23], α-pinene [21], β-pinene [21,24], carvacrol and iso-menthone [20], decadienal [25] and 

trans-carveol [26]. The composition of the oil depends on various factors, such as genetic 

origin, habitat, environmental conditions, physiological stage (time of harvest, plant parts of 

the plant used to extract the essential oil, soil composition, etc.).  
 

It has been found that the medicinal plants can accumulate larger amounts of heavy metals such 

as Cd, As, Pb and Hg compared to other plants [27].  

 

Some medical plants such as mint, St. John's wort, lavender, marigold, marshmallow, cumin, 

garlic, garden sorrel, hemp and others can accumulate large amounts of toxic heavy metals in 

their tissues. However, Zheljazkov [28] demonstrated that aromatic crops may not have 

significant phytoremediation potential, but growth of these crops in metal contaminated 

agricultural soils is a feasible alternative. Aromatic crops can provide economic return and 

metal-free final product, the essential oil. The essential oil of aromatic plants does not contain 

heavy metals, although there is an accumulation in the plant biomass [28-29].  

 

The plants of the Lamiaceae family are also widespread in world and have a large biomass 

production capacity. However, there are no studies on the possibilities of heavy metals 

accumulation in Melissa officinalis L. when grown on contaminated soils. There are no 

comprehensive studies on the relationship among the total content of heavy metals in the soil, 

their uptake by the leaves of balm mint and quality of oil. 

 

The purpose of this work is to conduct a comparative study, which allows us to determine the 

heavy metal accumulation in balm mint, the quality of balm mint oil, as well as the possibilities 

to grown on heavy metal contaminated soils. 

 

2.  MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

The experiment was performed on agricultural fields contaminated by Zn, Pb and Cd, situated 

at different distances (0.5, and 15.0 km) from the source of pollution, the NFMW near Plovdiv 

(Non-Ferrous Metal Works), Bulgaria.  

 

Characteristics of soils are shown in Table I. The soils were slightly neutral to alkalic with 

moderate content of organic matter and essential nutrients (N, P and K) (Table I). The pseudo-

total content of Zn, Pb and Cd is high and exceeds the maximum permissible concentrations 

(MPC) in soil 1 (S1) (Table 1).  
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Table 1. Characterization of the soils 

Parameter pH 
EC, 

dS/m 

Organic 

C.% 

N 

Kjeldal,% 

P, 

mg/kg 

K, 

mg/kg 

Pb, 

mg/kg 

Zn, 

mg/kg 

Cd, 

mg/kg 

Soil 1 (S1)  

0,5 km 
7,4 0,15 2,2 0,34 625,6 6960 2509,1 2423,9 64,3 

Soil 2 (S2)  

15 km 
7,5 0,15 1,54 0,12 387,3 6780 49,4 172,7 1,0 

MPC (pH 6.0-7.4) – Pb-100 mg/kg, Cd-2.0 mg.kg, Zn-320 mg/kg 

MPC (pH >7.4) – Pb-100 mg/kg, Cd–3.0 mg/kg, Zn-400 mg/kg 

 

The test plant was Melissa officinalis L. Balm mint is grown according to conventional 

technology. Five plants of each of the areas were used for the analysis. Upon reaching the stage 

just prior to blooming, balm mint was harvested and the content of Pb, Zn and Cd in leaves 

was determined. The essential oil of the balm mint was obtained by steam distillation in 

laboratory conditions which was analyzed for heavy metals content and its chemical 

composition was determined. 

 

Pseudo-total content of metals in soils was determined in accordance with ISO 11466 [30]. The 

available (mobile) heavy metals contents were extracted in accordance with ISO 14870[31] by 

a solution of DTPA. The contents of heavy metals (Pb, Zn and Cd) in the plant material (leaves) 

and in the essential oils of sage were determined by the method of the dry mineralization. The 

quantitative measures were carried out by ICP method (Jobin Yvon Emission - JY 38 S, 

France). Digestion and analytical efficiency of ICP was validated using a standard reference 

material of apple leaves (SRM 1515, National Institute of Standards and Technology, NIST). 

The chemical composition of the oil was determined on a gas chromatograph PYE UNICAM 

series 204, equipped with a flame ionization detector and a capillary column CARBOWAX 20 

M with hydrogen carrier gas. 

 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Soils 

 

The results presented in Tables I and II show that in the soil samples S1 (taken from the area 

situated at the distance of 0.5 km from NFMW), the reported values for Pb were exceeding 

MPC approved for Bulgaria and reached to 2509.1 mg/kg. In the area located at a distance of 

15 km, the contents of Pb significantly reduce to 49.4 mg/kg. Similar results were obtained for 

Cd and Zn. The results for the mobile forms of the metals extracted by DTPA show that the 

mobile forms of Cd in the contaminated soils are the most significant portion of its total content 

and reached to 57,2%, followed by Pb with 33,8 % and Zn with 9,8%.  

 

In the soil located at a distance of 15 km from NFMW the mobile forms of Cd are the most 

significant part of it.  

 

Table 2. DTPA-extractable Pb, Zn and Cd (mg/kg) in soils sampled from NFMW 

Soils 
Pb Cd Zn 

mg/kg %* mg/kg % mg/kg % 

S1 (0.5 km) 849.1 33.8 36.8 57.2 236.8 9.8 

S2 (15.0 

km) 
21.5 43.5 0.7 70 38.9 22.5 

*DTPA -extractable / total content 
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Content of Heavy Metals in balm mint 

 

A significant accumulation of Pb is found in the leaves of the balm mint. The content of this 

element reaches up to 143.5 mg/kg in leaves of the balm mint grown at a distance of 0.5 km 

from NFMW (S1) (Table 3) and was very high beyond the proposed guide value for medicinal 

plants. Kabata Pendias [27] quote that normally there are 5 - 10 mg/kg Pb in a plant material. 

Schilcher and Peters [32] proposed to set the limits for Pb in medicinal plants at 10 mg/kg, due 

to their little portion in the human diet and incomplete extraction of Pb during tea preparation. 

The World Health Organization (WHO) recommends limits for various medicinal plants of not 

more than 10 mg/kg Pb and 0.3 mg/kg Cd in the final dosage form of the plant material. The 

relatively high amount of Pb may be caused by the morphological characteristics of the plant. 

The leaves of balm mint were covered with pappus, which contributed to the fixing of the 

aerosol pollutants and for their accumulation there. The content of Cd in the leaves of balm 

mint grown at a distance of 0.5 km from NFMW reaches up to 2.25 mg/kg, values considered 

to be nontoxic to plants. According to Kabata-Pendias [27] 5.0 mg/kg Cd is considered to be a 

toxic value for the plants. The content of Zn in the leaves of balm mint grown at a distance of 

0.5 km from NFMW reaches up to 184.7 mg/kg, as these values are also less the critical values 

for plants - 100-400 mg/kg. With increasing the distance from NFMW a clear trend is seen 

towards reducing the content of heavy metals in the leaves of the studied crop. The content of 

heavy metals in the leaves of the balm mint grown at 15 km from NFMW reaches up to 1.6 

mg/kg Pb, 0.08 mg/kg Cd and 17.7 mg/kg Zn (S2). 

 

The heavy metal content in the essential oil from balm mint was also determined. The results 

obtained show that the majority of the heavy metals contained in the leaves of the balm mint 

do not pass into the oil during the distillation, therefore their content in the oil are much lower. 

In the process of oil extraction by distillation, heavy metals remain in the extracted plant 

residues, limiting the quantities of heavy metals in the commercial oil product. Pb content in 

the essential oil of balm mint reaches up to 0.2 mg/kg, Zn up to 4.5 mg/kg, while the content 

of Cd is below the limits of the quantitative measurement of the method used. Significantly 

lower are the figures in the essential oil of balm mint grown at a distance of 15 km from NFMW 

– 0.03 mg/kg Pb and 1.6 mg/kg Zn (S2).  

 

These results strongly suggest that the main part of Pb, Cd and Zn, contained in the leaves of 

balm mint, cultivated 0.5 km from the NFMW, does not pass into the oil obtained, its content 

in the oil are lower according the Directive 76/768/EEC for plant extracts (20 mg/kg Pb and 2 

mg/kg Cd) and it can be used for cosmetics. This result is very important, given the commercial 

value of the essential oil extracts of the aromatic and medicinal plants. The accumulation of 

heavy metals in the end products, obtained after the processing of the aboveground parts of the 

plant, was within the limits of the permissible values to the normative requirements for 

ecologically clean product.  

 

Table 3. Content of Pb, Cd and Zn (mg/kg) in leaves and essential oil of balm mint 

Soils 
Pb Cd Zn 

Leaves Oil Leaves oil Leaves oil 

S1 (0.5 km) 143.5 0,2  2.25 n.d. 184.7 4.5 

S2 (15.0 km) 1.6 0.03 0.08 n.d. 17.7 1.6 

n.d.-non detectable 
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Effect of heavy metals on the quality of the oil 

 

The results of the chromatographic analysis of essential oils obtained by processing of leaves 

balm mint grown at a different distance from NFMW are presented in Table 4. The values of 

the main components of the essential oil of balm mint are compared with the data obtained 

from all cited references. 

 

No significant differences were observed in the composition between the oils obtained from 

the areas of different distance from NFMW. The yield for balm mint oils ranged between 

0.245% (S1) and 0.25% (S2). Ozturk [33] found that the content of essential oil in lemon balm 

varies between 0.02 and 0.30%, which is much lower than other plants in the family Lamiaceae. 

According to Turhan [34] the content of essential oil and its composition depend on the cutting 

height of the lemon balm. It was found that the content of essential oil in the upper part (young 

leaves) is 0.39%, while in the whole leaf mass it is 0.14%. For this reason, the production costs 

and the price of the essential oil are very high on the market. Souihi [35] found that the essential 

oil content in Tunisia is very low (0.032%,), the content in the oil from Turkey varies from 

0.01 to 0.25%. [36], 0.03 - 0.067% [37] to 0.27-0.36%, [38], from 0.06-0.16% in Iran oil [39], 

from 0.08 to 0.25% in the oil from Poland [16], 0.25% in the oil from Germany [40], and from 

0.5 to 0.8% [40] in the oil from Spain. 

 

Forty compounds representing 98.82 – 98.83% of the oil were identified, 21 of which were 

above 1 %. The obtained results show that oxygen-containing monoterpenes (neral and 

geranial) and sesquiterpenes hydrocarbon (β-caryophyllene) predominate in the essential oils.  

 

It is noteworthy that the content of oxygen-containing monoterpenes neral and geranial, and 

the sesquiterpene alcohol α-cadinol is higher in the balm mint oil obtained from the 

contaminated area, while the content of β-caryophyllene is lower. No significant difference 

was found for the other components. 

 

The monoterpene aldehyde citronellal determines the sweet floral aroma of rose. The content 

of citronellal in the studied oils varies from 2.94% (S1) to 3.03% (S2), whereas significantly 

higher values were found by Popova [41] for the Bulgarian commercial oil (18.5%). According 

to literature data, the content of citronellal varies widely - from 0.2% in the oil from Cuba [42] 

to 40% in the oil from France (40%) [43]. Some essential oils, such as those of Brazilian origin, 

do not contain citronellal [17]. Shamsi [44] found that the amount the amount of citronellal is 

lower in the leaves of the upper third part (2.82%) compared to the total leaf mass (6.44%). 

 

The monoterpene aldehyde (Z)-citral (neral) causes the sweet citrus aroma of lemon. The 

content of beta-citral (neral) in the studied oils varies from 19.31% (S2) to 20.78% (S1). 

According to literature data, the content of neral varies widely in lemon balm oil - from 4.3 to 

43.8%. The highest content of neral was established in the oils from Cuba (29.9%) [42], Brazil 

(39.3%) [17] and Iran (43.8%) [39]. The content of neral is significantly lower in the oil from 

Scotland (4.3%) [45], and Bulgaria (5.9%) [41], while neral is not found in the oil from Greece. 

The monoterpene aldehyde (E)-citral (geranial) determines the citrus aroma of lemon. The 

content of alpha-citral in the oils varies from 18.65% (S2) to 19.12% (S1). According to 

literature data, the content of geranial varies widely - from 6.6 to 47.3%. The highest values 

were found in the oils from Cuba (41.0%) [42] and Brazil (47.3%) [17], while in the oils from 

Greece and Scotland [45] no geranial is contained. According to Hefendelh [46], the young 

leaves have higher citral content, while the older leaves have higher citronellal content. Similar 

results were reported by Mrlianova [47], who found that the amount of citral isomers (neral 
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and geranial) was higher in the leaves of the upper third part of the lemon balm (59.74%) than 

in the leaves of the whole aboveground mass (56.87%). 

 

Sesquiterpene, bicyclic b-caryophyllene causes spicy woody citrus aroma. The content of β-

Caryophyllene in the studied oils varies from 16.280 (S2) and 14.762% (S1). Similar results 

were obtained by Allahverdiyev [5] for Turkish oils, which are characterized by a high content 

of β-carophylene (14.2%). Slightly lower results were obtained for the content of β-

carophylene in the oils from Slovakia (4.2 %) [48], Serbia (4.6%) [49], Iran (4.9%) [39], and 

Egypt (4.9%,) [50]. Significantly lower values were reported for the oil from Algeria (1.3%) 

and France (2.4%) [43]. Mrlianova [47] b) found that the amount of beta-caryophyllene was 

higher in the leaves of the upper third of the lemon balm (6.97%) than in the total leaf mass 

(5.13%), 

 

The content of geraniol varies from 1.358 (S2) to 1.317% (S1). According to literature data, 

the geraniol content varies from 0.2% to 15.2%, with higher values found in oils from Serbia 

(3.4%) [49], Egypt (4.2%) [50], Scotland (5.73%) [45], Bulgarian commercial oil (15.72%) 

[41], and significantly lower in oil from Algeria (0.6%)[43]. 

 

Table 4. Composition of oil (%) obtained by processing fresh leaves of balm mint 

№ Compound RI 
S1 (0.5 km) S2(15.0 km) 

Reference 
% of TIC 

1 α-Pinene 939 0,367 0,356  

2 β-Pinene 979 0,934 0,906  

3 1-Octen-3-ol 982 0,119 0,075  

4 beta-Myrcene 990 0,25 0,243  

5 Limonene 1029 1,879 1,822 trace - 57.5 

6 cis-beta-Ocimene  1040 1,176 1,141  

7 trans-beta-Ocimene  1050 0,577 0,56  

8 beta-Linalool 1097 0,988 0,958 trace - 1.3 

9 cis- Rose oxide 1110 0,339 0,329  

10 trans-Rose oxide 1128 0,466 0,452  

11 Verbenol 1134 0,339 0,329  

12 Citronellal 1151 3,03 2,939 0.2 – 43.8 

13 trans-Carveol 1195 0,149 0,144  

14 Myrtenol 1198 1,359 1,318  

15 Menthol 1173 0,936 0,908  

16 Isomenthol 1180 0,384 0,373  

17 α-Terpineol 1187 0,164 0,159  

18 Nerol 1228 2,709 2,628  

19 Geraniol 1230 1,358 1,317 0.2-15.2 

20 beta-Citral (Neral) 1240 19,308 20,783 4.3-39.3 

21 trans-Geraniol 1255 3,505 3,4  

22 
(S)-(-)-Citronellic 

acid, methyl ester 
1261 1,253 1,215  

23 alfa-Citral (Geranial) 1270 18,649 19,116 6.6 - 47.3 

24 Citronellyl acetate 1354 0,426 0,413 0.6 - 7.24 

25 Neryl acetate 1364 2,493 2,418  

26 Geranyl acetate 1383 3,593 3,485  

27 β-Caryophyllene 1419,1 16,28 14,762 1.3 - 15.3 
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28 (E)-β-Farnesene 1460 0,604 0,586  

29 Germacrene D 1480 3,277 3,179 trace - 2.14 

30 Caryophyllene Oxide 1581 1,166 1,131 1.2 - 12.6 

31 n-Pentacosane 1500 1,192 1,156  

32 n-Hexacosane 1600 1,041 1,009  

33 tau.-Cadinol 1629 1,166 1,131  

34 tau.-Muurolol 1631 1,366 1,325  

35 α-Cadinol 1653 3,884 4,737  

36 n-Heptacosane 1700 0,83 0,806  

37 n-Octacosane 1800 0,115 0,088  

38 n-Nonacosane 1900 0,237 0,229  

39 n-Eicosane 2000 0,565 0,548  

40 n-Heneicosane 2100 0,353 0,342  

 Total  98,826 98,816  

 Yoeld, %  0.24 0.25  

RI - Relative Index; TIC - Total Ion Current 

 

The content of monoterpene geranyl acetate varies from 3.49 (S1) to 3.59% (S2). Slightly 

higher values of geranyl acetate were found in the oil from Slovakia (5.9%) [48], Iran (7.1%) 

[39] and Bulgarian commercial oil (7.24%) [41].  

 

Sesquiterpene oxide b-caryophyllene oxide causes the woody spicy aroma. The content of 

caryophyllene oxide varies from 1.166 (S2) to 1.131 (S1). Similar results were obtained for the 

oils from Algeria (1.3%) and Serbia (1.7%) [49]. Significantly higher results were obtained for 

the oils from Iran (2.7%) [39], Cuba (5.3%) [42], Slovakia (8.35%) [48], Egypt (10.0%,) [50]. 

The highest values were reported in the oil from Jordan, in which caryophyllene oxide is the 

dominant ingredient (43.6%) [51]. 

 

Most studies have shown that oxygen monoterpenes, such as the isomers of citral (geranial and 

neral), citronellal and geraniol, predominate in the oil from M. officinalis [49,52]. For example, 

lemon balm oils from Serbia [49], Slovakia [48], Egypt [50], France [43] and Iran [39] are 

characterized by a high content of geranial, neral and citronellal. Citral, citronellal and 

caryophyllene oxide [44] dominate in the oils obtained in Algeria. Meftahizade [52], report 

that the main constituents of the essential oil are citral (geranium and neral), citronellal, 

geraniol, beta-pinene, alpha-pinene, and beta-caryophyllene. According to Bagdad and Coşge 

[36] the main components of the oil obtained in Turkey are citronellal (39%), citral (33%), 

citronellol, linalool and geraniol, while according to Allahverdiyev [5] the oil is dominated 

mainly by sesquiterpene hydrocarbons β-cubebene (15.41%) and β-caryophyllene (14.24%). 

The sesquiterpene hydrocarbons β-cubeben (39%) and terpinolene (9.6%) also predominate in 

the oil obtained in New Zealand [3]. Van den Berg [53] reported that the main components in 

the oil were germacrene D (34.79–51.50%), sabinene (0.91–14.68%), β-caryophyllene (7.27–

12.66%) and β-pinene (0.53– 8.03%), whereas limonene is a major component in the oil 

obtained in Scotland (57.5%) [45]. 

 

The results of this study show that balm mint oil belongs to the citral/β-caryophyllene 

chemotype - neral (19,308-20,783%)> and geranial (18,649-19,116%)> β-caryophyllene 

(14,762-16.28%). Oils from Tajikistan [54], Turkey (24], Romania [19], Serbia [18], Poland 

[16], and Brazil [17], belong to geranial/neral chemotype, oIls from Iran - to 

geranol/caryophyllene oxide chemotype [25], while from Egypt [55], Turkey [23], and Italy 
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[20] – to citronellal chemotype, oils from Iran -  to α-pinene and caryophyllene oxide 

chemotype [56], oils from Greece - to caryophyllene-oxide/β -caryophyllene/ β -pinene 

chemotype [21]. The studied oils are a new chemotype of balm mint oil. So far, in the scientific 

literature there is no information about such a type of citral/β-caryophyllene chemotype of oils. 

The results from the present study confirm that balm mint have a unique chemical composition 

and individual oil chemotype.  
 

Figure 1. Classification of the identified compounds based on functional groups in oils from 

contaminated soils (A) and non-contaminated soils (B) (OM - oxygen-containing 

monoterpenes; MH - monoterpenic hydrocarbons; SH - sesquiterpene hydrocarbons; OS – 

oxygen-containing sesquiterpenes) 

 

       A                    B 

 
The chromatographic profile shows a complex mixture of components contained in balm mint 

oil. Figure 1 shows the classification of the identified compounds on the basis of functional 

groups. The highest is the content of oxygen-containing monoterpenes (61.448-62.684%), 

followed by sesquiterpene hydrocarbons (18.527-20.161%), oxygen-containing sesquiterpenes 

(7,582-8.324%), monoterpene hydrocarbons (5.028-5.183 %), and others (4.253- 4.452%). 

There are no significant differences in the profile of essential oils extracted from balm mint 

when grown on contaminated and uncontaminated soils. Probably the contamination of the soil 

with heavy metals does not affect the composition and quality of the oil. 

 

This study shows that balm mint can be grown on heavy metal contaminated soils. The oil 

yield, essential oil content and essential oil compositions are similar to the oil from the 

uncontaminated area and to the oils currently available on the market from other countries. 

Therefore, essential oils extracted from balm mint grown in contaminated areas could be 

marketed in the same way as essential oils produced in other regions of the world. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Based on the obtained results, the following conclusions can be made:  

1. Melissa oficinalis L. is a plant which is tolerant to heavy metals and can be grown on 

contaminated soils.  

2. In the leaves from Melissa Oficinalis L., cultivated in the region of the NFMW, the 

contents of Pb, Zn and Cd exceeded the Maximum permissible concentration, and could 

be a potential danger for men, when used as herbal tea.  

3. 3.The amounts of Pb, Zn and Cd in the oil of balm mint grown on contaminated soil (Pb 

-2509.1 mg/kg, Zn -2423.9 mg.kg, Cd - 64.3 mg/kg) are lower than the accepted 

maximum values and meet the requirements of an environmentally friendly product.  

4. The contamination of the soils with heavy metals does not affect the composition and 

quality of the oil. The content of the oxygen-containing monoterpenes neral and geranial, 
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and the sesquiterpene alcohol α-cadinol is higher in the balm mint oil obtained from the 

contaminated area, the content of β-caryophyllene is lower, and no significant difference 

was found for the other components. 

5. The highest is the content of oxygen-containing monoterpenes (61.448-62.684%), 

followed by sesquiterpene hydrocarbons (18.527-20.161%), oxygen-containing 

sesquiterpenes (7,582-8.324%), monoterpene hydrocarbons (5.028-5.183 %), and others 

(4.253- 4.452%). 

6. Balm mint oil from contaminated and uncontaminated area belongs to the new type of 

oils- citral/β-caryophyllene chemotype - neral (19,308-20,783%)> geranial (18,649-

19,116%)> β-caryophyllene (14,762-16.28%).  

7. Melissa Oficinalis L. could be cultivated in industrially polluted regions, as it is mainly 

used for obtaining essential oil. The essential oil of balm mint can be a valuable product 

for the farmers from the polluted areas. 
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